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INTRODUCTION

D

1.
In the 1990s, the US Government instituted several
programs In cooperation with the Government of Peru as part of its
"war on drugs." The programs were designed to attack all aspects of
the narcotics trade, from an eradication program designed to destroy
coca fields under cultivation, to the Airbridge Denial Program
(ABDP), designed to interrupt the transport of coca paste by civil
aircraft from Peru to Colombia. By 1997, Agency reporting described
the ABDP as a major success that played a key role in the significant
decline in coca cultivation in Peru and as the linchpin of a successful
strategy to disrupt the export of coca products.

II

2·
J The ABDP operated east of the Andes Mountains in an
l
area of Pert.i designated by the Peruvian Government as a special air
defense identification zone. Under the terms of the US-Peruvian
program, if an aircraft was reasonably believed to be involved in
narcotics trafficking, the Peruvian Air Force (Fuerza Aerea del Peru or
FAP) was authorized to direct the suspect aircraft to land at a

~r/r··
'-----~
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designa ted airfield. If the suspect aircraft failed to follow instructions
and after a series of required warnings, FAP fighter aircraft could be
authorized to shoot it down.
3. DThe FAP fighter aircraft did not have radar or infrared
technology, however, and could locate target planes only by sight.
They also did not have the equipment necessary to communicate
with the appropriate commands and bases. The key elements of the
US contribution to the program were the assistance of tracker aircraft
equipped with appropriate radar and the provision of equipment
that allowed effective communication between the US and Peruvian
aircraft and their respective commands. Additionally, significant US
resources were used to establish and maintain infrastructure and
operation of the Peruvian Air Force.

D

4.
CIA involvement in Peruvian air interdictions began in
'1'-)91-1992 with the delivery of a tracker airplane and continued, in its
first phase, for two years. The program was interrupted in early
'1994, when the Department of Defense (DoD), which provided
ground-based radar tracking and communications support to Peru,
stopped providing information that could be used by the FAP to
interdict and shoot down suspect aircraft. That decision was based
on concern that US personnel could be held criminally liable under a
federal law that prohibits willful destruction of foreign civil aircraft.
In May 1994, the Department of Justice (Do]) issued a formal opinion
that US personnel who provided assistance or information used by
the FAP to shoot down or destroy a civil aircraft could be held
criminally liable under US law. As a result, US support to the
Peruvian interdiction of drug flights stopped temporarily.

DIn

5.
fall 1994, the US Congress granted immunity to
foreign officials and US employees and agents who engage in or
provide assistance for the interdiction of civil aircraft in foreign
countries, provided certain conditions are met. The two conditions
are that the aircraft is reasonably suspected of being primarily
engaged in illicit drug trafficking and that the US President has
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determined that the interdiction was necessary because of the
extraordinary threat to the host nation's national security posed by
illicit drug trafficking and that the host nation has appropriate
procedures in place to protect against the innocent loss of life.
6.nPresidential Determination 95-9 (PD 95-9), Resumption of
u.s. Or~erdiction Assistance to the Government of Peru, signed by
President Clinton on 8 December 1994, and its accompanying
Memorandu m of Justification (MOJ), renewed US support for the
Peruvian air interdiction program and laid out a strict set of
standards by which it would operate. The MOJ set forth, in detail,
the mandatory interception procedures that had been agreed to by
the Governments of the United States and Peru along with the legal
obligations of US personnel involved in the program. The primary
purpose of these mandatory procedures was to protect against the
loss of innocent life.'

7.1
IThe United States resumed its assistance to
Peru in the ABDP in March 1995. From then until 20 April 2001, the
PAP, with the assistance of US tracker planes, shot down 15 civil
aircraft.' During the fifteenth of these shootdowns, on 20 April 2001,
the FAP shot down a single-engine £1oatplane operated by a US
missionary group. Two US citizens, Veronica Bowers and her infant
daughter Charity, were killed and pilot Kevin Donaldson was
wounded. Bowers' husband and son were not physically injured and
survived the crash. Following this tragedy, the program was shut
down.
8. [=:1rhis investigation examines CIA's role in the conduct
and operation of the Airbridge Denial Program in Peru from 1995 to
2001, which provided the context in which the 20 April 2001
shootdown occurred, and the performance of CIA officers in its
I DExhibit A contains the complete text of Presidential Determination 95-9 and the
accompanying MOJ.
2
This investigation examines only shootdowns; it does not address forccdowns or seizures
<If aircraft suspected of drug trafficking,

n

3
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aftermath. This investigation examines in detail only the 15
intercepts that ended with shootdowns. The first section reviews the
'15 shootdowns themselves; the second focuses on CIA's response to
the shootdown of the missionary plane.

SUMMARY
9 . 0 n the 1990s, the US Government instituted several
progran[Sih cooperation with the Government of Peru as part of the
"war on drugs." One program, the Airbridge Denial Program
(ABDP), was designed to interrupt the transport of narcotics by civil
aircraft. Under terms of this program, if an aircraft was reasonably
believed to be involved in narcotics trafficking, the Peruvian Air
Force was authorized to instruct the suspect aircraft to land. If the
suspect aircraft failed to follow instructions after being given a series
of required warnings, the Peruvian Air Force fighter could be
authorized to shoot the suspect plane down. The key US
contribution to the ABDP was the provision of tracker aircraft
equipped with radar and communications e ui ment assistance that
the Peruvian fighters lacked.

10·1
from March 1995 through April 2001, the
Peruvian Air Force, with the assistance of US tracker planes, shot
down 15 civilian aircraft. The fifteenth shootdown involved a singleengine floatplane operated by a US missionary group. Two US
citizens, a mother and her infant daughter, were killed, and the pilot
was seriously wounded.
u

11J==--rrcsidcntial Determination (PD) 95-9, signed in
December 1994, and its accompanying Memorandum of Justification
(MOJ) authorized US support for the ABDP. The PD and MOJ set
forth mandatory interception procedures and the legal obligations of
US personnel involved in the program. The primary purpose of the
mandatory intercept procedures was to guard against the loss of
4
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innocent life. CIA personnel assigned to the ABDP were required to
monitor the intercepts to ensure they complied with the required
procedures and to report to their superiors any deviations. Congress
passed a law providing immunity to US personnel engaged in
assisting in the interdiction of civil aircraft as long as the conditions
specified in the Presidential Determination were met.

12.1

~xamination of the events surrounding the
shootdown of the missionary aircraft raised questions about whether
the intercept procedures required by the PD and MOl had been
followed. The Department of Justice Criminal Division asked the CIA
Office of Inspector General (OIG) to investigate CIA's role in the
conduct and operation of the ABDP from 1995 to 2001. OIG reviewed
documentary reporting on each of the 15 shootdowns, examined
Videotapes of each shootdown, and conducted more than 200
interviews of participants in the program, including CIA officers, the
US air crews on the tracker planes, and the Peruvian Air Force officers
and their commanders involved in the shootdowns.

13.1

I Violations

of the required procedures to
intercept and shoot down an aircraft occurred in all If ABDP
shootdowns in which CIA had participated, beginning in May 1995.
CIA officers knew of and condoned most of these violations,
fostering an environment of negligence and disregard for procedures
designed to protect against the loss of innocent life that culminated in
the downing of the missionary plane.
14. r--Violations of the requirement to report deviations in the
conduct oTtFle interceptions, as specified in the MOl, also occurred
after all but one of the shootdowns. Inaccurate statements reporting
that all required procedures had been conducted were initiated by
CIA personnel on the ground in Peru, endorsed byj
responsible Headquarters components, and passed to Congress and
the National Security Council (NSC).
b.-""",,=,,~

~_
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"15.n

Throughout the life of the ABDP, there was evidence of
deviations trom the required procedures, both in the videotapes of the
shootdowns and in the reporting cablesl
lelA
officers charged with legal and policy oversight of the program
ignored this evidence. Their failure to provide adequate oversight
and report violations precluded a policy review and a possible change
in course that could have prevented the shootdown of April 2001.
JThe routine disregard of required procedures
16. [m
in conducting interceptions in the ABDP led to the rapid destruction
of target aircraft without adequate safeguards to protect against the
loss of innocent life. In many cases, performing the required
procedures took time and might have resulted in the escape of the
target aircraft. In addition, because conducting all the required
procedures was difficult-and the Peruvian pilots placed safety of
flight first-shooting down an aircraft often was easier than forcing it
down. The result, in many cases, was that suspect aircraft were shot
down within minutes of being sighted by the Peruvian fighterwithout being properly identified, without being given the required
warnings, and without being given time to respond to the warnings.
17.1
IThe violations of intercept procedures that
occurred in the shootdown of the missionary plane had occurred in
many of the previous shootdowns. They included:

• Failure to identify the suspect aircraft as reasonably suspect
of being a narcotrafficker before shooting it down. This
violation had occurred in eight previous shootdowns.
• Failure to conduct the visual signals that were designed to
make suspect aircraft aware that they were targets of an
interception so they could follow instructions to land. This
violation had OCCUlTed in all previous shootdowns.
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• Failure to fire warning shots, This violation had occurred in
at least eight previous shootdowns.
• Failure of the Peruvian chain of command. Some
breakdown in the Peruvian chain of command had occurred
in 1:1 of the previous 14 shootdowns.
• Lack of reasonable time to perform all required procedures
and for the target aircraft to respond. This had occurred in
nine of the previous shootdowns. In six of these
shootdowns, less than two minutes elapsed between
initiating the first warning and authorization to fire on the
target.
In defending their performance in the wake of the shootdown of the
missionary plane, many US participants in the ABDP asserted that
most of the shootdowns had occurred at night. They argued that
some of the required procedures, such as visual signals, could not be
performed at night. In fact, 11 of the 15 shootdowns occurred during
the day and another took place in the early evening; only three
occurred at night.
18. W·'IReporting on shootdowns began on the ground in Peru,
where A~y officers drafted, reviewed, and released cables
containing information they knew to be inaccurate or incomplete.
Agency officers and attorneys in Latin America Division and the
Crime and Narcotics Center failed to provide adequate oversight to
the program, ignoring cables and shootdown Videotapes that
contained information that contradicted claims of compliance and
revealed repeated violations of required procedures. These officers
forwarded inaccurate information to senior management of the
Agency as well as to Congress and the NSC.
19]
!Agency participants in the ABDP, both in the
field anc at Headquarters, told OIG they understood the
requirements of the PD and the MOJ and understood that they were
7
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required to report any deviation from required procedures. Between
May 1995 and April 2001, however, these officers, in almost all cases,
failed to report such violations. Instead, they repeatedly and falsely
reported that the program was being operated in full compliance
with requirements.

20.1
IFollowing the missionary shootdown, senior
Agency officers involved in the ABDP misrepresented the Agency's
performance in running the ABDP. In almost a dozen Congressional
briefings and hearings in 2001, these officers asserted that the
missionary shootdown had been an aberration; that the speed with
which the phases were conducted in that case had been unexpected;
and that a language problem had contributed to the accident. At the
same time, however, a DCI-directed internal examination of the
ABDP (unrelated to this OIG review) was documenting sustained
and significant violations of the required intercept procedures dating
back to -1995.

21.1'
IWithin a month of the missionary shootdown, the
Agency's internal review group, known as the Peru Task Force (PTF),
had accumulated substantial evidence that procedures required by
the PD and MOT had never been fully followed and that Agency
officers in Peru had claimed otherwise in their reporting to
Headquarters. The PTF reviewed the shootdown videotapes and
found that there were no tapes that showed all the procedures being
followed. On the advice of the Office of General Counsel, however,
the PTF did not formally report these findings.
22.0 Following the missionary shootdown, two external
review groups - the NSC-directed Interagency Review Group and
t11C' Send te Select Commi ttee on Intelligence - undertook
examinations of the conduct of the ABDP. These groups tasked CIA
to provide them with relevant information, but no evidence has been
found that the Peru Task Force findings were shared outside the
Agency. By telling the outside investigatory groups that there was
no final report from the internal CIA investigation, the Agency
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successfully denied them access to the PTF's findings. The tactic also
concealed the Agency's findings from the victims of the shootdown
who were engaged in civil settlement negotiations. The US
Government paid $8 million to the victims based on CIA's assertion
that the missionary shootdown had been an aberration in a program
that otherwise had complied with Presidentially-mandated
procedures.
23.C A senior operations officer 'a~signed the task of
conducting an internal accountability review similarly failed to
document the extent of non-compliance that existed in the ABDP.
Despite having had access to the ongoing work of the Peru Task
Force and being advised of its findings, he made no note of these
issues in his final report to senior Agency management. This officer
served at the same time as the sale CIA representative to the NSCdirected Interagency Review Group and failed to inform that group
of the pertinent Agency information.

24.1 ....m~·-] Agency records reveal several instances in the
aftermath of the missionary shootdown when senior Agency
managers were asked to inform the NSC about the conduct of the
ABDP. Senior Agency officers, though knowledgeable of the Peru
Task Force findings that the ABDP had never complied fully with the
required intercept procedures, failed to disclose this even after the
National Security Advisor specifically asked who gave CIA approval
to change the program's required procedures.

._k:J

25
Concerned about possible criminal charges against
Agency 0 rcers, CIA's General Counsel, in late 2002, asked an Office
of General Counsel (OGe) attorney to conduct an independent
review of the ABDP and the shootdown of the missionary plane.
This attorney noted deviations in the conduct of the program and
advised the General Counsel that there were grounds for possible
criminal prosecution of Agency officers for making false statements
1n Agency reporting and to Congress.

----------------~
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26.~mq

···!1n2003, occ prepared a defense theory of

the Agency s performance in running the ABDP and briefed it to the
DCI. aGe's theory contradicted the findings of both the PTF and
aGes own review. aGe attorneys also undertook other actions in
support of the defense without the knowledge of the Department of
Justice (DoJ), which was conducting an ongoing criminal
investigation. In fa112004, after repeated interventions by OGC, DoJ
indicated that it would not prosecute Agency officers involved in the
ABDP if CIA could assure an adequate administrative remedy. In
October 2004, the then-DDCI provided this assurance in a letter to
Do]. DoJ declined criminal prosecution in February 2005.

D

27.
A number of Agency officers bear responsibility for
failing to appropriately monitor ABDP activities and for rovidin
inac~urate f(2£.orting. These individuals include;
---r_---'
I
]officers-in-charge and personnel . ~_. _.. _.__
. , _ _.. and
officers at Headquarters. In addressing issues of accountability, OIG
has focused on those officers who clearly understood the
requirements of the PD and MOJ; knew those requirements were not
being met; failed to report the fact that requirements were not met to
their managers; failed in their oversight responsibilities; and were
involved in multiple incidents of inaccurate reporting. This Report
includes systemic recommendations to ensure adequate legal and
managerial oversight of Agency programs and independence in
Agency internal reviews of operational failures.

PROCEDURES AND RESOURCES
28.1
\In May 20m, Dol's Criminal Division initiated
a preliminary review of the procedures employed in the narcotics air
interdiction program in Peru as a result of questions arising from the
20 April 2001 shootdown of the missionary aircraft. The purpose was
to determine whether a criminal investigation was warranted. In
August 2001, DoJ asked the FBI to conduct a preliminary criminal
inquiry. In mid-December 2001, Do] requested that CIA/GIG join
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with the fBI in conducting this investigation. In response, OIG
established an investigative team comprised of six special
investigators and one research assistant. In addition to this team, 10
special agents from the FBI, six prosecutors and one paralegal from
Dol's Criminal Division/ and one Assistant United States Attorney
from the District of Columbia also participated in the investigation,

29.0 On 21 December 2001/ OIG issued a memorandum to
CIA components requesting copies of all internal and external
documents related to the investigation. OIC subsequently compiled
and reviewed copies of relevant internal and external documents
including official files/ Official Personnel Folders, correspondence,
communications, reports, and electronic files. OIG reviewed CIA
policies, regulations, and field directives as well as the PD and MOJ
governing conduct of the program in Peru. The investigative team
also requested and reviewed pertinent documents in the records of
the Departments of State/ Commerce, and Defense as well as the
Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) and the US Customs
Serv ice (USCS).

30.1-1 The investigative team traveled to the US Southern

Comman~eJoint Interagency Task Force-East, and the US

Embassy in Lima and reviewed and obtained copies of pertinent US
Government records. The team conducted interviews of current and
previous officials assigned to the Embassy during the conduct of the
air interdiction program. The team traveled to Pucallpa and Piura,
Peru, for further interviews. Additionally, the team requested and
received classified and unclassified Peruvian Government documents
pertinent to the conduct of the interception program.

31.1

~he team asked permission to review

transcripts of CongressIOnal testimony, hearings, and briefings
presented by CIA officers to both the House Permanent Select
Committee on Intelligence (HPSCI) and the Senate Select Committee
on Intelligence (SSCI). The SSCI provided access to the requested
rna terial, The HPSCI declined to provide access to the requested
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material, stating that its own review had determined that the
operation of the Airbridge Denial Program, as presented to the
Committee by CIA officials, was appropriate.

lOIn

total, the team indexed more than 250,000 pages of
32.
documents into its records. It also obtained and reviewed the
videotapes of ABDP operations that included 14 of the 15 shootdowns.
The videotapes provide a visual and audio record of what transpired in
each intercept mission. orc was not able to obtain a videotape of the
shootdown that occurred onl? August 1997.
I however,
had reported multiple violations of procedure at the time of that event.

i

n
individua~ome
33.

The team conducted more than 210 interviews of
of whom were interviewed multiple times,
including current and former employees of CIA, DEA, USCS,
Department of State, the National Security Council (NSC), the US
Army, and the SSCI staff. Working with the Peruvian Ministries of
Justice, Defense, and Foreign Affairs, the team met with the
Commander of the Peruvian Air Force and other Peruvian Ministry of
Defense officials to arrange interviews of FAP personnel involved in
the shootdowns, as well as their commanding generals. In total,
24 Peruvian Air Force officers were interviewed, including five of the
six commanding generals as well as available FAP pilots, co-pilots, and
Host Nation Riders.

34·L._J Do] declined criminal prosecution in favor of
administrative action by CIA on 3 February 2005.

~r_
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ISSUES PRESENTED
.
35·lmn~:~'hiS Report of Investigation addresses the following
Issues:
Part I: Conduct of the Airbridge Denial Program, 1995-2001
• Legal Authorities and Procedures for Conducting
Interceptions
• Program Operations
• Intercept Phases
• Standard Operating Procedures, 1995-2001
• The Shootdowns, 1995-2001
• Violations of Intercept Procedures
• Violations in Reporting
• Headquarters Review and Oversight
• Responsible Officers
• Summation
• Interviews with Key Agency Participants in the Airbridge
Denial Program
Part II: CIA's Role in Investigations of the Conduct of the Airbridge
Denial Program, 2001-2005
• CIA Statements Immediately Following the Missionary
Shootdown
• Internal CIA Examinations of Conduct of the Airbridge
Denial Program
• CIA's Internal Accountability Review
• CIA Reporting to Congress and the NSC
• External Examinations of the Conduct of the Airbridge
Denial Program
• Role of the Office of General Counsel in CIA's Examinations
of the Airbridge Denial Program

3

t
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DChronolo gy of Significant Events, 1994 - 2001
:> October '1994

16 May 1995

23 June 19%
14 July 1995

21 July 1995

17 August 1995
November 1995

·I~-\

27 Novemb(~rI995

Congress passed 22 U.S.c. §2291-4. providing immunity for US Government personnel engaged
in interdiction provided certain conditions that protect againstl11c innocent loss of life are met.
President signed Presidential Determination and Memorandum of Justification authorizing air
tntcrdictlon program in Peru.
Shootdown. Legal review conducted by Latin America Division Legal Adviser. Congress
notified that shootdown complied with required procedures.
Shoot down. Congress notified that shootdown complied with required procedures.
Shootdown. Congress notified that shootdown complied with required procedures;
Shootdown, Congress notified that shootdown complied with requiredprocedures.
Shoot down. Congress notified that shootdowncomplied with requiredprocedures.
Shootdown. I'...., .... _ .. ~'eporlcd all procedures followed. No record of Congressional
Notification.
,
Shootdown.j
reported all procedures followed. No record of Congressional
Notification.
--..J

K July 1')9<i

Shootdown.C--·--~~feportedall procedures followed. No record ofCongressional

l'ebruary 1997

Stalllhud Operating Procedures (SOPs) issued; references Internatlonal.CivilAviation
Organization (leAO) standards in introduction, butdocs not specifiy visualsignals as one of the
required intercept procedures.
Shootdown. Congress notified that shootdown complied with required procedures.
Shootdowl1.1
Ireported all procedures followed. No record ofCongressional

Notification.

:n March 1997
4 August 1997

Notification,
·17 Aup;ustl997

Seplrlllbrr "1997

(, October 1997
10 Octuhcr 1997

12 October '1997
February 1999
March 'J999

Ckloberl999
[7JlIly 2000
2U Af1ril2001

,--~~-

Shootdown.
e orled deviation in procedures. Conduct ofprogram is reviewed.
Headquarters office
responsible for oversight of the program, traveled to Peru to
review program's compliance with procedures and issued reportc===Jl'epol'tcondudedthat
'17 August '1997shootdown constituted the single instance in which intercept procedures were
not followed, and that the ABDP exceededrequirements of PO/MaJ.
Shootdown. Congress notified that shootdown complied with required procedures.
ani a October, Agency advised Congressional Intelligence Committees of Violations in required
procedures during 17 AuguSl1997 shootdownand told of follow-up corrective measurestobe
taken that will preclude recurrence.
Shoot down. Congress notified that shootdown complied with required procedures:

US and Peruvian aircraft COllidCd.du. r.in. I! a traim: ex.Cl.'d.se:
SOPs issued, signed byl
=
_
_
required procedures.
...
. . . ..... .

YndFAP. Did not include all

rml

SOPs issued, signed byl
FAP. Did not include-all required
procedures.r,
Shootdownj
/'eported all procedures followed. No record ofCongl'ession~l
N otification.i-r--:
Shootdownj
!reportcd that missionary plane is shot down. key Agency officers
brief Congressional committees on the missionary shootdown, advising thaUhe rapid pace of
procedures conducted and deviation of procedures were unexpected.
This box is classified

~-._------------ ---_.~~--_._-~-~-----~---~-----~~~-~----'
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FINDINGS
P ART I: CONDUCT OF THE AmBRIDGE DENIAL PROGRAMr

1995-2001

Legal Authorities and Procedures for Conducting Interceptions
36·0US federal criminal law prohibits the willful
dcstructi ... foreign civil aircraft. Specifically, Title 18
U.S. Code §32(b)(2), Destruction of aircraft or aircraft facilities, provides
that,
Whoever willfully ... destroys a civil aircraft registered in a
country other than the United States while such aircraft is in service
or causes damage to such an aircraft which renders that aircraft
incapable of flight or which is likely to endanger that aircraft's
safety in flight. ...

is punishable by a fine and a term of imprisonment not to exceed
20 years. When violation of this provision results in the death of any
person, U.s.c. §32(b) states that the offense is also punishable by
either imprisonment for life or the death penalty.> The definition of
aircraft "in service" includes aircraft on the ground within 24 hours of
landing.

n

37.
In fall 1994, the US Congress passed Title 22
U.S. Codhz291 to §2294 providing immunity to foreign officials and
US employees and agents who engage in or provide assistance for the
interdiction of civil aircraft in foreign countries, provided certain
conditions are met. This law enabled the United States to resume
support to the air interdiction program in Peru. The two conditions
required by the 1994 statute arc that:
The aircraft is reasonably suspected to be primarily engaged in
illicit drug trafficking; and,

\[---118

USC. §:\4.

~r."T'J5
SE~l~

_
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The President of the United States, before the interdiction, has
determined that (a) interdiction is necessary because of the
extraordinary threat posed by illicit drug trafficking to the national
security of Peru, and (b) the foreign country has appropriate
procedures in place to protect against innocent loss of life in the air
or on the ground in connection with interdiction.

38. DpreSidential Determination 95-9, Resumption of u.s.
Drug lnteraict on Assistance to the Government of Peru, signed by
President Clinton on 8 December 1994, and its accompanying MOJ
authorized US support for the air interdiction program in Peru. The
MOl set forth, in detail, the mandatory interception procedures that
had been agreed to by the US and Peruvian Governments along with
the legal obligations of US personnel involved in the program.

D

39.
In relevant part, the MOJ stated that only aircraft
reasonably suspected of being primarily engaged in narcotrafficking
could be legitimate targets under this program and that:
... the use of weapons against [narcotrafficking] aircraft in flight by
the Peruvian Air Force may be authorized under very strict
conditions after all attempts to identify innocent aircraft and to
persuade suspected aircraft to land at a controlled airfield have
been exhausted.
I

40.
ll'he MOJ then described Peru's interdiction procedures
in detail, including the requirement to communicate with the suspect
aircraft. The MOJ mandated that Peruvian interceptor aircraft
attempt to communicate with the suspect plane by radio, and, if that
failed, then the interceptor was to use a series of visual
communication procedures:
If radio contact is not possible, the [FAP] pilot must use a series of
internationally recognized procedures to make visual contact with
the suspect aircraft and to direct the aircraft to follow the
intercepting aircraft to a secure airfield for inspection.

16
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4'1.
The "internationally recognized procedures" are those
established by the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
and require that while flying in front and above the target aircraft,
the interceptor plane must wag its wings up and down, flash its
navigational lights on and off at irregular intervals, then fly off to the
left. This signal is internationally recognized as meaning "follow
me." Alternatively, while flying in front and above the target
airplane, the interceptor can lower its landing gear or turn on its
landing lights, both of which indicate it is directing the target aircraft
to land.

42.11 The MOJ provided that if the target aircraft did not
respond ~e visual signals, the interceptor should then fire
warning shots, followed by disabling shots:
If the aircraft continues to ignore the internationally recognized
instructions to land, the [FAP] pilot--only after gaining the
permission of the Commanding General of the VI RAT [FAP Sixth
Territorial Air Defense Command] or in his absence the Chief of
Staff-may fire warning shots in accordance with specified [FAP]
procedures. If these are ignored, and only after again obtaining the
approval of the Commanding General of the VI RAT or in his
absence the Chief of Staff, the [FAP] pilot may use weapons against
the trafficking aircraft with the goal of disabling it.

43. DThe remaining procedures for the actual shooting
down of an"craft follow in the same paragraph of the MOJ and also
require the authorization from the Commander of the VI RAT or his
Chid of Staff. The section on the Peruvian procedures concluded
with the following statement:
The final decision to use force against civil aircraft in flight-once all
other steps have been exhausted-requires authorization from the
VI RAT Commander-or in his absence his Chief of Staff-who will
verify that all appropriate procedures have been fulfilled.

17
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44.r-lrhe MOJ then addressed the obligations of the US
personne~olved in the program.
As part of their standard operating instructions, all official [US
Government] personnel in jointly manned facilities and platforms

will regularly monitor compliance with agreed procedures and
immediately report any irregularities through their chain of
command. Should there be evidence suggesting that procedures
an' not being followed, the [US Government] will reevaluate
whether Peru has appropriate procedures to protect against the loss
of innocent life.
PROGRAM OPERATIONS

45.!~UnderPeruvian law, any civil aircraft flying during
dayIighth()urs through the special air defense identification zone
(ADIZ) below the minimum altitude used by commercial airlines was
subject to interdiction by the PAP. At night, civil aircraft were
prohibited from flying within the zone, with exceptions for
commercial aircraft on scheduled routes and aircraft with specific
authorization from the FAP. The Peruvians considered any other
aircraft flying in the ADIZ at night to be illegal, and thus subject to
interdiction.
46.ilrhe FAP used two types of fighter aircraft, the singleengine tu~~op Embraer T-27A Tucano (Tucano) and the twinengine jt't Cessna A-37B Dragonfly (A-37), to interdict suspicious
-- tracker lanes,
.ilanes. The CIA also used-

was to locate the suspicious aircraft and lead the Peruvian
fighters to those aircraft.

'--;;-:-~--
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47.1
[tracker aircraft were based in Pucallpa, Peru. The
CIA officer-in-charge (OlC) at Pucallpa was responsible for on-thescene supervision of air operations andDaircrews. During flight
missions, the Ole maintained radio communication with the tracker
aircraft and monitored the interceptions. The P
OTe renrrted
on the conduct of procedures to CIA personnel lllCalIna
_
I

- - -

48.lJ The tracker aircraft were equipped with Videotape
capability, and each interception was recorded. CIA personnel
supervising the interceptions were to use the Videotapes to verify the
accuracy of statements about the conduct of the interception and
report any irregularities to their managers. If the review of the
videotape did not substantiate written statements made in reports,
CIA personnel were required to raise the discrepancies with their
su periors, According to participants in the air interdiction program,
the CIA OlC at Pucall a Base reviewed the videota es of
shootdowns, then
officers
reviewed them. Following
review, the videos were hand
carried]
Ito Headquarters for further review.
4 9 0 s partofscheduled patrol missions or as a result of
specific intelligcncel__=_Jtracker aircraft took off from Pucallpa to
search for aircraft suspected of being engaged in narcotrafficking.
The US tracker crew included a pilot, co-pilot, mission sensor
operator who ran the forward-looking infrared radar (FLIR) and
video recorder; a FAP host nation rider (HNR) also was on board the
tracker aircraft. The HNR was responsible for relaying commands
between Peruvian authorities on the ground and the FAP fighter
aircraft and for coordinating the positions of the tracker aircraft and
the fighter plane.

501

I The first step of the interdiction was to

identify the target plane and determine whether it was a legitimate
flir;ht. This step was difficult to carry out for a number of reasons.
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Civil pi lots did not consistently file plans for flights over the remote
jungle region that made up the ADIZ. The FAP could not efficiently
check those flight plans that did exist. CIA and FAP personnel were
reluctant to attempt radio communication with a suspect aircraft
until the fighter plane had arrived for fear that, if the suspect plane
was involved in narcotrafficking, the pilot would attempt to escape.
Finally, the tail number or other identifying information of the
suspect aircraft could not be seen if it was flying at night. 4
51.DCIA and FAP personnel did agree, however, that the US
tracker aIrcraft would attempt to obtain the registration number from
the tail of the suspect plane. The number would then be called to the
Commanding General of the VI RAT, located in Juanjui, Peru, to be
compared to a list of registered aircraft. The HNR on board the
tracker plane also was supposed to carry a copy of the list. If the
target was legitimate, the intercept was to be broken off. If not, or if
the tracker aircraft C~~ld n~: gfl a registration number, the intercept
continued. A CIA
Officer, stationed with the VI RAT
Commander at [uanjui am ater Iquitos, monitored transmissions
between the US tracker aircraft and the commanders on the ground
throughout the intercept missions. This officer also reported on the
conduct of procedures I
f

l

52.1
~f the tracker plane could not get the tail
number, OS pilots were supposed to radio in a description of the
suspect plane's make, model, and color to the VI RAT Commander.
At that point, based on the description and the heading of the target,
the VI RAT was to check the list of flight plans filed by civil aircraft.
If the target was found to be on a legitimate flight plan, the intercept
would be broken off. Otherwise, the intercept continued.
--- ------cc-----

CIA officers who participated in the program and were interviewed by Ole
sa c( \a J Wi1S difficult to get the identifying information and that, even with identifying
information, the Peruvians had difficulty determining the nature of the flight and whether it had
filed a f1if,ht plan. Some of these officers stated that, if a flight occurred at night, it was
lInm~('(~ssary to identify it because it was too difficult and all night flights were illegal.

4j
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53.
According to the MOl, if attempts to identify the target
failed to establish it as a legitimate flight, the VI RAT Commander
could authorize the launch of a FAP fighter. When the fighter was
airborne, the HNR would communicate the coordinates of the tracker
aircraft to the fighter until the fighter crew could see the target plane.
At that paine the fighter conducted the intercept while the tracker
aircraft moved into position to monitor the event. The tracker aircraft
recorded the process via a video recorder connected both to the FLIR
and the tracker's radio communication system.
INTERCEPT PHASES

D

54.
An intercept consisted of three phases. The first was
the attempt to communicate with the target. According to the MOJ,
after the fighter visually identified the target and confirmed its
registration number, it was to attempt communication by radio.
Under both Peruvian law and additional agreements between the
United States and Peru, the fighter was required to attempt multiple
radio contacts with the suspect aircraft on at least two different
frequencies."

D

55.
Because of the very real possibility that radio calls
would not reach a small aircraft flying over the jungle, the MOJ
mandated that, if radio contact was not possible, the FAP pilot "must
use a series of internationally recognized procedures to make visual
contact'! with the suspect aircraft. These procedures, standardized by
the lCAO, required the fighter plane to fly in front of the intercepted
plane and wag its wings up and down, lower its landing gear, flash
its landing lights, and possibly give hand signals.
56.
I In OIG interviews, most CIA officers
acknowledged that these visual signals were required, but difficult to
perform. Even though they were explicitly called for in the MOJ,
i

Several radio frequencies were routinely used east of the Andes, so standard procedure
ca ec for multiple attempts on a range of frequencies. Interviewees indicated, however, that
small aircraft pilots usually turned off their radios as they flew over open jungle.
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some officers indicated that they were not sure visual signals were
required. Several officers indicated that such signals were not
required i ( they would affect the safety of the fighter, if taking the '
time to do them would enable the suspect aircraft to escape, or if the
suspect aircraft was evading the Peruvian fighter. Peruvian pilots
interviewed by OIG stated that visual signals were difficult to
perform; not one of these pilots had performed them in the
shootdowns he conducted. The videotapes support the Peruvian
pilots' testimony. They do not show visual signals being performed
in any of the -14 shootdowns for which OIG obtained videotapes from
1995 through April 2001.

57.1

11£ the target did not respond to the attempts at

commul1lcahon, the VL RAT Commander could authorize Phase II,
the firing of warning shots. The warning shots consisted of tracers
fired by the fighter aircraft. Some CIA officers stated that the tracers
could be seen at night but not during the daytime. However, others
observed that the FAP used old tracer ammunition that either did not
ignite or ignited only briefly but extinguished by the time it reached
the target pilots' field of visionl
L----y-------:-.---------,.--:,..,-------.----.------c-

Itracer

-------y~--.l

58.[
. .
tThe position of the fighter also decreased the
likelihood that the suspect pilot would be able to see the warning
shots. The procedures called for the fighter to fly in front and to the
left of the target, but almost all of the videos show the fighter behind
the target of interest (Tal) during Phase II. Again, some CIA officers
indicated that warning shots were not required if the target was

C05500526

taking evasive action. If the target did not respond to the warning
shots, the VI RAT Commander could authorize Phase Ill, the use of
force. According to the MOL in Phase III, if warning shots are
ignored - and only after again obtaining the approval of the VIRAT
Commander-the FAP pilot may use weapons against the suspect
plane with the goal of disabling it. If such fire does not cause the
intercepted pilot to obey FAP instructions, the VI RAT Commander
rnay order the aircraft shot down.

lIt

59.!1
is inherent in the procedures set forth in the
PO and the MOJ that a target must be given a reasonable chance to
respond to the warnings. It is not clear exactly how much time is
required to perform the procedures and allow for a response.
Agency officers testifying after the missionary shootdown, however,
claimed that the 10 minutes that elapsed between the first radio
warning and the shootdown phase in that operation was insufficient.
US pilots and others involved in the program told Ole that the
procedures themselves could be done in five to 10 minutes, but that
time must also be given for the target of the intercept to respond. It is
clear from the videotapes and a review of Agency cable traffic that
procedures were often compressed or rushed, particularly if the
crews perceived that the target was trying to escape. In at least nine
of the 1.4 shootd.owns that preceded the missionary operation, less
than 10 minu tes elapsed between the first attempted radio contact
and. the shootdown phase. In six of these shootdowns, less than two
minutes elapsed between the first warning and the shootdown phase.

60.1

IThe MOJ also spelled out the review and
reporting reqUIrements of CIA officers involved in the ABDP. They
were to "regularly monitor compliance with agreed procedures and
immediately report irregularities through their chain of command. II
The MOr stipulated that, should there be evidence that procedures
had not been followed, the United States would "reevaluate whether
Peru has appropriate procedures to protect against the innocent loss
of life. II Agency officers responsible for operating the ABDP at
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Headquarters and in the field told OIC they understood that these
procedures were required: they also understood the stipulation to
monitor compliance and report deviations.
STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES, 1995 TO

2001

D

61.
In early 1995, after the December 1994 Presidential
approval to restart the program, US and FAP ABDP personnel in
Peru prepared a document laying out the technical step-by-step
instructions for conducting intercepts. According to program
participants, the US and FAP wrote a new document following the
yearly change of the VI RAT Commander. Later, new SOPs were
signed!
I.

n

62.
The only written SOPs obtained by OIG in this
investigattort were one set from 1997 and two from 1999.6 None of
these documents contained the requirement to conduct visual signals
as part of the intercept procedures. According to American pilot
I .... . .
..
the requirement to perform visual signals was
dropped from the SOPs in late 1996 because the Peruvians
considered them too dangerous: he said all the aircrews were aware
of this change. The absence of the specific requirement to perform
visual signals was contrary to the re9uirements specified by the
PO/MOJo ~
[was tl
~hen the 1997
SOPs were created, but onl the Peruvian Air Force Commander
signed the document.
ned the SOPs issued in March
1999, and his successor
signed the SOPs
issued in October 1999.
u .

)

63.0 In February 1995,1
Iserving in the Directorate
of Operations (DO), Military and Special Programs (MSp),D
I
Ibecame the first officer-in-charge (OrC) of the reconstituted
program. During his 75-day temporary duty tour in Peru,l
~aid

0

us and Peruvian pilots and crew explained that when a new SOPs was issued, the
prevIous version was destroyed, so as not to cause confusion. The SOPs issued in October 1999
was in effect at the time of the April 2001 missionary shootdown.

!>
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he developed intercept procedures in coordination with US and FAP
personnel assigned to the program. According t~_H I the intercept
procedures that were developed were based upon the PD, MOI,
ICAO requirements, and discussions with the FAP.
64. n--laid all intercept procedures, to include visual
signals su~ waggling and warning shots, were mandatory
both for day and night intcr.C:IS,~uteffective use of procedures
depended on many things.
oted that warning shots were not
effective during the day or rught Que to the burn time of the tracer
ammunition. He explained that the chemicals on the ammunition
did not burn long enough after firing to enable a suspect aircraft to
effectively observe the tracer. In additionj
roted that suspect
aircraft would typically evade by flying at treetop level, and this
would make it difficult, if not im ossible, for the interceptor to
accomplish wing waggling.
aid it became a safety of flight
issue at that point. According t
if the interceptor was unable
to accomplish visual signals, either during the day or at night,
because of a suspect aircraft's evasive maneuvers, for example, the
interceptor would be required to break off the intercept before
shootdown. However, testimony of US and Peruvian aircrews did
not support this assertion. Rather, the aircrew members told OIG
they were unaware of the requirement to break off an intercept if
visual signals could not be conducted? The videotapes of the
shootdowns show that target aircraft were shot down despite the fact
that visual signals were not performed.
served in DO/ MSP
'.,------------,
from 1995 to June 1996 and ' - - - - - - - - - - - - j
f-----,.-;o----.J
from June 1996 through 1997. In these positions,
riefed
'-=-:=-=----'
OICs prior to their deployment to Peru about the proce ures and
said he required them to read the leAO manual.
r-----"-------r.--~

7

nSee Box, "Statements by US and Peruvian Pilots Concerning Pilot Discretion in Conducting
1

vTs-uaJ Signals," at the end of this section.
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Mana::~~J

riOID '!<mto 1996, said

meeting~~;;:~eld

with the FAP, to include VI RAT CommanderL"
""""'WT_"V=',....-_ _.".,-_
s
to discuss the intercept procedures. The meetings included
r-------"--,--"
mana ement
officer
r-------1---,c-o-u-,-l--.--n~ot
and
recall t e FAP aircrews ever raising a concern regarding the difficulty,
or impossibility, of executing any intercept procedures for any reason,
bver request
day or night, to include safety o.f flight, nor did
or make a change in the intercept procedures. [
Jsaid he
watched all the shootdown Videotapes during his assignment in Peru.

n~:· Inm' :estat~l~ pro~am in ;~;:~~~~~6C~::~?a~~~::

the ti
the
the intercept procedures the FAP conducted.l
said the FAP
interceptor attempted to make visual contact by flying alongside the
suspect aircraft and performing maneuvi'!~,suchas wing waggling, in
order to get the aircraft's attention.!
Isaid this procedure was
not done at night, however, because it was dark and the aircraft could
not see one another. In this case, according to ~
l_t_h=e==
interceptor would fire warning shots as visual slgnaIs.[~
~aid
Phase II consisted of warning shots that were always done whether it
was day or night.I·· . . .- ~aid visual signals, other than warning
shots, were never executed at night because it was too dangerous.
I
faid FAP pilots did not have discretion to execute visual
~ about 90 percent of
signals at night. According to
interceptions occurred at nighl.?
'
'I

68.0
Isaid he had the responsibility to formulate the
SOPs, containing step-by-step instructions for conducting an intercept,
and to ensure the w.ey followerf
faid he, his deputy,
I
~ and
established the SOPs, and these fOUf individuals
essentially set up the program. I
Isaid!
landO

r

_ . - _. . .
H

_---

..

_-~--_

0111 reviewin

r

the dmft re or

aid that his job title wasl

~OllJ)tprna!'('()tiCr;f t Ie interceptions, 11 of the 15 shootdowns occurred during the day.

for
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~'------wrote the phases of interception that were in the 199 SOP and he
signed the SOPs in 1995 in Juanjui. Accordin to
the
procedures written by him, his deputy,
an
tated
tha t pulling up next to a suspect airera t S'lOU
e one at night if it was
clear enough and if there was sufficient moonlight. Visual signals
could be executed if the interceptor pilot, who was not wiarillrr ni~t
vision go~gles, could see the suspect aircraft, a.c.cording to'-"J
Howeverl
rated, if it was too darl<_tg see, warning shots were
to be used instead of visualsignals.
Fould not definitively
state thatl
~o
new the FAP did not use visual signals
at night, but he spoke to
11 the time on ro ram-related
matters and watched shooh.: own VI eotapes with
uring
which they discussed what had occurred during t e s oat owns, both
good and bad.

C

,------__
69---'-!.lnCwho served in the program from 1995 to 1999 as the
I
Officer to the VI RAT Command, said his role was to "look
over the VI RAT Commanding General's shoulder" at the Juanjui
Fusion Center to ensure that the VI RAT Commander abided by the
program's rules of engagement a~ake sure the program ran
according to required procedures.L-Jsaid he watched videotapes of
the shootdowns to ensure that they adhered to the intercept
procedures.
pnderstood that visual signals were reqlU~red a
daytime intercept, if the suspect aircraft was not evading.
aid
visual signals were not required during night intercepts, at er t an the
use of landing lights.

T

I

7 0 j A Near Collision. In February 1999, a Peruvian
fighter aircra t an an American tracker plane nearly collided during
an exercise. The planes touched in flight, but no damage occurred and
no one was injured. As a result, the SOPs were reissued in March 1999,
following this incident, to modify the procedures for vectoring the
Peruvian fighter to the interception. References to a requirement for
visual signals remained omitted from the 1999 SOPs. It had been
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removed from the SOPs from at least the 1997 SOPs and continued to
be omitted in the October 1999 SOPs in effect at the time of the
missionary shootdown.

The rest of this page left intentionally blank.
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"[Statements byUS and PcruvianPilotsC?l1cerningPilot
... , Discretion in ConductiogVisual Signals
.'

23June~21July'fnd17Atig~s.t

[_.. ..__...

'JUSpiloton the
1995 and 8 July 1996 shootdowns, told orG that.the FAP did·!iot c pnduSf vjsqp.l
signals in these shootdowns.l. .'
~urther stated that, iJ}~h~.laHer1j~lfp(···
1996, the requirement for visual signalswas removed froW the$()I?Sc.Ht.tl1e .
request of the FAP, which considered the maneuver tood<ll}gero~~:fol"itti .. >,
aircraft. He said all aircrews were aware of this change invisllat't~quiI'.eineiiM;
and it was discussed during daily meetings.

, 995,

told DC tIlat, a,lliou~sJ~:II~fg~ciI,2~~~,~riVa~j~~~I~~d~~1~lTI

pilot could decide whether to actually dothesignalsclUring~l1ipter~~pt',J-'le'
added tha t, if there was intelligence on fhe target, one didnothavetol\waste
your time" doing the intercept procedures,
.
. .

~~====ic==l~~~_--.-~=FAP pilot or1:he16 MaY,14July/and::;:>.'

13 Nl1vcnloer soot

owns in 1995,told OIGthattheFAP pilots h
Cl9,qisQ!'c tion .
whether to use visual signals when bad weather, poor visipjlitY'Clx'ClJ.1cvading
target could make the maneuver 'too.dengerous: HedidnotperforinICA(j.·
visual signals in any of histhree shootdowns,
. .
..
.

FAP pilot on t!lel? AugustaIl~l.

L....,~~o-v-c-m~)c-'r~]-".""'9--5-s.-----oo-t:-d.--o-w-n-s :-to""l""d--;OO:::-I'O':G""'.· that-the FAPinterceplQrpi!ots.had

..
discretion as to how close to get to a stlspectaircraHandwhether OFriotitwas
safe to execute visual signals such as wing waggling.
.
.
"C'
,

heVIRAT

~::urrrrrraTrme~rllfinll)f%::,aulaCltnaatttttlEe~lliinl£te~'r:Cc:eeDpf<to)ir:-;pJ]i](1o)jt:ss-Ug~e;nnLeeraral1y had. discietiqn
sS<'

whether or not to pull alongside a suspect aircraft to conductviSuaf?igpal~.
This box is cIassifie

.
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THE

SHOOTDOWNS,1995-200l

Tl.~
~hiS section of the Report addresses the
15 shoot owns of suspected narcotrafficking aircraft, including the
April 200J shootdown of the missionary plane. It focuses on
violations of procedure, violations in reporting, and failures of
management and oversight to ensure the program operated in
compliance with the law. The most common violations were failure
to perform visual signals, failure of the Peruvian chain of command
authorizing the shootdown, insufficient time to perform all required
procedures and for target aircraft to respond, failure to obtain
reasonable assurance that the suspect aircraft was a narcotrafficker,
failure to fire warning shots, and interference on the part of the US
crew.
72.[_~JAdditional violations happened less frequently and are
discussed in the context of the shootdown in which they occurred.
With the exception of one shootdown in 1997, which the Agency
identified as the only shootdown in which procedures were violated,
information from interviews and records reveals that none of the
violations was reported or addressed in any way throughout the
period the program operated.l?
73U OIG r~viewed the videopta~es it rec:ived .of the 14 .
shootdownsin detail and com ared that information WIth the wntten
reporting
OIG did not receive a videotape of the
17 August! 997 shootaow~n.-~the videotapes, recorded from the US
tracker plane, show the actions of the Peruvian fighter aircraft from
the time it commenced an interception until the shootdown. All but
one of the videos shows a clock identifying the hour, minute and
second in 24-hour Zulu time (Greenwich Mean Time) running
continuously on the bottom of the screen. OIG calculated the time
that elapsed during the phases of an interception to establish that, in
'---------~·--l
III •
The Agency's post-April 2001 review and its findings with regard to the
(ondue! of ABI n procedures is discussed in Part II of this Report.
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six shootdowns, less than two minutes elapsed between the first
warning and the authorization to shoot. As part of the criminal
investigation, Do] showed eight shootdown videotapes to a technical
expert;'! in none of these eight shootdown videos did the expert see
the Peruvian fighter fly in front of the target plane's wing line as
necessary to perform the ICAO procedures.
DFirst Shootdown, 16 May 1995
74. ~u--1Violations of Intercept Procedures. Violations of
required procedures began with the first shootdown after the
resumption of the Peruvian Airbrid e Denial Pro am in 1995. The
exchange of cables
ith respect to
this first episode suggests t at gency 0 icers at eadquarters were
concerned that not all procedures had been followed.
75, I
IThe shootdown occurred in daylight on the
morning of 16 May 1995. OIG review of the videotape revealed the
following violations of procedure:
• No indication that visual signals were employed.ts

• Failure of the Peruvian chain of command: authorization to
shoot down the plane was not provided by the Peruvian
commanders on the ground.
• US crew interference with the Peruvian chain of command:
the US pilot said, "shoot him down," after warning shots
were fired, and the HNR repeated the instruction to the A-37
pilot.

~'he technical expert- a US Marine Corps fighter pilot with expertise in the use
mterprelatlOll of FUR radar - was shown the Videotapes of the shootdowns of 16 May 1995,
14 July 1995,21 July 1995, 23 March 1997,4 August 1997,06 October 1997, 12 October 1997, and
17 ul 2000.
II

I

ill)([

12
I The Peruvian pilot during this shootdown told DIG that the fAP pilots had
discre ron w 1C ier to use visual signals when there was bad weather, poor visibility, or the target
was evading. I lc said he did not conduct visual signals in any of his three shootdowns (16 May
1995,14 July 19%, and 13 November 1995.)
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76r-lViolations in Reporting. The cable/
····-]ent to
Headqu~ on the day of the shootdown reported that the
Peruvian A-37 had fully complied with Peruvian law and
international forcedown procedures. It said that the A-37, under
VI RAT control, had made a "by-the-book" effort, including radio,
signals, and warning shots to force the target to comply; the target
had taken evasive action, and the A-37 had shot it down.'>
Headquarters' responsel
~sked for the shootdown tape
c.and. forwarded the.. State Department cable l~t laidoutj.ocedures
for reporting irregularities in shootdowns.'!
answered
by providing a chronology and repeating tha
had
reviewed the incident and that all proper rocedures had been
followed. A final cablel
indicated that the Ole had
conducted a review of the shootdown and that procedures had been
followed "ad nauseum. II
-

-

The rest of this page left intentionally blank.
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~eporting

1\
of a number of shootdowns in which I
stated that the
tClrget plane "evaded." It is impossible to define evasion in a definitive way; those involved with
the program variously offered that a plane is evading when it turns, climbs, descends, goes faster,
goes slower, or follows its course without turns. Individuals involved in the program who
reviewed the videotapes with DIG generally offered the judgment that suspect planes were not
trying to evade. Ole's review of the documentary material revealed that in eight of the fifteen
shootdowns, one or another of the officers involved stated that the target was trying to evade.
OIG's review of the tapes led invesligators to judge that three of the targets clearly attempted to
evade; in (I fourth shootdown, one target began flying erratically after being fired on. In any case,
there was nothing in the interdiction authorities to suggest that required procedures could be
; 111se a plane may be attempting to evade.
di .. " . . ,
14
The Headquarters cable conveyed a 17 May 1995. State Department telegram
tha IHOVlll'( 1(' Intelligence Community's agreed procedures for reporting force down
incidents w hen, in the opinion of US Government observers, host government forces deviated
from US Government-accepted intercept procedures.
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.

and the Peruvian fighter (either an A-37

I

. . .

0'" Tueano) rel?med~to

i After each shootdown, the crews of the US tracker aircraft

Pucallpa Base for debriefings. The CIA Ole in Pucallpa condudedanQTCil

debriefing of the crew, and then they all watched the videotape oftheintercept.
The CIA OTe drafted a report of the mission and sent it/along with the
videotapcj

CIA

I

pcrsonne~

~ere responsible for reviewing theOIC report

anc the videotape in order to make sure the intercepts had beertconducteg in

accordance with required procedures. These officers
combined the report prepared by theOIC in Pucallpa with their.ownreview of
the videotape into a cable, which was then sent to CIA Headquarters, The videos
were also hand carried I
Ito Headquarters.
Information concerning the intercepts was to be provided to Cqngress and
re NSC. Usually, (LA Division officers prepared a Spot Report for the Deputy
Director for Operations (000), upon which subsequent Congressional
Notifications were based. Records indicate that written notifications were
prepared to inform Congress regarding at least 10 of the 15 interdictions that
resulted in shooting down suspicious aircraft. Officers in LA Division
responsible for managing and overseeing the ABDP operations/to includeLs,
Legal, participated in preparing and reviewing Spot Reports andnotificCitiqJ1?
: released to Congress by the Director, Office of Congressional A££airs{OCA).
!

-._----_._-

D

--_.-._~----

This box is c1assifiedSetret.

77.
The cable~
railed to report that the
tape showed no evidence that visual signals had been conducted; that
no Peruvian commander on the ground had given authorization for
the shooldown; and that a US pilot had given the order to shoot
down the target. Failure to report these violations of procedure was
itself a violation of requirements.
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IL,c"muprnOC>lr"l1(1nl1rrg-5/16/95
, Managl1ml1nt
, 0"9r"19 111

Phase j
Radio Calls

Phase' I.,
Visual Signals

Phase /I
Warning Shots

Phase III
Shootdown

Additional
Issues

Overall
Compli"flce
with Required
Procedures

A-37 made an
effort to
convince the
pilot of target to
land.

A-37, under VI
RAT control,
made by book
efforl (radio,
signals, warning
shots, etc) to
force target to
comply.

0745Local:
A-37 fired on
narco aircraft.

Target took
extreme and
repeated
evasive actions.

A-37 fully
complied wilh
Peruvian law
and
international
forcedown
procedums.

This table is classified~
"Name in parentheses indicates classifier of report.
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78.
Headquarters Review and Oversight. Headquarters'
~rovide them with the shootdown
officers requested thatl
tape. Violations of procedures were clearly revealed on that tape. A
review of the cablesl
~hould have raised questions
about whether or not all procedures had been conducted. The cables
revealed that the Peruvian commander on the ground had reminded
the interceptor pilots of required procedures at 0719 hours and that
the firinij of the first shots at the target occurred only seven minutes
later.

~_79. nA 17 May 1995 Notification Item was sent to I
I

rLAYvision by LAI
1995, and stated in part:

I

Ion 18 May

The rAP interceptor aircraft continuously made efforts to convince
the pilot of the violator aircraft to land ... however, the violator
took extreme and repeated evasive actions. A FAP pilot flying an
A-'J7 made a by-the-book effort (which included talking by radio,
signals, warning shots, etc.) to force the violator plane to comply
with FAP authority. The FAP rider reported the plane carried a
false tail number, which FAP records indicate actually belongs to a
DC-8 aircraft located in Lima,

n

i\ 19 May 1995 report describes a Ie al review
conducte~y CNC Legal Adviser
prepared at
the request of the Acting DDO. T :us review state In part:
80.

The factual issue is whether the Peruvians had a sufficient basis to
reasonably suspect that the aircraft was primarily engaged in illicit
drug trafficking. The cable states that aircraft had a false tail
number, failed to respond to requests to land, and took extreme
and repeated evasive actions. In addition, LA believes that no
flight plan was filed and that the aircraft was flying in a prohibited
zone since the cable states the aircraft had a false tail number and
that the Peruvians complied with Peruvian law and international
forcedown procedures. (LA is in the process of confirming these
facts.)

35
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The information in the cable supports the conclusion that there was
a reasonable basis for the Peruvians to suspect the aircraft was
primarily engaged in trafficking.

8] ·1
. pIC has found no record to show what
process LA Division personnel used, or whether this shootdown was

further examined, to confirm that the procedures complied with the
requirements.
82. DTalking points prepared on 22 May 1995 for the DCI's
use in informing the State Department and the NSC also stated that,
based on monitoring of the operation by the
lerew,/
I
I
Foncluded the FAP complied with Peruvian law and
international forcedown procedures and stated in part:
During the 45-minute interdiction effort, the Peruvian Air Force
made efforts to convince the pilot of the Cessna to land, including
use of radio communication, signals and warning shots. After
these efforts failed, the Peruvian Air Force pilot fired on the
aircraft, which then crashed in the jungle. I S

83·D The Congressional Notification of 23 May 1995
forwarded a backgr?un~ p.aper on the s~ootdown... The Piper stated
that, "based on momtonng of the operation by the
crew,
I
foncluded the FAI' fully complied with Peruvian law and
mternational forcedown procedures." [Em}2,hasis added.] The paper
repeated the language usedl
~that the Peruvian pilot
had made a "bv-the-book" effort (which included talking by radio,
signals, and warning shots) to force the violator to comply with FAP
authority. It also repeated the claim that the action conformed to the
guidelines established under PD 95-9. This reporting was inaccurate.

lr---]AS noted
earlierj
the interceptor

icported that the Peruvian commander on the ground had
rouun ed
pilots of required procedures at 0719 hours and that the firing of the
first shots at the target occu rred only seven minutes later.
'
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84.
Responsible Officers. The failure to document
violationk--orJprocedure, and the creation of cables and reports that
incorrectly assured that proper procedures had been followed, began
with this first shootdown. Responsible officers in the field at the time
of the first shootdown included:
•

I

~he orc at Pucallpa in May 1995. The

DIe" s responsTilitYj was on-tho-scene supervision of air
operations and
aircrews' During Imissions, the OIC was
in radio communication with l
aircraft and monitored
the conduct of interceptions. After a shootdownj
. . .1
DPeruvian air crews returned to Pucallpa Base for
debriefings. The OIC conducted an oral debriefing and then
all participants watched the videotape of the intercept
together. The orc drafted a report of the mission and sent
it, along with the videotape,[_____J
•

rogram Manager[~~
Ifrom 1993 through the summer of 1996. In 1995,
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - 'Ihad worked with the vr RAT Commander to
prepare the SOPs for the FAP, and he was familiar with
those procedures. He reviewed videota es of this and
subsequent shootdowns and drafted,
abIes
describing the incidents.
to OrG he probably
sawall videotapes of shoot owns. He said he was in the
chain of command for all reports prepared and sent to
Headquarters, but said that he did not change the language
provided by the OICs.

•

£Iicer to VI RAT Command
111 uanjui anc quitos rom 1995 to 1999. The Command in
[uanjui was involved in the identification of suspect aircraft,
and the VI RAT Commander or Chief of Staff at [uanjui was
required to provide authorization for the Peruvian fighter
pilots to proceed to Phase II (warning shots) and
subsequently authorize Phase III (shootdown) of an

C05500526----
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interception. Dfollowed the interceptions over the radio
with the VI RAT Commander and his staff. Dtold OIG
that his role was to look over the shoulder of the VI RAT
Commander to ensure compliance with the ABDP rules of
engagement and to make sure the program ran according to
required procedures. He said he watched videotapes of the
shootdowns to ensure intercept procedures were followed .
•

I __

m

I an

_ _

_ •..

1

as the initial US OIC in early 1995, and later as

opel~~~':~~~T:~1sdtingUp-fhe procedUres tob,,-

I

followed in air Ttercers and was responsible for briefing
outgoing OICs.
old OIG he developed the specific
intercept procedures with the FAP and US personnel in early
t 995 and as US OIC he supervised all aspects of the ABDP.
i

85.

+I

LJ At Headquarters, responsible officers included:

ICNC Linear Program, which
included the ABDP, from March 1995 through July 1996,16

+I

ILA Division

tram 1995 though July 1996.1
reviewed cable~
I
land assisted in preparing no tifications for
senior Agency managers and Congress.

+1

I

~egal Advisor to LA Division, was
responsible for providing legal oversight to LA Division's
covert action programs.

cO~lllnenhng

draft~

~ays

16DIn
on this report in
that aCJNC Linear, he had no
operational or supervisory control over the ABDP. He watched shootdown tapes "from time to
lime" but not for the purpose of assessing compliance with the program requirements. If he had
perceived conduct he believed was a violation, he would have brought it to the attention of his
sllrpriors, but that did not occur.

38
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If these Headquarters officers reviewed the cables and the videotape

of the shootdown, they were aware of violations of procedure and
thus were aware of passing false information to Congress. If they did
not review the cables and the tape, they inadequately fulfilled their
management oversight responsibility.

The rest of this page left intentionally blank.
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D h e Role of the Legal Adviser

ene asked Office of General Counsel (OGC)attorneys who served as legal advisers 10
LA Division throughout the period of the shootdown program in Peru how they ensured the
AI\D!' activities complied with the law, Each legal adviser expressed awareness of the
requirements spelled out in the Presidential Determination and accompanying MOJ,· Each also
described his/her individual role in providing support to this lethal program:

.1 Ole that she did~whonot served
as LA Legal Adviser from February 19941oNovembl~r199?,
perform any legal reviews or postmortems of ABDPshootdowns,

told

I Descri

bill}:~:~;' :~~e(~i:l"~~~~~~:'~:~~~J~ri~~~ 1;0 ~~~e:~: ~:~~~r;::a~~;n~fuc;b~;fi~~~o

r('port any deviations from procedures relating to theABDP.
•

.

Iwho was the LA Legal Adviser from November 1995 througllTul)r1997,said
ho also did not monitor compliance in the ABDP. IIe relied on cables from the field for
assurance that required ABDI' procedures werefollowed. Describing his approachC~~~--'
said he was in "reactive" mode if a program was already up and running,j
. }tateq ..
that 11(' had no required obligation to conduct a periodic or independentch£ckregardiilgthe
ABDP,

1

• I

+

.

~erved as LA Legal Adviser from July 1997 through FebruarY2001.1c--~c--c-explallled hIS role as more "reactive" than proactive, He said there was no requirement for
..' nt, and that he had no
him to automatically review any actions surrounding a l~'
reason to doubt the accuracy of reporting from the field.] .
. as notaware-ofany
efforts in LA 1)ivision to ensure the ABDP complied with t e aw,

I

"'I ~A

·1

~,",,'din

f"ved
Leg'lidV"'" when the missionary shcotdown
.
According te
reporting deviations in the A1301' would begin with the
US flight crews in Peru an pass to the Program Managers andl.
That.report
would be forwarded to the LA Division Chief, who was responsible for notifying th~NSC:or
Congress if a deviation was significant. [_~~",Jaid the ABDP had. been running "like a
well oiled machine" for five years when he arrived in LA Division.
ApI II ZOOI,

I

!supervised the LA Legal Advisers as Counsel to the DO, a position he has
occupied since spring 1994. According tq
Ithe LA Division Legal Adviserswere
responsible for overseeing 0]' monitoring the implementation or execution of th~1vI0Jand1he
A13DP. Procedural compliance was a s h a O 'onsibility between LA Division.";'.
n

_ _ nn

.

~nanage~lCntand 1I.1e.. LA..[.. .,.e.'.g~l Adviser.
expe.cted the se~i?r com.p~ne.11.1 a.. tto.rneys to
inform hun of pl'ob~ms.. WIth implernenfa IOn 0 the procedures; if Just a l'reg-tlI~r" shootdown
occurred, however[_~idnot expect or receive an after-action report.
.

1.

-

_

.. - - - - . . .

This box isdassified~
___"

---------~-----"

A legal review was conducted by CNC Legal AdViser!
ifollowing
tl1l' rrst S 100tl own on 16 May 1995,I
raid the CNC Legal Ac Vise! oacKeetlher up.

17---
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Oecond Shootdown,23 June 1995

86·1

I Violations of Intercept Procedures. This
operation occurred at night, and only the audio portion of the tape
was available. The OIG review of the audio portion revealed the
following violations of procedure:

• No indication of visual signals."
• Lack of reasonable time for suspect plane to respond to
warnings: less than two minutes elapsed between the radio
call and authorization for the shootdown and only five
minutes between the radio call and shootdown.
• Phases executed before authorization given: the Peruvian
pilot fired warning shots before being authorized to do so/
and the HNRgave the fighter pilot orders to shoot the target
down before receiving authorization from the ground.

D

87.
Violations in Reporting. The cablesl
~tated
that the team "once again" had followed established procedures and
that all internationally recognized procedures appeared to be "fully
complied with."
~ommented that the
performance of all VI RAT elements had been II excellent. II He
indicated that only after all appropriate signals had been given and
the aircraft had failed to comply was the order given to engage the
target. These statements were false.

orcf

The rest of this page left intentionally blank.

1M I' . . .
IThe Peruvian pilot told OIG that he went directly from radio warnings to
wal'lllllg shots and shootdown because doing visual signals would have been loa dangerous.

- -... - - - - - - - -
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.231_0,
From OIG
(1810Local):
reports radar lock on,
0. 11..1.Z'} Tucano passes
close on target.

[___ 0

o115Z~01·36Z·: "(HNR/VT'"
Phase I
·Radio Calls

RAT talk) Permission
granted to close on
target, make radio calls
to direct target to land.
If instructions not
followed, Tucano could
fire warning shots, then
request further
instructions.

Phase I
Vis ualSig nals
,.-- ,-,

Phase II
Warning Shots

Phase III
Shootdown

-.-...

,.-

..

-,~ ~""

_~

.. .....• "''..~--

Tucano made three
'
passes on target. First
was warning with radio
calls and warning shots.
Second and third were
firing.
0137Z: Target had not
responded and
permission to engage
and destroy was granted
by VI RAT.
o142Z: Aircraft shot

Additional
Issues

Suspect was destroyed
"when it failed to heed
all recognized
international interception.
signals."11
commenfe<nna.nhe
team "once again"
followed established
procedures.

42
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88. ~HeadqUarters Review and Oversight. A review of the
~~ .ables reveals that there was insufficient time for the
interceptor aircraft to carry out all the required procedures. Nor was
there time for the target aircraft to respond to any signals that were
given.
Ireported that less than two minutes elapsed
between the first radio call and authorization to shoot the plane
down. Any officer reviewing the cables or listening to the audio on
the tape knew that it was physically impossible to conduct the
required procedures in the time specified inl
~eporting to
Headquarters/ and thus knew the claims that all procedures had been
followed were false. Nonetheless/ the background paper attached to
the Congressional Notification reported that I
Iwas satisfied
the Peruvian Air Force had followed all required procedures.
1

89.

D

Responsible Officers. In Peru/ the responsible officers

included:

• '-r---

•
•

-----'-IC in Pucallpa.
OIC in Pucallpa.t?
Officer to VI RAT in

uanjui.

·11------,----------------90·1
~]At Headquarters/ responsible officers
inclu ded:~~~~----J

•:
•

•

[eN"<=:: LinearProgram,

r-~~~~~~~~~1

ILA Division.

ILegaIAdviser to LA Di~ision.

IlJ
Inll~re was an overlap in orcs, who served on a temporary duty basis, during
the event of 23 June and 14 July "1995.

I
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[lThird Shootdown,14 July 1995

D

Violations of Intercept Procedures. The third
91.
shootdown occurred in the late afternoon/ early evening. It involved
numerous violations of required procedures. OIC review of the
videotape revealed the following violations:
• Failure to obtain reasonable assurance that suspect plane was a
narcotrafficker. There was no intelligence on the flight, which
was intercepted randomly. There was no effort to determine
whether the target was engaged in narcotrafficking. The tail
number was not even checked until after the target had been
fired on and the order had been given to shoot it down.
• No indication of visual signals.
• Ignoring of possible attempt by the target to communicate:
the target turned on its lights (turning lights on and off at
regular intervals is an international signal for responding).
• Failure of Peruvian chain of command: the HNR ordered the
shootdown before talking to the VI RAT Commander.
• US crew interference: the US crew instructed the HNR twice
to shoot the target down without authorization.
• Misinforming US Embassy in Lima: after the target had been
shot down, the US Military Group in the US Embassy in Lima
reminded CIA's OIC twice that instructions to shoot the target
down must be passed directly to the HNR from the Peruvian
commander; the OIC responded twice - incorrectly - that the
HNR had received the instructions directly from his
commander.

Ipilots
• Inappropriate comments by the US crew: the I
instructed the HNR twice to order the FAP fighter to strafe the

C05500526
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target after it landed. The HNR was heard passing on this
order to the FAP fighter, although shots cannot be seen on the
videotape. However, the FAP fighter can be seen coming out
of a low pass over the crash site from which people were
fleeing. At least one CIA officer believed that this was a firing
pass.i"
92. DViolations in Reporting. The cabledL-----'
indicated that, "After following all international intercept procedures
including radio calls and warning shots, and under the orders of the
VI RAT Commander, the aircraft was fired upon .... II One of the
cables reported that the interceptor had visually identified the target
aircraft's registration number and that it was a number that did not
exist. According to the reporting, the target refused to acknowledge
attempts by the interceptor pilot to communicate visually and by
radio and that it took evasive action. The cables do not convey any
sense of the new and conspicuous violations that occurred with this
sbootdown-i-failure to identify the suspect plane; orders by the US
crew to strafe the target after it landed.v and ignoring a possible
attempt by the target to respond. Nor were the violations - which by
now were commonly recurring-mentioned in the cables (e.g., no
indication of visual signals; failure of the Peruvian chain of
command; and interference by the US crew).

The rest of this page left intentionally blank.

201'" - .
'IAfter till' missionary shootdown, at the request of the PTF, a Directorate of
Intclligenc« officer conducted a detailed review of all of the ARDP intercept videotapes from 1995
onward. In his description of the 14 July 1995 event, he observed: "The 1\-37 is seen coming out
of a dive and climbing rapidly. It appears that the A-37 strafed the target while in the water."
This videotape review is discussed in detail in Section II of this Report. When interviewed by
OIG, the Peruvian co-pilot and the HNR both denied that the Peruvians had strafed the plane
after it crashed.
21
~)art II of this Report discusses Agency internal review of this event after the
shootdown of the missionary plane in 2001 and consideration of making it the subject of a crimes
referral to Do].
1
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14 July 1995 Videotape Chronology

~~~~-

The interdiction took place in the early evening. The tape, in Zulu time, begins with the
A-J7 in pursuit of the suspect plane, The Peruvian Commande~
lisatcall sign

~

I

22:51:15
22:53:55
22:54:07
22:54:31
22:54:40
22:54:55
22:55:2H
22:5n:00

Tape begins. The A-37 is trailing Tal.
A-37 issues radio warnings.
A-37 identifies TOl's registration number.
HNR gives the A-37 permission to fire warning shots.
Warning shots are fired, according to the US crew. (They cannot be seen
on the tape.)
A-37 issues another radio warning.
US pilot reports that more warning shots werefired and Talis evading.
TOI turns on all of its lights (turning lights on and off atregular

22:57:07

~~~~v;~~~sa~:~{A~Sign~:;e~;0~~~J~\~~~~t~i1ai

22:57:57
22:58:07
22:58:18
22:58:21
22:58:23

22:59:06
22:59:15
23:00:23

2'3:00;40

23:01:14

2'3:01 :J2
23:02:27
23:03:04

l

'....

~

--

. •. ~1strutfed'" ':'" .

that Tal is to be shot down if it does not respond. HNR requests
i
confirmation of this order froni
i
US OIC tells HNR tha~
Iconfirmed the order to shoot down TOUf
it does not respond.
IUS Pi~lot says, "Shoot the target."
isks the,
Ipilots to put HNRon the line.
HNR orders the A
PiIrS to shoot TOL
.'. .
.... ... .
US pilot replies to I-37
request to talk to HNR, "Be advisedrightnqvv
he is assisting the A-37s in this, I can't get him to the radio right now,".
Dreports that Tal's tail number is not registered.
' . ': .
US crew note that Tal has been hit by FAP fire,
,
US crew spot Tor crash-landed in the river. HNR seesthesurvivors
swimming away.
HNR says in English'!m_uJUSpilot], ask for. '." asj.
. ~th,.~
A-37 should shoot down again in the river." The US.crew,Without
consultingl
Iimmediately reply, "Yes." US pilotthensays,. .•. ': ,
"Continue to shoot." For the next two minutes HNR unsucc;essfunytries
to get in touch with the A-37, apparently with the intention of relaying
this order.
US co-pilot reports to US arc that the A-37 "descended to theSt.
Cristobal [river] to strafe the ... to see if the drugs are stillthere,'
US pilot reports that the A-37 made "another sweep"onTOI.
HNR asks if the A-'37 shot Tal again. US pilot intel'pretsthe questiortasa
request for orders, and says, "Yes, shoot again." HNRsays,"Okay.1t
HNR says to the A-37, "I understand you hit him again." No response
from the A-37 pilots is heard before the tape ends nine seconds l,a_te_r_.- - ' 0
This box is classified
,
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Reporting
7/17/95

I------~Management
and Overs.l9ht

I
I

Identify and Sort
Target

Phase I
Radio Calls
After all international
intercept procedures
(radio calls and warning
shots), under orders
from VI RAT
Commander, aircraft
fired on by A-37 while
trying to evade.

Phase I
Visual Signals

Phase II
WarningS~ots

Phase III
Shootdow!l

Additional
Issues

!2305Z: Aircraft makes
emergency
landing/sinks.

OVerall . . .
Compliance
with Program

'

Requirements
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Headquarters Review and Oversight. Headquarters
management gave this episode more intense scruti!!Y than it had given
previous ones. Several officers, includingj_________ _ _
I
CNC's Linear Program, visited Pucallpa:
~he days after
the shootdown to review the operation and to discuss procedures. The
attachment to the Congressional Notification of 11 September (almost
two months after the shootdown) states, however, that, "Based on
reviews of infrared imagery and discussions with the aircrews and VI
RAT Commander, we are satisfied that FAP followed all established
procedures." HoweverJ
tables had reported to
Headquarters that only two minutes elapsed between the first
attempted radio contact and warning shots. It as claimed, these
Ireporting or looked at the videotape of
reviewers had read thel
the shootdown, they would have seen the violations discussed above
because it is physically impossible to conduct radio calls, visual signals,
and warning shots within the timel
Ispecified. Nonetheless,
Headquarters claimed in its notification to Congress that all procedures
had been followed.
94. DResponsible Officers. In Peru, the responsible officers
included:
•
•
•
•

IC in Pucallpa.
gIC in Pucallpa.
ssistant arc in Pucallpa.
Program Manager
told OIG he had reviewed this videotape and
signed off on the cable to Headquarters).
'-;-----.----~-
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95.OAt Headquarters, responsible officers included:

.1

jCNC Linear Program, who visited
Pucallpa, met with officers involved and reviewed the

• (idf>l1tane_nfthcShootdoWn,22
•

Division.
LA
Fegal Adviser to LA Division.

1

DFourth Shootdown, 21 July 1995

n

96.
Violations of Intercept Procedures.
videotapUealed clear violations of procedures:

ore review of the

• No indication that visual signals given. 23
• HNR given pre-interdiction authorization to shoot down the
target - a blatant violation of requirements in MOJ.24
• Insufficient time to conduct procedures:
• Only 49 seconds elapsed between the first audible radio
warning and the HNR's order to fire warning shots - not
enough time for visual signals to be given.
• Only 22 seconds elapsed between the authorizing of
Phase Il (warning shots) and the order to proceed to
Phase III - not enough time for the target to react to
warning shots.

221

jalsn served

paragl:'!£!l 204. ,

I

FNC Linear Committee; this role is discussed in

23

ITh0 Peruvian pilot for this shootdown stated that he had discretion as to how
close to get to a suspect aircraft and whether or not it was safe to execute visual signals such as
wing waggling. Ill' said he did not execute visual signals in this shootdown.
'1-11
I Many of these violations are not singular events. Providing authorization before
the interdiction also occurred on 14 July 1995, 17 August 1995, and 4 August 1997.
1

49

snc 'T/]
~
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• Only 71 seconds elapsed between the first audible radio
warning and the HNR's order to shoot down the target.
The reason for this haste was unclear; the target was not
close to the border nor was the fighter running out of fuel.
• US interference with Peruvian chain of command: when the
HNR said he could not get through to the FAP OlC to
confirm receipt of instructions, th~
Ipilot repeated the
instructions to proceed. Subsequently, the HNR asked the
IIpilot if shooting authorization had been obtained,
~ latter responded in the affirmative. The HNR then
ordered the fighter to shoot down the target.25
97 j
This shootdown introduced a new violationpre-interdiction authorization to shoot down the target. This
represented. a further weakening of the processes designed to protect
against the loss of innocent life. The shootdown also repeated several
of the common violations cited in previous episodes, including
failure to perform visual signals, compressed timing, and US
interference with the Peruvian chain of command.

98.n Violations in Reporting.'
mreported that
the FAP .kgatn had IJully followed established Peruvian and
international warning procedures. II ~lso reported that a
"review of the FUR tape, discussion~rew, and conversations
between the program manager and the Commander of VI RAT
indicated that, as in all other events, the FAP fully followed
established warning protocols, showed restraint, and onl as a last
resort destroyed the aircraft." [Emphasis added.]
lso
claimed that the review had clearly shown that the plot ate target
aircraft was aware he was being warned to comply with FAP orders.

25
1

.

rhis failure of Peruvian-to-Peruvian authorization also occurred on 16 May

1995,14July 1995, and 17 August 1995.
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99.
The cables from the field failed to report the violations
of procedure that occurred. In addition, the cables provided
misleading information about the timing of the intercept phases. For
example, the first cable stated that seven minutes elapsed between
the A-37s attempt to establish radio contact and its firing of warning
shots; the DIG review of the tape indicates that only 49 seconds
elapsed between these phases. The same cable reported that four
minutes elapsed between phases two and three; the OIG review of
the tape revealed that only 22 seconds elapsed.

The rest of this page left intentionally blank.
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21 July 1995 Videotape Chronology

'---------'

The video, in Zulu time, starts around dusk, but most of the actu,l1il1terceptis
carried out at night. The VI RAT Commander is at call sign!
22:57:48
22:58:17
23:21:23
23:23:40

I
23:24:04
23:29:07

23:29:58
23:37:47
23:39:51
23:40:20
23:43:06
23:43:10
23:44:11
23:44:44
23:45:"'1
23:45:18
23:46:07
23:46:11
23:46:21
23:46:29
4:':47:43

23:48:27
23:49:01

---- --

f

Target of Interest ('1'01) is identified by the US crew as OB712.
Tape cuts off.
Tape starts again.
US Ole states that rAP Ole has tried to get through toHNR three
times to give him the following instructions: "Tell.tl1e aircraftto
return to Pucallpa, 1£ it won'treturn; fire warning shots, and if it
won't return then, to engage."
HNR confirms that he received the instructions.
HNR requests to call FAP 01C. US pilot responds, "Hcgaveyou
the instructions. The instructions were .... To engage the aircraft,
if they did not return to Pucallpa, fire warning shots, if they do l1()t
go to Pucallpa, shoot." HNR responds, "Yes, I know. Thank you.",
Tape cuts off.
' .
Tape starts again.
A-37 acquires TOL
US pilot reports that the A-37 is trying to talkto TOl(radio calls
not heard on tape).
.
HNR confirms that the A-37is half mile behindTOl.
Tape cuts off.
Tape starts again.
Tape cuts off.
Tape starts again.
A-37 issues two radio calls warning TOI to veer to a newlll?Clding.
HNR instructs the A-37 lito proceed with the warning shots."
HNR asks the. US pilots if shootingauthorizationhasbeen given, to
which one immediately replies, "Yeah."
US pilot asks, "Has he shot?" HNR says, IIYeah.'1
HNR instructs the A-37 to "proceed to shoot him down."
US Ole reports t o O "The A-37.made the radio caH~/<madethe
warning shots, the target is now making wild evasive-turns, trying
to get away from the interceptor."
A-37 reports that Tal is on fire and descending.
TOr crashes in the jungle.

-_._---_.~------------
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Man~~~ment

Oversight
" __ f-,.,

Phase I
Radio Calls

. Review
tape,
discussion with crew,
conversation between
program manager andVI
RAT Commander indicate
that FAP fully fOllow~d
established warning
protocols, showed
restraint, and only as last
resort destroyed the
.(li.r<;:r.a.~:

2339Z: A-37 tries to
establish radio contact
with tarqet,

Phase I
Visual Signals

PhaseIl
Warning Shots

Phase III

Shootdown

2346Z: Under VI RAT
orders, warning shots
fired. Target evades
v;Hdly.. .
_
.
2350Z(1850L): Under
RAT orders, A-37
engages target. Target
explodes and crashes.

Additional
. Issues

Overall
Compliance
with Required
Procedures

Fully followed established
Peruvian and international
warning procedures and
protocols.

This table is c1assified~
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100.
Headquarters Review and Oversight. A DO Spot
{{eport of 2sTuly 1995 repeated much of the language in the cables,
stating that the FAP had fired on the target aircraft "after its pilot
ignored repeated internationally recognized visual and radio
warnings and wildly attempted to evade the FAPC!ircraft bv flying at
treetop level." It also stated that, after a review,1
Iwas
satisfied the F AP had "fully followed all established warning
protocols, showed restraint, and only as a last resort destroyed the
Cessna." The Congressional Notification, dated 11 September 1995
and covering both this shootdown and the previous one, stated that,
"... we are satisfied that the FAP followed all established procedures
before firing on these aircraft."
.
J(Yl.[]Responsible Officers. In Peru t the responsible officers
Included:

~C in Pucallpa.

• \

. O I C in Pucallpa.

• I~-----------'

•\ ,c,~~,cJ-- ~--

sSistant OIC in Pucallpa.

~rogram ManageO

102. OAt Headquarters, responsible officers included:
,

•
•

•

-

reNe Linear Program.
I LA

Division.
I Legal Adviser to LA Division.

fl--------r--..-----.----,--,,----;----:----y-.-----r~
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Fifth Shootdown, 17 August 1995

103r----IViolations of Intercept Procedures. This operation
occurred in the early morning. The OrG review of the videotape
revealed the following violations:
• Failure to identify tail number of suspect plane: I
]
reported that this mission was launched in response to DBA
intelligence lead information "regardin a ossible narco
flight from the Puerto Victoria area."

._ _ Thus, the aircraft shot down may not be the one for
which there was lead information. Yet the target was never
identified; its tail number was never obtained.
• No visual signals.

26

• Failure of Peruvian chain of command: The HNR never
talked to the VI RAT during the interdiction; the CIA OIC
expressed concern about the lack of communication, but was
ignored.
• US interference with Peruvian chain of command: The
I
!pilots actively issued instructions to the HNR.
• Lack of reasonable time for suspect plane to respond to
procedures: Only 85 seconds elapsed between the radio
warning and the HNR announcing that the A-37 was firing
at the suspect plane.
~o.m
0 0: ~'he pilot of the Peruvian fighter aircraft said he had called the target on three
ra 10 trequencJ(.'s and had flown ahead of the target so he could be seen. The HNR stated that no
visual signals were done, however, because they were too dangerous.

26

om.
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] 04.
This event revealed violations similar to those in the
preceding four shootdowns. The most serious violation was the
failure to gain reasonable assurance that the suspect aircraft was a
narcotrafficker before shooting it down. That lack of identification
was combined with the rapid shooting down of the aircraft-only
85 seconds between issuing radio warning and firing on target and
only 22 seconds between firing warning shots and shooting the target
down. This combination of violations demonstrates the presumption
that unidentified aircraft were guilty and therefore legitimate targets.
105·[ __ Violations in Reporting. Reportingl~~_ _
stated that, "Discussions with FAP Commander and officer-in-charge
lead us to believe that, as in previous actions, FAP scrupulously
adhered to internati n
II
1

--c-

asked for time to review
t .ie VIC eotapc in etail and to examine the entire situation. After
review of the situation]
provided a detailed description of
the shootdown. While the cable did not indicate that there had been
violations of procedure, it also did not repeat the claim that the FAP
had adhered to required proced ures.
-----

The rest of this page left intentionally blank.
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117 August 1995 Videotape Chronology--

The inturdiction takes place in the morning. c=Js the Peruvian Commander. The
video begins as HNR is vectoring the A-37 to the target.
'I ]:20:55

n:23:51
11:23:59

'11:2'1:09

! 11:24:38

11:24:49
11:26:09
11:26:19

11:26:41
11:26:47
11:26:57
n:27:05
11:27:12
II :27:22

11:27:34
11:27:39
11:27:44
11:28:00
11:2R:55
11:28:56

11:29:09
1] :31:30
11:34:53

-

Video begins,
1\.-37 acquires TOL HNR tells theA-37, "Go ahead, you know
instructions,"
US pilot says to HNR, "Tell him to shoot." HNR appearstocornply by
instructing FAP, "Straight ahead, down." TheA~37pilorrespondsby
repeating the order and adding, "No questions asked?"
US co-pilot says "Firma, firma" [this is short for "Affirmathre"in Spanish].
HNR repeats this instruction to the FAP pilots. US pilot asks iftheA-37
has been able to identify TO I' s registration number.
I-INR tells the A-37 to proceed normally-to give TOl only one
opportunity before shootirig it down.
HNR asks the A-37 if he can see any identification number on TOLThe
A-37 responds that he is not close enough to see.
A-37 gives one radio warning to Tal, telling TO! that it has been
intercepted by FAP and that it must return to Pucallpa.
US pilot instructs HNR to tell the A-37: "tell him [the T()l]tolandat
Pucallpa. If he docs not land, shoot." HNR complies, or(h:~ring theA-37,
"Tell him to return back to Pucallpa, if not, you'll killhim,'
1\-37 reports, "He is ignoring me; do I proceed to shoothirn down?"
HNR tells the A-37 "to go ahead with the procedures then."
HNR declares, "He's gonna shoot."
US co-pilot remarks that Tal is banking.
US pilot says Tal is not turning [to Pucallpa] and the A-37 is firing
warning shots. [The shots are not seen on thevideo.]
US Ole asks if HNR has talked toC]yet. US pilot replies, "That's a
negative, the commander at this location ... ." [The rest isinal,1dible.]'
HNR announces that the A-37 is shooting at Tal.
us co-pilot observes that T01 is trailing smoke.
US OlC instructs the US crew that HNR must talkt~rnmediately,
HNR says that TOl is not trailingsmoke, but that its just "gas."
c=:Jays that the Peruvian commander "insists" On talking to HNR, but
is told by US pilot that HNR is busy talking to the A-37.
A-37 reports that he has fired on and hit Tal.
A-37 issues another radio warning to Tal.
A-37 confirms that he has shot down Tal.
Video cuts off.

"'--~.

__ .,--
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Reporting
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A

M~nagafl1ent

Oversight .:

Discussions with
FAP Commander
and OIC

Identify ancJ
Sort Target

Phase l
Radio Calls

Phase I
Visual Signals'

Phase II
Warning
Shots
PhaSe III
. Shootdown

Additional
'-i'-' ,,-

..

".

Issues

Overall
Compliance
wlthRequired

Proc~dures.

Discussions with
FAP Commander
and OIC indicate
FAP scrupulously
adhered to

international and
Peruvian protocols.
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106.0 Headquarters Review and Oversight. The
Congressional Notification of 14 September provided false information
about the shootdown. It stated that, "Based on after action discussions,
II
~s satisfied that the FAP fully followed all established
'warning llroft)cols before firing on the aircraft, showed restraint, and
only as a last resort used force .... " [Emphasis added.] The attached
background paper omitted the fact that the target aircraft had not been
identified as a narcotrafficker. It stated that intelligence had provided
initial information about a possible narcotrafficker, but failed to report
that this original target had been lost and a subsequent target (not
positively identified) acquired.
_ _ _1_07_,["'] The Ole at the time of this shootdown~
I
~ad questioned the lack of communicationiwItnThe
ground during the interception. When reviewing the shootdown
tape with OIG,~toldOIG that this shootdown hadnot been
conducted as it~ve been, and that although it was his
impression and assumption in 1995 that authorization for the
shootdown was rec.OiVCd' his assumriOnEjd nr track with the
eported the
videotape. There is no evidence tha
violations to his superiors, however.
said videotapes were
forwarded to Headquarters but that no one ever challenged him on
whether the required intercept phases were performed.

.
] 08.
included:

D Responsible Officers. In Peru, the responsible officers

.[-·-------··-----··--·-~reviouslythe Assistant Ole in Pucallpa,

was the Ole at the time of this shootdown. As seen above,
I
r,ad questioned the lack of communications with
me ground during the interception. I
told OIG that
this shootdown had not been conducted as It shOUld have
been and that authorization for the shootdown was not
received. No evidence was found thathe r~ported the
violations to his superiors at the time. I
~aid

SE
~
-=~,

..

,,~~._.

_.----
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videotapes were forwarded to Headquarters and that no one
ever challenged him over whether the required intercept
phases were followed .
officer to VI RAT. . . . _ told
OIG he had watched the videotape, although much later,
and had reviewed the language of the shootdown reports
after they were sent to Headquarters. After watcTng thi
videotape of this shootdown in an OIG interview
admitted that the reportind
~as false .

•

1

1

•

1

I

109.

•
•
•

D

Program Managerl

At Headquarters, the responsible officers included:

CNC Linear Program.
ILA Division.
rl----------~~~___::_---=__=__'
who had returned from servinz ;;j,< ;;}n

oICtol

~~IMSP

L,------

.~

!.

•

[J

--'

I

Headquarters. This
component provided direct support to the fro gram. Given
her background in the programt
JwouId have been
uniq Uc1..Y
. ..9 UaJ..i..f.ied to review this operation.
~___ fegal Adviser to LA Division.

:1

I in

...

..

Sixth Shootdown, 13 November 1995

110. Dviolatiol1s of Intercept Procedures. The shootdown
occurred in the early morning while it was still dark, and the
videotape contained only partial audio. In spite of the problems with
the tape, OIG identified several violations:
• No indication of visual signals: The rationale is introduced
that visual signals are not done at night.

60
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• Failure of Peruvian chain of command and lack of
reasonable time to respondf
~eported that the
A-37 gave verbal warnings and a warning burst of fire at the
same time, and that half an hour before the warnings were
given, the VI RAT Commander authorized shootdown if
target evaded.
;U1:[--IViolations in Reporting. The first cabl~
I
'----_~-~--.Jfollowing the shootdown indicated that the A-37 had
visually identified the target and had initiated communications
telling the target to land, but that these warnings were ignored. It
stated that, at J032Z (0532 Local), the VI RAT Commander had
au thorized the A-37 to fire on the aircraft after following
internationally accepted procedures to force it to land. It then said
that, at the same time (1032Z), the A-37 had engaged the target and
hit it on each of three passes.
112. nThe follow-up cable of 27 November was less precise
in describi~le timing of specific actions and provided a different
description of events. It said that authorization was given by VI RAT
at 0957Z to shoot down the aircraft if it evaded; at 1025Z, the A-37
made contact with target, gave verbal warnings and a warning burst
of fire; and at 1045, the target entered a cloud bank after being hit by
the A-37.

113f1-'1 Neither of these cables declared that all required
procedures lad been conducted or that the shootdown had fully
complied with the procedures.

The rest of this page left intentionally blank.
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Repo-rffng
13

Identify ard
:Sorl: Target
Phase I
. RC\dio Cails

Phase I
Visual Signals
Phase II
Warning·
Shots

1024Z:
closed
with target to make
positive identification;
communicated with
target indicating for it
land but was ignored

1032Z: VI RAT
Commander authorized
A-37 to fire on aircraft
after following
internationally accepted
procedures to force it to
land.

Phase III
Shootdown

1032Z: A-37 engaged
target, hitting aircraft on .
each of the three
passes.

Additional
Issues

1045Z: Target plane
crashed into Tigre
River.

Overall
•. Compl.iance
-.vHfr Required
Procedures

This table is classified Sesret

114·n Headquarters Review and Oversight. This shootdown
involved some of the same failures of procedure as in previous
shootdowns but added a new approach to reporting. The t w o l l
cables describing the shootdown provided different chronologresrrrre
first cable reported actions that constituted violations of the intercept
procedures. The arrival of the second cable, with its differing
emphasis, should have alerted Headquarters to the inconsistencies.
OIG could find no record to indicate that Headquarters officers took
62
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any action to address information in the first report that included
detailed information showing the elapsed time was insufficient to
conduct the required procedures.
115. DThe Congressional Notification of 1 December 1995
advising Congress of this shootdown repeated the false information
that the pilot of the target aircraft had "ignored repeated internationally
recognized visual and radio warnings and orders to land." It also said
as satisfied that the FAP followed fully all
that, fI:
estab ished warning protocols, showed restraint, and only as a last
resort used force against the Piper Seneca." [Emphasis added.] An
attached background paper then provided a precisely crafted
description of the incident, combining the two versions contained in
II
!cables. ore found no record that Headquarters
sought to address the discrepancies raised by conflicting information in
the reports.

r

116.
included:

LJ Responsible Officers. In Peru, the responsible officers

.1 said. he had not composed
fhe OIC at Pucallpa at the time·1
I
the firs~
~able, but

•

1

that it was based on his after-action report of the shootdown.
In his interview]
~old ole he saw no problems with
this shootdown even though visual signals had not been
executed. He said he did not know if warning shots had
been fired.
said he wasl
Ion 27 November
1995 and ll1ignFhave written the second cable.
Frogram Manager'
..

.

I

t 17DAt Headquarters, the responsible officers included:
•
•
•
•

!CNC Linear Program.
LA Division.
MSP.
ILegal Adviser to LA DiVISIOn.
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Seventh Shootdown, 27 November 1995

118. .
fiolations of Intercept Procedures. This
shootdown was conrnrrred during the daytime and the videotape
shows cloudy conditions. The mission began as a training exercise
involving one US and two FAP aircraft; during the exercise, an
additional aircraft was picked up by ground-based radar at Pucallpa.
The fighters and US plane then broke off the training and pursued
the civilian plane. OIG identified several violations:
• No reasonable identification of target as narcotrafficker: The
target plane was picked up during an exercise. Moreover,
approximately two minutes after the first A-37 sights the
target plane, thel
Icrew notes that another unknown
plane, a white high-wing, just flew under them. No
intelligence reporting indicated that the plane they
ultimately shot down was a drug trafficker. Following a
review of the videotape during an interview, the US OIC for
this shootdown told OIG it could not be determined if the
target plane they shot down had been carrying drugs.
• No indication of visual signals. 27
• No indication of warning shots: despite assertions in the
reporting that warning shots were authorized and fired,
there is no indication on the videotape that the HNR ever
received authorization for or gave the order to fire.warning
shots or that either of the A-37s involved fired them. The
videotape had no audible references to warning shots and
no tracer rounds are visible on the tape.

1
I The Peruvian pilot told Ole he had flown alongside the target and was seen by
its crew, The HNl{ claimed that the fighter aircraft had made hand gestures and conducted wing
waggling, No such visual signals were evident on the videotape, however.

27
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• Failure of Peruvian chain of command: there is no
indication that the HNR ever received or gave the order to
shoot down the target. Rather, the Peruvian pilot of the
backup A-37 apparently gave the order. 28

~_ _
1-19D Violations in Reporting. The reporting fro~
I
lis succinct. It indicates that the required warnings a~
authorizations Were given, stating that the aircraft was "given the
usual warnings - radio calls and warning shots - before being shot
down by the FAp" while "trying to evade." Once again, the cables do
not include claims that all required procedures were followed.

The rest of this page left intentionally blank.

===:::::;----The l·INR for this operation told DIG that the shootdown was authorized before
the n ISSl 11 S ar cd and that he never called to the commanding General for authorization to
shoot during this interception.
2l'
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'. Mission launihed as Jraining
exercise with
andtwo .'
Identify and Sort A-37s. During exercise, a fourth
Target
aircraft onteredexercisearea. '
[__
land A-37s moved up
behind suspect narcoaircraft.
"

Phase I
Radio Galls

1040L: VI RATgave
authorization to warntargetlo
divert to Pucallpa.
Warnings were passed and
ignored.

Phase I
Visual Signals

Phase II
, WarnlngShols
...
.

Phase III
Shootdown

Overall
Compliance
with Required.
Procedures

When warning shots made by
A-37, target began evasive
tactics.

At 1058L, plane's engine hit by
gunfire and caught fire but plane
continued to evade until other
engine hit.
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'120.
Headquarters Review and Oversight. OIG
found no recor to In reate that a Congressional Notification was
prepared regarding this shootdown, or that Headquarters
management forwarded information concerning the violations of
procedure that occurred.

121·DResponsible Officers. In Peru, the responsible officers
included:

.[--~

~Ithe Ole at Pucallpa,

FillOWin\a review of
the videotape during an OIG interview, _ ___ .• aid it could
not be determined, with certainty, if the target was carrying
drugs. He said he did not know if visual signals were part
of required procedures, but he did know that radio contact
and warning shots were part of required procedures. He
also acknowledged that he had watched the videotapes of
shootdowns.

•i!Lfrogram Manage~
122·D At Headquarters, the responsible officers included:
NC Linear program.
•+
LA Division.
Legal Adviser to LA Division.
+ L'--------

~------

-.J
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Eighth Shootdown,8 July 1996

123·IU Violations of Intercept Procedures. This operation
occurred in daylight. Review of the videotape and reporting cables
revealed the following violations:
• No indication of visual signals.

_ _ _ _ _ _----l
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• No indication of warning shots.
• Lack of time for suspect aircraft to respond: only two
minutes elapsed between the radio call and the time the
target was fired on and hit.
124.IiViolations in Reporting.J
~eported that
the A-37 h~een directed to "perform IdentIfIcatIon procedures,
and subsequently visual and radio warnings. II It said the "violator
aircraft failed to comply with instructions and initiated evasive
maneuvers at tree-top level in an apparent effort to head for the
border. II And it maintained that, "In compliance with Peruvian and
international law, VI RAT Commander ... directed the A-37 to take
necessary action to force the violator aircraft to comply with orders."
The videotape of this shootdown contains no information to
substantiate any of these statements.

The rest of this page left intentionally blank.
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'L-_~~~~Reporting
_.

Identify and. Sort
Target

.

. . f1 UI!1.b.g[:_ _ ..
Phase I

Radio Calls

.;._;__ ...

8..il~!y.._~~.~

A·37 directed to perform
identification procedures. then
visual and radlowarntnqs.
Violator aircraft flying withouttail

.

A-37 advised violatoralrcraftthaflt
was being intercepted by
Peruvian Air Force and was to
proceed to Pucallpa.

the

..

Phase I·
Visual SigIJals

Phase II
Warning Shots

Phase III
Shootdown

Violator aircraft failed to comply
with instructions and initiated
evasive maneuvers at treetop' fevel
in apparent effort to head for .
border.

In compliance with Peruvian and.'
international law, VI RAT
Commander directed A-37 to take
necessary action toforce violator to
comply with orders.
A-37 fired on violator aircraft, ..
apparently hitting the right engine .•

Overall
Compliance
with Required'
Procedures
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125.
Headquarters Review and Oversight. The cables
~_~_ _==r..J. :s:..::.. h::..=o---,-w---=-=thc:c:a,,--=t-,=t-',he required procedures could not have
been performed.
eported to Headquarters that the
target was shot own on y wo minutes after the first radio call was
made. The key proof is that the A-37 made Phase I radio calls to the
target at 1641Z, and the target's right fuel tank ruptured at 1643Z
after the plane was shot. There was no time for required warnings to
be given or for the target plane to respond.
126. nAgain, GIG could find no information to indicate that
officers at ~dquarters took measures to addressL
I
reporting which, upon examination, should have informed them that
then' was insufficient time to conduct the required procedures.
Instead, a DO Spot Report of 12 July 1996 stated that, "All indications
are that correct procedures were followed in the forcedown. The
suspect plane was flying without a visible tail number or a flight plan
and disregarded warnings. II OIC could find no record to indicate
that a Congressional Notification was prepared to report the facts
surrounding this shootdown.
127·DResponsible Officers. In Peru, the responsible officers
included:
•
•

Officer at Juanjui.
Program Manage~
~ In an Ole
interview
watched several of the videotapes
showing violations of required procedures. I
then told OIG he had understood the legal requirements of
PD 95-9 and routinely reviewed the tapes. He said it was
clear to him now, however, that the FAP had not followed
procedures and had not complied with the law from the
beginning of the program.
"----------
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128.

DAt Headquarters, the responsible officers included:
[CNC Li~~~~I'r9~ram .
. .. .. _ _
JLA Division
,LAD) with oversight of the air interdiction

•• \

~
program. 29

• No indication of visual signals: Position of A-37 in relation
to target indicates visual signals could not have been
executed .
• No indication of warning shots: The fighter gave a radio
warning in response to receiving Phase II authorization. No
tracer rounds are visible on the videotape, nor is there any
reference by the I
Icrew30 to seeing shots fired.

records reflect thatr-l'eassignment a s L . . - - - · - - .-...... __~occulTed
b~1e moved to the position after the 8 July 1996
shootdown due ~rvice on a promotion panel that lasted for several weeks. I
~
reviewing this report in draft, commented that he may have b~)n language training on the day
of this shootdown. Given the substantive involvement of bouL
in the ABDP
from ·1995 on ward - and the positions of accountability for the program's conduct that each
officer oCCl'l)iedln__m_~1s tho]
lfrom June 1996 to June 1998, andl
Ifrom
July .1')% to July 1999)--OIC believes it is reasonable to identify them as responsible officers
irrespective of their specific locations on the day of that shootdown.
:10 I
Itracker plane was crewed by the US Customs Service.
29 ClAgency

OliLl June 199Ci.llaid she

r-
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• Insufficient time to conduct procedures and for target to
respond: The HNR requested authorization for Phases II
and III before the target had been identified and warned
over the radio. The intercept phases were rushed and
abbreviated .
• Break in Peruvian chain of authority: The A-37 pilot asked
the HNR for authorization to shoot down the target, and the
:HNR provided the authorization without receiving the
shootdown order from the VIRAT Commander.
Yi.()la._~~_s in Reporting. In this shootdown, the
__
as well as the OIG review of the videotape,
cables
revealed that required procedures could not have been conducted.
~
lndicated
The chronology and the review provided)
that only three minutes had elapsed between t e time t e A-37 plane
acquired the target and the time it received authorization to shoot;
not enough time had elapsed for the A-37 plane to position itself to
perform visual procedures and warning shots or for the target
aircraft to respond. Three minutes after the shootdown
authorization, the suspect plane had crashed. Despite evidence to the
contraryL_____.... .}laimed that required proced ures had been
followed.

The rest of this page left intentionally blank.
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Reporting
24 Mar 97
Identify and sort/
Target

,I

,phq$~1
RcidioCalls

PhaseI
VisualSignals

Phase II
Warning Shots

Phase III

Shootdown

dvar~1l .•, ' "
:Cbmplian<:e

with Required •'
Procedures '.' '.

~~~~g:~:~~~:~traft
'Ion 23 March.
A-37 engaged

I following
suspectaircraft after
proper
procedures.
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131.
Headquarters Review and Oversight. OIG found no
re_q)rcIJo i~ate that officers at Headquarters addressed'
I
I
]reports that indicated there was insufficient time to conduct
the required procedures between sighting and shooting down the
target. Instead, Headquarters conveyed false information to
Congress in the Congressional Notification of 23 April 1997 - the
background paper stated that the target had refused to comply with
internationally recognized signals to land and that the A-37 fighter
plane, in accordance with proper procedure, had received
authorization to fire warning shots.
132·0 Responsible Officers. In Peru, the responsible officers
included:

.1

ole in Pucallpa.
ole in Pucallpa, who states that he believed

•

proce ures were followed, particularly visual signals
,and }yarniIlgW9ts.
the

~,--7_4

_
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133.

U At Headquarters, the responsible officers included:

.1

IPeru Desk Officer in'LA Division.
was familiar with the intercept program and its reporting
re uirements.
• ~~~_ _---,_ _-.-JLAD.
•
Legal Adviser to LA Division.
1---U-ITenth Shootdown, 4 August 1997

D

134.
Violations of Intercept Procedures. This operation
was conducted in the early evening. The OIG review of the
Videotape revealed the following violations:

_
• Failure to identify tail number of suspect plane: The:
pilot said he did not do so because that would have alerted
the target to the tracker plane's presence. There was no
effort by the suspect plane to evade. While it flew low from
the start of the intercept until it was shot down, it took no
evasive action.
• No visual signals: It is clear from the videotape that the
fighter is behind the target the entire time. 31
• No indication of warning shots on the videotape: In OIG
interviews, the A-37 pilots said they fired one burst of
warning shots for 1-2 seconds from 300 to 500 feet behind
the target.

:\11... .... ..u.Jrhe Peruvian pilot and co-pilot both told OIG that no visual signals were done
bCCilllSl;

it was too dark and too dangerous. They indicated that they reported this fact to the US

OICall(~
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• Failure to follow proper sequence of authorization: VI RAT
Commander simultaneously authorized Phases I and Heven before the Peruvian fighter saw the suspect plane.
• Lack of reasonable time to conduct procedures and for
suspect plane to respond: Only 36 seconds elapsed from the
start of procedures to shootdown authorization; only
90 seconds elapsed from the attempt to make radio contact
until the A-37 fired on the suspect plane.
] 3SDVioiations in Reporting. On S August~
l
reported the "successful" shootdown of the previous day. It provtded a
chronology of the shootdown, including the timing, which indicated
that the A-37 had attempted radio contact at 1838 local time and had
fired on the target at 1841- three minutes later. While the cable did not
claim that all required procedures had been conducted, it also did not
report that required procedures had not been performed.

136.1; .

~

~

reported that only three minutes elapsed
between at empte ra 10 contact and the shooting down of the target.
After this incident, Headquarters questioned the reporting I
I
I_H__ land ask~d specific questions a~out per~ormance of the required
~lso on o August, Headquarters
procedures. In Its cabl~
asked for clarification of "possible gaps in established procedures. II The
cable noted that there was no indication as to "if" or "when" VI RAT
authorization had been requested and given to proceed with the
international warning procedures and then to shoot down the target.
Secondly, it noted that the frequency used for radio contact with the
target aircraft was not one of the recognized international distress radio
frequencies. If this was the only frequency used, the cable said, it was
highly likely that the target aircraft never heard the warning. Finally, it
was not clear that all the required steps of the international warning
and recognition procedure had been carried out before the aircraft was
fired upon. Headquarters noted a desire to ensure its subsequent
reporting of the action was "full and complete. II
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137.[
stating thaf:"

responded rapidly to Headquarters,

According to our OIC, all! all warning procedures were complied
with prior to the VI RAT Commander giving the order to shoot
down the narco aircraft... All of us who work the Airbridgc
Denial Program (U.S. and Peruvian) understand and rigorously
enforce compliance with all international procedures that must
be followed prior to any use of force. That is a given in the work
that is done here. [Emphasis added.]

138·DHeadquarters responded quickly, thankin~
for its clarifications, and reiterated that this "will permit us'-t-o-r-e-p-o-r---tthe successful endgame in it?Julland r:oper context. II Additionally,
Headquarters commended
untiring efforts, which have
made airbridge denial a highlight of
ro ram." Both
Headquarters cables originated in LA Division's
-----------'-----------,--J
and had been coordinated by L -----l
i

_ _--'--'139.
Subsequently, in an 8 September 1997 cable,1
I
I
Ireported in more detail on the shootdown.C--]reported
that the suspect aircraft had not responded to Phase I and Phase II
intercept procedures, which included hailing on all appropriate
channels, visual recognition, and finally warning shots. It said that
the Peruvian command authority had ordered Phase III and that the
i\-37 had then fired on the suspect plane.

The rest of this page left intentionally blank.
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4 August 1997 Videotape Chronology
The video, in Zulu time, begins with thc~ personnel tracking the TO!. Whenthe
video begins, it is daylight; when the video ends, it is dusk.
22:44:57
22:54:46

22:58:27

21:29:12
23:36:16
23:37:46
23:37:47
23:37:55
21:3H:33
23:38:55

23:38:58
23:3lJ:OO

; 23:39:15
23:39:19
23:39:22
23:39:26

23:39:36
23:39:42
23:39:49
23:40:27
23:40:44
23:41:32

Tape begins.
VI RAT asks if thec=Jhas identi£iedTOI's tail number. UScQ-pHot
responds, "Negative, we're not gonna try to dose hJget the tailnumb'er
because we don't want to alert him."
VI RAT Command gives HNRinstructions to "proceed toPhase Land .
Phase II" and to tryto get TOI to land at a specific place.
.
A-37 tells I-lNR that when it finds TOI, the A-37 will have IOto
15 minu tes of fuel left before it has to turn back.
US co-pilot notes that 'TOl is 23 miles, or8minutes, from the border.
A-37 sights thel
t
HNR orders the A-37 to proceed with Phases I and II, and to instruclTOI
to go to airfield "Charlie-Lima."
US co-pilot reports to US OIC that the A-37 has acquired TOr.
I INR repeats that the A-37 is to proceedwith Phase land Phase II.
VI RAT Commander, speaking to HNR, says that he ullderstand~that
Phases r and II have been carried out.
A-37 gives radio warning to the target ..•.
HNR, responding to his commander, says, "Negative, at tl1ismome
IlUl1e
[UI] has called tally-ho and it is getting close to the target to proceed with
Phase I and Phase II. I'll call you, if they don't respond.to.request
authorization for Phase Ill."
, .. A-37's radio warning to the target ends.
A-37 reports that '1'01 is not responding to radio warnings.
A-37 appears on the FUR tape for the first time, trailing TOI.
HNR confirms that the A-37 has executed Phase II and that TOI has
failed to respond. [Warning shots cannot be seen on the tape, nor does
the US crew remark that they have seen them.]
VI RAT Commander authorizes Phase III.
HNR relays the Phase III authorization to the A-37.
US co-pilot remarks they are six minutes from Brazil.
US crew remarks, "Oh, there goes firing! Okay, he's firihg<J1lthelarget."
TOr is hit by FAP fire, according to the US FUR operator. Six seconds
later, the damage to TOl can be seen on the video.
Tal crashes in the jungle.

-.

---.

--- ..
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1835L12335Z:

Identify and
Sort Target

c==:Pnd A-37
closed on target.
Visibility poor.

1838R/2338Z:
A-37 attempted
radio contact with
target on
126.9VHF; target
did not respond.

Phase I
Radio Calls

Phase]
Visual Signals

I A-37 fired'warning
I shots in front of

Phase II
Warning
Shots

.

target, which did
not respond and
which continued
, toward Brazilian
border.

I
I

1841L12341Z:

PhCl$.~JII .,:,."
Shootdown,::"

A-37 fired three
bursts into target.
Target exploded,

Overall
, Cdrnpliance '

with Required
Procedures

.
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140.
Headquarters Review and Oversight. Headquarters
raised questions about possible violations of procedure, but accepted
I ······----------!rlaims that procedures had been done according to
requirements. Headquarters did not address the issue raised in the
reporting only three minutes between
first cable
the A-3T s first attempt to make radio contact and its firing on the
target. This description showed there was not enough time to
perform the required procedures.
n

I

D Responsible Officers. In Peru, the responsible officers

.
141.
mcluded:-

.1

laIC at Pucallpa.
• l_~ . .____
IOfficer in Juanjui.
~as
shown the Videotape of this shootdown. He told OIG the
interceptor never got alongside the suspect aircraft or even
attempted to do so and that questions should have been
raised. He said that to report that required procedures were
completed would be false .
• 1
I Program Manager'
lane of the A37 pilots said that, when he was debriefed in Pucallpa.Iie had
discussed his inability to exe~ute ~isual signal~~..---c-T-'- '-----_~
~
~In her interview,!
~old OIG that, after a
shootdown, she]
land sometime~
I
_
r~VYssUJte Videotape I
I She said that
she,
bsolutely understood that they had
to report failures to follow procedure to Headquarters and
that she usually wrote the cables. After watCing the_
videotape of the 4 August 1997 shootdown,
lso
told OIG that it should have been reported t at no VIsual
8i llals were done and the target was never identified.
I
said that her reporting was accurate based on the
. JU gmen s that she, her colleagues, and supervisors made
based on their evaluation of the totality of program factors.
She claimed that she might have been distracted while she
watched the tapes and that she was sick a lot in 1997. Her

C

r
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1997 performance evaluation emphasizes her central role in
monitoring intercept procedures, however, and records
confirm she did not take a significant amount of leave in the
cE~Ci?l!!rn.£f,.!~meof August to October 1997.
upervisor, knew the correct intercept

'---p-r-o-c-e~u-re-s----'and understood his responsibility for ensuring

that the Peruvians complied with the procedures governing
the operation of the program.
• r,,_··n
----Isaid he did not
m""

_-_

_.

r

remember the 4 August shootd~~n~ecifi<:allY,but noted
that he would have reviewed itl
t
the time. He said he did not know who had drafted the
cables/
!but was sure he had released them.
I ~hen the reviewed the videotape with OIGI
acknowledged that the 90 seconds that elapsed
ctween t e attempted radio contact and the shootdown did
not allow the target plane a reasonable chance to respond.
When given a description of the 4 August 1997 shootdown

J

~::;t~~:~~;::~~~::~L~:;ar~~~,~~:,~~got a
problem. "32

Til2·0At Headquarters, the responsible officers included:
:\

~ ..... ~ .

rem

DesJ~~~erin LA Division. CJ told

OIG that, although he did not specifically remember, if the
4 August 1997 videotape had come to Headquarters he and
[I
Fould have watched it. He also stated that his

~ In reviewing this Report in c1raft,~ommented that no one who reviewed the
reporting of this shootdown, including I~r LA Division and CNC, suggested there was
anything nonromplrant in prosecuting a shootdown in the reported time frame,

:12
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job on the Peru Desk was to ensure from th~
that shootdowns complied with the PD/MOJ.33
.11
~egal Adviser to LA Division.

D

Icables

Eleventh Shootdown, 17 August 1997

143·I~This shootdown occurred in the morning.I'----;-_-;:::-_~_'
reported the successful shootdown of a narcotic trafficking aircraft,
but advised that there were possibly numerous violations of intercept
procedures. After viewing the videotape~n
reported that the
FAP had given no radio warnings or warning shots before shooting
down the target plane. Because OIG never received the videotape of
this shootdown, the analysis of this shootdown is based on
documentary information and interviews of the participants.

l

I,ue~I~ AcCOrding tr-1eporting, locally acquired

inteIIigence indical~ plane was bringing drugs to
uerto leo, Peru, early in the morning of 17 August 1997. When
, illt(2l'yi~':YecL by OIG, the HNR on this intercept, Commanded
I
~'ecalled that th~
~ocated the target plane as it was
approaching Puerto Rico. The target's behavior coincided with the
intelligence information and, given the time of day and past
experience, the crew knew there would be no flight plan filed for this
part of the country. Therefore
equested permission for
radio calls and the VI RAT Cornman e
granted it.1
~aid the target pane 1 no respon 0 ac
radio calls ana ne requ~sted and was granted permission for warning
shots to be fired. He recalled that after the warning shots were fired,
the target began to take evasive action. ~
~eported the
evasive action and requested authority to shoot the target.
I

u

•

n___..

331:
filid she did not believe the tapes of shootdowns were forwarded to LA Division,
and she never watched allY witiD
u .
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145.1
!told OIC that there was a
standard wntten script by WhiCh an HNR requested and the VI RAT
Commander granted authorization for each phase·1
Faid
he requested authorization to shoot the t~r et using the standard
script language, but was surprised when
e lied, "Proceed to
Phase III and neutralize it [the suspect plane]."
as
confused by the introduction of the new term and therefore tried to
reconfirm the order using the standard lan~t.g~g~L~'R~confirming
Phase III shoot~~~J~:" ....hs:cording to ..........
.~eplied, "No,
neut~~lliZl:' it."
hS~rL·J!§t .a sked if Phase III was authorized
andllsaid, "Yes/ s
assed the shootdown order to
the ~ Hot. The susoe . an was shot down before it was able
to land.
hen reported the coordinates of the crash site,
and the
returned to Pucallpa. According tC_~~=mm:] half
rrived and yelled at
an hour after he returned to Pucallpa,
him for not following orders; but aL
pointed out to him,
"neutralize' was not standard termino ogy or t e intercept script.
,however, the US Ole
o a i erent story. At the time of his
report tqr···"'------------"l ad reviewed the shootdown tape
and deb~te ec ot t e .s. an Peruvian aircrews, including
1'·Hm...." . IJ
reported tha1
~ad re
;
'--.;--.l-------c--.--,---------,-.--n"-----:-~

permission for Phases I and II but VIRAT cornmandeUad
refused authorization for either one. Instead]
lnstructed him to
"neutralize" the target on the ground after it had landed. In his "OlC
Comments'l
~xplained tham
lconfided in him that
he had decided the best way to "neutralize" the aircraft was to
destroy it, even though he knew he was not authorized to proceed.
147.0ThiS shootdown resulted in a major review of
procedures and operations by Agency managers, both in Peru and in
I lead quarters. It also led to a Congressional Notification pointing

C05500526

~I,--out the violations of procedure. It did not, however, result in
changes to the intercept procedures used by the FAP that might have
prevented subsequent violations.
m
148·r- --m-!Violations of Intercept Procedures. GIG
identified the followmg violations:
• No identification of suspect plane before HNR requested
permission to go to Phases I and II.
• No attempt to make radio contact.
• No attempt to make visual contact.
• No warning shots.
• No authorization for shoot-down: VI RAT Commander told
Peruvian fighter not to go to Phases I and II, and he told the
HNR to tell the fighter pilots to "neutralize" the target on the
ground.
• Intercept phases, from identification to shootdown, were not
conducted.

B~l?orting.

In this particular case-and only
reported violations of procedure. In
in this casel
its third cable on the shootdown (21 August 1997)~
I
reported that the VI RAT Commander had refused to authorize
Phases I and II and instead had ordered the fighter to "neutralize" the
target on the ground if it attempted to leave.
149.1

To the best of our understanding, this is a deviation from established
procedures for ground strafing....The Tucano pilot apparently
strafed the target aircraft on the ground per VI RAT Commander's
orders and advised this fact over the radio (VHF) ....

~

84
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~

'-------'

]stated that "Based on further review ..
~s now
certain that the FAP Tucano pilot did engage the narco aircraft while
it was in flight."

II"

.

u

1

__u

1501
Ithen gave its reasons for the breakdowns
in proced~u-re--:'1------pr~oncludedthat:

. -.- - l::J

-'-"'--'---""'-tearn assessment that poorly crafted
Th(~------~_o~Q~
instruc Ions l'om-the-' I RAT Commander and deviation from
standard procedure, to include the unfamiliar terminology,
contributed to an unauthorized engagement of the narco aircraft.
There was no apparent deliberate attempt to circumvent
procedures but rather a series of miscues and poor communication.
Ambassador has directed~ .. meet with VI RAT
Commander ... to discus~nt, review procedures, and
implement changes that will prevent a recurrence. The
Ambassador at this time, does not sec a need to.address this issue
beyond the VI RAT Commander]I
~

15].

~------==-::'-'--I

A team in Lima Embass
reviewed the

episode and concluded that:

+ The suspect plane had been involved in narcotrafficking.
+ TIle shootdown occurred because the VI RAT Commander
failed to use standard terminology; the result was that
Phases I and II of intercept procedures were not conducted.

+ Miscommunication between the HNR and T-27 Tucano pilot
led the pilot to believe he had authorization to shoot the
target down, when in fact, no such authorization was given.

+ The T-27 Tucano pilot failed to use established intercept
procedures.

'
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I

-152.
While acknowledging that there had been violations in
this instance]
rovided misleading information about the
context in which they occurred. It said that; while the 17 August
shootdown had been "a clear deviation from established procedures," it
was a "unique exception to normal operations II and lithe sole deviation
known to have occurred in the history of the program. II The cable
reported a number of action~
~ad taken to prevent a recurrence.
I

'in········· 'I$,l~~:
~

Notes possible violation of
procedures during a
successful endgame.

Management
Oversight .

i

Identify.and
Sortrarget

HNR asks permission to
go to Phases land II.
Pucallpa OIC says VI RAT
Commander said no to
Phases I and II.
VI RAT instructs HNR to
tell Tucano to neutralize
target on ground when it
landed.

1215Z: Target descended
for landing-more of a
crash-with flames
breaking out near engine.

PhaseIll

Bhootdown

•Ramedial
Action

1:i06z-ioi 06Iocaf-ifiTi-Eij-

. c::::::::Jand Tucano
acquire larget visually.
Could not see
distinguishing markings on
aircraft.

VIRAl
Instructions

Additional
Issues

--......_;::~ ...'.,. ,::.,: ':';!'

OIC Comments: HNR
confided he decided best
way to "neutralize" aircraft
. was to destroy it-though
he knew he was not
1_. aLJ!horiz.ed.t9_pro(:;~~9~ ..

I

I
This table is classified Secret
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Look Behind the 17 August 1997 ShootdownReporting

o IOIG was unable to determine precisely why this was theonly~hootdQvm
whose violations were reported to Headquarters and investigated,Howeve)",
there were several unil ue elements to this event. First, the \n RAtGonunander
at the time
was suspecter
to.be.in league
with narcotJ·i;lfffckers.1
r>I¥icers believed that
lad agree~t() .allow
the plane on 17 August 1997 to land and unload cas 1 was. bringing into the
country, on the understanding that he could interdict theshipmentofcoca.lJas~
_~~e plane ~ould be attempting to ship out. The HNR, Commande(
I
. found out afterwards that one of the individuals-whodiedin the •..••
crash was an important figur~l!1Jh~rugtrade, and-he told. OIG that the

J'

J

~17~~~~~~~~ce of the dcath and

told OIG

~~~ft~:;::rt:~::::}£verJW=sas

Icon:uP~h~~c~~U;~~l~i~~t~:e~~~;,:~~& notbe tOlert:d~t:~i;h~~~:fssUPbn
investigation by CIA Headquarters wQl1ld serve well. In over two-dozen
interviews of FAP officers, includin~I_ .._.Jthe VI RAT Commandersl-'Ha~
the only one who refused to meet with OIG.
.'
.•. ••. y

u~_~~dditionally, the OIC for this shootdownj

]saidinhis first
OIG interview that he s.potted the deviations in intercep.•t ~rocedureswh. en
reviewing the video with the aircrews. When he alerted[ =
~o the
violations he saw in the shootdown]
pew to P:ucallpalQwatch
i the video for herself. According tcf
~he then tned to convincehi

11ltllat

l.l.lE.' re w.a.S(ot a prob.lem in this shootdown and that all. the.proced.u
. re.S.h.a.•·.d
. ••. b.• .ec.•n
followed.
furthermore toldl.
19 August1997thatthe •
I
f)£ficers who went to Pucallpa to review the incident"reportedthere •••.. .••..

fm

;~;:~(:~O:O~~:I~~; ~~J violation of rs~:~:'~~;h~~i~~~Jg~~~r:o

report the shootdown as a l
I

eVIa

Ion.

..

.

f·eversed himself in his second OIG interview, saying that in fact he
did not see any violations on the 17 August videotape. The videotape ofWe
17 August shootdown is the only video that has not been provided to OIG,sono
independent analysis is possible.
.

- -~~----------------_---II
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153.

Establishment of the Country Team Reoieio. After this
a formal process at the US Embassy

shootdown
to review all future shootdowns designed to ensure that intercept
procedures were followed. While a new review process was
established, no changes were made in the actual conduct of the
in terce t roccdures.

The review process included watching the Videotape
of an intercept and examining crew debriefings and all intelligence
. u u _ . .Ithe review
associated with the given evenL[u_
team members in Peru were knowledgeable of required intercept
procedures and reviewed subsequent shootdowns in "excruciating
detail." ! : e x c e p t for the 17 August 1997 incident, there
were no concerns about the other shootdowns, even after a review of
the videotapes.

'--,.------;--~~~--.J

~~_1_5_4nThenew procedures to review shootdownsL_ . __~_

:Jfui not lead to effective changes on the ground in the

~~-----=-~-----:-"

actual conduct of interceptions. One of the US pilots told orc that he
could not recall any changes to intercept procedures after the
17 August shootdown. The Pucallpa OIC~
!told
OIG that, after the 17 August 1997 shootdown, hIS InstructIons were
to continue procedures as usual unless otherwise instructed. He said
thatl __~
__ [understood there was a problem, but that there was
no stand-down in operations as a result. Thus, despite the response
to 17 August violations in procedure continued as did the failure to
report them.

n
r--~~--,LWivision'sl

-,-----~~______,~

Headquarters Review and Oversight.l. __
Isent a 19 Au ust 1997 e-mail
that
il----~--,--sa---,i--,d;-l--:-h-e~p-l~·e--:-li-m-I---,·n-a-r-y-r-------'eport from Pucallpa may be incorre~t,
and H1at there may not have been any violation of procedures in the
17 August shootdown. In the e-maiC~ndicatedthat this was a
significant issue and said she intende~y lion top of the
155.

i

~~m,~8
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proced ures, II II
~old ole he recalled that everyone was concerned
about the possibility of the shootdown program ending because
procedures were not followed and the wrong aircraft was shot down.

156.0 That concern prompted
fo task her staff with
finding the underlying cause of this problem and keeping everyone
informed. For his Jart! on 22 Au ust 1997
re ared a detailed
e-mail tc
in MSP! among
II

others/

OUllii1i11~~:f~~~~~ey~:~U::td~:~~;;~~e~na~~~~~~1C~st

1997 shootdown,l
~pecifically noted that "[u]nless
can verify that the [FAP fighter aircraft] attempted radio':::--=c=o=nT:a=-=c~a=n:-:::r'
used internationally recognized signals to direct the target aircraft to
~esponded to
land! Phase [one] requirements were not met. II [
him that same day! reaffirming his evaluation that the FAP did not
perform lithe proper ID and warning phases."

IS7.1! ~:~ .

!also suggested trlthat his summary could
be used as f. e baSIS for a report to the -~terl
reviewed it for comments and clarification. Ole found no record to
indicate that a summary was prepared or sent to the NSC in the days
following the shootdown.

I

158.L:J However, in a 26 August 1997 cabl
"---.------,--------r,------'II
rep~)J~'led_on the resultso-lCl._~~~_J\:t!g~st 1997 meeting 12~twee

r

or e t err ISCUSSlOns 0 t e VlO ations In
procc( ure
attempt to "cover Up" the incident! and
corrective measures to be instituted to preclude a recurrence.
,.------!=[e=",ported that[:
fvas to be responsible for working closely
wit1l
Ito ensure that remedial actions were completed
immediately.
e

0-------'---'----'
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-17 August incidentprior to his 23 August confrontation with the
las a "come
general. In fact/I--- - .Jtermed his encounter wit~
to Jesus meeting:--arur--said he threatenecf
[that the program
would be closed if the mistakes that led to the 17 August incident
were not fixed.

l,[l?prOgram Review, Se.r.lember 1997. Headquarters
officer
MSP, traveled to
lin September 1997 to assess the Airbridge Denial Program.

pf

II

'---

- -_---_---_----l-

- - - - j i n e t with-the

key US and peTvian ptrticipants in the ABDP. According t o C
I

Jbriefed
n the fact that the FAP could not always
perform visual signals during an interception for safety of flight
faid that, if~
~id not know before she came to
reasons. \
Peru that visual signals were not always done, she knew it after that
briefing{
..-Isaid that she understood during this v~~o!eru
that visualsignaling was being utilized when required. L
~aid she
was not informed that the FAP was not performing visual signaling.

161. OAt the meeting with the VI RAT Commanderl
says
Ir-~~~llthammeredlt the Peruvians on the requirement to conduct visual

signals.~aidher message to the Peruvians in September 1997
was tha~cedL1reshad to be followed to ensure against the loss of
innocent life, that the primary objective of the ABDP was force down
and prosecution, and that shoot down was a last resort. r-=I. said
there was no unique emphasis on visual signals, but rat~
emphasis on the need to follow all the required procedures in light of
the fact that no required procedures had been followed in the 7 August
1997incident. Similarly, former I
recalled
tha~
risit to Peru conveyed Washmgton's concern to the FAP
and reinforced
message that the ABDP could be shut down if
the intercept procedures were not followed. He emphasized that
~itting in a meeting in Juanjui sent a serious message to the
~ans.!
Itold OIG the objective of the review was to
I
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determine if all the procedures had been followed. Although he did
not believe that Headquarters planned to close the Airbridge Denial
Program as a result of the 17 August incident,
~old OIG that
Headquarters would close the program if the problems relating to the
incident were not corrected.
162LJ In September 199~prepareda report
documenting the investigation of the shootdown and review of the
ABDP procedures. The report contained a description of intercept
procedures, including the requirement that the interceptor establish
radio and visual contact with the target. The report concluded that
the intercept procedures followed in the 17 August 1997 shootdown
had deviated from established procedures. With regard to the
overall operation of the program, however, the report concluded that:
The procedures in place in Peru are both more stringent and much
less random in terms of targets pursued, than the procedures
outlined in the Presidential Determination itself, and arc the most
adequate measures possible to ensure protection against loss of
innocent life. [Emphasis added.]

163·DAdditionaIly, in her reportj
lasserted that more
than 90 percent of air interdiction operations were conducted in
response to specific intelligence. She emphasized that the detection
procedure:
Establishes that the vast majority of interdiction operations are
directed against targets already clearly identified as narcotics
trafficking aircraft, rather than a more random response to aircraft
that appear to be in the wrong place at the wrong time.

The rest of the page left intentionally blank.
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DThe Nature of Intelligence in the ABDP
he strength of the intelligence leading to identification and
owns of suspect aircraft in the ABDP varied widely. Some planes were

shot down based on no intelligence at all indicating the planes were engagedin
drug trafficking. Some shootdowns were justrandom intercepts of planes. . ..
Other intercepts were based on detailed information indicating-the exact date,
time, and location of an anticipated flight, sometimes even the amounts.of drug
shipments and passengers on board.
[ ] For crmP1c'I the plane shot down on 14 [uly 1995 wa. s picked up .r.a.n.do.m•.•.·. l y
while the
was out on patrol in the late afternoon. Although the tailnumber was acquired, it was not checked until after the A-37 was orderedto
shoot the plane down. Similarly, on 27 November 1995, the target planeV\Tp;s
intercepted because it happened across the US Customs'
~rid A-37s
during a morning trainin y exercise. Ground-based radar had tracked a small
plane
yet when th~ .....
_Jpotted anothersmall plane in
the same area c unng t e intercept, it was ignored. Inneithetoftb~se
shootdowns was there any attempt to determine if the target.planewas
II pr imarily engaged in narcotrafficking" before shooting it down.
u

...

1

In contrast, during the 21 July 1995 shootdown~
~1l"1=e.....-:lg=Te~'n'C:'c~e-;!reported ongoing conversations between the target plane's pilot and
narcotraffickers on the ground. The target pilot reported thatFAFfign.tersWere
following him and "passing alongside II despite assurances from the
narcotraffickers that the FAr had been paid off and would not shoothimdown.
However, there is no indication in either the records or the recollections ofthe
personnel involved that this information was passed to the US or Peruvian
officers actually conducting the intercept.

This box is classifie9~
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i : e tr range of deviations in all rior
164·n
shootdowns, the
eport repeated
ssertion that
the 17 August 1
s 100tdown was a "unIque excep JOn to normal
operations and is the sole deviation known to have occurred in the
history of the program.">'

~

165.0 Congressional Notification, October 1997. Records
confirm that following I
trip to Peru, the Agency prepared
written notice to Congress about the 17 August shootdown. This
notice, dated 6 October 1997, described the procedural violations that
occurred in the 17 August shootdown, the corrective measures to be
taken, and the actions the US Embassy Country Team would take to
review future shootdowns for the purpose of ensuring that required
intercept procedures were conducted..

n

166.
Agency Reporting to the NSC November and December
1997. At a7November 1997 Interagency Working Group (IWG)
meetingX--iagain reported that the 17 August 1997 shootdown
was the ~e in the three years of the program's operation that
procedures were not followed. In early December, the Agency
formally prepared material for the NSC Deputies Committee
detailing the procedural violations in the August shootdown and
describing the corrective measures.

167.[~---~=_·~---] By the time of the November meeting, there
had been two more shootdowns, and the same violations had
occurred.

:l1j-!11l reviewing this report in draftc=Jommented that an Embassy cable also stated that
th~()otdownwas the only aberration in the warning procedures of which the Embassy was

g'

aware. When interviewed in conjunction with this investigation, the Director
bassy's
Narcotics i\ffairs Section said that he classified and released the cable to whic1
'efers, but
I
Ihe did not verify its accuracy.
lso stated
that her conclusion also reflected what she was told and understood from her conversations with
Embassy I
_..
]personncl in Peru.

--_ ..._ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - "
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168·0 Responsible Officers. The officers responsible in the

end for rovidin J" misleadin information about this shootdown
wer
[
ho conducted the post-shootdown review. Both officers
continued to assert that this shootdown was the exception when, in
fact, the same violations had repeatedly occurred in previous
shootdowns.

D Twelfth Shootdown, 6 October 1997
169·1
IViolations of Intercept Procedures. This
shootdown occurred at night. The OIG review of the videotape
revealed the following violations:

• Failure to obtain reasonable assurance that suspect plane
was a narcotrafficker.
• No visual signals: the videotape clearly shows the fighter
behind the target the entire time. 35
• Only one audible radio warning.
• No indication of warning shots.
• Phases ordered before being authorized: HNR instructed
A-37 pilot to proceed to Phase II, then asked for
authorization, and HNR authorized Phase III before asking
for authorization.

:1:'1

!The Peruvian pilot and the HNR confirmed that no visual signals were done.
~~~~

-----------------------'
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~I_• Lack of reasonable time for suspect plane to respond: after
the A-37 located the suspect plane, the HNR waited only
10 seconds before directing the fighter to proceed with
Phase II; only 76 seconds elapsed from the A-37 first sighting
the target to the shootdown order.

] 70
.reporting on
- Violations in Reporting. [
this shootc1own falsely claimed that all intercept procedures had been
followed lito the letter. II In its initial report!
~ndicated that
the Country Team would meet to assess the shootdown.!
I
subsequently cabled that the Country Team had met and "concluded
that all proper intercept procedures were/were followed by the
Peruvian Air Force. "
1

1

The rest of this page left intentionally blank.
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October 1997 Videotape Chronology

The interdiction takes place at night. The Peruvian commande.rf::=J$.•.' at'call si~n. .
I At the start of the videotape (inZulu time), the~smonitoring

I

a TOT circling a suspected narco airstrip,
06:59:33
07:08:28
07:08:32

07:08:5/1
07:08:59

07:09:18
lJ7:[J'-):47

07:10:19
07:l0:24

07:15:10
07:15:20

07:15:26
07:15:27

07:"15:39
07:15:46
07:15:49
07:16:02
07:16:11

07:16:17
07:16:20
07:] 6:26
0'7:16:44
07:16:48

07:17:02
07:]7:08
07:17:49
07:17:54

07:18:08

US pilot remarks "the runway is all lit up!"
US pilot observes "they turned the lights off on the strip."
HNR reports to~that the A-37isabout to join up with thel'----c _____
,lIf'i1i-requests permission for the Phases..
]gives authorization to proceed with Phase I.
I-lNR rday~
~uthorization of Phase I to theA-37.
HNR says to the A-37 "I have the target on the screen, but not you."
c:=Jstates that Tal has landed and is now taking off again.
US co-pilot responds "I don't think the aircraft ever actually landed, it has
departed and we are trailing it at this time." HNR concurs.thatTtiil-nevcr
landed.
A-37 first sights Tal.
.BNR instructs A-37 "Proceed, proceed with Phase II. II
A-37 announces it is going to chanze frequencies to 126.9 to call TOl.
HNR requests permission from~o implement Phase II.
Phase II authorized b~
A-?>7 issues a radio call telling TOr to veer to Pucallpa and.toavoid
making evasive maneuvers.
.
Phase II authorized b ~
The A-37 first becom~~n the video, following TOL
HNR announces that he is "going to ask for Phase UP
l:--INR tellD"He has ignored Phase II, we'll proceed with PhaseIU."
A-37 says that Tal is "ignoring," and requests authorization for phase III.
HNR tells A-37 "Phase III authorized, Phase III authorized, hit him."
c=Jmthorizes Phase III.
H NR tellsc=J "1 understand Phase III authorized, he's. ignoring; shOuld
we proceed to shoot him down? We're dose to the border, we're 18 miles
now."
I
~uthorizes Phase III.
HN R fe'ports to the A-37 that Phase III has been authorized.
US pilot remarks, "There it is, he's shooting."
HNR tells A-37 "He's eluding you, hit him, hit him."
TOl crashes.

l

This box isc1assi£i~d~
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IdentifYi'ln~.

SortTarget
Phase I

Radio Calls.

0710Z: HNR
requests VI RAT
approval for
Phase I.
Permission for
Phase I granted.

Phase I
Visual
Signals.

Phase II
Warning
Shots

Permission for
Phase II
requested.
Narco aircraft
not responding
to Phases I and

II.

Pnase III
Shootdown

Overall
Compliance.

with Reql.lired
Procedures ..'

Permission
granted by
VI RAT for
Phase III.
0719Z: Suspect
has been shot
down.

Initial indications
are that all
intercept
procedures were
followed to the
letter.
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171,0 Country Team Review Process. The new Country Team
lin the wake of the 17 August
review process, created!
shootdown, failed to provide effective oversi ht.
I

Several Country Team participants told OIG tha L -_ _
these meetingsDwalked the group through the process without
significant questioning being permitted.
Ithe
Ambassador would have endorsed anythin~
:told him
regarding the ABDP.

L.

172. II In viewing the videotape with OIG, several Agency
officers
y identified violations:

rpka-rr

+1

d\,1n:;;eevisu;SJ~:eai:~;~;;c~::~:~; she sai~~~~ts::s a
violation and should have been reported. 36 Upon reviewing
the 6 October and 17 October cables,l
~aid that the
claims that all procedures had been followed were false .

• ['" "c~,ccc""'-'-~"~~"""-'-}hel

~£ficer in Juanjui, said the fighters

obviously did not do any kind of visual signals and that the
target was never identified; he said these violations should
have been reported. He told OIG I
~eporting
that all procedures were followed was inaccurate and
constituted a false report.

~

•

I

ilil

. ~the Ole in Pucallpa, told OIG that visual signals
were not performed in any intercept while he was Ole. (This
included both October 1997 shootdowns). He claimed that
Ihad briefed him and had not told him that there
was a requirement if radio contact failed.

:It>
Upon reviewing pertinent portions of this re ort in draft
stated that if visual
sigilars welt' not dOIlC, it should have been reported
ai s e was always assured in
airc.rcw dcbricfings that the visual signaling was performed.

C05500526

I

173.0In interviews with a IG:

.\

. , did
not remember observing 0 r hearing about anomalies with
the 6 October 1997 shootd own. I
I
probably drafted the 6 Oc tober cable, but he probably would
have read it.

I

I She did not
6 October shootdown.1

She said she based her cab les on reports provided by CIA
officers in Juanjui and Pu callpa and on all possible
information sources and t ha t she never chanzed the
substance.

•

-

- - - - - - - - - ----

~ - -

0

-~-

]

it would have been based on the
ers involved.
-

consensus

---

---

174. nHeadquarters Revl.ew and Oversight. There is no
evidence tlharHeadquarters playe d any oversight role, in spite of the
activity that had followed the sho otdown of 17 August 1997.C
99
<,

I

~~,
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I~"eported to Headquarters that only 76 seconds elapsed from
Hie Peruvian fighter first sighting the target to shootdown

authorization, indicating the physical impossibility of conducting the
required procedures. Yet, the Congressional Notification of
7 November 1997 repeated the claim that, "it appears all intercept and
warning procedures were followed to the letter" in the 6 October
shootdown.J7 Discussing the procedures, it said that, "When the
suspected drug aircraft failed. to acknowledge the identification and
warning Phases of the intercept procedures, the Commander of the
Peruvian Sixth Ail" Defense Region (VI RAT) authorized FAP pilots to
shoot it down."1
--- lhe Peru Desk Officer who drafted this
Congressional Notification, told OIG that he based it only on the
I
,[cables reporting that all procedures had been followed. He
stated that the report of the Country Team conclusion that the FAP
had used the appropriate warning procedures was enough to satisfy
him that procedures were followed. He used the information in the
I
cables as the material for a Spot Report to the DDO and,
later, for a Congressional Notification.

1751-·~IResponsible Officers. In Peru, the responsible officers
included:
•
• I---

•

•
•

OIC in Pucallpa.
---,,-,----..J0fficer in Jua~n-'-ju_i_.__
rogram Mana e

r-~~~~~~~~~1---~-~

D

reportindraft~conunented

III reviewing pertinent portions of this
that she had no
reason to believe ill November 1997, or now, that ."
jraIsely reported that the October
pwn
1997 shootdowns complied with the intercept procedures, knowing they did not. B~
statement, she knew intercept procedures. She knew a potential target plane had to be identified
as reasonably suspect of being engaged in narcotics trafficking, after which radio calls, visual
warning signals such as flying in front of the target, and warning shots all had to be executed
before Tl'(luestingnllL:L!~ceJJvingpermission to shoot the target. ore believes it would be clear to
"eporting that it was impossible to conduct the required intercept
ilny reader ofj
procedures ill 76 seconds.

-\7
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176. QAt Headquarters, responsible officers included:

+
eru Desk Officer.
+ t------r--r-_~LAD.
•

Legal Adviser to LA Division.

I~hirteenth Shootdown,12 October 1997
]Violations of Intercept Procedures. This
shootdown 6ccurred in the morning. The review of the videotape by
OIG revealed the following violations:
177. [

...

_ u

• Problems with identification: Warning shots were
authorized before the target's registration was identified.
The target plane did not try to evade.
• No visual signals: Some were ordered, but none were
perforrned.v
• No evidence of warning shots: If they were fired, target may
not have been able to see them in daylight.

~eported:

178. =riolations in Reportingj

Initial indications arc that all procedures were followed to the
letter. Thel
IFAP rider requested and received permission for
Phase 1and subsequently Phase II. The target did not respond
during Phases I and II and attempted to evade.... Finally, the
VI RAT Commander gave authorization for Phase III. [Emphasis
added.]

The cable reported that the Country Team would convene a board to
study all information to validate the mission. Subsequent reporting
indicated that, l'Afterfully complying with appropriate Phase I-III
procedures .... a FAP A-37 fired on the aircraft. ... " [Emphasis
JH [-----]1'l1C Peruvian co-pilot told OlG that visual signals were done, although at a
distanco because the weather was bad. The HNR, on the other hand, told orc that pilots on his
shootdo wns "never did visual signals like wing wagging-doing those things is crazy and
dangerous,"

101
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added.] No subsequent reporting mentioned the results of a Country
Team review. There is no indication in the reporting that anyone
raised concerns about this shootdown.
179·0Counlry Team Reoieio Process.)
'briefed the
Country Team review panel and advised them that all of the required
inlerC:9. l procedures had been followed. Several interviewees said
~-~
l,--_ _--.JJl....:lc::.:a:..L-;;..e..;...d~t"'"h~e'"'iYideotapeat the Country Team meeting andj
-----..--~~-_~____Jupplied language fo~_ .
Jcables that
escri 1('( camp lance with procedures.
_-------J

180'U ln discussing howl
~xplai~~d the lack of visual
Itold OIG that
signals in the 6 and 12 October 1997 shootdowns[
the limitation on visual signals at night was linked to the night vision
goggly <.N
.
and the fact that one cannot see a wing waggle at
nighl.__'aid it was common knowledge that the way to conduct
visual signals at night was for the fighter pilot to turn on his lights. It
~.as_also common knowledge that doing so would blind the pilot.
Csaid he could not remember if[ __ . __~xplained this
CIrcumstance every time, or ever, to the Country Team review group.
'-----__[stated that
)knew that visual signals could not be done.

VfS)

of the

181inSeveral of the key Agency officers in Peru at the time
sho~wn watched the videotape with DIG.

·1 ..... . . .l ore at Pucallpa, said that this shootdown also
~didllOt
h.e th.o. ~ht such
signals were optional. He claimed
:.=
J1ad
briefed him and had not told him that there was a
implement visual signals; he said..
I

requirement if radio contact failed.

·1_ ._... ..

Program ManagerL_HJ told OIG that
no vlsuaIsigIia:ls were executed and the cable~
were inaccurate or false.
I

102
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IOfficer at [uanjui, said that
visual signals and warning shots could not be seen on the
videotape even though the interceptor pilot reported all
Phases had been completed. He acknowledged that the
target was not evading, although the target was using clouds
as cover, an~
faid he could not hear the interceptor
pilot calling the suspect aircraft on the radio. He told OIC
that these were violations that should have been reported
and that the cables fro~
Iwere inaccurate or false.

J 82·1
~old arc that the 6 and
12 October snootclowns would have been scrutinized with particular
care because they followed the bad shootdown of 17 August 1997 and
occurred after creation of the Country Team review process. I
said that the ABDP would have been shut down had there ha'-d~b-ee-n----J
another significant deviation from the intercept procedures; he said
the program would not have survived two consecutive deviations.

The rest of t~is page left intentionally blank.
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~--, -'~~lL~~~~--Jruo~tober1997Videotape Chronology
The tape takes place in the early morning and begins as theC==is tracking TOr. (Thevideo.Is"
in Zulu lime,)1
the VI RAT commander at call signL

f

11:11:46

Video begins. TOl soon becomes visible,

""1::19:43

'I] :36:22

1137:17
11:50:38
12:04:23
12:04:29

12:05:21

12:06:24
12:07:46
12:07:54

12:08:14
12:08:23
12:09:09
12:09:22
12:09:3H
12:-10:47

U:ll:20
12:11:42
12:12:06
12:1:1:22

12:1:1:56
"12:14:55
'12:1:;:19
'12:15:2':1

12:16:02
12:16:29
12:16:45
12:17:03
"12:'19
12:22:47
12:23:45

l,_~

Video cut" off.

Video stints again.
Video cuts off.
Video starts again.
,.'
.• .••.
,
HNR requests authorization to initiate the Phases of thetnterdictlon;
.'.
~ells lINR that, during Phase I, the A-37 is to "try topassl'TOItw()or .
and give it warnings over the radio to land in Atalaya. VLRATwants
the fighter "to exhaust all measures from Phase I and Il."
HNR relays the orders to the A-37 as "approach and try to warn"'1'OI.
IINR reminds the A-37 that Phase 1 is to "approach and warn" 1'91.
The 1\-37 becomes visible on the FUR behind TOL
The A-37 identifies 'I'Ol/s registration number and claims thatTOI"isnot
l'l~spollding to the instructions." (No radio calls arc heard.onthetape.]
HNR relays Tal's registrationnumberh;[~~
. •..
..'
A-37 says he "crossed" TO! and that Tal is not responding. (Thevidco shows
the A-::~7 behind Tal the entire timo.)
.
A-37 regucsts authorization for Phase II.
I
lauthorizes Phase II.
.
.', ,
HNR relays to the }\-37
prder to fire warning shots "passingthro\lgh
his [TOI's] side."
'
,
A-37 says he executed Phase II and received no response. (Wanting shots are
not visible on the tape and no onein thec:::=:J.cmarks seeing them.)
}IN1{ requests authorization for Ehi\se Ill.'
.'.
. '.:': > /
Phase III authorized by ColoneOfC]
. ; . . . . < •••••.•.
The ~)rr/er "QAP" fro ,
negates COloneDhuthoriZati on of Phase III,
I caUSmgrNR to exclaim, "Damn!"
.
. ----~orders that Phase II be repeated.
.. ,
HNR instructs the A-37 to "get beside" Tal and fire more warnu\gshots. ,
(Warning shots cannot be seen on the tape and A-37remains bchil1dTOI.)
The A-37 issues <mother radio warning to Tal.
I INR says, in English, "If we don't doit now, we're gonnd lose it."
The A-37 reports that Tal is not responding.
'
I-lNR requests authorization for Phase HI.
Phase III is authorized.
HNR relays the Phase III authorization to the A-37.
TOI is visibly smoking from gunfire it has sustained.
TO! crashes during this minute. (The crash is not visible on tape.)'
The crash site becomes visible.
Video ends.

~lCs
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Country Team will
convene a board to
study all information
to validate the
mission.

Identify and
Sort Target

.Phase I
Radio Calls
Phase I
Visual Signals

c=JHNR ..····.. ···..- ;

requested/roceived
permission for
Phase I and
subsequently
Phasa II.
Target did not
respond during
Phases I and II and
Phase.II.,
attempted to evade
Warni'19 Shots
') by ducking into
clouds to hide from

A-37.

Phasellt
Sh()otdown

()v~rali

Cornpll~t)(;e

.with'Required
Procedures

Finally, VI RAT
Commander gave
authorization for
Phase III.
1225Z: Target was
down.
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183.1 IHeadquarters Review and Oversight. There is no
evidence oTffiadquarters review of this shootdown. The
Congressional Notification of 7 November 1997 reported that the
suspect aircraft had failed to respond to identification and warning
and had taken evasive action. It said the VI RAT Commander had
au thorized the interception. The notification also said that, in
accordance with newly established measures to monitor such
intercepts, the Country Team would convene to verify that all
procedures were followed. As discussed in the previous shootdown,
the Desk Officer who drafted this Notificatio~
Ibased
his conclusions entirely uport_lreporting. When asked how
he was told to ensure the required procedures had been followed,
"QS onded, "We didn't review the tapes." He added that he
took
. t its word and he "hoped" that the responsibility to .
review the tapes was not his alone.lbelieved Congress would
assume that CIA management had ~d what had happened in
the shootdown.

0

184
included: .
+r-I

+
+

Responsible Officers. In Peru, the responsible officers

EIC in Pucallpa.
fficer in Juanjui.__
Program Manager

+

·11r------------r-------l

185·0 At Headquarters, responsible officers included:
+

Iperu Desk Officer in LA Div!sion. At
Headquarters, LA Division Desk Officer===brepared both
the initial and revised Congressional No1IIrcatfon that was
released on 7 November ]997. After reviewing a Videotape
of this shootdownt.....Jtold OIG he did not know why he
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did not notice that the procedures had not been followed
and did not know why this problem was not brought to his
attention.

++

/'--~~~~~

LAD.
______-----iILegal Advisor to LA Division.

DFourteenth Shootdown, 17 July 2000

186.~_ . .
following the two shootdowns ~~ October
1997, no shoOtdowns occurred for two and a half years. I he
penultimate shootdown of the ABDP occurred in the day of
17 July 2000. The videotape revealed procedural violations very
similar to those of the past.
u _

.

187.1-- I Violations of Intercept Procedures. Violations of

procedure~ude:

• Failure to identify suspect plane: never obtained target's tail
number, radioed description of target, or gave coordinates to
determine whether target was on valid flight plan.
• No visual signals: fighter aircraft did not even appear on
videotape until after shootdown had been authorized.
• No evidence that warning shots were fired. In his OIG
interview Lu _u_ ._ Jhl' considered the shots that hit the
target plane to be the "warning" shots.
• Lack of reasonable time for suspect plane to respond: only
45 seconds elapsed between authorization for Phase I and
the HNR's authorization of Phase II-not enough time for
visual signals. Less than two minutes elapsed between
authorization of Phase I and authorization of Phase III.
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• Chain of command issues and US intervention: US crew
repeatedly directed the HNR to seek authorization for the
next Phase.
r----"l=S-=-SnViolations in Reportingl
reported that,
"]
==rand the Tucano crews implemented the three phases of
the shootdown procedure and on the authority of ... VI~AT, the_
Tucano shot down the suspect aircraft." An e-mail
_ _-Jlito Headquarters on the day of the shootdown stated that, "All
intercept steps were taken." In a follow-up cable three days after the
shootdownj
ftated that, "The Country Team confirmed
that all the established procedures were correctly followed." "The
aircrews quickly, efficiently, and correctly complied with all Phases
of the rules of engagement. II

l __ . .__ __ I

IS9. nTwo of the reporting cables, which provided the
chronoJogYotthe shootdown, clearly reveal that there had been no
time for the performance of re uired rocedures. In his OIG
interview, Program Manager
tated that he did not
question the amount of time between p ases: he merely forwarded
the information in the cable. He also explained that the wording
"three phases" in the first reporting cable meant that there had been
identification, warning, andthen shootdown; it did not mean visual
signals were done. In fact1 . ]said that at that time, it was
understood that visuals wefcnot done.

The rest of this page left intentionally blank.
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17 July 2000 Videotape Chronology

TIll! interdiction takes place during the day. The video begins with the .US crew trackingTOland
discussing whether they should let it land before starting the intercept. (The vjdeoil';in:l.lilu
time. Local times are five hours earlier.)
16:15:50
16:21 :35
'16:22:0Ei
I

'16:29:26
16:30:57
[6:31:06
16:32:00
16:32:54
16:33:20
16:33:29
16:33AO
16:34:14
16:34:20
16:34:iJtl

16:34:54
16:34:56

16:35:10
'16:35:12
'16:35:17

16:35:25
16:35:32
16:35:49
16:36:04

16:36:07
16:36:17

]6:36:20
16::~6::\H

16:36:57
16:37:30
16:37:54
J 6:38:18

16:39:44
16:42:34

Tape begins.
US pilot instructs HNR to request authorization for Phases
US pilot repeats his instruction to HNR.
'I'ucano can be seen briefly flying by. TOl is still on the ground.
us pilot notes that TOI has taken off, saying, "I le's onthe move."
US pilot instructs HNR to "Request authorizado-l and 2."
'1'01 becomes visible on the tape.
Tucano confirms that he sees TOL
J-lNR issues first radio warning to TOL
Phases I and II are authorized by VI RAT.
HNI{ again issues radio warning to TOL
After TOI fails to respond to radio calls, HNR authorizes PhaseIl;
TUC<1l10 confirms he has received the order from HNR to go to Phase II.
US crew announces "Area free." [This signals that the Tucano can now maneuver
freely to begin the intercept.]
HN1~ repeats to the Tucano that Phase II is authorized.
Tucano confirms that he heard HNR's order to go to Phase n. '.
.
Tucano states that Phase U has been completed. (Warningshotsal'e notseen on
the tape; the Tucano itself is not yet visible on the tapc.)
.
US pilot tells HNR, "OK, we need Phase IITapprovcd. RequestPhaseJIL"
HNR requests authorization for Phase III.
.
,.
Phase III authorization is granted byD
US pilot says, "Okay, I heard it. .. authorizado ... tell the Tucano-authorizado
Phase Ill." HNR informs the Tucano Phase III authorized.
Tucano confirms that he has heard the order to move to Phase III.
US pilot says to HNI{, "Tell him authorizado-I don't think he heard
US pilot notes that the Tucano is "a long way behind" TO!.
FAP Ole asks three times if the Tucano fired warning shots.
11
US pilot repeats to HNR, "Tell him right now-authorizado Phase
The FUR perspective zooms out for two seconds, allowing a viewer to see more
of the airspace around TOr. The Tucano is nowhere in sight.
US crew says the problem is that the Tucano can't keep up with TOI.
Tucano becomes visible on the video, following TOL
Tucano passes over TOr in a firing pass. TOI begins smoking.
HNR affirms to FAP Ole that Tucano fired warning shots.
TOr crashes.
Tape ends.

m.
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190·Dcountry Team Review Process. The review process
established after the 17 August 1997 shootdown was ineffective.
Several participants discussed the process in OIG interviews.
representative of DEA said he watched the videotape of
the shootdown, but did not look to see if procedures had
been executed because it was not his bailiwick. While he
admitted that he did not see warning procedures, such as
visual signals, on the videotape, he said he had never
questioned CIA on its protocols and would not want CIA to
question him on his.

•

f\

• One of the US pilots said he had attended a review meeting
I
fmd that the Videotay of the shootdown had been
_had provided a quick
shown. He said!
introduction, mentioning that the videotape had been
reviewed and that no issues had been identified. Noone
had any questions about the procedures.
•

1

~imse1f recalled that he had briefed the Country Team
representatives. He said he could not recall if he mentioned
to the Team that phases one and two were authorized
simultaneously, or if it would have meant anything to them
if he had. In retrospect, he said, this was a problem and
violated the procedures and that the Country Team should
have been as knowledgeable as anyone about these issues.

• Another DEA officer said he had watched the videotape
with the review team, but that the only thing the team was
interested in was seeing the target plane explode.
191.DHeadquarters Review and Oversight. I
I
reported that 2 minutes elapsed between authorization to make radIO
calls and reported completion of visual signals and warning shots. The
timing specified in the cable should have prompted responsible officers
111
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to look more closely at the incident/ since it is physically impossible to
conduct the intercept procedures in the time specified. However/ a
cable from Headquarters[= .~
Ion 31 July extended
congratulations to "all hands" from 1
IMSP. It stated that/
'The recently received end game video reflects a solid team effort
between the]
krew, the HNR and the FAP Tucano pilot." In
actuality, the videotape revealed the multiple violations of the
proced ures.

192./ f

IProgram Manageri

/told OIC that there was
no inquiry rom Headquarters regardmg the lack of any mention of
visual signals in the shootdown reporting cable. OIC found no record
"
at officers at Headquarters raised questions about the
reporting that revealed there was insufficient time to
Lc=.0=n"'('<.l-';lc=·-r=1=e~required procedures, either. OIG also found no record to
indicate that Headquarters prepared a Congressional Notification to
report this shootdown.

• lIknew the program, its required procedures/ and past
~ions from his previous job in Headquarters. He helped
prepare the new set of SOPs with the VI RAT in March 1999
that did not include the requirement to perform visual signals.
lIalso reviewed the videotape of the July 2000 shootdown
~pprovedreports submitted to Headquarters indicating
that all required procedures had been conducted. He told OIG
that he probably wrote the 2] July 2000 cable reporting that the
fighter plane made visual contact with a passenger in the
target aircraft prior to Phase III. He said that the purpose of
this cable was to report the recovery operations/ not the
Tucano pilot's claim of making visual contact. He added that
with the benefit of "20/20 hindsight," he had a duty to report
the lack of visual signals. He said that he never intended to
lie.
112
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__~aid that as he recalled,

andas I:eported in cable traffic after the 17 July 2000
shootdown, all intercept steps were taken. This included the
firing of warning shots. The target was attempting to
conduct evasive action and headed for the Brazilian border.
There was also no valid flight plan submitted for this
aircraft.l---- ~id not recall if any visual recognition
signals were conducted but said that the tail number of the
aircraft was not obtained. He was not sure if one was clearly
visible.
Iwho had served as the
• At Headquarters~
Legal Adviser to LA DIVISIOn SInce August 1997, knew what
had occurred in 17 August 1997 and knew the remedial steps
to scruntize shootdowns more closely that had been
implemented in the wake of the August 1997 incident.w
194L __JAfter the shootdown of the missionary plane in April
20lH, Agency officers with long involvement in the ABDP discussed
the program in a series of e-mails. These officers sought to explain
and justify events that had occurred in the past, including the
shootdown of July 2000:

+ In an e-mail of 22 April200lf

~ustified the

speed of the conduct of the 11 JUly 2UUU l11terception, saying
that, "Each event is different and dependent on a number of
variables to include how suspect is the suspect aircraft, is it
taking evasive action, how close to the border, etc., etc. It
would also depend on what happened [in Phase] I and how
much signaling was done, etc."

the Counter roliferation Center from September 1999 to
jofthe Office of Congressional Affairs from

-~-.
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• An e-mail from
~Jdiscussing the 17 July
shootdown, stated that, "There was, for example, little if any
preoccupation with the tail number of the aircraft shot down
on 17 July 2000; there was simply too much additional
information available proving it to be a narco flight to have
been a major factor."
I

• An 8 May 2001 e-mail fromlL-

----lftated that:

In the 17 July 2000 shootdown the suspect aircraft never got
above tree top level and was conducting evasive
maneuvers. , .. Due to the low altitude and evasive
maneuvers of the suspect aircraft, explicit visual signals such
as is the intent of ICAO was simply not possible in that it
would endanger the safety of all aircraft. That said, an
Embassy review determined that all Phases had been
properly implemented.

Clalso noted that there were no revisions to the SOPs concerning
the usc of ICAO visual warnings when the A-37s replaced the
Tucanos and there was no perceived relaxation of intercept
procedures over time.

:=JI Fifteenth Shootdown, 20 April 2001: The Missionary Plane
IThe repeated flaws in the operation of the
ABDP, begmnmg m early 1995, set the stage for the final shootdown.
Most of the violations, which had become common practice in the six
previous years, were repeated in the shootdown of the missionary
plane. The intercept and shootdown occurred in the daytime and
began after the tracker aircraft detected the plane while on patrol.
There was no intelligence indicating the presence of a narcotrafficker.
195·1

. . 196.1
I The intercep:ion and sh?otdown of the
missionarj pralle occurred over a period of 13 mmutes -longer than
many of the previous shootdowns. The plane was detected on radar
by thel
Itracker aircraft during a patrol. The FAP orc was
114
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unable to identify a flight plan for the plane, and the A-37 launched at
1020 local time. The fighter first sighted the missionary plane at 1035.
For the next two minutes, the HNR issued three radio warnings on
three different frequencies." The missionary plane did not respond
and continued flying on the same heading, which was into Peru, not
toward the border. At 1038, the A-37 obtained the registration
number of the missionary plane. One minute later, the HNR informed
the FAP ole that Phase I had been completed and that Phase II would'
be implemented: then he ordered the A-37 to proceed with Phase II
warning shots. Fourteen seconds later, the A-37 pilot reported that the
missionary plane was not responding; eight seconds later, he
requested approval for Phase III shootdown. At 1040, the HNR
requested authorization from the ground for Phase III, and within a
minute, the FAP ore authorized Phase III for the first time.

The rest of this page left intentionally blank.
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One of these freq uencies reportedly had been retired from service by the
Peruvian cIvil aviation authorities about foul' years before the shootdown. The ABDP SOPs still
listed this retired frequency as one of its key contact frequencies.
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20 April 2001 Missionary Shootdown VideotapeChr(jHol()gy

The missionary plane inlercee lasted 113 minutes-tong.er t.nan ma.ny preViou.s shoo.. tdP.WllS. It
was detected on radar by the
tracker aircraft during a patrol. .ThcFAPOIC was unable
to find a flight plan for tho plane, and the A-37 launched at 10:20 a.m. local time,
I 0:~~5:12

10:48:03

A-37 sights the missionary plane ('1'01).
HNR issues three radio warnings on three different frequencies.
A-37 identifies Tal as OB-1408.
HNR informs FAP OlC that Phase I is complete and he is going to Phase.Il,
HNR orders the 1\.-37 to proceed with Phase II warning shots,
A-37 reports that TOr is not responding.
A-37 requests approval for Phase Illshootdown,
HNR requests authorization from the ground for Phase III.
FAr orc authorizes Phase III for the firsttime.
A-37 calls Tal three more times on 126.9 at US crew's request.
HNR informs 17A1' OlCthat TO! is OB-1408 and simuItaneouslyrequests
authorization for Phase III.
PAP arc once again authorizes Phase Ill.
1\-37 reports "He's seen me, he's seen me too, but he isn't doing anything."
HNH informs the A-37 that Phase III has been authorized:·
.
£-11'\R confirms to A-37 that Phase III is authorized.
A-37 flies around to the left and hack behind TOr. Appears to be firingpass.
First radio call from Tal to Iquitos tower.
US pilots first remark that Tal istalking to Iquitos tower.
1'01 says to Iquitos, "The military is here. I don't know what theywant,"
1\-37 reports, "We're firing at him; we're firing at him. He's-reducing his speed."
Tal continues to talk to Iquitos, calmly relaying route information.
A-37 flies around to the left and back behind Tal. Appears to be firillgpass.
'1'01 pilot shouts on Iquitos tower frequency, "They're killing me! They're killing

"] 0:48:15
10:48:17
"j(1:50:32

HNR tells 1\-37 "Stop! No more! No more! No more, Tucanl No more!"
A-37 tells HNR "Roger, we're terminating. He's on fire."
1\-37 reports that Tal has landed in the river.

10:36 -37
10:3H:08
10:39:13

10:39:3"1
10:39:45
10:39:53
10:'10:35

10:·'11:32
10:43:18-34
10:44:18

10:44:27
10:44:37

10:44:47
10:45:00

10:45:18-21
10:45:24

10:46:36
10:46:46
10:46:57
10:47:02
10:48:00

us!"
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the urging of the US crew, who were not
confident that the plane was a narcotrafficker, the HNR ordered the
A-:17 to attempt to communicate by radio with the missionary
plane." The A-37 attempted radio calls and reported that the
missionary plane was not responding. At 1044, al
Ipilot
commented that the A-37 could fly in front of the missionary plane so
it could be seen. The A-37 did not do so.
197. i

I At

198.' .
" . ~t 1045-seven minutes after it was
obtained -~theHNR passed the registration number of the missionary
plane to the FAP OIC, along with another request for Phase III
authorization. Three seconds later, the FAP Ole again approved
Phase Ill. Ten seconds later, the A-37 reported that occupants of the
missionary plane saw the A-37, but that the plane was not
rcspondlng.v Ten seconds later, for the first and only time, the HNR
informed the A-37 that Phase III had been authorized. Several
seconds later, the A-37 made the first firing pass at the missionary
plane. 43 At 1048, the A-37 made its second firing pass on the
missionary plane. Three seconds later, the missionary plane reported
that it was hit and it subsequently landed in the river. Veronica
Bowers and her infant daughter had been shot and killed and the
plane's pilot, Kevin Donaldson, had. been shot in the leg. Jim and
Cory Bowers, Veronica's husband and son, were not physically
injured and survived the shootdown.

j
'At '1039-1040, the US crew in the tracker plane expressed uncertainty about
wlelhcr 01' not Phase II had been executed. They also informed the US ole that the target
aircraft was not taking evasive action and recommended that the plane he followed and Phase III
l1(t be illlrelllented at that time. At 1042, after the FAP ole had relayed Phase III authorization,
a
pilot asked if the A-37 had pulled up in front of the target aircraft to attempt to identify
llw plane.
'II

I
;AJ '1045, a
Ipilotcommented that the occupants of the missionary plane
were not aware of the A-37's presence.
·IJ
I About this time, the pilot of the missionary plane made his first recorded radio
ca ) to quilos lower. At 1046, he said that he had seen the Peruvian A-37 fighter, but did not
know what it wanted. Eleven seconds later, the A-37 reported firing on the missionary plane. At
1047, the pilot relayed his route information to Iquitos Tower.
·12
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199.[
I Violations of Intercept Procedures. OIG
identified the following violations:
• Failure to identify the suspect plane: OB-1408 was owned by
the Association of Baptists for World Evangelism and was
transporting the missionaries to their home in Iquitos, Peru.
No attempt was made to determine the status of the target
plane before executing the intercept Phases. The HNR
acquired the registration number of the missionary plane at
1038, but did not pass it to the ground unti11045 along with
his second request for authorization to go to Phase III
shootdown authorization. The FAP Ole had approved the
first request to go to Phase III two and a half minutes before
_
he received the tail number. Finally, as noted by thel~
crew, the missionary plane was not trying to evade; it was
flying straight and level, which was unusual for a narco
aircraft, and it was heading into Peru, not toward the border.
There was no intelligence on the flight and there was no
evidence it was engaged in narcotrafficking.
• No visual signals: The A-37 never came close to or flew in
front of the missionary plane or made any attempt to
visually signal it, in spite of suggestions by thel
Icrew
that it do so.
• Failure to fin? warning shots: There is no indication that
warning shots were fired. Thel
jcrew said they
neither heard nor saw warning shots, nor did they hear the
FAP report firing them.
• Failure of Peruvian chain of command: The HNR ordered
Phase II before receiving authorization.

118
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~I_• Lack of reasonable time to conduct procedures or for the
missionary plane to respond to instructions or signals: This
is demonstrated in the chronology above.
SUMMATION

200.[
1The violations of intercept procedures that
occurred in the shootdown of the missionary plane had occurred in
many of the previous shootdowns. They included:
u---

• Failure to acquire reasonable assurance that the suspect
aircraft was a narcotrafficker before shooting it down. This
violation had occurred in eight previous shootdowns.ss
• Failure to conduct visual signals, designed to make the
suspect aircraft aware that it was the target of an
interception so it could follow instructions to land. This
violation had occurred in all previous shootdowns.s• Failure to fire warning shots. This violation had occurred in
at least eight previous shootdowns.sv
• Failure of the Peruvian chain of command. Some
breakdown in the Peruvian chain of command had occurred
in 1:) of the previous 14 shootdowns.

The shootdowns of 14 July 1995 and 27 November 1995 were not based on

~~~~lgcd)ence lead information and that of 17 August 1995 was based on faulty lead
information. In the shcotdowns of 13 November 1995 and 23 March 1997, shootdown was

authorizod before TOJ's tail number was even acquired. In the shootdowns of 17 August 1995,
4 i\ugusl1997, 'J 7 Augusl1997, 6 October 1997, and 17 July 2000, the TOrs tail number was never
<lc~uired.

L
p'cportcd that visual signals had been conducted in several shootdowns (16
May 1995 and 4 August 'J 997) and Congressional Notifications stated that visual signals had been
conducted in the shootdowns of 17 August 1995 and 13 November 1995. The OIG review of
vic cola zesrevcalcd that visual signals had not been implemented in any of the shootdowns.
,16
These shootdowns occurred on 27 November 1995, 8 July 1996, 23 March 1997,
4 A1l6~';~19t)7, '17 AllgUtit1997,6 October 1997, 12 October 1997, and 17 July 2000.
,10
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• Lack of reasonable time to perform all required procedures
and for target aircraft to respond. This had occurred in nine
of the previous shootdowns.s?

tha~ h~d

. 201. : _ ....___ . . JSome violat.ions
occurred in
previous shootdowns did not occur m the mIssIOnary shootdown.
For example, improper interference on the part of the US crew had
occurred at least five times and usually involved US officers
encouraging the Peruvians to accelerate the intercept phases." In one
instance the US crew encouraged the Peruvians to fire on a plane that
had already been shot down. Strafing a downed plane is a violation
of both US and Peruvian law.
202.
iAll of the key Agency participants in the
ABDP who
een 1 entified in this Report were aware that the
ABDP was not being conducted in accordance with the requirements
of PD 95-9 and the MOJ. This awareness was demonstrated in the
details provided in reporting cables, Videotape reviews, and reports
from pilots. Visual signals were required by the MOJ, but had not
been conducted in any of the ABDP shootdowns. Between March
1995 and April 2001, however, each of these Agency officers failed to
report violations of this requirement or any of the others. Instead,
they consistently and falsely reported the opposite-that the program
was being operated in full compliance with the requirements.
203.n The transmission of inaccurate information began on
the groun~Peru with A enc officers stationed at the Pucallpa
and [uanjui air bases
These officers drafted,
reviewed, and release ca es con ammg alse information. Agency
officers in Headquarters condoned and repeated the inaccurate
information: they reviewed the cables, many of which contained

"/11~rheseshnotdowns occurred all 23 June 1995,21 July 1995, 17 August 1995;

rz November -r995, H July '1996, 23 March 1997, 4 August1997, 6 October 1997, and 17 July 2000.

l . . .... ... I

III contrast, in the shootdown of the missionary plane, the US crew was
coiicei'nedabout the failure to identify the plane as a narcotrafficker and was urging caution
rather than accclcrution.

,18
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detailed and inconsistent information and had the ability to review
the videotapes of the shootdowns, which did not demonstrate
evidence of the intercept procedures being conducted. These officers
forwarded inaccurate information to senior management of the
Agency and then on to Congress in the form of Congressional
Notifications with their supporting background papers.
INTERVIEWS WITH KEY AGENCY PARTICIPANTS

204. 1m .. m
... ..IBetween 1995 and 2001,
15 intcrce};tioIls~resufte·a·In"the~shooting down of aircraft in Peru.
During this period]
bccupied positions responsible for
managing or overseeing the operations of every shootdown but one,
that of 17 July 2000.49
• From March 1995 to mid-1996,
eNe's Linear Progra,m_a_n_d--L---.J---,
Linear Committec.v
he was directly
involved in discussions about establishment of the ABDP
and the rules governing its operation as laid out in the 1994
PD andMOJ,

1

• From ul 1996 through September 1999
I
1e was responsible lor managmg,
'-lcccnccc1~p-.e=-cm~e--CCOn--,--,-m-g-,~a~n~~overseeing the ABDP. :
prepared and released reports to Headquarters on the
procedures followed in sbootdowns and on the overall
operation of the ABDP.[
~new that this information
was transmitted to senior Agency officials and became the
basis of reports prepared for Congress and the NSC.

J

-19

r--l From September ]999 to September 2000,1

Co~rpJ'l)liferatioll Division.

__ ~erved I
m

~he

I.... ..... IThe Linear Committee was comprised of several government agencies that had a
role in US i'bl,i1lcrnarcotics policy, including the Departments of State and Defense, DEA, and the
Office or National Drug Control Policy.

511
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• From September 2000 to 2004:
erved as[--- ILA
Division, responsible for oversig t 0
rograms
and activities, including the management an operation of
the ABDP. His responsibilities included ensuring the
accuracy and completeness of information that provided the
basis for Congressional Notifications and briefings as well as
for information provided to the NSC on the program's
performance.
205·0 Knowledge of Required Procedures. I
I
discussed ABDP procedures during interviews with OIG. He stated
that intercept procedures did not change at any time during his
involvement with the ABDP. Obtaining a tail number, identifying
the suspect aircraft visual signals, and radio communication were all
"drop dead" requirements that had to be done.

206·0 1-- ······-=~xplained that the purpose of the ABDP was
to stop the movement of drugs through the air, not necessarily by
shooting down aircraft, but rather by forcing them down. In
particular,1
roted that the PO required that the Peruvian
Government have procedures in place to minimize the risk of loss of
innocent life. Fulfillment of the required procedures exempted US
persoluleI from the law that criminalized shooting down civil aircraft.
. -~u--'I~aid that he, along within -pfficers involved in
the program, understood both tfie PreSIdentially-mandated
procedures and their obligation to report procedural deviations.

207·1--l~ctllal

Conduct of Procedures. Despite accurately
identifying the Presidentially-mandated intercept procedures and
characterizing them as "drop dead" requirements!
~escribed
the actual practice followed in Peru to OrG differently:
• Radio Calls. I
~aid that radio contact had to
constitute more than one caU; one call to the target could not
be presumed to mean contact had been made. I
~aid
that all ABDP participants knew that FAP aircraft had to

~
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identify and contact the target aircraft; maybe visual signals
like wing waggling were not necessary, but it was necessary
to try to raise the suspect aircraft on the radio.

--~said an attempt should be made to
contact the suspect aircraft by conducting visual warnings to
ensure the suspect aircraft saw the FAP fighter. If there was
no response to radio calls, most often, the FAP tried to conduct
visual Signals,5f····~··.-=~escribedthe rcxo visual signals
as including possi Ie actions such as flying alongside the
suspect aircraft, lowering landing gear, wing waggling, and
using hand signals. I ...
Fommented, however, that
turning on landing lights or lowering landing gear to signal
the target plane had the effect of slowing down the FAP
aircraft.

• Visual Signalsj

Whilc~aid he understood the FAP had to do

everyt~uld to communicate with the suspect aircraft,
he recalled that the radio and visual communications were
done simultaneously. He also noted that attempts to
communicate with the suspect air~rafU,yere not necessarily
followed in chronological order. f
~haracterized the
intercept process as a "holistic" package to ensure the FAP
did not shoot down the wrong aircraft. ~explained
that there had to be room for pilot jUdg~o which
procedures to do and how. He said the concept of safety of

,IIT-.~~._'F._~__ :,,"":__-=,der_r_i__ p_t_
of the ~ctuClI coll,:iuct of visual signa~s is consist~nt with ~ 2? April
2 (. ca C ie sent as _ __
LA DIVISIOn toC __ ..
)OIlowlflg the Apnl 20011TIlSSlOnary
shooldowu. III that cable, he stated that ".. , depending 011 the circumstances of the intercept, the

i_lT

n

_

_

__

[Peruvian) pilot should attempt to use a series of internationally recognized procedures to make

visual contact with the suspect aircraft. . .." This statement is inconsistent with the requirements
of the PI) and MOl, however, and also differs from statements made in 2001 Congressional
briefiJl~s ill whicl{ _
__]participated, These issues are discussed in greater detail in Part II of
. - --this Report.
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flight was always a consideration. The FAP had to do
everything within the realm of safety of flight to warn the
target.
'----_ _---'~tated that visual signals, though encouraged when
feasible, were treated as superfluous when it was clear that
the target plane was aware of the interception and evading
pursuit. [
·lsaid this view was uniformly held by those
associated with the program.
• Warning Shots. If there was no response to radio calls, the
VI RAT commander made a judgment call to go to Phase
II - firing warning shots - based on various factors, to
include intelligence information and input from the HNR.
• Evasion.1
[explained that, if a suspect aircraft began
to evade, it was assumed to be a "bad guy" and could be shot
down. ['""==:Jiescribed evasion as occurring when a
suspect plane moved to a lower altitude or flew at a slow
rate of speed. Radio calls were made and warning shots
were still fired tQgiv~ the suspect the option to land.
According t~
if a suspect aircraft crossed over the
Brazilian border, it should be let go and not shot. As an
example,
Isaid, if the suspect aircraft in a night
intercept mission started to evade after radio calls but before
visual signals, and the FAP had done all it could to
communicate with the target, it was okay to go to Phase II
without visual signaling. In this instancej
~elieved,
procedures had been followed.
Itold OIG that, at
night, if a suspect aircraft fled after radio calls, there was no
need to do visual signals and Phase II warning shots should
be fired. [
!added that, if the suspect aircraft headed
toward the Brazilian border, that action also constituted
evasion, so no visual signaling had to be done.

J

i
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• Time to Complete Intercept Phases.j
faid the
length of time taken to complete an interception was
considered in determining whether procedures had been
followed. If the intercept phases had been conducted too
fase it was questionable that all procedures had been done.
I
Itold aIG, 'IIf everything happens in a minute and a
half, you've got a problem.v?
• Threshold for Reporting Procedural Deviations.l
I
told OIG that, if a question arose concerning a shootdown's
compliance with required procedures, he would have looked
at the videotape to determine if there was a problem. If he
determined that a problem existed, he would have reported
it to Headquarters after ch~ckiDgJhefacts.1
poted
that he had personnef
Fha were more expert
than he] 8.Q.be relied upon them to identify problems. In any
event{
Isaid he would not cover up a problem.
208.
described issues that would have prompted
him La report a possib e deviation in the conduct of intercepts as
follows:
• Failure to identify the suspect aircraft as a
narcotrafficker.
• Failure to see evidence of visual communications on
the videotape.
• Failure to try to communicate by radio or very terse
communications with the suspect aircraft.
• Failure to fire warning shots.

520n the 4 August '1997 shootdown, 90 seconds elapsed from the attempt to make radio
contact [0 shootin8 down the suspect plane. In total, there was a lack of reasonable time to
perform all the required procedures and for the target aircraft to respond in nine of the
15 shootdowns. Despite this'~'eported that all procedures were complied with, and all
Ipersonnel working oj~ral1l "understood and rigorously enforced compliance with
----:-Tal"llCC-nlr-:':"rllatiolla[ procedures."
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• Firing warning shots in a manner in which the suspect
aircraft would obviously not observe them.
• A very short period of time between phases.

2091----'IOversight 0/1995 Shootdowns as Headquarters
Manager. As a Headquarters manager
for ABOP
oversight in the 1995 to mid-1996 period
told GIG that he
reviewed shootdown videotapes. He explained that, after the OIC
(111(1 . ... .
IOfficers reviewed th~ tapes, they were sent to .
He(1(tq(i~lrtets, with CNC as one recipient,
~atched portions
of the videotapes to see what had occurred. He said that neither he
nor anyone else at Headquarters reviewed the tapes to verify the
accuracy of reporting from the field or to see if the Peruvians were
complying with the Presidentially-mandated procedures. He said
that the tapes were not reviewed critically and that he did not recall
who was responsible for ensuring that required procedures were
followed. Rather, it was assumed everything in a shooj:downwas
done correctly, unless someone said it was not, andf
]
reporting was taken at face value.

Tsponsiblr
!

~_ _2_1o. DAs he prepared for th~ssignment in Peru,
.
I
Iisaicl. he was told to keep the ABDP, which was considered a
success, on track. I___~told OIG that he understood that the
ABDP was a lethal program that needed to be conducted properly.

~9961999. OIG provided I
~ hypothetical scenario of an intercept
and asked him to comment on the actions he would take asl
I
I The following scenario was presented:

2-/1·0 Oversight o/Shootdowns[fffr--='--

Intelligence has been received that a suspected narco airplane will
fly into a particular airfield at night. The US tracker aircraft is
launched and locates a suspect aircraft. The suspect aircraft circles

"~hh" details of [he scenario match
4 ~Ist /l)'-)7 shootdown which
report any anomalies

ilj : .

U" actual ",nt' 'nd

~~rrred Whil~

7oc'dU<c' ,ondudod in the

cables to Heaquarters a that tune.

.,

.nnrl·126-·_--····-1

.....
~
.....,~_

Idid not

I
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the airfield in question but does not land. It then sets a course for
the [Brazilian] border and generally maintains that heading
without making any dramatic turns.
Intercept procedures conducted after thc
[]!AP fighter]:

_

_

IL

~ectors in an A-37

• The A-37 does one apparent radio warning but no
apparent visual signals.
• Warning shots are probably fired.
• 'The suspect aircraft is then shot down.
I

~aid that a scenario such as this would have raised questions
about compliance with intercept procedures. He would have asked
the aircrew, the OIC, and the FAP whether visual signals had been
accomplished. If he still did not know after asking,
said he
would have reported the issue to Headquarters.
212·1
Itold GIG that he reviewed the shootdown
videotapes in Peru and that he had no concerns about compliance
with required procedures in any shootdown other than that of
"] 7 August J 997. With respect to that shootdown]
lsaid he
was concerned about possible corruption in the FAP and lack of
English language skills on the part of the FAP.

213.[
.... ............Ihe was responsible for the
reportigg toH;;'Ci<1u~ers. Following the
accuracy o~
] 7 August 1997 incident,!
Ihe introduced a formal
evaluation of intercept procedures. Had anyone seen something
wrong, he/ she would have reported it. l__
pdded that, while
the ABDP was the number one counternarcotics priority I
I
I
with respect to resources and visibilitv. he had relied on
program managersLI
--,,--:~=~- _ ____=_-las well as the Oles and aircrews to be the "eyes" on the ABDP.
u

_ _

2J4017 August 1997 Shootdoum.i
~said he had no
doubt that the FAP went directly from a radio call to shooting the
127

~
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I

plane in the 17 AU:rt 1997 incident.
lsaid he had told FAP
Comrnandef
hat he would close the program if the mistakes
that had led to the incident were not fixed.
I

-

2~ [1!~~1~s,,£}:~ J:~~:g~iViSion

-,----

traveled to Peru to conduct a program review and to make ~su,;.;;;r;;",;;e;.---.~
adequate intercept procedures were in place. According tol =
J
the review also was to determine whether or not the ABDP should

~~~~~;~~:~~ine

:l1imKi~ril~~~one:h~:~f~~~,~~~t:hOwanted

recurrence of fhe17A.il-gust shootdown. The
review
concluded that adequate intercept procedures were in place.

r-l_-~. .~ ~2~16~~~?_····F__O_lI_O_~_in~_ " " A~ft~:t~~~~~;tleam,reviewed
I
shootdowns in "excruciating detaiI."54 Thereafterj
interagency reporting cables laid out all the intelligence that led to
the endgames, including what information was known, the
circumstances surrounding the event, and a judgment regarding the
procedures followed based on input from the US Ole and aircrews.
Iif

there had been another
significant deviation after the 17 August 1997 shootdown, the ABDP
would have been shut down. ~
Ithe program would not
have survived two deviations in a row from required procedures.
217.1

leveryone involved in the
ABDP understood the intercept procedures. In particular, everyone
directly involved should have understood the rules of engagement,
command and control, the role of the United States, the role of the
Peruvians, and also the concept that, if an interception cannot be
done properly, one should come back the next day to try again.
218.[

~--------,-------------
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___219·0 Signing the 1999 Standard Operating Procedures.
, . --- . -lmphasized that neither the intercept procedures nor the
~e US aircrews changed from the time he began working in
the ABOI' ill 1995. He said he could not explain why the SOPs he
signed in March 1999 did not include a complete description of
required procedures. He did not catch it at the time the SOP
documents were prepared and said that the omission was not
intentional.

Al'r

220·D Missionary Shoot-down. In explaining distinctions
between the procedures conducted in 20
2001 and what had
transpired in previous shootdowns,
aid that the focus of the
ABDP had not been on daytime intercept missions until the 20 April
shootdown; almost all previous shootdowns had occurred at night
when there was a presumption that suspect planes were illegal. In
fact, 11 of the 15 shootdowns occurred in the daytime.» During the
day, he said, there was enough time to conduct the procedures. He
added that the US and the FAP had to be extraordinarily careful
during daytime ShootCjecause the missionary aircraft was
flying during the day,
aid, even more should have been
done to comply with he spin of the required procedures. Given
that the missionary shootdown was a daytime event, there should
have been a presumption of innocence, and procedures should have
been conducted more slowly.
221·1
ladded that, on 20 April 2001, there was great
uncertainty regarding t e identity of the suspect aircraft. He noted
that even one of the US Pilot] at so;e ~oint indicated that maybe the
missionary was a "bad guy."
aid he did not fault the
intercept procedures, however, an emphasized that it was up to
ss

I'r~~identially-mandated

I
!The
procedures had to be followed regardless of the
tim!' of day. ElevPIl of the 15 shootdowns occurred during the day: ] 6 May ]995, 14 July 1995,
17 !\llgll~t 1995, 13 November 1995, 27 November 1995,8 July 1996, 4 August 1997,17 August
1997,12 October '1997, 17 July 2000, 20 Aprj! 2001. A twelfth shootdown, 23 March 1997, occurred

at dusk,
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~T~- - - - - - '
those involved to be sure they complied. I _
__ raid that the FAP
had not followed the intercept procedures suffiCiently to meet the
requirements mandated by the Presidential Determination in the
20 April 2001 shootdown.
222.1
eployed to Peru in
1993 in support 0 t re eruvian air inter iction program and served
as the Agency ole atl
I T~O:; rrumption of US
activities in the ABDP in early 1995,
served two 60- to 90day temporary dut tours in 1995 as t e a t the air base in
Pucallpa, replacin
Following those assignments, she
became the
in Military and Special Programs Division,
'-\~v"-l~ic--'-l~t~)r-o-v-"i-'--e-,----roir-e-)c"7t-s~upport to the ro ram. In October 1996,

Ircturned~to_P~e_ru_a_s_th_e_.

I

L,------------,:---c----------.J

Program Manager
where she served through
Oct()b~~r 12.98.._. AsA~I5P12!'~giaYl1.}~lana~er
eported to
Nine
shootdowns occurred dUrin~
tours in Peru-five during
11cr1995 tours as an orc and four during her tour as Program
Manager.

'-----c--

-;;=====~-----.-J

223. LResponsibilities as Ole, 1995. ~told OIG in
interviews that she held the record among OI~umberof
targets shot down and stated that such shootdowns were "huge"
events. I
lexplained that, as OIC, she served as the main US
communications link in the ABDP. She made sure the Peruvian Air
Force (FAP) followed intercept rules and that launch orders were
relayed properly. During the intercept, she monitored the radio
traffic between the FAP operations center in Juanjui and the FAP orc
in Pucallpa]
~aid she also relayed information to the US
aircrews when phases had been authorized. If intercept procedures
were not followed during an intercept,l
~aid, she would
have reported it immediately'
I She did not report a
single failure of procedure during her tours as an OIC.
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224.L]According tq
__Jhe OIC ensured that copies
of shootdown videotapes were made and sent t~
the
FAP in [uanjui, andl
lat CIA Headquarters. At the
conclusion of an OIC's tour, she said, it was .normal practice for the
departing OIC to hand carry the tapes t~
lWhere they
were kept. She recalled carrying tapes t
after her Ole
tours.

I

I

n

:?~5.
Shootdoum Reporting as Ole, 1995. As the OIC,
_oo_o,,~oJ;V:llched_and reviewed the Videotal."S after shootdowns

witll
~who was the US: .
at [uanjui, and the US
and Peruvian aircrews. She noted that the most important part of the
debriefing was confirmation that the target aircraft was a narcotics
trafficker. She claimed thatthere was never a discussion about
whether or not ViSrl signilS had been implemented. I
I
provided input £01
cables on the event and forwarded it, with
th"yideQtall~ t9
~hO was the
1993-96. She said tha~
ever
questioned her about a shootdown. She recalled reading some of her
reports inl
Iafter she returned from Peru and noted that the
input she had provided as OIC remained unchanged in the cables
sent b~
~o Headquarters.

•

)rom

VI

226.1
~aid that a :i!ot could not tell a host
nation rider (HNR) to shoot at a target.
isaid that she, as
the OIC, would have had to report this i it had happened. Had she
observed this situation on the tape, she would have reported it to her
boss and then questioned the pilot. Had a US pilot repeated this
behavior, he could have been relieved of duty.56

I·
---~

.....

_ _-------..

5rl

Iserved as Ole at Pucallpa during the shootdown of 14 July 1995, when a US
pilot twice instructed the HNR to order the FAP fiehter to strafe the target after it landed,
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_

... responsible for ensuring that all U'S, officials are briefed and
understand the established procedures, ... and that these
procedures are properly monitored and followed.

lexplained that she met with the Sixth Territorial Air

I

Defense Command (VI RAT) commanders and discussed interdiction
procedures, She also supervised the OlCs, served a~
I
with the US aircrews at Pucallpa, maintained daily contact with FAP
Headquarters in Lima, and ensured that intercept training was
conducted.
228.\---

-_.... '

....

... .

u_·

triefed incoming OlCs and

discussed the required procedures for eac phase of an interception.
She said that she told the OlCs that all the phases had to be
accomplished in intercepting a suspect aircraft. She also told
i!!~oI1!i.!1g QIS=s1~rea_qthe_~tandardOperating Procedures (SOPs)
I
!spent at least one day a week at
1 UCdIIpd

~

rrase:

.ll

_ _-'22=----9---'-·
Shootdown He orlin as Program Manager, 1996-98.
p d OIG that
as program manager, she
typically notifie
after a shootdown, then drafted
the reporting cab e to ea quarters, Sometimes, she flew to [uanjui
to pick up the VI RAT commander and then on to Pucallpa to debrief
the aircrcw and review the videotape. Whether or not she made that
trip, the Ole and aircrew had reviewed the tape and discussed the
event at Pucallpa within a day of the incident and had provided
input on the shootdown!
f

b

!'!

~aid

may_~e
J

that she,1
and
lsually reviewed the videotape of the shootdowri
I
in order to double check the intercept phases. Given his
native language skills,Dcould pick up things on the videotape
that no one else could. Sometimes, even with both the audio and
visual parts of the tape, there still was not enough information to
[
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determine that procedures had been followed. Sometimes the FAP's
visual communications efforts with the target aircraft were visible on
the radar and sometimes not. If visual signals were not apparent, she
tasked the arc to ask the US aircrew, the HNR, or the FAP aircrew
what they saw. As program rnanagef
Idid not always
have the opportunity to speak to the aircrew, but she expected the
Ole to do SO.57 She did not report when visual signals were not
visible.
231. DNormally, after a shootdown
said, she
drafted the re ortin cable to Head uarters f - - - - - - - - - L - - - - - - ,

eporting cables were sent to LA

Itold OIG that she had watched all the
232. I
videotapes of endgames that occurred when she was in Peru. With
the exception of the 17 August 1997 ShootdOW"C:~
~
reported as a problem, none of the reporting cable
prepared concerning a shootdown reported any violations of
intercept procedures.

D

I

Knowledge of Required Procedures·1
233.
described the intercept procedures as including multiple radio calls,
visual signaling, warning shots, and lastly, shootdown. She said that
the rCAO visual signaling requirement in the MOJ provided no
leeway or authority to deviate from those procedures. While Agency
officers did not discuss skipping any phasesC"
'}aid they
111i hi have discussed "abbreviating" the phases. Nevertheless,
t
said she knew that the phases still had to be conducted.

[~I Notone of the more than ten US pilots and orCs interviewed by Ole slaled that he/ she
ha~el' received such questions (roll~
~bout a shootdown.

57
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She explained that the purpose of the intercept procedures was to
avoid shooting down an aircraft not engaged in drug trafficking.
234.1.._~~~~ .._._.Jsaid that she!
\
"absolutely" understood that they had to report problems or failures
to follow the intercept procedures to Headquarters. It was her duty
and obligation as an operations officer. I .. __
__ Ibelieved that, if
they had reported deviations in procedures, however, it would have
resulted in the shutdown of the ABDP.

c 735

1 __

.~._Jrecal1eddiscussing intercept procedures

vnPucallpa in 1995.1
\was assigned taD
.~
at the time and was the first OIC in Pucallpa. The procedures
included radio wa~ningS'~isual warnings, and warning shots.
~
Isaid tha
rote the SOPs based on ICAO procedures
and the PD and accompanying MOJ.I
rid not recall
reading the PD or MOJ, however, nor was she certain that the SOPs
she saw in 1995 included a requirement for visual[~na}ng. The
requirement to conduct visual signals was part of
riefings,
however.
~aid the SOPs did not change during her time as
Ole in 1995 and remained the guidance in 1997.
~~~

I

236. ilActual Conduct of Procedures j

Isaid the tail
nu mber o~suspect aircraft was checked against aircraft for
registration records to determine if the flight was illegal. The
Peruvian fighter aircraft was not launched until a flight was
determined to be illegal.
• Radio Calls. [_..
,~aid there was no set amount of
time for the FAP to wait for the target plane to respond to a
call on the radio; she thought one minute might be
reasonable. As it might take a few minutes to switch to
different frequencies, however~
faid a couple of
minutes also might be reasona Ie to complete the calls and
wail for a response.
0

••
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• Visual Signals.1
Isaid visual signals always had to
be conducted, but the location of the target plane
determined the extent of the signaling. If the target plane
was close to escaping across the border or was evading, the
~id not recall any
process moved "faster.111
discussions about how long the FAP should wait after visual
sir;naling. It was harder to conduct visual signals at night,
but there was still a requirement to do them. When a target
aircraft began to evade, visual signals could not be skipped,
according 19
Ibut the location of the target
determined the extent of those signals. Under all
circumstances, the fighter had to employ visual signals of
some sort in an effort to get the target to land, even if the
target aircraft was near the border.

~aid warning shots were
• Warning Shots.1
required and could only be authorized by the VI RAT
commander or his deputy. She said warning shots could not
be seen during the day, but that the target aircraft could hear
them. At night, the target could see warning shots because
tracer ammunition was used.
~
Idid not
• Time to Complete Intercept Phases.l
know how much time was reasonable to conduct the three
intercept phases, since each incident was different. She said
10 minutes might be reasonable, but emphasized that what
was reasonable depended on the circumstances of each
mission.

D

237.
Review of Videotapes. When she viewed selected
shuotdown videotapes during an OIG interview,1
!admitted
tha t several of the videotapes showed obvious violatIons of intercept
procedures, including failure to identify the target and failure to do
all the required intercept phases. She made the following specific
observations:
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• 4 August 1997 Shootdown:,. .... . ]said it should have
been reported that no visualsigriaIS were conducted and
that the suspect aircraft was never identified. Conducting all
the phases in 90 seconds was also a roblem that should
have been reported, accord in t
She recalled
reyiewin.H this Videotape wit
["~C__, ~~~",lsaid she probably w'-r-·o-t-e-t-h-e-in-it-ia--,----'-----.
cable on 5 August 1997, using input from Ole
_ _ _ _ _ _-----'Idid not recall the Headqu'---ar-;t~e-rs-------'
response later that day inquiring whether all required
intercept phases had been conducted, but said the
appropriate response was for her to ask the Ole or aircrews
,what happened and for the tape to be reviewed again.
[
~lso did not recall the I
]rcsponse on
6 AU8ust 1997, stating that "All/all international warning
procedures were complied with. . . . II She did not think she
drafted the 6 August cable because the text included a word
with which she was not familiar.
jsaid it appeared
that someone had questioned the orc but noted that the
answers did not seem to track with what the Videotape
~believed that discrepancy should have
showed.1
been noted in the cable to Headquarters. She saidl
[
might have drafted the cable and that]
ledited it,
adding the paragraph identified a~
land
releasing it.58

I

• 6 October 1997 Shootdown:
Isaid that visual
signals and warning shots were not conducted and that fact
should have been reported.l
~aid that statements
in
~ables reporting that all procedures were
followed lito the Ietter" were false, and she described
management's failure to investigate after reviewing the

5°0

Th
I stated that all who work with the program "understand and
rigorously en 01Cl' romp ranee with all international procedures that must be followed prior to
any usc of force, This is a given in the work that is done here."

136
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6. October Vi~eota; is a "breach" of duty. I
i
reviewed th I
report to Headquarters and said it
looked like her stye of writing.
• 12 October 1997 Shootdown: I
- U]said that.
-\
report to Headquarters claiming that all procedures had
been followed lito the letter" was inaccurate, and it was
"obvious" that procedures had not been followed. She saw
no indication that visual signals had been conducted,
although there was no apparent reason why they could not
have been, I
lalso noted that the target was not
identified before it was shot. These issues should have been
reported to Headquarters. Neither I
!norC:-=-: j
raised any questions with her about this shootdown.
,-__
._ Jaid she probably drafted the reporting cable.

In those instances in which she recalled preparing cables to
Headquarters that contained inaccurate information]
\told
OIG that she was unable to reconcile the fact that her reporting
directly contradicted the facts evident in the shootdown videotapes.
During hii assignment to
238.
iserve-d as
officer to the FAP
the ABDP Tom 1995 to1999,
VIRAI\'=0l11mander at Juan ill. His initial su ervisor i
came to Juanjui
required intercept
Iso visited [uanjui

L....~---;,------rr--.--.----.--------y--o-o-v-----'er
the

.09 [
I

lservcd two tours as OlC in Pucallpa in 1995, and became

r;; 1996
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told OIG that, when he arrived in Peru in 1995t
uan'ui t while
I
told
moni tared them in Pucallpal
~-~-~
that, if he saw something wrong during an.interception, he was
t-o-r-e~J1ort it to the VI RAT, which would take appropr.iate action.
said his job was La "look over the commanding general's
shoulder " and provide "adult supervision" to make sure the ABDP
ran accord ing to required proced ures~ .. --I reminded all FAP
personnel in Juanjui to follow those procedures. He also participated
in the annual re-training of all Juanjui personnel.w

I--~L----r-to-l;-d:;-;-h~im to monitor shootdowns in
'--;1

240·11· ----Iwas at Juanjui for many shootdowns and told
OIC that, if a shootdown occurred while he was in Peru in the 1995 to
1999 period, he was involved in discussions and review of it. While
in JuanjuiCfolIowed intercepts over the radio with the VI RAT
Commander and his staff. His responsibilities were to forward any
intelligence lead information that had come from the DEA and to
ensure that the VI RAT Commander did not "jump the gun" and
conduct an intercept too quickly. He also made sure that the target of
interception (TOI) was correctly identified as a narcotics trafficker.
24J...j

" ' OIG that he viewed shootdown videotapes
at Pucallpa. After shootdowns, he
sometimes accompanied the VI RAT Commander to Pucallpa to
debrief the aircrews and review the videotape with the Ole and the
US pilots. Occasionallv, however, he did not watch a videotape of a
shootdown until three months after it occurred. His job
remain at [uanjui, not bounce back and forth to Pucallpa

1-

__

242.

[as to
-----

,-_~I new~_ _.--_ _----:-;:--

~_~ _ _~_~_
watched the tapes because they commented on them to him. It was '

('°r-1ln reviewing this report ill draft,~ commented that during a shootdown, he made sure
th~nITL VI RAT commander properly authorized the intercept phases, but he did not have any
gelle!'al responsibility to oversee the program's operations.
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the AGO's responsibility to watch th~!_a.pe? to ensuT~(:s~~lia.nce
with procedures, according tq
.. D
, ..
had this responsibility in 1995; after they left, it fell tol
I
.w'

243.!
rxplained to OIG that he watched shootdown
videotapes to see if all the intercept procedures had been followed, to
understand the context of communications between the fighter and
the host nation rider (HNR), and to make sure their actions occurred
after the VI RAT commander's order was given, not before.
Everything said on the satellite communication system was recorded
on the videotape. C-Irecalled seeing visual signals such as wing
waggling and flying alongside the target on the videos. He told OIG
that every videotape he watched in 1995 mirrored what he had
observed in ]uanjui during the shootdowns.
244.1
Isaid that, after shootdowns,~asked him if
the VI RAT Commander had followed procedur~answered
yes, then gavel
~he details of the intelligence, the type of
aircraft, and how the VI RAT Commander had authorized each
')hase
id not asc=J1 about visual signals because
had already watched the videotapes himself.

L - -_ _---J

245." ' . _ . ...Jaid he was told to report if the FAP in any way
deviated from the proper procedures. I
stated that, sitting in
[uanjui, however, he had no way of knowing whether or not the
fighter lad pe~formed procedures. So, whether or not the target
evaded,
.eported that the VI RAT Commander had authorized
shootdown following evasive ~~_~ion bythe ta,rget. His report and
that from Pucallpa were sent tq
Iwhere the incident
cable was drafted.l_ ..... Iread these cables after they were sent to
Headquarters and told OIC that shootdown videotapes and
I
reporting cables were never inconsistent. Whatever happened in the
intercept mission had to be reported
I
216.ILJNone of the cables tha~
Ireviewed or helped write
reported violations of required procedures. no1d arc that he
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had watched videotapes of all the shootdowns while he was in Peru
between 1995 and 1999, and none stood out for not having followed
proccdurcs.v'
247. :~Col1duct of Procedures.
explained that, when he
began with the ABDP in 1995, the Stan~arcrbperating Procedures
(SOPs) stated that maneuvering alongside the target and giving hand
signals in the absence of radio communication was mandatory. The
I and personnel at [uanjui and Pucallpa knew these
FAP,I
procedures and made an effort to ensure the original intent of the
poted, however, that all intercept
MOJ was followed. [
requirements were predicated on pilot safety, meaning that a pilot
had discretion in performing the intercept procedures if flight safety
was an iSSl1C. 62

II

• Identification. The FAP fighter was allowed to approach
the target aircraft while waiting to hear from the VI RAT
commander, but it could not take any action until it received
the commander's confirmation of the target's identity.
told OIG that, if possible, the I
Ireported the tail
number of the suspect plane; at other times, the
aust
called in a general description of the plane-at night, for
example, when it was impossible to see a tail number. No
non-commercial flights were to fly in a broad area east of the
Andes ni g however; so all such flights were considered
illegal.
dmitted that the tail number was the
war
to ascertain t at a Tor was not on a valid flight plan.
said that one could not tell who was in the suspect plane or
what it was carrying-money, weapons, rebels, or drugs.
For the FAP, he said, it did not matter if it :was a

=

it

hi,

n

,
t

OilY

Upon reviewing this Report in draft'l_}tated that he did not review all shootdown

Vll~lPCS'

('r-l1n reviewing this Report in drafrlwrote that he believes the April 2001 shootdown
resulted from violations of procedures ffia-rnald never previously occurred; that the failure to give
visual signals when a pilot took evasive action or at night was consistent with the intercept
procedures because of practical necessity; and that he was aware of no effort to conceal
information and believes that the reporting cables were largely accurate,
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narcotrafficker as long as it was an illegal flight. Specifically,
D a i d a plan.e wa~ considered "bad" a~ld could be sh~t if
It hand a Colombian tail number, a false tail number, no flight
plan, an abnormal flight path, was flying at night, was flying
low and slow, was flying low and (ast, o~ had landed and
taken off from an illegal airfield.w'
aid he had never
been told that narcotics traffickers were the only legitimate
ABDP targets; in any event, he explained, anything east of
the Andes is tied into drugs somehow.
[___ ]recounted several anecdotes of legitimate airplanes
that the FAP had difficulty identifying. The Peruvian
military often took off without flight plans.. "[ungle'' pilots
did whatever they wanted, often changing flight plans while
in flight. One time, the FAP intercepted a Peruvian National
Police aircraft. Another time, a legitimate flight coincided
with the intelligence information they had received. The
plane was flying at the "wrong" speed and in a suspicious
pattern; it later turned out that this had been an attempt to
save fuel. r--1lso recalled a search and rescue mission
following I~ttime shootdown during which he helped
recover the remains of two men and a woman. This
disturbed him bccaulusualR women did not fly on
narcotrafficker flights.
ever found survivors on a
search and rescue mission. In fact, no drugs were found
either, but most crash sites were burned to a crisp .

~xplained that the repeated failure to
• Visual Signals.l
perform visual signals was emblematic ofFAP policy.
Specifically, by 1997, the fighter group commanders had
ordered the FAP pilots not to do visual signals if they felt it
was too dangerous, regardless of the VI RAT commanders'
.-. ==:::;-Jicfined an "illegal" airfield as one in the middle of nowhere without any authorized
ir traffic control. I Ie estimated that there were over 200 suspected illegal airstrips in Peru.

6'\ [
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ordcrs.v' This was common knowled
"ever
ne~ this.

old

said he discussed wit
the fact that the FAP was not always performing visual
signals because of the danger involved. Getting the
Peruvians to do visual signals was a constant battle for
!She knew in 1996 that they would not perform
'------c-----c--visuals if safety of flight was an issue and "constantly
nagged II the FAP about compliance with the procedures. By
the timel
~igned the March 1999 SOPs, visual signals
had not been conducted for quite a while.
L----~~~~

"------~~__.J

LaD

as a rule, visual communication was not
According
required during night intercepts, other than the use of
landing lights. The written intercept phases were not
changed in 1996, but the application of procedures changed,
because, at night, the FAP interceptors did not waggle their
wings at the target plane or move forward to get their
attention. Instead, the FAP fighters turned on their landing
lights. The FAP pilots had to be careful at night; they were
using early model night vision goggles (NVGs) and could
injure their eyes if they were suddenly exposed to a bright
light. Therefore, they had to turn off their NVGs and turn
on their landing lights to get the target's attention. While the
FAP Generals said the fighters turned on their lights at night
to signal)
Idid not know if they actually did. 65

c4#~J Jbe 17 August 1997 shootdown identified byl

I

L..

i

~s the one shootdown in which the procedures were

I
]confirmed this knowledge of fAP policy ill a cable he wrote 011 30 May 2001. He
wrote: "There was an informal understanding between the PAP command groups that the pilots
of 'I'-27s and 1\-3; [Peruvian fighter planes] would comply with VI I{ATinterception instructions
of completion of visual signals unless the required maneuver would affect the safety of their
p[~tf(H:Ill and/ or the other platforms cl1 ag in the interception procedure,"
(,5 '=rn reviewing this Report in draft,
lwrote that he knew visual signals were not given
in ~ circumstances, such as at night or w en targets took evasive actions.

M

e:
1
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not followed--"---_~$_a_id__,he reviewed the videotjPe wit
,----about 100 times. When
rL-------,---a-n-l-e-t-o--:::P=-e-r-u-a-:£=---'tcr this shootdownl
~aid, she was
ac amant about standardizin~uageand following the
three phases of interception~provided her with
background on the ABDP and explained how the incident
could have ha~!led.~aid he was present when
I
,tol~~e were limitations on doing
visual signals. If r=lhad not known before that visual
signals were not always doneCsaid, she knew it after
that briefing.

l

• Evasion. If a target plane began evading after radio calls,
nothing further was required, and the VI RAT Commander
could order the plane shot down, according to~
I
Evasive action meant the target was aware of the FAP's
presence. I
jdefined "evasion" as stark, not just minor
flight path adjustments, and added that evasion could be
clearly seen on the shootdown videotapes. There was no
need to fly alongside at this point.
isaid he
understood that visual communication was required in a
daytime intercept, if the target plane was not evading.1I
explained that the purpose of visual signals was to let ~
target aircraft know it was intercepted. A target that did not
evade could
be lost or just in the wrong place at the
wrong time.
added that heading for a border
constituted evidence of evasion.
I

rOSSiTY

• Warning ShotsJ=stated that warning shots were
required if they could be seen and the target was not
evading; he was not sure if warning shots could be seen
during the day. If the target was evading, warning shots
were unnecessary. He observed that an A-37 has "little fuel,
little ammunition and little time," so the fighters did not
waste any of these on warning shots at the risk of
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"sacrificing" the shootdown. c=Jxplained that, in
situations where the target was a "bad guy" and time was of
the essence, one could go to shootdown without doing every
procedure.

te

• Timing. Dobserved that, if a FAP fighter were low on
fuel or close to the brder:
fighter would shoot the target
ecalled that, during the first
more expeditiously. .
shootdown, in 1995, the three intercept phases were
followed, but there was a very short period of time between
them. It scared him how qUick:l v everts happened once the
US and FAP aircraft linked up.'
also remembered how
little information they actually had at the time and that
scared him too. He estimated that an intercept near the
border could take ten minutes: in 1996 and 1997, when the
airstrips were closer to the Brazil, it could take less than that.
There was no set time to wait for a response to a radio call,
butOstimated that one to three minutes would be
reasonable.'", ..,. ~stimated that the minimum reasonable
time from when the fighter begins the phases until
shootdown was 5 to 10 minutes. "If the fighter is doing what
he's supposed to, he must reposition himself after flying
alongside the target. That takes time." Moreover, "it would
take us two to three minutes just to make a decision in
Juanjui whether or not to shoot him down." ButCJalso
observed tha t, if a target was a "bad guy'! and time was of
the essence, the fighter could "go to shootdown" without the
intervening steps.

• countr~ Team Reviews. In Country Team review meetings,
I.
~escribed what was happening in
the shootdown as the tape was played. There was no dissent
thaC-=Jknew of, but he explained to OIG that, in these'
meetings, he just answered questions about what had
happened at Juanjui. There were times when someone
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asked why the fighter did not come alongside the target to
wag its wings, and:
~aid, "We'd say that they were too
low or that it was too dark or something similar."

248.IDeview of Videotapes. When
viewed selected
shootdown videotapes in an OIG interview, he stated that the tapes
showed obvious violations of procedures, including failure to
identify the target, failure to do visual signals, failure to give the
target a reasonable chance to respond, failure of the FAP chain of
command, and US aircrew interference in the authorization process.
I
llcommented on the following shootdowns:
• 14 July 1995 Shootdown: The VI RAT Commander
was not consulted on the strafing; in fact, US pilots
gave the order to strafe civilians fleeing the suspect
__plane after it crash-landed. FAEJ29licy, according to
[
Idid not permit strafing.LJsaid that it was
pointless to shoot an aircraft on the ground that is full
of evidence and people. This was a violation and had
to be reported. The reporting fro~
as
inaccurate. Dalso agreed that it was a breach of
'-----_ _~~nanagement'sduty if nothing was done to
address the US pilots' conduct. He added, "I cringe
watching this tape."

f

• 17 August 1995 Shootdown:Drecalled this
shootdown, which was pre-authorized the night before
it occurred, but said he was outside the [uanjui Base
doing drills when it occurred. He said he watched the
videotape atl
~nd that nothing stood out
in his mind about It. WhIle watching the tape in his
Ole interview, howeve~~noticedthat the VI RAT
Commander never gave~der to shoot down the
target aircraft. Moreover, when the VI RAT
Commander asked to speak with the HNR the US
pilots responded that the HNR was too busy. No
145
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visual signals were done, even thoughl._
rhought
the fighter could have done them. The report saying
that, "FAP scrupulously adhered to international and
Peruvian protocols," was a false report. When asked if
he thought the intercept procedures were violated in
the 1.7 August 1995 video,j
responded, "Did vou I
bring me here to be a witness for the obvious?"!
speculated that, in the 17 August shootdown, tfi-e~FA--,,---,4p
Commander "jumped the gun" by giving the HNR preauthorization to perform the phases. He said that he
must have seen this shootdown video, but not until
much later. He did not see the problems on the tape at
the time, because this was only the fourth or fifth
shootdown
had seen and he did not know
enough yet.
acknowledged that he noticed. the
problems rig 1 away, but explained that, by then, he
had five years' experience and had. seen "hundreds" of
tapes.

C1

• 4 August 1997 Shootdown:Dcommented that the
90 seconds that elapsed between radio calls and
shootdown was "too short a time to conduct the
intercept procedures." Even though the target was
headed to the border, it was not taking evasive action.
~ondered whether or not the TOI had even
---.---;'
heard the radio warnings. He added that it "made no
sense" for thel
Inot to obtain the TOl's tail
number during the daytime when it had the chance.
I
~10ticed that there was a lot of information
missing from this intercept regarding the identity of
the TOI and added that he had no idea if the TOI had
been positively identified as a narcotrafficker. I
I
said that anyone watching this tape also had to see that
the fighter never got alongside the TOI or even
attempted to do so. Nor did the fighter turn on his
lights or fire warning shot8[--_·· .upelieved the effort to
146
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warn the target was insufficient. The reporting is false
I~tated, because identification, visual signals, and
warning shots were not done. At the end of this
videotape~
remarked, "That was awful."
• 6 October 1997 Shootdown: r-stated that he had
never seen this videotape befmewatching it in his GIG
interview. He observed that the fighter "obviously did
not do any kind of visuals." It appeared from the tape
that the target took no evasive action before being shot,
but he speculated that perhaps the target was too low
for the fighter to conduct visual signals. If so, this
inability to do visual signals should have been
reported. Moreover, the target was never identified in
the first place. Therefore, the reports about this
shootdown were falseUtated .
• 12 October 1997 Shootdown:r-Isaid he could not
hear the fighter calling the tar~ the radio. He also
observed that the FAP fighter never flew alongside the
target, and it was not clear if the target ever saw the
fighter. 66 Althoug.h the fi£:hyr reported that the
phases were complete,
could not see visual
signals or warning shots on the videotape. He also
noted that the taiget lIi not evading; he is using the
douds as cover;"
said that reporting that the
target had "evaded" was a stretch. These problems
were all violations that should have been reported.
The cables saying all procedures were followed were
false reports.v

l

(,(, I

!stated at the end of this interview that, in retrospect, the 12 October 1997 Videotape
was less dea r than the others because the planes cou Id have been side-by-side at some point.
Rc ~ardll'ss, he reiterated that the problems evident in the tape should have been reported.
(,7
peculated lhat~
reported that all intercept procedures had been
followed in cables because I eadquarters already knew there were limitations on what could be
r!OI\(',
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2 4 9 . / " ' = iwas theD

'

IProgram Manager[
)rom
the summer of 1993 through the summer of 1996. Eight shootdowns
occul'u'd during h~s tour in Peru. When the ABDP was restarted in
1995,1
f'vorked with the FAP VI RAT Commander to
deye!~)p !h~process for intercepting narcotics trafficking aircraft.
I the Peruvians developed the SOPs in
L('~,o-o-r-d'-h-la-t-io-l-l-w-i-tl--r1r-----'-='='·"='·'
eadquarters. [
I
I

==;-"j

discussions included procedures, such as wing waggling, to be used
in intercepting suspect aircraft.
250·0 According t~
f intercept procedures were
discussed at many meetings in Peru that were attended bye=]
' r - -_ _~o_ff_i-,cers'
and the US aircrews.
a1d the FAP was represented and that late~
Iparticipated in these discussions.
'------~
'------'

-J

<r---_-.-_---.Jlf

I

251·1
Isaid every US pilot knew the rules of
enga~ernent through briefings I
Iby the
by the pilots they replaced, and by him. He said he tried to
include the FAP OlCs and pilots in the process and to ensure a good.
line of communication to the VI RAT Commander.
252·1
~lso briefed incoming US OICs and made
sure they understood their responsibilities. He did not recall if he
supplied new OlCs with written materials such as the Presidential
Determination. The orcs kept a copy of the SOPs, which at Pucallpa
included the intercept procedures discussed with the FAP. He said
both Headquarters an{
Iprobably had copies of the
SOPs.
253·1
]said that the FAP did not have a problem
complying WiUl the jointly developed procedures and that the
vr RAT Commander neither asked for, nor made changes in, the
procedures[ - -_~~ :Jiid not recall the FAP indicating that it was
148
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too dangerous to conduct all the warning signals or that it wanted to
take short cuts in the procedures. He said he could not recall any
contention, discussions, or meetings dealing with changing the
intercept procedures when he served in Peru.
Irid not take a direct role in the mechanics
of the interceptions and did not monitor them on a real-time basis. If
he was aware of an intercept mission in progress, he said he might
turn on the radio and try to monitor it.1
Imade weekly
trips to Pucallpa and Juanjui and sat in on training at Pucallpa when
the US and FAP crews discussed ICAO procedures for interceptions.
254·1

Iexpected the US Ole

255. DAfter a shootdownj

to review the videotape and write a report containing the details. He
indicated that he had looked 'Ct most~if not all, of the shootdown
videotapes at pucalIPa~
land/ or with the Peruvians. He
reviewed them to see imtercept steps had been followed. He said
I
~lso reviewed the tapes[
.
= lasserted
that the good thing about the tapes was that wing waggling was
always visible and that visual signaling could be confirmed.

r

256.
L~~th re~p~ct to observing deviations in intercept
procedures,!___ . .
faid he and othe~
pfficers were
responsible for making the determination that all procedures were
followed.!
~aid ever~
~fficer saw the tapes and
that no one ever raised any concerns with him about procedures and
rules. Neither his superiors nor anyone from Washington ever
challenged him with respect to the legality of procedures in any
shootdown. He said that he took responsibility for making the ABDP
work. 61l

Requirementes
I
reviewed tl~ePD and MOJ~)nlate 1994 or early 1995. He said
._-------I l n reviewing pertinent portions of the draft Rsportj ..
~
Wrote that he was
257. ~ Ktlowledge ofABD

1

(,K

"!ikf~d that the requirements of the program SOPs were complied with completely within the
U

limits of mission realities."

~
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the rules of engagement were "pretty clear to us'' from the beginning.
The rules were briefed and discussed with the Embassyt .
J
Headquarters, and all participants in the program. He said that
everyone clearly understood the rules and that the procedures were
well known, well briefed, well discussed, and frequently trained.
Everyone knew the rules and knew they had to comply with them.

,--_~2~5C'-'8-y[1

~aid there were frequent cables between

]md Headquarters concerning the SOPs. He remembered
that the rules of engagement had three basic parts. The first phase
involved identification of the targetl
Isaid part of this
phase consisted of communication with the VI RAT to determine if a
flight plan existed. Additionally, the tracker aircraft would try to get
close to the target to obtain an identifying aircraft number. The
second phase concerned attempts to make radio contact with the
target. The third phase involved visual signals. If it was determined
that the flight was illegaq
bid the fighter would try to
,$et(I()s~JQJl,1e target to perform visual recognition signals.
~aid wing waggling, in daylight and at night, was part of
[
the visuals as was flashing the aircraft lights at night.[~ _ _ ._ ]
said radio calls and visual signals were standard requirements that
had to be followed. He said that neither FAP nor US crews asked
that these procedures be changed and that he never told anyone these
procedures could be omitted or ignored.

I

259. '·_----'-lould not recall a specific incident in
which he challenged the US pilots or the OICs over the conduct of a
shootdown other than the incident in which the pilots had directed
the FAP to "shoot, shoot," a reference to the 14 July 1995 strafing
order of civilians leaving the suspect plane after it crash-landed. In
that instancel
. linstructed the US pilots to let the
Peruvians manage the process, because it would be a violation of
procedures for US pilots to give the orders.

260.1'
. . -~ =J!understood that the PD and MOJ did not
authorize any exceptions to the rules that allowed phases to be
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~'--changed, modified, skipped, or abbreviated in certain circumstances.
I
~id not recall discussions with anyone, including the
FAP, regarding the fact that visual signals might not be conducted
during day or night missions because it was too dangerous to do
them. He did not remember ever having discussions with anyone
about this or deciding that the procedures should be changed.
I
~aid he was not aware that the FAP could not conduct
visual signals under certain circumstances and did not recall the FAP
telling him they could not conduct visual signals. He said that, if
there had been discussions indicating the FAP could not conduct
visual warnings because it was too dangerous, he would have known
about it. While there were discussions with the FAP regarding
warning signals and dangerous circumstances, he did not recall the
FAP, or anyone else saying, "We're going to leave off the visuals."
\
faid it would have been an important matter had the
Peruvians skipped an intercept procedure. Had the Ole determined
that the FAP skipped an intercept step/the ore was obligated by the
PO and the MOJ to report i~ . ---- ._]
261.1
~did not think he had ever told US
personnel tha!. reporting violations would be counterproductive to
the program.
said there was no such pressure on US
personnel.

I ---~"

0

I -lllAcluat Intercept Procedures Used in Peru.

:~id a flight plan had to be checked before the fighter
was called out.1
~aid the tracker aircraft crew and HNR
checked with the VI RAT for a flight plan to determine if a target was
scheduled to be in an area at a particular time. However, Peru had a
no fly policy at night, and the VI RAT would not feel it was necessary
to check, the fligh!JzJ?ns at night if the target was over a clandestine
airfield. I
raid visual identification of the target entailed
obtaining a tail number or a description of the plane.
• Radio Calls. According to
an effort had to be
made to contact a target by radio on a number of
!
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frequencies. L__ ___~aid the fighter had to be in
contact with the target. He indicated that.calls were made
by the FAP and maybe by the HNR. ~
Iwas sure
there were written FAP policies on how many radio calls
were made and what frequencies the FAP used. He did not
know if civilian aircraft flying in Peru east of the Andes were
requ ired to have radios.

L.

• Visual Signals.
"_._,"._._:Jidentified waggling wings or
making a right turn as methods to accomplish visual signals.
He said the fighters had to be sure a target knew the fighter
was there. He said that, at night, the fighter would fly next
to a tarQ"et or turn on its landing lights. According to
~
lif a target evaded, there was probably still a
requirement to conduct visual signals. He also said,
however, that if a target evaded, it was evidence that the
target had been duly signaled.
•

1

~aid visual signals had to be conducted even if
radio communications were successful. He said they had to
be conducted in a situation where the target began evading
following radio calls.
kecognized that this was a
problem now, but said it had not been during the time he
1

wa\.:."c:,c,::c::_,:..=J

J

• Warning Shots. According tol._ _
the fighter first
ordered the target to comply by using radio communications
and visual signals. Following that, he said, the VI RAT
Commander or his deputy, had to authorize the firing of
warning shots. The VI RAT Commander could authorize
warning shots when a target began taking evasive action.
[ _._ __.. .Isaid it was always a requirement to fire
warning shots. I. _" . = ,
~id not know if the fighters
could differentiate between firing to disable and firing to
destroy.
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• Time to Complete Intercept Phases.l
lsaid the
time involved in performing the intercept phases could vary
dramatically depending upon the circumstances. He said he
did not know how long the phases should take and noted
that proximity to the border could be a factor. He claimed
that the rules and procedures for engagement necessitated
_
giving the target a reasonable time to respond. 1'was presented with a hypothetical situation in which 90
seconds elapsed between initiation of the intercept
procedures and shootdown and asked if that would have
been a reasonable amount of time between the required
phases. He responded that 90 seconds did not seem
reasonable because it was a relatively short time to
determine that all critical things had been done. Asked if, in
the same hypothetical scenario, visual signals were absent
from the videotape of the shootdown, would that have to be
reported to Washington as a violation of procedures,
responded, III think SO.1I69
-----~

• Shootdown Reporting. II
ftated that he was in
the chain of command for the shootdown cables that were
sent to Headquarters. In fact, he said, he wrote most of the
_ _ _ _---Jlrables regarding shootdowns. Referring to
cables reporting that, "all procedures were followed,"
~aid the OICs drafted those reports and he did
-n-o-t-cI-1a-I-1g-e-thc verbiage.!
!sai~
Ireleased
cable traffic and that he had not released many cables.

(,<)

I
:Tltis scenario corresponds with the events of the 4 August 1997 shootdown.
----
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263. [ ] Review of Videotapes'
Imade the
following observations after reviewing tapes of four of the
shootdowns that occurred during his tour I
~

r

.

• 16 May 1995 Shootdown:
pelieved he
wrote the shootdown report stating that all procedures
were followed because the writing appeared to be his
style.

• 14 July 1995 Shootdownj
raw a problem
with US pilots ordering the FAP to strafe the target,
but said, "We don't know" whether there was actual
strafing. I
~old OIG that he was always
trying to stop US pilots from giving instructions to the
FAI..>. He also said, however, that he,~
I
~hould have conducted a r~~~'---·.~-mo-fC:-a-n-y---reported strafing incident.I__
Ibelieved that
he an(~
/personnet together with the FAP, had
reviewed the incident based on the tape. He told OIG
~ved the events~.~12en on the tape required=:J
~ o take action.
faid the US pilots'
order to strafe constituted a violation of intercept
procedures.[ __ .. n~id not know how he did not
recognize it as a violation at the time; in retrospect, he
recognized it as a violation. He then stated that back
then everyone was "caught up" in the ABDP. He could
not explain how he could have signed off on the cable
that stated all procedures were followed but failed to
report on the strafing order.[_ . __
... ..... !theorized
that the phrase-all procedures were followed-may
have become a type of mantra or boiler late used to
prepare shootdown cables.
aid he
wished that someone had written t at t e intercept
procedures had not been followed.
. u _
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• 21 July 1995 ShootdoWn:~ ,,' '," raid the issue of
US pilots giving direction -to tli.eFAITwas identified as
a problem, and he tried to address it thr0L~
discussions with US and FAP personnel.
did not remember discussing this problem with
anyone in Washington.

J

• 17 August 1995 Shootdownj
r'''''~aid it was
not clear looking at the tape whether or not visual
signals were done and it was "hard to say" if there
should have been further reporting.

jsaid it was clear to him now from
reviewing the videotapes that the intercept procedures were not
being precisely followed back then, but he claimed that it had never
dawned on him t~a~!J:~PT'2sedures as conducted could potentially
~mderstood the Presidential
violate US law.!
Determination required that certain procedures be followed. He said
that he now believed the procedures conducted in the ABDP did not
comply with the PD from the beginning of the program. He said he
could not explain how he did not recognize back then that failure to
cond ucl visual signals was a violation of required intercept
procedures. He stated, "We did not see it then," but he saw it now.
'~tated, "I always believed we were in good compliance
with procedures. II In retrospect'
Iwas surprised that
more peo Ie frorn!:Ieadquarters did not come to Peru to oversee the
program.
now wished everyone had read and signed
some typeo 'acument indicating understanding of procedures.
264·l_

u,
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265·1
~oId OIG that the practical realities and
legal requirements of the program may have been in conflict from the
beginning. I-Ie was not aware that anyone else involved in the ABDP
at any time recognized the reality that the FAP could not conduct all
the infPrceO procedures. After seeing the videotapes again,
II
Jsaid he had thought about the procedures and felt that
he and the other ABDP participants must have been "hypnotized"
i
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hack then. He could not recall any of the participants recognizing a
difference between the required intercept procedures and the
procedures actually conducted in endgames.

~oined CIA in 1994 and was

266[

I

assigned to Latin Americ~Divisionin!b.~DO'.f~()mJanuary 1995 to
July 1996, she served as
LA Division.
From July 1996 to June 1998, she served as
LA Division's
11_==oJbecamc
o£ the
Office of Congressional Affairs (OiA}Jn 19n.e 1998, and, in October
2000, was]
10£ CNC.
role in the ABDP was
primarily that of oversight. In 1997, she went to Peru to conduct an
investigation into reported deviations from required procedures in
the 17 August 1997 shootdown.
267.[' -... -~ _. .

~tOld Ole that she learned of the

authorities for t1C program re Presidential Determination and
Memorandum of Justification when she reviewed relevant
documents after becoming I
~n July 1996. She was not
fully aware of the legislation that led up to the PD and MOJ, but she
recalled that the documents were very explicit. She remembered
specifically that the PD stated that: (a) the President certifies that
drugs are a threat to the national security of the host country, and
(b) adequate procedures are in place to protect against the loss of
innocent life.
q

Q

268·/r

-

-

·

=~~knowledge of ABDP Requirements. l

.

J

said she fully understooa the required intercept procedures. The
procedures in the Mal, which were based on Peruvian law, contained
four steps. These were: (a) detection of aircraft, (b) identification of
aircraft, (c) interdiction/ interception of aircraft, and (d) use of
weapons. The procedures required that an attempt be made to identify
the aircraft and determine whether it had a legitimate flight plan. If no
flight plan had been filed, both radio and visual warnings were given
in order that the aircraft could identify itself or land. If there was no
compliance at this point, a formal request was made to the VI RAT
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Commander for additional authorization to fire warning shots. If the
warning shots were not heeded, a request was made for additional
authorization to fire disabling shots into the aircraft, with the
understanding that this could destroy the airplane. If that failed, the
aircraft could be destroyed.

n

269.
Visual warnings were implemented in accordance
with lnteril:atfonal Civil Aviation Organizatio (ICAO) procedures,
which could include the FAP fighter flashing its landing lights at
night. In daylight, the fighter's landing gear could be lowered or it
could waggle its wings. Ie FAr ~i1ots were required to follow
explicit ICAO procedures.
id not know whether all or some
of the ICAO procedures were required. She was aware of ICAO
procedures in general terms when she wasl
Iprior to the
missionary shootdown. The objective of the procedures was to
ensure that the suspect plane was aware of the fighter plane's
presence.
270.n Regarding the phase~~~aid, ~
Ihad to
be sure th~ere was some attempt~lsignals. If the FAP
went directly from radio calls to firing warning shots that would
constitute a deviati.()nthat had to be reported. Bot~
:d
Program Managei]
:
~nderstood that as weILl ~
said she was told during her trip to Peru in September 1997 that there
probably was an acceptance in the field of conducting phases two
and three at the .same time since a suspect airraft mi~ht be
maneuvering to esea e in a dramatic fashion.
recalled no
discussions witli
ersonnel about the procedures being too
hard to follow.
new that a deviation from the
procedures during an interception had to be reported.

rI

Asl
jhad a formal responsibility to
271.
report AB~hootdownsto the NSC and to Congress. When a
shootdown took place, the information was turned into both a Spot
Report for the DDO and a Congressional Notification. I
!also
wou let pick up the telephone and call Rand Beers and Mary
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McCarthy at the NSC. 70 If she had any questions regarding the
manner in which an intercept had been conducted, she~
==~
acknowledged that she had a responsibility to questio~~:
~I
on the issue.
Officers on the Peru Desk i~
Iread incoming
and typically alerted I
~hen
there had beenarl1i1terceptioll.--There was no formal procedure for
this, howeverl
lusually read the cable traffic fro~
to know what was going on and to revie~
~-c-ti-v-it--'-ie-s-,~b-u-t----.J
noted she could have missed some cables. When reviewing reporting
cables]
Ilooked for whether the cable noted that the procedures
had been followed during an endgame.
272./
ABDP cab .

~ade sure that Spot Reports on

273. nAsi

shootdown~~umentedthe use of the intercept procedures.

She

said that she did not have a way of double checking how a

shootdown had been carried out, however. She stated that tapes of
the shootdowns were kept al--·---Jand that none was sent to
I
rl If there was any question about wheth~L(;lcablehad
adequately outlined the facts of a shootdown,Dsent a follow-up
cablql
.

J

274.10

Shoo~owns of August 1997.1

recalled two

ua.i

lI1Stmc~~in;yhich[_Jraised questions regarding the adC.q.. Y of
"- !shootdown reporting. In early August 1997/ _ felt
that a cable did not adequately report what had taken place during a
shootdown. The cable froIIl"Jrovided little detail
regarding wh.a...t . s... e.ps had taken race during the interception,
prompting a read~uarters cable
!equesting more
t.

information.

said she drafted the questions that were

ll11ccl's SL'l'vpd as Senior Director for Intclligence Programs at the NSC until late summer
time he was succeeded by McCarthy. McCarthy had served as Director for
Intelligence Programs since] 996.

70

19~ which

7 1 ¢ o m m e n t that the Videotapes were not sent to Head~uarters is contradicted by a
of 0 [~ers who specifically recall carrying the tapes back to
IHeadquarters,
I
lllay not have shared the tapes with LA Division, however,
lllJll1 leI'

~
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orated into the Headquarters cable. She recalled that the
responded quickly and said that the required intercept
proce ures, includin radio and visual signals, had been followed.
The cable fran
added that everyone associated_with the
program was aware a t le rocedures and, according t{__ Jwas a
little defensive. I
response was emphatic and reported
that the aircrews an at er re evant personnel had been interviewed.
'said she had no reason to believe that they were making it up.
ilKQT

I

~

,

he second event occurred later in August 1997, when
1_~E.!:~d Headquarters that a problematic shootdown had
~~~~~-~=~=
_== ' dded that Headquarters was dependent upon
~valuation of what had happened. She was
comfortable tha{______ .1~.rstQ.QP what the intercept
reporting the
procedures required and thafl ._
information honestly.
I

Jas

in

In response to this second Au ust 1997 event
276.
traveled to~ru withe
Ithe
_ _ __ _
_
lin Msr·1
Jecalled that she and
met with
Embassy officials and advised them that her Ip was e result of
[ POSSir' Congressional interest following the 17 August 1997 incident.
Idiscussed the required ICAO procedures and was given
ersonnel were
assurances regarding their use. r-Ibelieve .
knowledgeable of the procedur~was not sure if
Embassy
personnel knew of them.
H_

I

277·DDuring her September 1997 trip to Peruj
Imet with
the VI RAT Commander Colonel
land with some of the FAP
pilots at Pucallpa. She said she wanted assurances that the FAP had
the best possible practices in place to ensure against the loss of innocent
life, and she was reassured that the Peruvians knew about the required
ICAO procedures, including visual warnings. The FAP also told her
that shooting down an airplane was the last resort.

159
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SEc1tEFI!L..-_
278.
told OIG that she did not believe that she
interviewed
ersonnel regarding the incident during her trip
becaus
lready had clearly documented what had
happened?
reiterated that she never saw the 17 August 1997
shootdown tape nor did she look at other shootdown tapes during her
September 1997 visit.
279·DDhad received a cable from the Embassy regarding
the] 7 August 1997 incident prior to the tridlmade to Peru. That
cable provided the substance of what woui~orporatedinto the
.Congressional Notification and was based largel~~J:0~o~~~~ee~ng

'foI16wing~ffi-e incidentl-_n --rsaid she vIeWed that cable as satis ying
the MOl's requirement for a US Government review of the program if a
deviation in the intercept procedures occurred.

n

280.
During her ViSij
rid out additional
measures ~ had taken as a precauuon agamst future accidents.
These included keeping ABDP aircraft below the altitude used for
commercial aircraft, not firing at any aircraft on the ground that was
partially hidden, and letting any plane go if it had not been established
that it was a narcotrafficker.

_ _----,28111 Report 011 the 17 August 1997 Shootdown.
!pr~ortfollowing her trip I
I
~aid that,
-w-=-h-e-n--.Jshe drafted the report, she sent it t9
I
via e-mail for coordination, but she did not recall receiving any
comments. She was "99.9 percent sure" that a copy of the report went
tol
ILA Division. She did not think her report went to the
----

-

72 n l n

reviewing pertinent portions of this report in draft,c=J0mmented that during her
10 Peru, she
, , . spent hours over a period of days discussing the incident and the ABDP in general
Wit//.',
~mbassy officials, and the Peruvians. While I would not
characterize this as an "interrogative interview" I spent hours informing myself of
procedures and practices throu h briefings, as well as asking questions of a wide range
of people, includin
Embassy personnel. All were emphatic that they
understood the require proce ures and that these procedures were being followed:

Se~lber '1997 trip

160
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ODO, but she Dfobably circulated it within theLuL She did not
know i~
Igot a copy of her report. e d i d not believe
the report was sent outside of CIA.

282i

lsaid she had made some recommendations in
her repor and that s e followed up on them with LA Division
management. I
~cknowledged that she had the authority to
implement some of the recommendations since she had program
managcment authority.
283. ["=~~::"-- ·.~as particularly interested in the country team
review cablesTor tIle October 1997 shootdowns. She recalled that the
Embassy sent a cable for each of the shootdowns, although she is not
Sllr~\ how long after each shootdown, r-lalso said that, as/
I
Dshe did not look at shootdown ~r those shootdowns that
took place after the 17 August 1997 incident. She also did not recall
i:lllY()E~e at Headquarters reviewinzthe tapes of those shootdowns.
r===1.aid she expecte~-"' """".
"=fO do a thorough job of
~(~nting the reviews. When asked how she ensured that
program requirements were being met{ --Faid her trip to Peru
served tha t function.
284.)
~id not recall seeing a copy of the
17 July 20 J(} shootdown vIdeotape during her OCA assignment.
Although this shcotdown tape subsequently was obtained to show
President Bush when he visited CIA in early 200t the tape was not
shown due to lack of time. The one tape she acknowledged watching
on several occasions was the 20 April 2001 missionary shootdown
tape.
285·1
I Immediately following the missionary
shootdown, there were several meetings with senior Agency officials
regarding the incident.llparticipated in these meetings because
of her involvement wit'ntEecoimternarcotics program.

~"C'T'1161
SEk.~"'4
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286. :

joined CIA in December 1995 and
o MSP. On 1 August 1997, he
,-L--moved to the
in Latin America Division
to repare for his upcoming assignment to Peru.[ . teplaced
as the I
.
·. ...TI·c;clc;;-ce=x~l=n--..-:;u...y~nrT<ra~n=-::r-:::s=erved in that capacity until the summer of
20m. A s l r e p o r t e d to I
who
was replaced in the summer of 1999 b
mphasized that he had to
recalled that bot!
ensure that all intercept procedures were followed.
~ - ~ _

1

!

287.11 Two shootdowns occurred durin~
\tou~· ---- . f
the 17 JUly~O event and the missionary shootdown of 20 April
20m. Additionally, during his tour, I
'-----;---;------c;--:c,--------;,-------,-,-signed two successive SOPs that did not include the requirement to
perform visual communications. I
.
I
with the Peruvian Air Force in preparing those documents.
288. DKnowledge of Required Intercept Procedures.l~
told OIG that he recalled that a Presidential Determination, ~
included lCAO procedures for the interception of civil aircraft,
provided authorization for the ABDP. He said that, in early 1998, in
preparation for his movellhe spent a few days at the US
Embassy in Lima and als~PucaIIpa. There was a three-ring
binder at Pucallpa that contained documents pertaining to the ABDP,
includingK'Af) procedures and the history of the ABDP. While in
Pucallpa.._- . 1aid, he observed day-to-d\a y opertions, training,
and fligh~ircraftsafety matters. The
aircraft was still
there, but the[
Jwas being transitioned into service, and the
r---....lL-i---,lots were training the .•.
___ Ipilots. The procedures that
the
pilots taught the I
[pilots were identical to the ones
the
crews had been following; the only changes were aircraft
]pilots told thej
Ipilots that there was a
specific. Thel
requirement for visual communication with target aircraft in the
event that radio communication failed.
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289.1
~aid that there was a briefing book for incoming
air crews and OICs that, asl
IOfticer, he had updated.
Although a copy of the PD was not in this bookt=Jsaid he told the
OICs to follow ICAO procedures, which were in the book. OICs had
access to the FAP SOPs through the FAP OIC an~
I Intercept
procedures were reviewed in both pre- and post-mission briefs, and
OICs filed weekly reports, which were faxed tol
IHe
would put the reports into cable format without editing the content;
any differences of opinions were noted in the cable. I
Jsaid that
everyone involved in the ABDP knew the procedures.

LJ

290.
Based on his experiences in the US Army and CIA,
~aid he knew that the ABDP would be terminated if the wrong
~ were shot down. Every day there were both formal and
informal discussions concerning the fact that, if the wrong plane were
shot down, the ABDP would end.
291D According t~
!the procedures for an interception
in the ABDP called for the US aircraft to find and identify the target
aircraft. ThE' FAP then would try to verify whether or not the target
aircraft had a valid flight plan. Next, the target aircraft would be
contacted on the international emergency radio frequency and 126.9
MHz. If there was no response, a FAP fighter aircraft would try to
communicate with the target aircraft using internationally recognized
visual signs. If that failed, the FAP fighter would fire warning shots
at the target. If that did not work, the FAP fighter would shoot to
disable the target aircraft. Finally, if all else failed, the FAP fighter
would attempt to shoot the target aircraft. These interception
procedures were detailed in the ICAO manual, although the rCA a
manual did not contemplate actually shooting down a civil aircraft.
The commanding general of the FAP VI RAT had the ultimate
authority to authorize the transition between phases of an
interception.
292.1
~eard from the FAP that the A-37 fighter was
too fast to fly beside a slower aircraft. Therefore'
~aid, the A-37
163
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~/j~~
fighter was instructed to fly around the suspect plane in order to
make the pilot of the suspect plane aware of the fighter's presence.
Drecalled..that tie fightrr pilots did not want to do visual signals
beside an aircraft, s9
aid they were instructed to fly over and
around the suspect plane and wag the fighter's wings. The fighter
had to do some visuals to make sure the suspect plane saw the fighter
because the US President said it had to be done.

2l~ .... ]said his job respon~ibility, while on the Peru
desk int=rhad been to ensure [roml
fables that shootdowns
complied with the PD and MOJ. Shortly after his arrival at the Peru
Desk, a shootdown rccurr1d where intercept procedures may not
have been followed
did not remember details of the incident,
but acknowledged that he had written a 22 August 1997 e-mail to
I
lamong others, listing the interdiction phases and specifically
mentioning the visual si nals re uired by the ICAO. He also wrote a
21 Au l1st 1997 cable tQ
Legal Counsel for LA Division,
helped
rna e sure he had the procedures in the
J -e-,,--on-g'-1-'---t-u-n--r er the law."
"-----ca--.--r
lalso recalled writing the
background paper attached to the Congressional Notification for the
?
gust 1997 shootdown. In the first paragraph of this paper,
used the phrase "subsequent warning II to indicate the conduct
o visual signals and warning shots.

Cd

294·0 In preparation for his assignment to PeruDaid
he had reviewed Videotapes of previous interceptions at
Headquarters because he wanted to know how they had occurred.
He said that the intercepts on the videotapes absolutely followed
established procedures.

295·ll~~_~~~~, ~Jaid that the PD required that, if procedures
were not followed by the FAP, CIA had to report that and address
the problem. The only problerr[
Fould recall was one instance
in which a host nation rider (HNR) could not speak English.

~

I
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296C]Actual Conduct ofProcedures. While in Perul
J
randomly reviewedl
~ideotapes of previous shootdowns. In
those tapes, the procedures were sometimes blurred. It was hard to
tell from the videos if warning shots had been fired/ althougf
I
could hear the HNR saying that warning and disabling shots and the
ultimate shoot-down were authorized.

297.DAccording td
~he FAP arc always carried a
briefcase with the flight plans for identifying target planes/ but there
was no way the information in the briefcase could be jU P to late.
Identification was a major problem for the Peruvians.
said the
procedure was best described as "doing the best we could."
298.(
coordinated a change in the SOPs in 1999
following either a clrnge in iommand at the VI RAT or a mid-air
"touch" between the
and the FAP fighter. He read the SOPs/
saw the leAO procedures/ and passed them tol
telling
him that they looked "okay." I
\translated at least one of t e 1999
SOPs{rom s~anish into English. When shown the October 1999
SOPs
ecalled reviewing it because he had to ensure the
procedures were being followed per the guidance he received for
running the ABDP. He said that ICAO interception procedures are
mentioned in the October 1999 SOPs/ but not in those of March 1999.
I
~lid not compare either of the 1999 SOPs to the MOL but said
the three phases in the SOPs were in keeping with the "spirit" of the
MOT.

299'[ __
Jaid he did not know why visual signals were not
referred to in Phase I of the interception procedures in the March 1999
SOPs. ICAO procedures were the rule, however/ and include wingwaggling and other visual signals if radio contact has not been
achie'y:ed.
Iid not recall wing-waggling in any of the videotapes
ofl
interceptions from 1995 to 1997/ but stated that in all of the
interceptions, the target aircraft conducted evasive maneuvers and flew
at treetop level. It was difficult to do visual signals in the daytime and
impossible to do them at night. Dtold OIG that/ "We were
,.m,.••

• __••
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floundering" with regard to visual signals. No one was conspiring to
hide anything, but he did not know why the impracticality of
conducting visual signals was not raised. Someone should have sent a
"reality cable" that told Headquarters that visual signals were
impossible to accomplish; Agency personnel in Peru should have
indicated that the "academic" intercept procedures could not be done.

ThIS multi-faceted review of interceptions was a standard requirement

and was in placel_
The review group made
sure that all procedures had been followed during the interception.
This was the way reviews were always done. The review group had to
decide unanimously that the shootdowns complied with established
proced ures.
1

301·0 The Missionary Shootdoum.v
~as in Washington
when this incident occurred. When he heard about it, he knew the
ABDP was over. The scenario that occurred on 20 Apri12001 had been
particu lady feared by those responsible for the ABDP. l_ _ . Ifelt that
the Peruvians were at fault for the incident, particularly the HNR who
did not identify the target and the FAP fighter pilots who provided no
visual warnings to the target aircraft after receiving no radio response.
Also, the FAP Ole was on the ground plotting the path of the target
aircraft and it was obvious that the target aircraft was heading into
Peru, unlike a drug trafficker, which would have been heading out of
Peru. Finally, the commanding general of the VI RAT just approved
the shootdown without requesting additional information.

302.n Comments on Shootdown Videotapes. A r l

viewed se~d shootdown videotapes during an OIG in~, he
first stated that he did not remember having watched the tapes
specifically, but that he "would have seen it" or "it would be logical to

C05500526

assume" that he had seen it while workJn g at t;e Peru desk. Before
watching the third videotape, however
tated that, the more he
thought about it, the more he believed that the only shootdown
videotape he watched while atl___ .__ Jwas that of 17 July 2000.
As he viewed the videotapes in his OIG interview,l
made the
following observations regarding specific shootdowns:
• 4 August 1997: Although he did not specifically recall

watching this videotape at Headquartersc=J
believed thatl
~1er deputy, andc=Jwo
immediate Sil ervisors would have viewed it. He
added tha
ight have watched the tape
with them, as well.
recalled considerable
discussion of shoot own procedures on the Peru Desk
following the 17 Au~ust 1997 shootdown.[
I
Iwas involved in these discussions.
• 6 October 1997: Visual signals were not performed,
but the target aircraft was "down at the trees."

• 12 October 1997:[ -- - Idid not know why he did not
notice that the procedures were not followed, and he
did not know why the failures were not brought to his
attention.
• 17 July 2000: There was not much discussion of
whether this was a "good" shootdown because all
procedures were followed, i.e., radio warning,
warning shots, then Shootd.O.wn. When he watched the
._}onsidered the shot that
video inl__.
disabled the plane to be the warning shot and he
thought that was how he had briefed it up to
lleadquarters as well. When OIG asked if he saw
visual signals performed on the videotapsj
Isaid
he remembered hearing references to them. He later

I
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stated that visual signals were not possible in this
shootdown and added that letting the target go was
not a consideration because "everyone wanted to get
the job done." He recalled that Headquarters had no
problem with the videotape, adding that he received
an Exceptional Performance Award for the
shootdown.

~erved as!

---c:-:-~:=:c-~~~=•.. =.. =..=~J-r-o-m~s-u~n-1m~e-r-1-9-=-9~7 to summer 1999. He

I

c
.•
c

lounternarcotics and counterterrorism officers as well
-r-:_ _---..-J..:;0fficers deployed on a temporary duty basis to
reported direc~
told OIG that, asl_ __
_ __ j}1i;role
was to collect as much intelligence as possible; ensure that all his
subordinates were gainfully employed, adhered to Agency policies
and regulations, and had suitable growth opportunities; and ensure
that these subordinates' accountings were in order.

=-1

L-
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304.1
Isupervised several experienced program
managers who were responsible for s ecific ro rams. Two of these
managers,
hared
responsibility for the ABDP
was permanently bised in Iuaniui,
with the VI RAT.
I
where he was responsible for
ras responsible fori
Iwith FAP
Hcadqllartersand For the oversi ht of the OICs who served rotations
at the base in Pucallpa.
riefed and debriefed
the orcsj
~aid .ie use to iscuss wit t em "lessons
learned," I10w they were treated, and their living conditions.
305.(
fommented that the!
Iprogram had to be
monitored, that puttmg it on "cruise control II or "auto pilot" would lead
to problems. He had to make the Peruvians think they would be held
accountable if there were problems. I ,. . . ]said he conveyed the
message about accountabi~tYthrour communications, meetings, and
social events. According t
any ABDP action the United
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States and the FAP agreed to do required a bureaucratic memorandum.
He saLq that
fould draft a document and he would review
. it: _-lalso might review the document, depending on,the substance.
I
~Ialso reviewed any memorandum of substance. I
I
In leated thatl
~an a tight ship. All memoranda were
maintained inl
Isafe along with copies of the Ole and
aircrew briefingoooks.1
said that, if he needed to learn
anything about the ABDP, he could review the documents in
afe .
I

r

306.0 In terms of how the ABDP was linked to the procedures
in the I'D and the MOJ)
lemphasized that he knew prior to his
deployment that the ABDP "had to be done right," meaning according
to the pD/MOrl
faid the ABDP was the only lethal program
L/\ Division was condurin:in 1997. The term "lethal" was used in
general discussions and
',noted that using such a term connoted
certain responsibilities. . i k n e w he had to monitor all of the
I
Iprograms for which e was responsible to ensure that the rules
were being followed.

307.1_

.1 When

asked who was responsible for ensuring that
intercept procedures were in compliance with the law]
I
responded that the Agency's role was to provide intelligence
information to Peru. He said the Agency administered the ABDP, but
he emphasized that the use of lethal force was ulti Il1ate!y_a Peruv}an _ ...
decision·1
~aid, however, that his role ase
was to ensure the Peruvians were doing what they were supposed to
be doing. He noted that they had to be in compliance across the board,
whether it concerned accountings, drug smuggling, or the use of
equipment, and that he had to make sure they were in compliance.

'I

fJ

308.
Knowledge of Required Procedures.[__ ]recalled
that, as he prepared for his deployment to Peru, he spent several
weeks at the I
Idesk in LA Division, I
I
I
Iwhere he read thePQ·_H~ also r~s:alled_lIleetin~with several
ABDP officers, includingl____________ . . _ _ ]and
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)the focal point at the LA ~~-~-----::---::-:-c--,-----"----'--,
who was Illmself preparing for a tour in Peru. In,addition
- - - - - - - ' L_ _,--_'
received a thorough, two-hour briefing from the ~--r------r------.-J
I
'~hat included a discussion of the PD and MOJ.
met with]
I He described
most knowledgeable about the ABDP, an'-c:r--cCT.~~~---=--C:rI
the person who really "knew' the program.

I

'------_ _--J

309.
eviewed copies of the PD and MOJ in his
OIC interview ant- can irmed that he had reviewed them before
d,'ploying!_ .
He cited the reference to IjAO I2rordures as
information that would have stood out to him.
recognized
that lCAO procedures were the guidelines for engagement with
narcotics trafficking aircraft. Based on his personal interface with US
pilots, US OICs, and FAP pilots,1
faid he was certain
everyone understood the obligation to follow ICAO procedures.

J

301 0.1-

.

\described three phases of intercept
procedures to OIG. The first entailed identifying the Tal by
obtaining a tail number and a description. This information was
provided to the FAP command center at [uanjui for identification
purposes. Phase II was the attempt to make contact with the Tal,
using two radio frequencies. If radio contact failed, the FAP fighter
had to conduct visual signals to get the attention of the Tar.
U__

311.D According to [-------1, the intercept procedures

I

specifically included making VIsual cdntact with the target aircraft.
He noted that there were many ways to conduct visual signals, but
his recollection was that the FAP fighters dipped their wings for
visual signaling]
lemphasized that visual signals had to be
conducted. The FAP fighter could not skip visual signals and request
permission to proceed to Phase III if, for example, the Tal took
evasive action by heading for the trees. He noted, however, that
evasion equated to the Tal being aware of the FAP's presence.
lemphasized repeatedly that the goal was to get the attention
of the TOl.
.
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312.• ·11£ radio and visual communication efforts with the
'1'01 failed!~ intercept would proceed to Phase IIt according to
I Only the VI RAT Commander or his deputy had the
'--a-u--;'th'-(-)r'--jt~y to order a shootdownj
~aid the goal was to get the
TOI to follow the FAP back to a designated airfield! so during Phase
Three the FAP still attempted to get the TOI to follow the FAP
fighter. He emphasized the importance of getting the TOl's
attention-through radio communications and visual signals-so the
TOl could be escorted to a landing site.?3

313.1~---·-_-_~t~te~

that intercept procedures wer~ :h~.
same for (h1y-ai1d--mght mISSIOns. He noted! however! that VISIbIlIty
was much improved for daytime endgames. According tal
I
going through the three intercept phases was required, even if it was
a night intercept mission.
\stated there were no alternative options
concerning intercept procedures. The VI RAT Commander made the
decisions, but visual signals such as wing waggling were not window
dressing; visual signals were necessary to ensure a target aircraft was
a narcotics trafficker. I
Iwent on to say that an endgame did
not require a shootdown; a successful endgame could also be a
forcedown.
314j

315. []Actual Conduct of Procedures. I

ltold OIC that

an attempt was made to determine the registry of a Tor and that the
PAP and United States shared this responsibility. He explained that
the role of the US aircraft was to spot the targets. In practice, it also
had to be evident to US personnel thaYhey had viable target
aircraft, meaning a narcotics trafficker. .. ..... noted that much was
predicated on DEA intelligence lead information. He said that
"ideally' it should become apparent whether there was justification to

1

it ... . .

~iid

not mention warning shots as a required procedure until reminded of them
by cllllillel'vlPwer ill his first OTC; interview.
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use lethal force and noted that, for example, night flights east of the
Andes Mountains in Peru were illegal; anyone up there at night was
a "bad guy."
316.1
Istated that the FAP fighters tried to conduct
visual signals. fte "guessed 'l that the SOPs called for "dipping
wings," but said he did not know if the FAP fighter could do that at
dawn or at night. In his experience, all shootdowns occurred at
night.74 He believed it was a matter of the FAP fighterg~ttingin
front of the Tal during nighttime intercept missions. [
I
recalled reading that this usually resulted in the Tal slowing down
or dropping altitude. Nevertheless
~aid, the FAP fighter
aircraft was supposed to get out ahead or above the Tal.
317.DWith respect to dipping wings,r--!wondered
how much assurance there could be that the T~aw the FAP
fighter, if the Tal pilot, for instance, was looking away at that time.
I l i t o i d OIG that there was usually no response when the FAP
~communicate with narcotics traffickers. He also stated that
there was no need to conduct visual signals if, following radio
communications, the Tal evaded. He said it was the VI RAT
commander's decision to make.
318.1
Irecalled that two or three shootdowns
occurred over the period of his two-year tour

The primary purpose of
theshootdown reviews was t·o -ensure that all intercept procedures
were followed. He said, however, that the videotapes were not
watched closely if there was no independent indication of a problem.

7''1·'' - .. IThP shootdown of 6 October 1997 occurred at night; the shootdown of
., Udohcl' J 997 occurred in the morning.
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said he relied on the aircrews to raise any problems and

n6~(fiI1at the intercept procedures conducted were not always

crystal dear on the videotapes."
Isaid he did not recall any occurrence in which
intercept procedures were not followed in a shootdown other than
17 August 1997. He added that there were never any warnt.. g. sign.]
of issues or anything wrong in shootdowns during his tour
and that no one ever identified.deviations.in intercept procedures to
Icable that reported all
him. According td[
intercept procedures had been followed was the result of a
determination reached by consensus.
319. [

~~~L-.-...-~~~~-.L~~~----L-_19---,95~ ~as assigned

to
year, he wasnalYl~(i
became!

MSP~ater that

and, in June 1996, he
From 1997 to June 1999, he served as
Ii A Ug~st 2001,1
~ecame ther-I- In March 1995,
ent to Peru on a 75-day
temporary duty assignment to reestablish the ABDP after it had been
shut down for a period of time. [
I
Itrave led~to----=p'--u-ca~I"Ip-a,-w-'-h-e-re-'-h-e-s-e-r-v-ed-'-a-s-:t-'h-e~
initialOrC. No aircraft were shot down duringu time in Peru.
told Ole that, during his tour in Peru, he met
nd.FAP officials, including VI RAT Commander
to discuss linkup and intercept procedures.
When US tracker aircraft arrived at Pucallpa, US and FAP personnel

will

'=----=--~---;-"

,--L_~I=Il-,-re=v...".li,'wil1gthis section of the re ort in draft for factual accuracji

~dded that
uade clear
that the rules pertaining to the AllOP were to be
"'o=o"'w=e=(-C;W=I~l the prccisiofi consis: en WI 1 ie difficult and dangerous mission tharlhad
been given with the PD and MOJ. ~
~tated, however, that OIG imposed, afte~t, an
ill.'bilrary and severe set of rules for the conduct of the AOBP, and, had such rules been in rlace
that when he supervised the program, it would not ~ave ?een able to function.j
.
statement captures the sense of a number of CIA officers tn the field - that the p"'"rorvg""'ra'ITim"'wcd.ould
not have been able to function under the presidentially-directed rules. None, however, had the
uutho r ity to change the rules or to disregard them,

C05500526
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discussed and diagrammed the procedures to be followed once the
tracker and fighter were launched. The group covered all procedures
from the moment a target was detected and identified, to verification
of flight plan, to linkup. T~:e orrcedurcs, which were developed in
the first four or five days a
75-day deployment, were then
passed toll
IIn his lscussions with the FAPj
I
reviewed procedures in general and as mandated by the leAO.
said everyone understood that ICAO procedures were mandatory.
According t{_ ~he intercept procedures that were developed
were based upon the PD, MOJ, leAO requirements, and discussions
with the FAP.

0

D

As the oICllsupervised all aspects of the ABDP,
322.
with t.hO exception of f1i gh'
V iSSrS' which rested Wi.th the US
chief pilot and the FAP. It was
.esponsibility to cOlpmu~ate
wi th the US crew. In the week y reports that were sent t ~
I
_J~p_orted every mission and r:;~rrg~et encountered.
~10tified Headquarters.
said he had no
In turn~
control over the final report submitted by
to
Headquarters.

_ _--,323.DRespot;sibilities as[ - - - - - . ----- I
U

,--O-----"!c1995-97)

anal __ _ _

__ .

j.1997-99).

During these time periods!
jtold OIG that he was responsible for
briefing all OICs prior to their deployment to Peru, explaining to
them the required intercept procedures. No OIC was permitted to
deploy without talking t o l l He said that he had instructed the
OICs to ensure that the tr~ircraft obtained a positive
identification of a target by checking the tar
tail number before
only the VI RAT
proceeding with the intercept. According t
Commander, or his deputy, could authorize a shootdown. He told
OIG that orcs were not authorized to issue orders to the FAP.I- - told the OlCs that, if they became uncomfortable with anything
rela ted to the progression of an intercept, they should break off the
intercept and report the issue of concern up the chain of command.
For example, if visual signals were not executed in a shootdown, they

4et's
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should report that, and, if warning shots were not fired, they should
report that. According tg
IOICs were expected to read the
ICAO manual and cables relating to the ABOI' prior to departing
Headquarters. They also were supposed to speak withQffice of
General Counsel attorneys regarding the ABOI'. ABC]
read the weekly reports [rom Pucallpa and
L.,n=l=al:;-Cn::-r;::-al=nC-:::e~c=o=n~act·w ith the OICs during their tours in Peru and
debriefing them upon their return to Headquarters.

1 aT

324.1- Ktl ledge ~f ABDP Requirements. Prior to his 1995
deployment to Peru
aid he reviewed the ICAO manual to
refresh his memory of the required procedures. He said that the I'D
and the MOl referred to the ICAO requirements. In setting up the
ABDPj
~aid he adhered to the PO and MOJ, which h~ thought
he had seen in Headquarters before he went to Peru! ...
said the
PO and MOJ had been developed after the ABOI' w~down in
March 1994 because questions had been raised about the possible risk
.. Icontained the
of loss of innocent life. The MOJ, according t9
nuts and bolts of the procedures for the ABDP. Although he did not
have a lot of time to analyze the I'D and MOl prior to deploying to
Peru'rl
~id discuss the issue with!lmanagement.
said he read cable traffic concerning the PO and spoke with
personnel who had served in the ABDP prior to the 1994 shutdown.

0

325. DAccording tol
~BDP procedures were based on
the PO and MOT, the ICAO, the Federal Aviation Administration's
Airman's Information Manual, discussions with the FAP, and
Peruvian law, which allowed for the use of lethal force. The
procedures required that the tail number of the target be checked. If
the tail number or flight plan did not exonerate the target, the fighter
would be launched. Upon rendezvous with the tracker aircraft and
target, the fighter was to pull alongside the target, parallel to the
cockpi t, to make visual contact. The fighter attempted to contact the
target by radio. If radio contact was unsuccessful, the fighter pilot
used visual signals, such as wing waggling or hand gestures. If
visual signals did not work, the fighter fired warning shots. If the
]75
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fighter's ammunition was tracer ammunition, the target would see
the firing at night. The amount of tracer ammunition available to the
FAP was limited, however.
326J
~Old OIG that someone had determined that the
stall spee of the FA A-37 was too high to conduct visual signals
with slow moving aircraft. That shortcoming did not, however,
prevent the A-37 from approaching a slow moving target on an
oblique angle and carrying out the visual communication maneuvers.
327·1
fas aware of the obligation to report noncompliance or irregularities concerning the procedures. He told OIG
that common sense told him that violations of the required intercept
procedures would result in the ABDP being shut down.llsaid
that when he reviewed the training procedures in place ~time of
the April 2001 shootdown as part of the Agency's investigation into
the incident, the procedures were significantly different from those
that he had employed.lm --~dded that he was not aware that the
Standard Operating Procedures had been revised until after the
missionary shootdown.

328.1
IActual Intercept Procedures Used in Peru.
D"aid all intercept procedures developed in early 1995, to include
visual signals such as wing waggling and warning shots, were
mandatory both for day and night intercepts, but effective use of
procedures depended on many thingsj =~}oted that warning
shots were not effective during the day or night due to the burn time
of the tracer ammunition. He explained that the chemicals on the
ammunition did not burn long enough after firing to enable a suspect
aircraft to effectively observe the tracer. In addition~
poted that
suspect aircraft would typically evade by flying at treetop level, and
this would make it difficult, if not impossible, for the interceptor to
accomplish wing waggling.I~_g.Jtbecame a safety of flight
issue at that point. Accordi~if the interceptor was unable
to accomplish visual signals, either during the day or at night,

~
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because of a suspect aircraft' 5 evasive maneuvers, for example, the
interceptor would be required to break off the intercept before
shootdown.?"
329. r=1'\s the orc in Pucallpa
received information
from DEAhm§ usually was based on
would order tracker aircraft to be launched Eased upon. tfiarinformation. It was the responsibility of the tracker to get the tail
number of the target, information that was then relayed to the FAP.
Everyone acknowledged the importance of ensuring that a positive
identification Of. a targe~ was obtained before. the intercept could
proceed further
aid a fighter would not be launched until the
tracker had acquired the target and it had been confirmed as a
"bandit." The US crew, via the host nation rider, would guide the
fighter to the target and then the tracker would drop back.
• Radio Calls. Once radio calls were made to the target, the
FAP orc would contact the VI RAT Commander for
instructions if the target failed to comply with the order to
land .
• Visual SignalsDsaid no US or FAP officer ever
informed him that visual signals could not be executed
during the day or night for any reason, including for reasons
of flight safety. If someone h~.~Ll11ade such a statement]
would have asked why not.
~ould have expected~t-:-h-eF AP to execute visual signal~or night, and, if visual
signals were not executed, to report that fact up the chain of

r----

tlG interviewed 24 Peruvian pilots and aircrew that flew on shootdown

76 [

It one of their commanding generals. OIG also interviewed most of the pilots
and aircrcws that flew the[----- . - - - ]tracker missions in the shootdowns. They told
Ole that they were unaware of a requirement to break off an interception if visual signals could
not be conducted. The videotapes of the shootdowns confirm that interceptions were not halted
ill situation when visual signals were not performed.
111,'''1011" <lltCl <III

(J
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J
command.l UUltold Ole that, if visual signals could not be
executed, either during the day or at night, the intercept
should be terminated prior to shootdown.
• Warning Shots. D a i d warning shots were not effective
due to the burn time of the ammunition. He explained that
the chemicals in the ammunition would not burn long
enough after firing to enable a target to effectively observe
the shots.

The rest of this page left intentionally blank.
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Icomments By US And Peruvian Aircrews

I

I

ItPilot): In 1995 it was "basically open season" on all small aircraftflying east dtne
J\ndps in 1'''1'11.
Identification

===-,

~.

,._JPilot): Shootdown of 14 July 1995: VVnen asked why the targetwas fircdupcn
befon~ its registration number had been checked~eplied that,a}though theinterq;ptorwas
required to get the tail number, it was not required to hold fire until it received ananswera.bout
the..tailnuUlb "'.5 validity,
,. .
1h.,...=~'7"'""""""""'r,.JPilot): J\ll"illegal" flights fell within the scope of the shootdown law, ri.otjustthe
narc()tics j"h .s, It is not possible to be 100 percent certain that a given targetis'a.narcotrafficker.
Pilot): The planes that were shot down were aJlguilty of something, butn()t
I L...n-ec-,-'s-s'-H"·il'y-o'fc-'d'rug trafficking. Some of the targets could just have been guilty:ofJlying atnight.
I
Crew: It was the experience of all three of these officersthat the Peruvian identification
procedure was not 100 percent accurate. J\ response could take anywhere frorn S to 40I).1inutes.
J\s an example, a track was acquired for one flight and an attempt was made to get a visual
identification on th" suspect aircraft. Just about the time the crew had eyes on the target-which
was two Peruvian helicopters-the trackers came back and reported that the suspect aircraft was a
US Government air asset. This was clearly wrong. It was later learned the trackers had
misidentified the helicopters and that the US air asset they mentioned was 40[050 miles from
where they said it was,
...

'P'

I

Visual Sigllals

I-'=====,

h~_~_--!Co-pilot): Shootdown of 17 July 2000:

At thOdebriefing, there wassome
discussion as to whether ICAO procedures were followed or should have been followed with
respect to visual communication with the target. The point was made thatfollowingJCAO visual
communication procedures might be fatal for FAP fighters at night or at low altitudes. Everyone
was comfortable with this explanation and no argument was made that ICAO visual
comll\unication procedures should be used in the future.
I
[Pilot): Shootdown of missionary plane on 20 April 2001: Following theintercept
procedures was not a consideration in Peru I .
, I If the host countries .did not'want to
follow ICJ\O procedures, they did not have to. ICAO procedures did not work because o(tl1e
limited amount of time available as the target aircraft approached borders. TheEAP w<lsnot
likely to fly in front of the slower moving target plane as it would take too longte get back
behind the plane.
.
. "
, ..
!crew):
Shootdown of missionary plane on 20 April 2001: De facto intercept procedure was.to move
straight from radio warnings to warning shots. Phase I visual warnings were riot partofthe
equation,
Peruvian Pilots: 1\11 two-dozen Peruvian pilots.interviewed said the use of visualsignalswas left
to the discretion of the fighter pilots. The fighter pilots said they did not attempt visual signals in
six or the shnotdowns; some pilots said visual signals were impossible.

I,
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-..J~omments

\......-.

By US And Peruvian Aircrews (continued)

Warniug Shots
Peruvian pilot: Shootdown of 23 March 1997: Firing warning shots overpowers the night vision
goggles (NVGs) - blinds you.
.'.
.'.
Peruvian pilot: Shootdown of 4 August 1997: For warning shots, I believe I fired frombehind
and to the left of target and only fired one burst of warning shots, because the tracers blinded me
through the NVCs. The burst I fired lasted 1 to 2 seconds at 20 rounds fired per second. I was
about 300 to 500 feet away from the target when I fired the warning shots.
Peruvian pilot: Shootdown of 6 October] 997: We did not-fire that many warning shots because
we did not want to blind ourselves.

I
1

I'filii" Compression

I~Pil()t): Shootdown of 17 August 1995: The HNR rushed phasesall~ ~~.~.. 1
did nonhmk lhcrc W,lS adequate time between the phases. He admitted that he knew at the-time
that the Peruvians had not followed the procedures in this shootdown. He saidheraisedthis

the

.~gll_t!~_off~l::E:.:in-charge.

Support Officer): Shootdown of 4 August 1997: The targetdidnot gel a
reasonable chance to respond to the warnings.
Qeo-pilot): Shootdown of 4 August 1997: The FAP moved from Phase II to
'r-r..,----,-rr-.t~[)(-)-q-ukk 1y.
.' . ..,
f--_ _--,-----,----"Missioll

..- - - - - - - -•. ~

- .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - ' - " -

---.-J

~_3-30. I~

was assigned to 1
I
where he served asl
lin1992-94 and
in 1994-97. He was assigned to CNC in 1997.
r---L------,-----------"
~-- aveled to Peru on two occasions in 1995 in support of the
ABDP. His first trip was a three-week temporary dutr---.9-.§sig!lf!leflt
beginning in February 1995 in which he accompaniedl .._~ .~the
Ole, to start the ABDP program. I
returned to Peru during
[uric 1995 as theOlt,' at Pucallpa and departed Peru on 4 August
1995.
C--.-..-.._ _

_~3:c...:;31.11

. bId ore that, during his assignment inC]
[_jelt CrA Headquarters, he was responsible for supporting the
ABUP. He told OIG that the hardest part of that job was to find
orcs; the ABDP llran itself" once the orcs were deployed. According
Idid not have responsibility over ABDP
operational activities; rather, its role was to provide support,

t9

-~~~-~~._------------_---I
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maintenance, safety, and a "sanity check."!·
jsaid an example of
providing a sanity check was assessing whether all legal and
regulatory requirements for the ABDP were being met, such as
asking whether the US aircraft was being used properly and whether
its use had the required approvals.
332r1 There were three shootdowns whil~
~as in
Peru dLLri~ne and July 1995.1
Icould only recall one
shootdown in detail, however. That aircraft was shot down less than
25 miles from the Colombian border. ~
Idid not recall how the
aircraft had been identified as a drug aircraft. It did not try to evade
and it flew straight north toward Colombia, then went into the trees.
1. __Jsaid the suspect aircraft was shot down by the FAP, but he did
not know how this occurred,
Irecalled that, after the
shootdown, a debriefing was held with the US pilots, the HNR, and
the FAP pilots during which they watched the videotape. I
~ent
a reporf
_ ~ased on the debriefing, crew logs, and the
notes he took as the interception prcceeced.Hls'--.reTICtrLWGl.S..l2ll.JLoJrt.a,
computer disk and given to a US pilot
.---'L_.---_=-then sent a cable to Headquarters.
ay have stated in his
report that the shootdown went "in accordance with existing
procedures." By this, he said, he did not mean in accordance with
international procedures because there are no international
procedures for shootdowns. No one asked him any questions about
the shootdown.

~~--,----

333·1
!recalled that there were a number of
shootdowns in Peru during the time he was assigned to
Heid9iarters, and he read all the cable traffic about the shootdowns
for
He noted that the only problems with regard to the ABDP
that were ever raised to him while he was at Headquarters were
issues involving the safety of CIA aircraft and communications nets.
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334·1
~erved two 45- to 60-day
deployments to Pucallpa as the OIC in support of the ABDP. The
first deployment took place during the summer and fall 1995 and the
second in the spring 1996.

D

There were two shootdowns durtin"""""'---~f--,---.J
335.
Peru. One occurred while he was serving wit L-_--.----=;;;;";;,,,,=,;;,.,
prior to his departing Peru in fall 1995. According t
both
took place at night and, in both, the target aircraft flew as fast as
possible, low at treetop levee and landed at clandestine airfields.
Radio contact was attempted in both with negative results. I
'--;-----;--believed that the PAP interceptor attempted visual communication
by turning on its landing lights, but he did not specifically recall that
being done. Warning shots were fired. According t1
Iall
phases were followed in both shootdowns.
336j:-- ... . .... ]said that he and the aircrews reviewed the
Videotapes of these shootdowns. He stated that, while he did not see
any attempts at visual communications on the tapes, he did hear
references to them. One copy of the videos was sent!L........
---'
and anothe~~o CIA)ieadquarters. No one at Headquarters ever
challenged] . . ~ .]~
. v.. etr whether the required intercept phases had
been fol1ow~
==:==lsaid he was not aware of a requirement to
report deviations in ABOI' intercept procedures. He stated, however,
that following shootdowns, "I reported everything that happened. II
337·Dln his OIG interviewj
Iviewed portions of
several shootdown Videotapes and made the following observations:
• 14 July 1995 Shootdown:!
~aguely
remembered being in Pucan~a listening to the~1~~_
Jduring this shootdown.
He said there was some confusion about whether the
HNR had received authorization for the shootdown
becausel
~ould not be heard]
I
! ] s p e c u l a t e d that the Peruvian
i
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authorization must have come over the VHF radio
frequencyC·
said that the order given by the
US crew to the FAP to "continue to shoot" civilians on
the ground was out of bounds. He said that making
another sweep on an aircraft down in the water was
"not something we were in Peru to pursue." He
characterized it as an errant, inappropriate comment
made in the heat of the moment, such as US crews had
made in the past.[=
~mphasized more than
once, however, that the Peruvians were the chain of
command and that it was Peru's call on how to
conduct the intercept missionl
Isaid he did
not recall receiving clear-cut instructions on strafing
rules, so he did not know if the Peruvians were
allowed to strafe aircraft on1th:grornd.!
fold
orc that he had deferred to
on this shootdown
because
was "running t e operation," and
I
nderstanding and back round were more
extensive than[
I Had
been the
only OIC he said, he would have renorte this
deviation. He assumed
~aw this
u

...

.

....•....

I

videotaP.e~.n.s d that it was sent to CIA Headquarters.

also assumed that Program Manager
t
would have been responsible for ensuring
complIance: He reiterated that it was the OIC's duty to
report the strafing, however.

r..

~ecalled this
• 17 August 1995 Shootdown:1
event as the shootdown in which the target aircraft
crashed in Brazil and identified himself on the audio
portion of the tapet
Jaid the videotape
clearly does not show what he remembered as having
transpired. His impression and assumption at the time
were that authorization for the shootdown had been
received. However, upon reviewing the tape,
~tated that it appeared he had been
__ Hu_

__
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mistaken. Observing that 85 seconds elapsed from the
time of the radio call to the time ~eported that
the A-37 was firing on the target~remarked
that 85 seconds was a short period of time. When
asked whether the A-37 had been able to establish
visual contact,
res onded that he could only
include in his repor'~~~~'! what the crews
told him, namely tha
e mISSIon was conducted
according to procedures. He did not recall the US
aircrew expressing any concerns regarding this
shootdown or mentioning the compression of the
intercept phases. At the time, he said, he was focused
on the fact that the target had crashed in another
countrYt one that did not participate in the ABDP.
I said his assumption about this shootdown
was wrong and that the shootdown was not conducted
as it should have been.(
Isaid that, after a
shootdown, he had neither the time nor the
opportunity to review the videotape frame-by-frame.
In addition, he did not see the necessity to do so;
someone a~
~ould review both the
videotane aD1q
=:]report./
Iwas sure
I
~ould have taken a look at it if he was
there. But he never received feedbac~
I
I
Iregarding this shootdown or any other
shootdown in which he participated.
I

I

bbserved that
• 4 August 1997 Shootdown: I
90 seconds elapsed from the time Phase I began to the
lime shots were fired. It did not appear to him that
Phases land II were completed in this shootdown. He
said maybe radio contact was attempted but from his
review of this tape it did not look like visual contact
was established.

~~8_4_ _~
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338.)
[said he did not conduct a frame-by-frame
analysis or the videotapes. The quality of the shootdown videotapes
was not good and did not provide a full picture of the shootdown.
Instead, he was trained to look at the highlights of the shootdown,
not the intercQPU2.hases unless there was an indication of a problem.
In additio~L.. . =baid he did not have the time to reviewthe,
videotaDcrs so, as OIC, he. took his lead from what he heardl
I
I
.and what the pilots told him.
339.[ --- . -Itold OIG that he had misgivings about how
the ABDP was being run while he was in Peru. He said there are
always trade offs between saluting the flag and personal beliefs, and
he had saluted and carried on. He stated that there is a fine line .
between a person doing what he is told to do to the best of his ability
and that person's personal beliefs and proclivities. But, he said, the
ABDP was extolled as a great program by Headquarters, because it
kept drug prices high and kept drugs from flowing north.
340)
raid the shootdown videotapes were
viewed 0 ten, but not with a "seasoned eye." Although he had no
role in briefings prepared for Congressj
~aid he heard
peripherally that the tapes were very popular as visual evidence of
raid the videotapes were disturbing and,
the war on drugsl
if people had taken the time, it would appear there was an issue that
needed to be raised earlier.

341
~ nativ".§p..a..n ish speaker,
served as an OlC iriT'eru three times.?:;' As leX
---~aid his job
was to see that the ABDP was carried out in acc~withpolicy
and to take care of the crew and equipment. He described his role as
that of on-scene commander, responsible for all aspects of the ABDP.

j.

.

·u_
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nAgency records indicate that!

.. ..... ..Itours in Peru occurred in March to April 1995,

O~I' to November 1996, and July to August 1997. He also had been associated with the
program before it was discontinued in 1994.
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I I w a s in Peru at the time ofthed a!1:<l 17 August 1997
I~~ns; he reported to [
IOfficerl
[

I

I

342·1
faid he was familiar with the 1994
Presidential Determination and MOJ and probably had read them in
Headquarters I
I He characterized them as the legal
authority for providing lethal assistance and training to the
Covcrnment of Pcru and for S'jCCifYi:g re intercept procedures. If
procedures were not followed,
aid, he had a~ abligatir to
inform the I
IOfficer, w 0 would advise
I
lindicated that he and other OICs understood .ie
reqUiremenl~.ta rcpa~. deviations from the required intercept
rroced1ures. .
Jmid he also assume~____ __~and Juanjui
officer
ere aware of the requirement to report
hiations. :fAc~lording t9
.. ___~lIlived with [the ABDP]
c:l4eV
2 ours a cay.
343. Ddentification of Target Aircraft. I
Isaid that
any time there was a question about the status of a target of interest,
the HNR on the US aircraft was required to call in the tail number
and wait for a response from the ground. This was designed to
eliminate the possibility that the target was not a narcotics trafficker.
l--~=-=-c=-=~mphasized that the FAP had to wait for a response from the
FAP VI RAT before engaging the target.

C

344.
Intercept Procedures. FolloWing the point at which
the US aircraft vectored the FAP aircraft to the target~
Isaid
us personnel had no involvement in decisionmaking. The HNR
became the forward air command and took over the operation. After
approaching the target, the FAP attempted radio contact. If that
failed, the FAP pilot attempted contact with the target by putting its
landing gear down or using a "follow mel! hand signal. Another
means of visual contact was for the FAP aircraft to fly by the target.
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345.1
[explained that, if the target aircraft
disregarded radio and visual communications, the FAP could fire
warning shots after receiving authorization from the VI RAT
commander. If the target did follow the FAP aircraft/ visual signals
were used to direct it to an airfield; if the target did not follow or
attempted to evade, the VI RAT gave approval to shoot it down.
346·1
poted that wing waggling and lowering the
landing gear o~ly :atte~ed when an aircraft was going to follow the
FAP and land.~
id not recall ever seeing wing waggling or
landing gear drop ecause he was never in Peru when a force down
occurred.
347.
aid he reviewed the videotapes after
significantmiss-i()TIs-an shootdowns and prepared a report. As OIC,
I
Iheard the intercept phases in real-time, and the intercept
phases appeared on the tape. He said the tapes show the visual
communications and other attempts to make contact.

348·0 In his first interview with ore
~escribed the
---~
procedures as being listed in three phases:
• Phase J was the identification of the target aircraft and
subsequent attempts to gain communication through
radio or visual contact.
• Phase II was firing warning shots across the bow of the
target after authorization from the VI RAT.
• Phase III was the shoot down of the target aircraft after
VI RAT authorization.

.._~old

349.n In a subsequent interview' __
OIG that the
intercept ~es can, but do not always, show up on the videotape; it
depends on the angle.1
~aid he had seen visual signals such
as wing rocking or waggling being executed on the tapes. He

-
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remarked, however, that whether visual signals are visible on the
tapes depends on the camera angle and relative distance between the
planes, noting that the planes move "pretty fast."

350.1'~-~'"~'~-"-]]stated that he and the aircrews understood
that phases could not be skipped, Had a step in the intercept
procedures been skipped'
]said there was a requirement to
report it, regardless of its importance. Specifically, had a mission
resulted in a shootdown and had an intercept phase been skipped,
there was a requirement to report specifically to the AOO.

351. DRadio Communication. According t~

the
aircrews were required to contact the target aircraft by radio, to ask
tl1_e target to identify itself, and to get it to follow instructions.
}aid his experience was that the targets did not usually
respond. He said it was reasonable for the FAP to issue three radio
warninjrs over a period of 3 or 4 minutes.
1

I'

352.0 Visual Si nals. Failing a response to audio
communications!
said that visual communications with the
target aircraft were required. He described visual signals as £lying
close across the bow, turning on landing lights at night, wing
waggling, lowering landing gear to instruct the target to land, and
hand signals through the canopy.1
~aid that the FAP fighters
flew much faster than the target aircraft and £lying by the target and
coming back around also constituted a visual signal. The
requirement to conduct visual signals was not negated if a target
began to evade following radio calls.

D

353.
Warning Shots. I
~irst noted that warning
shots were required, but he subsequently told Ole that he did not
recall if warning shots were required if the target began to evade.
354.D According tol
\the minimum amount of time
necessary to go through the intercept phases, prior to obtaining
authorization for Phase III was five or six minutes. From his

~
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perspective, the elapsed time to complete the intercept phases also
depended on the time it took for the VI RAT to respond back to the
HNR on the US aircraft.
355.nln his first OIG interviewj-·· mn--~aid he believed
there was ~ one occasion when an intercept phase was skipped. It
happened during his last trip to Peru, and he said he identified the
deviation when reviewing the videotape. I
Igave his account
of what happened in the 17 August 1997 shootdown, which he
described as the FAP going from Phase I to Phase III in the matter of
"a second."
356·1
~aid the 17 August 1997 shootdown at first
seemed like a normal shootdown, but that it did not appear the same
when he reviewed the videotape. He said that, after reviewing the
tape, he concluded that neither Phase I nor Phase II procedures had
been followed. I
~aid that, when he debriefed the US crew,
they were unsure. The HNR stated he was absolutely sure the FAP
had conducted both phases, however.
357 1
jnotifie1
lof the proble,-m_a_n_c_i
_
subsequently wrote a report and sent the videotape to~
His report stated, unequivocally,f:!1~Cl:tPJl.asesI and II w-e-r-e-n-o~t--
followed by the FA~ ~saig
arne to Pucallpa to review
the tape with him.
indicated she had doubts abouthis
conclusion.
panish was not very good and!
]said
he believed s e cou c not understand what was said on the tape.
I
~iscussed whethe~
i,had heard what
he thought he heard on the tape.
I

~aid tha~..

~()ld_

thatl---c=-~~

358·1
..
him
would rather not have problems.. WheL
Ileft Pucallpa,
there was no agreement between them aboutwhat hap--.£ened during
the 17 August shootdown. According t 9 --·~never
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told him what her report was going to say about the shootdown, and
he never saw the report that
fubsequently sent to
Headquarters.
"-359·1
Ireiterated that the report he prepared stated
that Phases 1and II had not been conducted before the plane was shot
down.!
. . !emphasized that he just reported the facts and did
not make recommendations.

360·1
Isaid he spoke to no one af
~bout
this incident as he departed from his tour. Once he returned to
Headquarters, however
said he s oke to an
officer
about the
told him
17 Augus s 00 own. veryone e spo e to in
it was alyn a dair work-a regrettable mistake, but not a big
incident.
said he was unaware that any Headquarters report
(as ~r:pareJ about th~ Shootdo:n
did he recall discussing it

Nr

~id he read the final copy of reports that he
361 j
prepared and that had been sent to Headquarters after he returned
from Peru. He said he found no substantive changes, maybe just
softening of this writing or "wordsmithing" one time when the
shootdown was not done according to procedures. In that
shootdownJ..
. Isaid he probably was more proactive and direct
lexplained that, if he had
in what he wrote. As an exampld
written, "yes, this happened," it may have been changed to "yes, this
might have happened. III
~new the reports he prepared
indicated that procedures were followed, but he explained he did not
write that because it was assumed. He did not remember being
asked follow-up questions after he filed a repor~L
_
362.
In his second OIG interview
~mphasized that
it was not easy to reach the determination that the intercept
proced ures had not been followed in the 17 August 1997 shootdown.
He said he had to replay the tape several times, and he spoke Spanish

[J
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better than others.[___
[said he believed he called
Iafter
determining there were deviatiO{' but dik1not recall the timing or
the detail of his calL Neither die
ecall the point at w~ch he
prepared his report. According t
he cal1e~
before preparing his report to say that it looked as though the FAP
aircraft had violated the intercept procedures.

I

~t6~~1~'

S

J'0f1Se ",-at~~~~~hit,

wri te
wliICfihewasalready d 2 r
Pucallpa that evening or the next day. ~ that no one
wanted probl~Tl1--,:s,llnd explained he did not have the impression at
the timethat
_
Idid not want him to report a problem.
Rather'L
[wanted to find out everything so that there would
not be a problem afterward. According t9
may
have said th~
wanted him to get all tne details and write them
down.
said he gave his report t9
[hat day, in
person, )U . 1C could not recall the details of it. He reiterated that,
upon reviewing the videotapeL~_~Jdid not imrediatelJ see
the problems and ~e~ watched the tape a few times.
noted
again tha~ . ._ .
_.~panish was not strong.
364/[Following the 17 August 1997 shootdown,lI
said his il~ctions were to continue the program as usu~
otherwise instructed. He did not recall a stand down in the program.
as serious and
.haracterized the reaction fro
'----c:-:-T---"---,
und~rstood there was a problem.
aid no
~---rr--~==
one fron
challenged him concerning t e act that he
xeported a deviation in procedures. Nor was he aware t h a D
U h a d reviewed the 17 August videotape.
!

D

365.
The subject of problems in the 17 Au list shootdown
did not come u a zain during the last few weeks a
tour in
[Jucan a.
said he was not aware tha
traveled to Peru regarding the incident. He reiterated
tha t he spoke to nei ther of them, and said he did not know if the
17 August shootdown was a big deal at Headquarters.

~-----,=-=---_----=_---.J
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366.:
Isaid he received positive feedback ~
I-------,Iand was told to "keep doing what you are doing."]
said he left Dshortly after his return to Headquarters. W~
said he was probably considered "persona non grata" in the ABDP,
~irectly advised him that that was the case. The impression
~said he had from discussions wit~ .
~as that he
had done the right thing . -

I

u

D

__

.

. _ _

367.
4 August 1997 Shootdoum.;
Itold OIG that he
believed this shootdown complied with the PD and MOJ
rel.1 uircrnents. He reviewed the videotape prior to send~: and his ,I
report toll
~aid he tol
,
that, according to the US aircrew and his report notes, he a no
reason to believe intercept procedures were not followed.

i:

368. •
jreviewed relevant portions of this videotape
with OIG and reiterated that he saw no problem. He did note that
the period from initiation of the intercept to shootdown seemed
"rea ll y brief," but said he did not believe that constituted a deviation
in procedures. He did not believe such a conclusion could be reached
b.y
PlY watchifg the Videotape as not everything can be seen on
the tape.
said he did not recall either the failure to obtain
this target's tail number or the refusal of the US aircrew to approach
the target to obtain the tail number. He believed the tail number was
always obtained, or else it was clear that there was no flight plan for
the area in question.

t:

369.[lWith respect to visual communications/~aid
he could not tell from the tracers where the fighter fire<f-Hea~o said
that most of the time the FAP fighters over flew the target. He
suggested that talking to the US aircrew would resolve the question
concerning visuals. One can see a lot more by looking out the cockpit
windows, andl
Isaid he recalled discussing this shootdown
with the US pilots.

~1
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370. j ...---_....

·jsaid that, while it appeared from the

videotape that Phases I and II were not properly executed, he did not
draw that same conclusion after reviewing the mission both then and
now. He believed it was possible that the FAP fighter executed the
visual signals out of FLIR range.~said that, from what he saw
on the videotape and based on w1ianne-ds crew told him, he
believed the intercept phases were implemented.
371. II
lsaid proximity to the Brazilian border should
not have had an impact on the mission with respect to whether or not
the intercept phases were completed. He suggested that perhaps
some FAP pilots may have been influenced by the close proximity to
the border, but he was not certain of this theory. In this instance, as
I the lapc,indkates, the target aircraft was six minutes to the border;
'paid that was close but not that close. According to[
SIX minutes is enough time for the interceptor to maneuver a-n--'d~-
perform the phases.

D
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372.
Upon reviewing the videotape a second
_
said it was possible that the tracers could have been fired from one
mile back. This was possible because a lot happens that cannot be
seen on the tape. As to the conclusions he reached regarding the
4 August shootdownr--isaid he relied on what the crews told
him. If the crew had ~ideotapereflected what happened and
their testimony was that "no visuals were attempted,"L_ _}aid
that would be a problem, but he did not recall that happening on
4 August 1997.
373·1 .
. . ....
.. Iserved in •
IDa/MSP
from mid-199Tfhi'6U'gIi 2000. =ourti'1g this time, he served two
,
temporary tours of duty deployments in Pucallpa as an OIC,
overseeing the air operations of the ABDP.i-OIC tours ran
from 17 September through 6 November 1997anairom 21 January
through 23 February 1999. There were two shootdowns during his
first tour and none during his second.
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,------_-,374.
-Jold OIG that he was briefed on the ABDP
I
Ibefore deploying to Peru in 1997. He recalled that he was
told that the Peruvian FAP could not shoot down a target unless it
met the profile of a narcotrafficker, was thoroughly identified, and
was given an opportunity to surrender. ~as instructed to
scrutinize the interceptions to make suretI1eProcedures~ere
complete before turning the process over to the FAP.I
Itold OIG
that, when he arrived I
lin 1997~
~lso
briefed him on the ABDP, including the procedures. He was given
time to abs().rb_tl~~Jllaterial and told to return the following day, at
]made sure he understood the procedures.
which tim1

375.\
Isaid it was his responsibility, after a shcotdown,
to debrief the US aircrews, the HNR, and the FAP arc to determine if
there had been any problems with the linkup, whether or not radio
contact had been made with the target aircraft, whether or not
procedures had been followed, and the reaction of the Tal to the
warnings. Following the debriefingsDwatched the videotape of
the intercept alone, sometimes twice, before preparing his report.
i
hen forward~d the tape and his re art t~ .
.... . . . rt
also noted tha
suallycame-to .. .
Pucallpa the morning after a shoot own.
s carried co.,.illes..of
tapes with them back to I
\Headquarters, an~~said
he remembered carrying back the tapes of the two October 1997
used one of these tapes as training for
shootdowns. He said
'=---...----.-----~

future

orcs.

D

376.0 Actual Intercept Procedures Used in PeruC
described the intercept procedures used in Peru, stating that Phase I
was identification of the target aircraft, followed by flight plan and tail
number checks. The FAP waited for a response from the ground
regard ing the tail number "most of the time" before engaging the target
aircraft. If the Tal was close to the border of Brazil or time did not
permit, howeverDsaid the FAP did not have to verify the tail
number.
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377·1--- -~~J Next, the FAP fighter "shocked" the TOr by
appearing -Out ofnownere. The TOI was contacted by radio and told
to break off. If the TOI did not respond, the FAI' made the decision to
proceed to Phase II. In Phase II, the fighter attempted warning shots.
The rAP made the decision to go to Phase III if the target failed to
yield. Phase III was destruction of the aircraft.

D

378.
In his first interview
DIG tha~
had
were to be done mainly via
.
told hiQlJhc""ar_nings given to the
radio.!,
had said that, if radio contact failed to be established,
the interception could proceed to the next phase. ~aid that
[never told him that, if radio communic~failed, the FAP
--0----interceptor should fly alongside the target aircraft. He understood this
was optional. I
~'eiterated tha~
Idid not tell him visual
communication was a requirement if radio contact failed. Also,D
believed that visual signals could not be conducted at night.

{OI-\Old

r

379·1
~aid he was familiar with leAO procedures for the
interception of civil aircraft, but he did not remember if reAO
procedures were required for the ABDp.Csaid he did not believe
leAO procedures required visual communications between aircraft in
the event radio contact could not be made. He stated that the FAP
fighter used visual signals to communicate only if the TOI allowed the
fighter to get close enoughr---said the FAI' would have to get very
close to communicate at ni~us,1
~elieved that the aircrews
were to use all options to contact the target aircraft, but that visual
communication was not mandatory.

D

380.
In his second OIG interviewCcharacterized the
procedural requirements as being much more stringent. He now
stated that visual signals were required, not optionalr-!further
said that there were no situations in which procedure~ be
skipped. Even if the target aircraft took evasive action after radio
calls, visual signals were still required because there was always a
chance that the target would choose to land. He noted that the ABDP

__ I
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was a lethal program and one of the biggest things going at the time.
=said it was imperative that the ABDP was conducted properly.
381. [----~tated that only narcotics traffickers were
legitimate ABDP targets and that other types of illegal flights were
not potential targets. He said he had been briefed on the profile of a
narcotrafficker: a TOI flying at night without lights, or flying low in
order to avoid radar, or coming from Brazil. If a TOI fit this profile, it
was a legitimate target to be shot. If a TOl was randomly located
without a tip, US personnel had to call in the target's tail number and
wait for a response from the ground. If the tail number could not be
obtained, they would not be able to go through with the shootdown.
Instead, they were to gather information on the target with the hope
of getting it another day. If an unidentified target picked up during a
routine patrol began evading, however, that was evidence that it was
a narcotics trafficker.

n

Review of Videotapes. During his Ole interviews,
Cmad~e following comments before and after viewing
videotapes of the two shootdowns that occurred while he was an
382.

OIC:

• 6 October 1997 Shootdown: In his first interview with
ore
Irecalled that this target definitely fit the
narcotrafficker profile because it was flying low and
was in Puerto Rico." Th~
obtained the tail
number, which matched the source information.
recalled that, in Phase I, the HNR contacted the target
via radio and gave it a long time - about four to five
minu tes - to respond. In Phase II, the target was given
"significant" warnings and told to turn and follow the
FAP fighter'LPoted that the FAP fighter was told
to get close to 1netarget and continue radio warnings,
but that there was no response after three to five
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minutes. In Phase III, according t o O the target
was given another warning, but there was no attempt
at visual communication. The FAP gave the order to
fire on ~he tar~et; twO[b.urst: ~ere fired,ancithe target
turned into a fireball.
lsaid he and!
i
watched the videotape of the interception. When the
FAP fighter aircraft siparatld from thel
target began evading.
believed this interception
went "by the book and followed all procedures. II

Ithe

• After viewing relevant portions of the ~deota]" of this
shootdown in his second OIG intervie
identified several problems. He acknowledged that
the target had never been identified and that the ABDP
participants had relied heavily on the intelligence. He
said that he had heard no request to initiate Phase I,
and he remarked on the lack of dialogue between the
phases. He said he believed the target heard the radio
warning because it began moving erratically and
changing its course. But he said he saw no indication
of any attempt to conduct visual signals and noted that
only a short period of time elapsed between initiation
of the intercept steps and the shootdown. He said he
had no answer to the question of whether or not
warning shots had been fired,lhoted there was
no time to fire warning shots s1ncetFie target was close
to the borderJ~xplained that/ if an intercept
occurred at n~d the target was flying at a low
level closMe border, visual signals did not have to
be done.
said he was told that these types of
flights were narcotics traffickers and that the FAP
therefore did not have to do the
g procedures,
told OIG, "We
although it still tried to do them.
could deviate from visuals if the
was close to the
border and might escape," sinc~primary purpose
was to not let the TOl escape. II ~said he was

U
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satisfied that the target aircraft on 6 October was a
drug trafficker. He stated that neither I
Inor
anyone else had challenged him. He added that
possibly they should have challenged him.
• 12 October 1997 Shootdown: In his first interview,
D o l d OrG that this interception had followed the
same format as the previous one and that it included
I
all three phases. The 1'01 was trying tal
I
land the United States and the FAP were going
to have to break off the pursuit because they were
getting dose to the border. The TOr made a turn back
into Peru and that is when the FAP fighter was
ordered to fire. The 1'01 started to evade when the
order to shoot was given! and the FAP fighter did not
get dose enough to communicate visuallyj
fold
OIG he did not recall warning shots being fired. He
said this interception happened fast and that the target
had given the FAP "a run for the money. II Upon
"vi \ ing the Videotape of this shootdown at Pucallpa,
said he had seen no surprises. He said he had
tol '
uring his debriefing I
·1
that procedures were followed in both interceptions
and that she had asked no follow-up questions.
During his second OIG interview ~
lagain watched
the videotape. He repeated his previous comments
that this target fit the profile of a drug flight. He said
the Peruvian commander had given the 1'01 a long
time to respond! an~iObelieved the target might
have been lost because it had such a big head start.
C d i d say, however, that the US pilot's request that
the FAP fighter be launched was possibly problematic
because all orders were supposed to be Peruvian to
Peruvian. He also observed that no tail number was
obtained and repeated that there had been rio attempt
198
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to. conduct visual signals.lltold OIC that he had
.never been challenged ab~ procedures
cond ucted during this shootdown.
383 ·1
Iservedl~_----.-c;---- _ _
in Peru from July 1999 until early August 2000. Prior to his
deployment to Peru, he had been in language train~n~..f;r a~r8t a
where
year. The year before that, he had been stationed i..
he was not involved in the ABOP,I
~old OIC t at e
reviewed files at Headquarters before leaving for Peru. He read the
PD and the MOJ and said those documents described how the ABDP
I
was to be instituted. He also remembered meeti~ith thel
Military and Special Programs and with severalUofficers. He told
orc that he did not view any ABDP videotapes before July 1999,
---!

lad several telephone conversations with
ancCinade an orientation trip to Peru before deploying
L...,---~~......J
tc
'n late ulv 1999; he then had three or four days of overlap
L-----,-.~~_".d

~~QPShootdown. . .proce~~~e~~~ :~;\i::.n~Ccor.dinJ~~1

not di8CU/ 88
I...
!who was the I
IOffice~~~_ _~.
during his te!lurf
]epre8ented\.,.t.,.',.lhe e~~}ertise and continuity in
the ABDP. He had the impression tha]
new his job, and he
had no reason to doubt the latter's ability. He said he discussed
AllDP procedures witltDto confirm that they were being
adhered to.

385·1
Istatcd that he was not involved in the day-today details of ABDP operations, He said he had met with the VI RAT
Commander when he arrived in Peru, but did not recall their specific
conversations. He said he did not recall having discussions with the
OIC or pilots regarding whether the procedures for the ABDP were
being followed. Nor did he recall ever hearing complaints with respect
to safety issues or the interception rules of engagement.
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386.1
I told OIG that he met routinely with the orcs
prior to their deployment to Pucallpa as well as when they were
leaving, and he assumed that he confirmed the three steps 10£ the
had no
interception with them during these discussions. i
recollection of OICs raising problems regarding intercept procedures
on their way out of Pucallpa.
387. [
Iwas shown a document he had signed!
He recalled siening the document, which was the October 1999 joint
SOPs for use in the ABDP'L
... laid he had come]
I
on his way to the airport toTeave"for a vacation, and he had seen the
"d~<,;um(,'nt on his desk with a note requesting his immediate signature.
said he was irritated because he :ias sUI2~OSed to be at the
airport to catch his flight. He said he calle
to his office to
discuss the necessity of signing the document. He claimed that[~
told him the SOPs were nothing new, just a reiteration 9f the old SOPs
that Peruvian officials wanted updated with the nevi:_:=lsignature.
~
Ireviewed the first few pages, but did not read the entire
document. He signed it based on!
~assertion that it was a
reaffirmation of what ~ad gore before. He said he had not read the
previous SOPs becaus
never brought them to him.

[

I

I

388.~

. Iwasnot in Peru when the 17 July 2000
S!:lQqtdown occurred. He said he learned about it when he returnedD
II
Ion 23 or 24 July 01' possibly in a phone call from his deputy.
He was in the office for only a day as he was called back to
Headquarters for a new assignment; he subsequently returned to Peru
for a few days to pack out of the country. The deputy subsequently
told him that there had been a Country Team review of the shootdown,
389.1- . .... - .·]told OIG that he did not review any tapes or
information regardmg previous shootdowns. He said he was on his
way to a l11~~!!!!Kilf: He~cigt!i.l.!'.ters when an unidentified LA
Divisionj
!officerinvited him to join other LA
Division officers in viewing the videotape of the 17 July 2000

~
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shootdown.]
~atched the video for a few minutes and then
continued to a meeting. He did not recall any details about the video
and had no interest in it, because he was no longer I
I
390j
Ihad a clear understanding of the required
procedures for an ABDP intercept. He stated that contact was the
most important thing. He also understood that, even if the target
aircraft made an evasive maneuver, the sequence of required phases
still had to be followed. He told GIG that he had never heard the
FAP or any US official claim that evasive action taken by a target
aircraft was sufficient basis for ignoring required visual
communications. He reiterated that visual signals were necessary
even after a target began evading.

D

In response to a question concerning whether or not
391.
the PD required that deviations in the ABDP be reported!L,_-----:-..----.------_
responded that deviations absolutely had to be reported since this
was a National Security Council-mandated program.

The rest of this page left intentionally blank.
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P ART II:

CIA's ROLE IN INVESTIGATIONS Of THE CONDUCT OF THE AIR

INTERDICTION PROGRAM, 2001-2005

II Introduction. Following the 20 April 2001
shootdown of the US missionary plane, investigations of the
Airbridge Denial Program (ABDP) began within and outside CIA.
Within CIA, DCI George Tenet established the Peru Task Force (PTF)
and the Peru Senior Steering Group on 27 April 2001. Subsequently,
_
in May 2001, Executive Director Buzz Kron ard tasked the!LLatin America Division's
to conduct an
accountability review of t 'ie program. Finally, in October 2002, the
new General Counsel initiated a review of the program.
392.1

393. [-

.\ Outside the Agency, the National Security

Council (NSC) created an Interagency Review Group (IRG)/9
comprised of representatives from US and Peruvian Government
agencies involved in the ABOI'. The IRG issued a report in late July
200]. The Senate Select Committee on Intelligence (SSCI) also
undertook an examination of the program and the missionary
shootdown, It issued a report in October 2001. 80 Both groups asked
that the Agency provide them with relevant materials and
information developed during its internal reviews.

D
CIA's internal reviews found that the ABDP had not
operated in accordance with the legal requirements set out in the
394.

Presidential Determination and Memorandum of Justification. As
early as mid-June 2001, the Peru Task Force had collected sufficient
evidence to determine that the program had not been in compliance
since the earliest shootdown of 1995. Subsequently, in early 2003, the
attorney conducting the investigation for the General Counsel

D

us Assistant Secretary of State for International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs
Rand Beers headed the mc; the IRe also was referred to as the Interagency Review Commission

1'1

(IReL
HoD/\ third study, conducted by retired Ambassador Morris D. Busby, focused on policy and
till' question of whether or not to restart the program.
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reached the same conclusion. However, neither the conclusions nor
the information obtained by the PTF, thel_ _n_~
Accountability Review, nor the General Counsel attorney was ever
furnished to those ou tside the Agency - the IRG, the Congress, the
NSC, or the Department of Justice.
n

CIA STATEMENTS IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE MISSIONARY
SnOOTDOWN

3950 Statements by senior CIA officers in the immediate
aftermath of the missionary shootdown obscured and misrepresented
the Agency's performance in running the ABDP. On 21 April 2001,
LA Division I
._
}ndl
lof the
Crime and Narcotics Center (CNC) prepared a four-page
memorandum addressing the missionary shootdown and the general
conduct of the ABDP. The memorandum, which was coordinated
with the Director of CNcL
Istated that, "Clear rules on
engagement were established at the onset of the program. II It
described these rules as requiring that visual signals be conducted
consistent with the guidelines of the International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO). The memorandum stated that:
If radio contact [with the target plane] is not possible, the [Peruvian
Air Force] pilot must use a series of internationally recognized
procedures to make visual contact with the suspect aircraft. ...
[Emphasis addcd.]

The memorandum, by stating the rules without modification-that the
Peruvian pilot must use internationally recognized procedures to make
visual contact if radio contact was not possible, but not stating what
happened, implied that the required visual signals had been routinely
implemented in the ABDP. In fact, visual signals had not been
conducted in any of the 15 shootdowns.
396.0 This memorandum was presented to Vice President
Richard Cheney on 21 April 2001. Two days later, the CIA's Chief of

203
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_

Public Affairs, William Harlow/ received it. Harlow made slight
modifications to the introduction of the memorandum and used the
text on background with the press, attributable to US officials.
Pertinent portions concerning the conduct of the ABDP - the
existence of clear rules of engagement at the onset of the program
and the requirement to use visual signals as part of the intercept
procedures-did not change.
397.[

IHarlow attached the press background

paper to an e-mail, sent on 23 April 2001, to DDCI John Mcl.aughlin,
DCI Chief of Staff ohn Moseman, Deputy Executive Director John
Brennan,
and others. Harlow informed these senior
managers t .iat t e information had been used with print and
broadcast media that day.

398.11

ian 23 April 2001/ the Public Affairs Office
sent each Agency employee an e-mail entitled, "The Peruvian Air
Bridge Denial Program and the Apri120 Incident." The e-mail
repeated the literally true but misleading information that clear rules
of engagement had been established for the program and that
intercept procedures consistent with rCAO guidelines were required.
The statement that visual signals must be used remained unchanged.
Director of CNC~
Isent an e-mail to all CNC employees
on the same day, asserting that the press guidance issued by Public
Affairs:
, .. accurately reflected the role our CIA contract officers played in
trying to ensure that the Peruvians properly identified and signaled
the airplane before any aggressive action was taken by the
Pcruvians-e unfortunately and tragically, they did not succeed.

orG found no evidence that!
~ver corrected the
information provided to the Vice President, the media/ senior Agency
managers, the Agency population/ and the public.
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399.11
IOn 24 April2001~
, ledited a draft statement
prepared for DCTTenet to present to the SSCI on the missionary
shootdown and the conduct of the ABDP. A section in the draft
provided a description of standard operating procedures for each
phase of a shootdown, including the requirement that visual signals
be performed. In her handwritten notes on the draft[
I
recommended deleting the statement that visual signals were
required. The written testimony that Tenet presented to the SSCI,
dated 25 April 200JLSiid delete the reference to visual signals,
indicating tha~
]editing changes had been adopted.rr-~--[ ! b o t h attended the sseI briefing and did not offer any
corrections to the record.

I

~._ ....__ A:QQ~L_ ., On 30 A ril 2001J

.n-~sent a cable t~

ntitlcd, "preliminary InformL.-~a~ti~o-n~o~n--'the
l...,."...-x-p-rC"'lI.-rnC:-oC:-CC:-)t'--cr-o'-w-n-'-n-c'-l"e--'nt in Peru." Following an introductory
paragraph, the cable repeated most of the language used in the media
briefings and notification to the A8ency workforce.llchanged
the language concerning the use of visual signals, h~he
original statement to the Vice President and media had said:
i

If radio contact[with the target plane] is not possible, the [Peruvian
Air Force] pilot must use a series of internationally recognized
procedures to make visual contact with the suspect aircraft. ...
[Emphasis added.]

____--..Jfab1e said:
If radio contact is not possible and depending on the circumstances of

the intercept, the [Peruvian Air Force] pilot should attempt to use a series
of internationally recognized procedures to make visual contact with the
suspect aircraft. ... [Emphasis added.]
I

laskedOo review the cable before release. She offered no
correction to this language.

-C05500526

401. LjAfter reviewing the various versions of the languar

concerning "the requirement to conduct visual signalsj
I
-who implemented the ABDP in Peru from 1995 to 1999- told
!cable to LA Division most
OIC that the statement inl
accurately reflected the reality on the ground. He said]
Kvas
accurate in stating that the interceptor should aUimpt Viral signals
I';epcnrng on the circumstances of the intercept
aid that
I
editing of DCI Tenet's written testimony was inaccurate and
c id not reflect his understanding of the situation.
402·0 In sum, in the immediate aftermath of the missionary
shootdown, the language of Agency statements addressing visual
signals obscured both the requirement that such signals be used and
the fact that they never had been used, thus misleading recipients of
the information. The original language-provided to the Vice
President, senior Agency managers, employees, and the pressstated that visual signals were required if radio contact was not
possible. This language implied that visual signals hal a~tufallYlbeen
performed w hen, in fact, they had not been performed.
removed the reference to the requirement for visual sign s rom DCI
Tenet's written testimony to the sseI. This action precluded the
logical follow-on question-whether or not visual signals in fact had
been performed. I
. Imodified the language with respect to
visual signals when he cabled LA Division personnel that the
Peruvian pilot "should attempt" to use internationally recognized
procedures to make visual contact. His formulation came closer to
the reality on the ground-and also closer to an ackowledgement that
the program had been, from the beginning, in violation of the
requirement to conduct visual signals.
INTERNAL CIA EXAMINATIONS OF CONDUCT OF AIR INTERDICTION PROGRAM

PERU T ASK FORCE AND PERU SENIOR STEERING GROUP

4031
I Seven days after the missionary plane
shootdown, DCI Tenet created two groups to review the shootdown
206

~
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and the broader airbridge denial program: an investigatory Peru
Task Force (PTF) and a board of senior Agency managers called the
Peru Senior Steering Group (PSSG) to provide oversight. He charged
both groups with multiple tasks, including:
Determining the facts of the [missionary] shootdown itself and the
underpinnings of the broader so-called airbridge denial program.
This includes ensuring the completeness and accuracy of the
documents already produced by various Agency components.
Making recommendations to me, based on the results of the factfinding effort regarding any elements of the April incident or
airbridge denial program that need further review.
Gathering any material that needs to be provided to the NSC-led
Interagency Working Group (IWG)81 on Peru.
Providing daily updates to me, the ODCC and the PSSG on all
relevant issues, including any new information or facts that come to
light, actions the task force is taking or anticipates taking,
interactions with the IWG, and developments in Peru to include
dialog with the Peruvians.

4 0 4 . 1 1 The PSSG was composed of the Agency's senior

leadership~tDCI for Military Support Lieutenant General

John Campbell, Executive Director Krongard, Deputy Executive
Director John Brennan, DDO James Pavitt, Deputy Director for
Intelligence Jamie Miscik, General Counsel Robert McNamara,
Acting Director of Congressional Af£air~
~ and
Director of Public Affairs Harlow. Tenet directed the PSSG officers
to:
... provide guidance and support to the Peru Task Force as well as
to ensure that the Agency's corporate interests are addressed in the
actions we take internally, within the US Government and within
the context of US-Peruvian relations.

1____ ....

XI
Jhl' "Interagency Working Group" referred to in the DCI's memorandum is the
same as toe "Interagency Review Croup," the external investigation mentioned above and
discussed in detail later in this Report.
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to
ep aced
j-------lbn, the PTF in early June 2001. LA Division Legal AdviseD
~was designated to "support all legal questions resulting from
the daily meetings and efforts of the Peru Task Force."
1

uu

••

.leadthe PTF. eNe's

406·1
IAlthough Tenet had namedJ-.=~~~~~~~
to lead the P I'F, LA Division
and _J==-=-=-=L----------,
were deeply involved in the PTF's efforts~·
~--,--------;--;,---------'
had had oversight responsibility for ABDP operations, either
prepared or reviewed much of the substantive information used in
the PTF's reporting on the conduct of the ABDP. They reviewed and
provided input to PTF daily updates, draft memoranda, and
responses to internal and external questions. They were included in
the group e-mail address established for PTF members, ensuring that
they recei ved every e-mail message sent within the group.
4070

o

1

C~lef

:ar

1

,

..

~._ ..,,,JtOld OI~ :hat the ?~r~od he served as PTF

awkwarifoecause, WlthinLA,DiVISIOn, he was deputy to

the "father" of the ABDP~confirmed to OIG that,
w lilcshe had not been a formal member of the PTF, she had close
contact with it in handling questions and briefings. She also said that
she had received daily information regarding its activities, which
allowed her to comment on certain matters when she felt it was
appropriate.
408.
ern Task Force Findings. The PTF laid out its
findings in a senes a draft memoranda intended for the DCI and the
PSSGo These drafts, as they evolved during the week of 7 to 14 May
20m, show changes in language that increasingly obscured the
group's initial conclusion that the ABDP had not followed required

_____
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procedures. The changing language also increasingly minimized the
responsibility of Agency officers for the failure of intercept
procedures in the missionary shootdown.

409·1
I Adherence to Intercept Procedures. The PfF's
initial draft of 7 May 2001 concluded that Peru's intercept procedures
had to be modified to bring them into compliance with international
standards. The 7 May 2001 draft stated that:
A review of documentation concerning [Peruvian Air Force] FAP intercept
procedures reveals a variance between international standards and those
subscribed to by the FAP. Specifically, FAP written procedures do not
specify internationally recognized visual warning signals to the suspect
aircraft, prior to use of lethal force. All host nation intercept Standard
Operating Procedures must be modified to bring them into compliance
with international standards. [Emphasis added.]

After coordination among the participants listed on the PTF group
e-mail address list, including]
I/this finding was
modified the next day. On 8 May, the PTF draft report concluded
that:
There appear to be variances between the current jointly developed ADP
intercept standard operating procedures (SOP's) [sic] and the International
Civil Aviation Organization (leAO) guidelines cited in the 1994
Presidential Determination that enabled the ADP. Over time, the
original ADI> intercept procedures were simplified, and certain steps
omitted, at the operating level. [Emphasis added.]

After further coordination among the same participants, in the 9 May
draft, the Task Force softened its language concerning the gap
between ABDP and internationally recognized procedures and
dropped the attribution of the change to lithe operating level. II The
9 May draft concluded that, "Over time, the original ADP intercept
procedures were abbreviated." [Emphasis added.] The II final II
14 May draft PIP report retained the 9 May conclusion that
procedures became "abbreviated" over time.

~~~~09
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410.[. .._j Agency Cniersight of Compliance with
Procedures. Tne PTF initially concluded that the Agency had no
formal means to ensure that required procedures adhered to the legal
requirements and were briefed to all new participants. The draft of
7 May said:
Ensuring ADP Legal and Policy Continuity: CIA has no formally
established means for indoctrinating CIA personnel new to the
ADP to ensure that any change in procedures continues to meet the
legal and policy thresholds established by the 1994 Presidential
Determination. Likewise, there is no accepted standard for
documentation of such changes, or for Headquarters review.

This finding disappeared from the 14 May version of the PTF draft
report.
411·1
I Additionally, the conclusion in the 7 May
version of the PTF draft that there was not a sufficient "Program
Review" of the ABDP in place was modified to characterize the lack
of oversight and review of the program's implementation as an
Intelligence Community-Wide responsibility, as opposed to an
Agency obligation. Overall, the 14 May draft was weaker in its
conclusions concerning the Agency's performance in the ABDP than
the original version. The Task Force had softened or removed
language that dealt with adherence to required procedures, training,
program review, and oversight.

4]2.j
I Non-Issuance of a Final PTF Report. The PTF
never published a final report of its investigation.e The 14 May 2001
draft was given to the PSSG and also was included as an annex in the
Agency's Accountability Review of August 2001. OIG found no later
versions, and PTF members told OIG that they believed there were
rnolaterevfrsions. According to several PTF members, Legal Adviser
j had advised the PTF to keep all documents in draft form.
~

1~IThe '~t;m,"'e foe not issuing a final 0' f".m" "port was that the ncrhad rot e,""
. li~itlY
ta~tIlC VII' to provide a written report of Its investigation, and rTF Chairman
old

"

OIC that he had never been asked to provide a final report.

~~ " . ~='=_I
=='. . '
~
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One recalled thatll
Irationale was that the PTF should not
create any final documents that might influence other investigations.
DCI Chief of Staff Moseman recalled that the Agency had decided to
keep PTF work products in draft because of concerns about possible
civil litigation. Agency officers told outside investigatory groups,
such as the IRG and the SSeI, that there was no final report from
internal CIA investigations. This enabled the Agency to successfully
deny these groups access to the PTF's findings.

413LqC~-~I!After completing its 14 May "draft" report, the
PTF continued to collect and document findings concerning ABDP
procedures. Although it continued to identify additional and
significant problems in the operation of the ABDP dating back to
1995, th~ Task Force never supplemented its "draft" of 14 May. Por
exampl~~.
~old OIG that the PTF determined that intercept
Jrocedures followed in the ABDP had not been as consistent as
had claimed in her review of the program in September
'-orrUV7~_.-'
.. l-·~-n-=-oT-'ted that the PTF never located documentation to support
:llstate111ent that intercept procedures were "more stringent"
than those required by the Presidential Determination and MOl In
fact, the PTF had access to the SOPs of February 1997, which omitted
the requirement that visual signals be implemented and which
demonstrated tha~Dconclusionswere inaccurate.

=:

41411
(tOld OIG that he has since concluded
that the A8DP clearly suffered from more than the erosion "over
time" of operating procedures, as the PTF reported. He said that
some actions taken in the ABDP directly contradicted the PD and
MOJ requirements. I
Flaimed that he personally discussed
these problems with Del Chief of Staff Moseman and Deputy
Executive Director Brennan. He said he also had discussed the PTP

rndingl:~~J;~~~:~:~e:~~~~t~a~~~e:ieeo I

~
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415.1
I Use Of Visual Signals And Standard Operating
Procedures. The PTF had been tasked to determine the
underpinnings of the ABDP and to ensure the completeness and
accuracy of ABDP documents produced by various Agency
components for external reviews. The Task Force did not, however,
report its findings that required procedures, such as visual signals,
had not been performed since the start of the program. It also found,
but did not report, that bot~
[In its reports to
Headquarters, and Headquarters, in its reports to Congress and the
NSC, had stated that all procedures had been conducted in
compliance with presidential requirements while knowing this to be
inaccurate. The PTF also failed to include in its draft report the
evidence it collected thatl
~emorandum of 1997 was
inaccurate and misleading.

416r-'---~'-]Instead of addressing the broader program and
its prolonged failure to adhere to required procedures, the PTF
focused in its "draft" report on a less incriminating issue-changes to
the written Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs). The PTF stated
that, although the legal requirements in the PD and MOJ continued to
govern the program, the US and Peruvian air crews relied on written
SOPs for specific guidance with respect to ABDP intercepts. It then
noted that the written SOPs in effect on 20 April 2001 were dated
October 1999 and had been signed byl
I
I It said that, while the prefacefo the SOPs referrea to the
~=---:~ICAO procedures mandated by the MOJ, the detailed intercept
instructions for the pilots did not include the ICAO requirement to
conduct visual signals. s3
. u

...

_ _

417·1
The PTF acquired, but did not pass on in written
form, othe',;reTevaiit information concerning the fact that visual
signals had not been performed in shootdowns from the begirming of
the program. On 10 May 2001, PTF member[=
met
I
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with members of the IL-_
tracker aircraft from 1998 to 2001. According tol
memorandum of the meeting, these personnel reported that the
Peruvian crews never attempted visual warning signals. They
claimed that the only visual signals they knew of were warning shots,
but that they had never seen them used.~toldOIG that the
US crews reported that warning shots h~n routinely fired
during intercepts, although they had heard Peruvian pilots claim
over the radio that they had fired warning shots.
I

418.1
IOn 14 May 2001)
. ~ent an e-mail to the
PTF and ap}ended the memorandum describing his meeting with
the]
crews. This information was not included in the PTF
"draft" report sent to the PSSG and later to DCI Tenet, however.
f"'---'"

' On 30 May

2001~

met with members of
tracker aircraft from
"----.
] 995 to 1997.
memorandum for the record states that,
pilot could recall a Peruvian intere..p.. tor iSing
"Only one.
lCAO visual signals to warn a target aircraft. II The
crews
reported, as had the!
!crews, that they had never seen the FAP
fire warning shots during an intercept, but they had heard the fighter
pilots state on the radio that they had done so.
419.

~----~~------------.J

J

420.1 __~
On behalf of the PTF)
~uestioned CIA
officers who had run the program in Peru to determine why the

ac.tu.. a....l' procedures useddlff~<Il!Q[I1PD~~
. e .uirements. He
raised the issue witl{,._.~_~._.,~._
___. _ andl
Their responses were contradictory[
]who was
directly involved in the program in Peru from 1995 to 1998, wrote
that visual signals were mandatory:

U

In 96-0ctobcr 1998 the A-37 [rAP] aircraft were directed to make
visual signals, including waggling their wings and lowering their
landing gear. This was never/ never left to the discretion of the
pilots, nor the HNR.

213
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~__-.J~entl

la follow-up request:

Have read your comments ... and need some clarification. We
have the Feb] 997 jointly signed SOP which doesn't provide for
visual warning signals being utilized by the intercepting
aircraft. ... Can you please clarify, as it appears we might have a
disconnect between the written SOP's and what you indicate was
actually being done in country.

I
1confirm that in-country visual recognition signals were
emphasized while I was there, both as an officer-in-charge in
Pucallpal
ICfhis basically Covers the period of
1993 - Oct 1998.) I thought that this was still in the SOP, but
haven't seen it in a few years. Each time we met with the FAP for
discussions of the SOPs, we discussed the need for visual signals.
Visual signals were quite difficult at night, but at night the
interceptor aircraft turned on all their lights to ensure that the
target knew they were there. At night, visual recognition signals
were often moot due to safety, this is why the interceptor always lit
up. Training thaf
land I took part in also included visual
signals. This ICAO requirement was also reiterated after the 1997
shootdown. The night/ day visual requirements may be where the
disconnect b.
u n

421.1
~told OIG that he could not reconcile the
inforrnatiorifrorrL~_~_.__ ~__. hat visual signals were always required
with the statements of the US aircrews that they had never seen them
done and with the fact that the February 1997 SOPs did not require
them. When questioned about this contradiction!_
Jtold OIG
that her statement in the e-mail tq
Iwas true oecause she had
emphasized the requirements of the rules.

214
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4 2 2 . - - -Ialso contacted

served as I
the 2001 missionary shootdown. He aske

who had
through

lk-_~

[W]hen did the procedures change as far as providing visual
signals to a target by the intercepting aircraft, vice attempting
contact exclusively by radio as provided in the 1999 SOP?
c'": I,,_
" , presented
1,

thi! :uesion toOn writing three times, but
finally responded tqj
jfourth
request of 8 May 2001 by focusing only on the 17 July 2000
shootdown:

J~fid not respond.

Due to the low altitude and evasive maneuvers of the suspect
aircraft, explicit visual signals such as is the intent of ICAO was
simply not possible in that it would endanger the safety of all
aircraft.

The statement byDontradicted information
provided in f re
cables rcportmg on this shootdown.
The first cable, on 17 July 2000, reported that, "[C]rews implemented
the three phases of the shootdown procedure. II A second cable on
20 JulY 2000 sta ted, "The country team confirmed that all the
esta blishedfC,ed ~res were correctly followed." The final cable,
prepared b
n 21 July 2000, reported that the FAP pilots had
"confirmed making visual contact with a passenger in the narco
aircraft prior to Phase 3 shootdown action. II
423.

~tOld OIG that none of these statements in

424·1

the cables meant that VIsual signals had been conducted. Rather, the
references to "three phases" meant that there had been identification,
warning, and shootdown. At that time, according t11
] all CIA
personnel involved in the program understood that visual signals
were not done.
~oted that there was no inquiry from
Head~ uarters r~gai:aTng the lack of visual signals i~
'j
reporting of the event.
I
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-_._---------------

425 .I ..._._..__..
.__ ~lso contacted'
~WhO
had served in the program in Peru from 1995 to 1999.12~_ ..
responded via cable on 30 May 2001, stating that:
There was an informal understanding between the FAP command
groups that the pilots of [Tucano-27] and A-37 [aircraft] would
comply with VIRAT interception instructions of completion of
visual signals unless the required maneuver would affect the safety
of their [aircraft] or the other [aircraft] engaged in the interception
procedure. At this point, the [FAP pilot] would immediately report
his inability to perform visual signals to the VI RAT Command.

added that:

~~~

In the early years the visual signals were not an issue because most
of the interceptions were performed at night and on the majority of
interceptions the suspect platforms would take harsh evasive action
and non-compliance with VI RAT instructionsf"

Under these circumstances,Dsaid, the FAP was not required to
perform visual signals.
426.[
jtOld OIG that he had learned from
overhearing FAP pilots ta k among themselves that FAP
Commanders had told their pilots not to risk their lives or aircraft
jI!.st.~ofo.lI(?~ or~~rs tOS0l'l911cJyisual si nals. Accordin to
Cs in Puca lpa were aware t at Peruvian
commanders had told the pilots not to do visual signals if doing so
was too dangerous.
! anc

'======".

t 'ie

427.1I0IG found no evidence that the PTF reported or
forwarde(~~g,~~c;ygfficersthe iri9r!P~on it had received
from the US aircrewsj
the actual

Ion

-- --.--

a,1
day.

-'-'-

- - - -_._---

IJ\s previously noted, n of the 15 shootdown interceptions occurred during the
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conduct of interceptions. As detailed in Part I of this report,
however, Agency records indicate that these same officers had
reported that all required procedures were followed in the
shootdowns for which they had reporting responsibility-with the
exception of the 17 August 1997 shootdown. In some instances, these
officers had highlighted the fact that visual signals were conducted.
428.1 ... . . ] Thus, by the end of May 2001, the PTF had
acquired clear and convincing information that procedures required
by the PO and MOJ had not been followed in the ABDP from the
beginning of the program and that Agency officers in Peru had
consistently misrepresented that fact in their reports to Headquarters.
The PTP did not amend its "draft" findings of 14 May 2001 to include
this conclusion, however. Nor did it provide its findings to the
outside groups (e.g., the IRG and the SSCI) that had tasked the
Agency to provide them with all relevant information.
429 .~
IDCI' s Knowledge of PTF Findings. On 25 May
2OCH, in anticipation of the release of the Interagency Review Group's
(IRG) report of its investigation into the ABDP (issued in late July
2001), an Executive Assistant to DCI Tenet sent to the PTF more than
a dozen substantive questions related to the operation of the
program. The questions covered adherence to ICAO procedures,
procedures actually conducted during intercepts, and the SOPs. The
Executive Assistant stated that Tenet wanted to "na il down all the
facts regarding the training manual(s) and standard operating
procedures." [Emphasis in original.l She sent the list of questions to
senior rTF members, as well as to [
IMoseman, and
Brennan.

430.[
IOn 30 May, Senior Deputy General Counsel John
Rizzo reacted to the DCrs questions with a recommendation:
These are all appropriate and important questions for the Del to
pose, but as we discussed we need to be careful about what is
committed to paper at this juncture when it is uncertain how things
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will evolve in terms of potential litigation or outside legal scrutiny.
Thus, I recommend that these questions be addressed via ORAL
briefings of senior Agency management vice some written product
that may be subject to legal discovery down the road. [Emphasis in
original.]

The Agency's concern about the civil litigation growing out of the
mis$iQnary shootdown also was reflected in PTF Deputy Chief
handwritten notes from a 31 May 2001 rTF meeting. Under
'-:a'F· · ·=n""'oT:·e:,-: -=n~~ erring to one of the attorneys for the two families of those
on the missionary plane who had been killed or injured~
. Ihad
written, "knows about task force/SSCI" and "all discoverable if not in
draft. 11

431·00n 15 June 2001, the rTF produced a document titled,
"IX'I's QuestIons Regarding the Peru Airbridge Denial Program."
Apparently in deference to Rizzo's advice, it again stamped the
document, "DRAFT." Among the items of information provided to
Tenet was the "key point" concerning visual signals, taken from the
procedures mandated by the MOT:
[1]£ the FAP is unable to contact a suspect aircraft on the radio, the
FAI-' interceptor pilot "must usc a series of internationally
recognized procedures [that is, ICAO guidelines] to make visual
contact with the suspect aircraft and to direct the aircraft to follow
the intercepting aircraft to a secure airfield for inspection."

The document explained that the SOPs dated October 1999:
... requires only attempted radio contact before moving to the
second phase of intercept - i.e., warning shots... [Emphasis in
original.]

The PTF noted that it had:
... determined that the three phases of interception in the October
1999 SOP were not consistent with the 1994 MaJ.
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The PTP attributed this "dichotomy' between the October 1999 SOPs
and the MOJ to "a schism between [Headquarters] and Embassy
oversight of the program. II The PTF said that, "Washington-level
reviews did not focus on the details of procedures and training"
because the main focus at Headquarters had been the strategic
impact of the program. On the other hand, it said:
... the Embassy's Country Team and program participants focused
increasingly on flight safety and apparently did not compare the
revisions of SOPs to the language of the original MoJ.

The PTF explained that the change in SOPs was due to a change in
focus that inadvertently allowed the SOPs to be inaccurate.
432./
I The document the PTF provided to Tenet also
stated tha'-t;~~~... the substance of the three phases of intercept has been
consistent in Peruvian Air Force SOPs and training since at least
1997 and probably since 1994.

The Task Force then cited, without comment, the finding oC,:]
September 1997 program review that the interceptprocedures in
effect were both sufficient and consistently followed.
433. l i T h e PTF, in its 15 June 2001 document, provided
misleading~ionto Tenet. It implied that required procedures
had been conducted until 1999 and treated the SOPs of October 1999
as the anomaly. In fact, the SOPs of February 1997 also had
contained no reference to the requirement to conduct visual signals.
The rTF and subsequent inquiries represented the 1999 SOPs as the
first inconsistency with the requirements of the MOJ and indicated
that this had been caused by an increased emphasis on the safety of
flight after the mid-air "touch" and near collision of a Peruvian fighter
and an American tracker plane in February 1999. In fact, the

2]9
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] 997 SOPs also contained the deviation from the required intercept
procedures of the MO}I and program participants- both US and
Peruvian - told OIG that visual signals were optional from the
beginning.
434.
The rTF provided Tenet with some of the
information that
had acquired from the US aircrews, but
misrepresented what the aircrews said. While indicating that the air
interdiction procedures in practice were different from those
mandated by the MO}, the PTF obscured the fact that visual warnings
had never been done by implying that radio contact had sufficiently
alerted the target aircraft and that visual signals had never been
necessary:
Tlwl
Iaircrews have stated the issue of visual
warning» by the interceptor aircraft was very rarely called for
during interceptions. In their recollections, the US aircrews said
when interceptors would warn target aircraft on the radio the
target aircraft would either immediately respond on the radio or
quickly begin evasive maneuvers.

43SfiThe PTF directed the DCI to another key part of
the MOJ-the reporting requirement:
The Mo] requires official United States government personnel in
jointly manned facilities and platforms to "regularly monitor
compliance with agreed procedures and immediately report
irregularities through their chain of command. II

The PTF did not take the next step of telling the DCI that these
reporting requirements had never been met; that Agency officers had
failed consistently to report irregularities; and that the Agency had
misrepresented the state of compliance in its reporting internally and
to Congress and the NSC.
436j
!PTF Review of Shootdown Videotapes. The
Peru Task Force collected and examined all available videotapes of
220
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shootdowns and forcedowns. A detailed report of the videotape
examination stated that the PTF reviewers found no videotape that
showed all of the required intercept procedures being performed.
The PTF's review found violations of required procedures in multiple
shootdown videotapes. PTF Chie~
Itold OIC that the results
of the video review were discussed by the full PTF. OIG found no
evidence that this information was shared outside the Agency with
either the IRC or the SSCI, despite the tasking from these groups for
all relevant information.

43~ ..

....

Search for a "Good" Videotape. In late May
20m, the IRG aSKe~d the CIA for an intercept videotape that showed
compliance with the intercept procedures. The PTF identified the
6 and 12 Oct ).'
ns as likely candidates and asked
Uj

L.,-~----.----.------,--,-------,-,-;c---.....J0 review th~ if they showed
t at procec ures had been "followed to a Til ~respondedon
30 May 2001 that one of the two was a night intercept, "that does not
define well the first and second phases and would not be a good
example of what an end game is supposed to look like." Apparently
the other October shootdown did not prove suitable either, because,
on 19 June, the Task Force expressed hope that the videotape of the
It>Ma"y 1995 shootdown might reflect the affirmative statements in
[
!reporting. The reviewers responded, however, that
they were not able to sec that the A-37 had given any visual warnings
during that shootdown.

438·1
IUItimately, the PTF was not able to identify any
Videotape that showed all procedures being conducted as required
by the PD and the MOJ, according to records of the PTP and
statements of its members, including PTP Chief I
IOIG found
no evidence that the PTF communicated this determination to the
IRG or to anyone else outside the Agency, however. A PTF member
recalled that, at the time, Legal Advisoj
!instructed the
PTF to be careful about making any judgments because the
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missionary shootdown matter could become a legal issue. Thus, the
Task Force never published the fact that it had failed to identify a
shootdown that adhered to all required procedures."
439.IIPTF's Comprehensive Videotape Review. In
early JL1ne~r failing to find a Ilgood" example of a shootdown
for the IRG (showing the procedures were followed), the PTF
commissioned a thorough review of the shootdown videotapes it had
collected from offices at Headquarters and overseas locations. E-mail
between PTF members indicates that the purpose of this review was
to:

... insure that each tape was in fact a legitimate tape, accurately
labeled, and that the Standard Operating Procedures for
Surveillance and Control of Air Space was followed.

440.1 -c"====""jAn officer from the Directorate of Intelligence
(Dr), assisted by a DO operations officer serving on the PTF,
reviewed all of the videos collected by the Task Force. Their notes
stated that they saw no visual signals on any videotape. Moreover,
they observed that US personnel in some of the incidents had given
improper orders to the Peruvians. For example, the DI reviewer
noted in e-mail that, on the 21 July 1995 video,I---o---==-_~_---,---_ _
told the host nation rider to conduct Phases I and II as "w arning
shots, then shoot." Apparently, he said, the FAP followed these
orders because the video did not show the Peruvian A-37 fighter
attempting to use visual signals.

I

441.[.
The 14/uly 1995 Strafing Videotape.
Commentin on the 14 July 1995 video, the DI reviewer noted that
ordered the FAP to "continue to shoot" and "shoot
Lc-'lg-l:-1I~n-"--a--'t--'t--'--1-e--'t---'argetafter it had crashed in a river; the HNR relayed
~~~~

8sl. . JIn r(~vil'Wing this Report ill draft, the Director of the NCS, Michael Sulick, commented

that, "Even if no one explicitly told the IRC that the Agency was unable to produce a Videotape
that demonstrated complete compliance, the fact that one could not be produced in response to
the request should have put the IRC on notice that none existed."
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those orders to the A-37. The video showed the A-37 as it came out
of a dive and climbed rapidly, from which the reviewer concluded
that it "appears that the A-37 strafed the target while in the water."
The PTF member's handwritten notes also reflect his observations
that, l'A_37 apparently strafing downed aircraft. Order passed by
American crew."8n
442. [- . - -JThe video reviewers stated, and PTP records
confirm, that they brought their assessment of the 14 July 1995 video
to the attention of the entire PTF because of concern about the
instruction to strafe people trying to flee the plane. A subgroup of
Task Force members then viewed the tape and agreed with the
reviewers' comments. Contradicting the reviewers' conclusions that
the fighter had been ordered to strafe the target aircraft after it
crashed, Legal Adviser]
Irecommended that the PTF state
that:
En~Igame video dated 7/14/1995 contains an audio track reference

by[
Jflight crew members to possible strafing or shooting
activity by the A-37 pilot after the successfully engaged target plane
had crash landed in a river. Review by Peru Task Force members
was inconclusive in determining if these are out-of-context
comments. No strafing activity against any ground target was
captured on the videotape.

4 4 3 . 1 1 Three days later, the PTF member responsible
for draftin~Ulating the daily updates wrote tq
~md
others that the Task Force had agreed to review the 14 July videotape
one more time and would, "hold off on that entry to the daily update
until we can come up with language all are comfortable with."
444·1
'told OIG that approximately nine
permanent PIF members engaged in a livery robust discussion" of the
July 1995 tape that focused on whether it showed the strafing of a

~ 'I

IThe l'Dand MOj did not authorize strafing of civilians fleeing a downed plane,
nor were US personnel allowed to issue orders to the FAP. Strafing in this context is a violation
of US and Peruvian laws,
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downed aircraft. According tal
Ithe members of the group
wanted to know if they had an obligation to reRort 'Yhatthey
observed on the videotape as a potential crime.C
]said he
told them that that was a policy decision. He said that his advice had
been that, if the rTF concluded there was strafing, it had to be
referred as a potential criminal matter; if the group decided there was
insufficient evidence of strafing, there was no reporting obligation.
44SL.
~ltimately, the 28 June 2001 PTF daily update
contained this entry on the strafing incident:
Peru Task Force and LA/LGL reviewed an endgame video dated
J 4 ]uly1995 that contains audio track references byl
Iflight
crew members to strafing or shooting activity against the target
aircraft by the A-37 pilot, after the successfully engaged target
plane had conducted an emergency landing in a river. No strafing
'
activity was visible on the videotape.

The Agency did not refer the strafing incident to the Department of
Justice for review as a potential criminal matter.
446·1
IThe Report of Shootdown Videotapes. In a
2 July 2001 e-maIl to the DO PTF member, the Dr video reviewer
summarized his review of the shootdown videos:
Compliance of phase 1, 2, and 3 under the Standard Operating
Procedure was carried out by the [Host Nation Rider] but typically
in a rather hurried manner that almost always failed to utilize
signals as described by the International Civil Aviation
Organization (i.e. move wings or flash navigating lights). Even
though the phases were communicated and approved accordingly,
the A-37 neglected to take extra steps in identifying or
communicating with the target of interest (TOI). [Emphasis
.
added.]
Hewing prior intelligence on a TOl's flight or the TOr taking
evasive maneuvers also would explain a quick run through the
phases. In several instances such as in the 4 August and 6 October
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1997 shootdowns, proximity to the Brazilian border appeared to be
a determining factor in acting quickly through each phase.
Only in the 14 July 1995 shootdown did the '1'01 apparently turn on
his nav igation lights but did not communicate via radio with the
A-37 pilot. In no other instances did a TOI signal with navigation
lights or wing movement.
Once the A-37 pilot was given authority to proceed with phase
1 and 2, it was not possible to hear his radio contact often times due
to the way the recording was done. In some of these instances the
[Host Nation Rider] did confirm Phase 1 and/ or 2 were complete.
Typically warning shots fired during Phase 2 were not visible due
to coloring of FUR recording, however in most instances the [Host
Nation Rider] can be heard talking to the US pilot or to the ground
Command Post confirming that shots were fired.
Communications between the [Host Nation Rider] and the pilots of
US aircraft was never hindered due to poor language skills, even
though the [Host Nation Riders] had the burden of communicating
with their US pilots in EnglishP

447.11 In addition to the report the Dr officer prepared,
informatio~terviewsand records reveals that PTF members
documented the procedural deviations in detail for each shootdown
tape reviewed. In factJ
~aid the PTF concluded that the tapes
showed a tremendous inconsistency in the way procedures were
conductcdw

r;w

Ri'l
CIA's primary public explanation for the missionary shootdown was pOOl'
com munication between the US crew and the FAP HNR due to the language barrier.
~H I
discussed later in this Report, shortly after the PTF video reviewers
completed their report and provided it to the PTF, the SSCI staff--which was conducting its own
investigation into the missionary shootdown --requested to see shootdown videotapes. The PfF
did not give the SSCI staff any of the information from its own review or any guidance about
which tapes to review. Instead, the rTF suggested that the SSCI staff choose which videotapes
they wanted to sec.

lAs
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4 4 8 . 1 1 Reporting the PTF's Findings. By July 2001, the
PTF had r~ memoranda produced by the Task Force new
findings in four areas:
+ The PTF's review of videotapes revealed that what

happened durin ever shootdown beginning in May 1995
differed fro
reporting cables, which had
claimed that a In ercep s complied with required
procedures. The videotapes also contradicted the statement
in[ . u _ _ _ _ _ _ . ~eptember 1997 program review that
procedures followed in the program were "more stringent"
than the PO IMOJ required.
• The PTF learned, from interviews of US and Peruvian
aircrews, that the requirement to visually warn suspect
aircraft had not been conducted in shootdowns from 1995
through 2001.
• The PTF had determined that neither the February 1997 nor
the two sets of 1999 SOPs instructed aircrews to conduct the
required ICAO visual signals as part of intercept procedures.
• The PTF had received written statements fro~
program officer I
Istating that everyone
understood that reqUIred vIsual signals could be omitted if
the
ld affect the safety of the aircraft, and
from
who said that ICAO visual signals were
not atfe-mpte-dTi1--t e 17 July 2000 shootdown, even though
cable reporting stated they had been conducted.
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Ole found no evidence that the PTP formally reported these findings
to senior Agency managers or outside review groups.89 DCI Tenet
had specifically instructed the PTF to ensure "the completeness and
accuracy of the documents already produced by various Agency
components." In spite of this instruction and its own findings. the
PTF never .addrcsscd the consistently inaccurate reporting in cables
I
~nd in Congressional Notifications to Congress.
Nor did the PTF take any action to correct false statements made by
the Agency in the wake of the missionary shootdown to Congress,
the NSC and others that claimed the program had been run in full
compliance with Presidentially-mandated procedures.
I

449.1
IComments. PTP Chief!
~old Ole that
he briefed DCI Chief of Staff Moseman and PSSG member and
Deputy Executive Director Brennan on 30 July 2001. He said he told
them that the Videotapes showed that intercept procedures used in
the ABDP had not been in full compliance with the "regulations."
.____~')aid he told Moseman and Brennan that it was questionable
whether the procedures conducted in the field fully complied with
the legal requirements of the program.

l__

450.1
.
~aid he did not recall if the PTP
informed the ongoing SSeI investigation or IRG of its findings. He
said, however, that he was fairly confident that he personally, or the
PTP as a bOdV had discussed concerns about the videotapes with
I
Iwho had been tasked
rthe DO/sl
~as
to conduct an accountability review of the ABDP.I
formally assigned as the sole CIA member on the IRG and was
responsible for conveying pertinent Agency information to the IRG
~ould have informed
review,l
Isaid he expected thatl
~~;----------

H~

lln reviewing this report in draft, nGC commented that DoJ was aware, in June 2001, that
the: had developed information that visual contact procedures may have been deleted in the
1997 dndl9lJ9 SOl's. The Acting General Counsel commented that this fact showed that
information was shared. In actuality, what the PIF had determined was broader-that no
shootdown froll11995 onward fully complied with the intercept procedures required to be
followed before it COli Id be shot. OrG found no evidence that this conclusion was conveyed by
the Agency to the outside investigatiuns.

--------------------"
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ODO James Pavitt of the PTF's findings that intercept procedures
were nol followed in some, and perhaps most, of the ABDP
shootdowns.
451j
IDCI Chief of Staff John Moseman told OIG that
he was aware that Agency officers were not authorized to change the
procedures specified in the MOJ. Moseman said he had no
recollection of any discussions about a P1J:.review of shootdown
videotapes. Nor did he recall thaC
~ad raised the fact that
the PTF COli Id not locate any shootdown videotape that showed
compliance with intercept procedures. Moseman said he would have
expected
0 inform him of such a finding. Moseman said he
and
lad talked frequently while the PTP was functioning.
452.[______1 Moseman recalled tha~ .___J'bottom line"
was that there had been deviations from the rules governing the
ABDP. Moseman said this had surprised him because he had
thought the ABOP was a well-run program. He indicated, however,
that he was not sure he had the impression the program had never
been run in compliance with the MOJ. In any event, Moseman did
not remember taking any action based onl
poncerns.

45~oseman assured OIC that no guidance had been
given t~not to provide senior Agency managers the details
of what he found to be wrong with the ABDP. Moseman emphasized
that Tenet was interested in knowing the facts. Moseman recalled
tha~
~as not happy with what he was finding and did not
pull any punches in reporting that there were problems with the
ABDP.

454[----'jDeputy Executive Director John Brennan told
OIC that he did not recall the specific findings of the PTF nor did he
remember hearing about a review of shootdown videotapes. Had
there been such a review, Brennan said he would.have expected the
PTF to report its findings to someone in the chain of command, but
not necessarily to him. He said the individuals who should have
228
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been informed included Tenet and Krongard. Brennan said he did
not take' away from the PTF review the conclusion that the Peruvians
had not complied with the MOJ. Rather, Brennan's impression was
that the ABDP was in compliance with the MOJ, but that oversight of
the program had not been as good as it could have been. Brennan
!Review
said that Krongard made adjustments to the I
process to deal with oversight issues.

D

455.
DDO Pavitt told OIG that he did not recall that the
PTP had been unable to find a videotape that showed all intercept
procedures being followed. Nor did he recall being advised of the
findings of the PTF, although he was a member of the PSSG. Pavitt
said that/ if the PTF had notified the State Department and the NSC
that procedures had not been followed/ he should have been notified
too. He said such findings also should have been passed t~ the IRG
and the SSCI. Pavitt said he was not aware of how the PTF findings
reached Congress.w

CIA's INTERNAL ACCOUNTABILiTY REVlEW

456J-~1In a 21 Mav 2001~erporandum/Executive
Dircc~)r ~ireS:_te~
lwho was serving as the

J

i

DO' 81
to "conduct a complete and
comprehensive program review" of the ABDP nd p;erre a written
report of his findings and recommendations.?'
told OIG he
served as the "de facto interface" between the PTF an t e IRG/ often
having daily contact with the PTF. He served as the sole Agency
representative to the IRG.

457.
~repared a report for Executive Director
Krongardated 10 August 2001/ titled/ l'The Peru Shoot-down: An

h

-.======0------ln fact, the rTF findings did not reach Congress.
\-r---,,--------c.-o1d OIG thaI his responsibilities as I

~ncluded providing
'eview process in the Agency, SpecificalI I he served on the i--------,
and was Executive Secretary to the
1-------,-1
C'-h'~lir-cc--:-''-by-'t-;-he----;'J;:;-:':x-'~'-:\l--::'tive Director.
'-----------~
overSI ; It to tIe
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Internal. program. Review,"
recrds confirm that it was sent to
Tenet! Krongard, and Pavitt.sold OIG that either Pavitt or
his deputy also had instructed im to provide a copy to the Office of
General Counsel (OGC). In its key findings! which focused on an
evaluation of procedures at the time of the shootdown of the
missionary plane! the report stated that a "safety of flight" focus in the
aftermath of the February 1999 mid-air touch between a Peruvian
and an American aircraft had resulted in an abbreviation of
operational procedures delineated in the PD and MOJ. It went on to
say that the training curriculum reflected these abbreviated
procedures. The.report also cited language deficiencies, technical
communications problems, and inadequate Peruvian command and
~ l S contributing to the environment on 20 April 2001. The
~eport was more specific than the 14 May PTF report had
been in describing the omitted visual signals, but it still attributed the
omission to a "safety of flight" concern that had emerged in early
1999,'):>1
Ireported that:
The focus on flight safety following the February 1999 midair
"touch" led to an abbreviated form of the procedures mandated by
the' 1994 Memorandum; the abbreviated procedures were
inconsistent with the ICAO's recommended aircraft alignment
positions during intercepts.
SOPs dated from March and October 1999 did not inelede the
lCAO requirement for visual signals.
The training did not include ICAO procedures.

n[

llnw

10 August 2001 report included a number of appendices, one of which was
marked "Tab C" and identified as the P'I'F's 14 May 200~port. The Agency was unable
to locate and provide OIG with a formal record copy ot~eportthat included all
ces
I
a
.
YJ
In February
1999, a Peruvian fighter and a US tracker aircraft almost collided; in fact, the
aircra t touched in the air. There were no injuries or damage. After the crash of the missionary
plaJ1~
land others attributed the abbreviated intercept procedures to safety concerns
raised by this near miss. They knew, however, that the abbreviated procedures had been present
since the start of the program and had been reflected in the 1997 SOPs, two years before the near
collision.

Tel:r
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4 5 8 1 1 PTF Chief~d OIC that he and other
members ~rTne-PTF had in£or~oftheir concerns stemming
from the PTF videotape review. PTF Deputy Chiefl
lalso
recalled that he discussed the PTF review and the inconsistencies
between the SOPs and the legal requirements Wit~
Despite
having had access to the ongoing work of the PTF and being advised
of its findings - including the fact that there were deviations from the
required procedures in shootdowns dating back to 1995 and the fact
that the] 997 SOPs also failed to include the rCAO requirement for
visual signals -1
~ade no note of these issues in his report to
Tenet, Krongard, and Pavitt. Instead, as in the PTF response to the
DCl's questions,C-·
-Ireport identified 1999 as the beginning of
the procedural omissions.
1

459.
old Ole that the written SOPs dated
1999 formec 1C asis or lIS determination that the procedures had
slowly eroded.__J-I~ said he had accepted without question the
conclusion of,
]September 1997 report that the program had
complied with required intercept procedures. He said he did not
obtain SOPs dated earlier than 1999.1
Icould not explain to orc
why his own conclusions had not been affected by his knowledge of
the PTFs findings.
460j
Ireport discussed specific problems in
the missionary shootdown. If reported that Phase II warning shots
on 20 April 2001 were deficient because lev;:ldone from behind
and to the right of the target. Specificallyeported that,
"From such a position, there is little likeli 00 t at warning shotseven with tracers-could be seen by [missionary plane's] pilot,

particularly girn that the shootdown occurred during daylight
hours.":

also reported to Tenet that:

Inadequate Peruvian Command and Controlled to the false and/ or
premature sense of urgency on 20 April and the increasing
presumption of guilt by the FAP.
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There is no indication that senior program managers at
Hl'adquarler~" ~ere guided by - or focused onPresidential Determination 95~9 and its Memorandum of
Justification after a 1997 program review. Nor was there
interagency focus on the Memorandum of Justification.

~lr--'"

']

In the recommendation section of his report
I~mphasizedthat the 1994 PD and MOJ provided explicit
policy and operational guidelines for the ABDP; he noted that, "the
procedures listed are rigorous and comprehensive. II While he did not
raise the PTF's documented findings that deviations had occurred in
earlier shootdownsj
~ecommended that, "There must be a
formal written agreement that explicitly accepts these [MOJ
procedural] requirements."
laId Ole that he recalled PTF Chief
,-------,~~mlighrhfthat there was no videota e that showed all the
intercept procedures being conducted.
xplained that he did
not include this information in his report because he had been
C'xamining "program accountability," not personal accountability.
l~~~~aid that! if none of the tapes reviewed by the PTF showed
procedures being followed]
Fables reported that all
procedures had been followed! "then there's a disconnect," and "a line
of inquiry" upon which follow-up should have been done.
462j

4 6 3 . 1 1 Agency Response to the Internal Accountability
Review. +cl1el;Kroh gard, Pavitt! and the General Counsel's office
receive(~ ,
'" jAugust 2001 report. Tenet and Krongard
res ponde-oDy'Iocusing on overall management of covert action
programs and on oversight accountability. In a 15 August 2001
memorandum to Tenet! Krongard proposed the following "next
steps:"

J
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That you concur with the attached tasking regarding a
comprehensive, immediate review of the Agency's management
and oversight of Covert Action (CA) Programs.
That you ask the General Counsel to consult with the Department
of Justice regarding potential litigation before moving ahead with
an internal accountability review board.

464. r
IKrongard told Tenet that the Agency needed to
overhaul its'ir1ternal' management of covert action programs. He
fnternal review and the
attached to this memorandum boni
proposed tasking to DDO Pavitt, suggesting a number of specific
actions concerning covert action oversight. Tenet concurred with
Krongard's recommendations on 22 August 2001 and asked the
General Counsel to:
... consult with the Department of Justice regarding potential
litigation on the Peru shoot-down to determine the advisability of
moving forward with an internal accountability review board.

OIG has found no evidence concerning such a consultation with DoJ.
I
On 31 August 2001, however, occ attorne~
documented the results of a 28 August 2001 meeting with Tenet that
stated, in part:
The Del determined not to go forward with an AAB (Agency
Accountability Board, per new regjulation]

I

46SnSenior Agency officials - Pavitt, Moseman'
~
and eoun~ the DOq
~ told OIG that they had no
recollection of any particular action taken by Tenet or Krongard to
address the fact that the Agency's internal reviews had determined
that the ABDP had not been conducted in adherence to presidential
requirements thrlughout~heentire period of its operation. Pavitt
recalled only that
ound that the ABDP had not been run as
carefully as possible and that intercept procedures had not been
followed in most shootdowns. Moseman told OfC that he would not
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have recommended an accountability board be convened for those
involved, when there was an ongoing criminal investigation, noting
that he had not thought that failure to follow the procedures had
been intentional.
CIA REPORTING TO CONGR.ESS AND THE NSC
m

466·r
--------1 CIA is required by law to keep the Congress
and the NSC clTrrenHy and fully informed of significant activities it
undertakes. In the case of the ABDP, the MOJ included a specific
requirement to report irregularities to those institutions through the
Agency'5 chain of command. Part I of this report details the
reporting the Agency provided to the Congressional Intelligence
Committees and the NSC regarding specific shootdowns. The
Agency also reported on the management and oversight of the
program through regularly scheduled reviews of intelligence
activities, including Congressional quarterly reviews of covert action
programs and the NSC's annual covert action review.
-

n

Between 1995 and 2001, the Agency consistently told
467.
Congress ~ the NSC that the ABDP was operating within the laws
and policies governing it.94 In particular, the Agency reported that its
in ternal program reviews ensured compliance with relevant legal
and policy guidelines. For example, in November 1998, following an
internal program review, CIA reported to the NSC that the air
interdiction program "operates under strict procedures to ensure
protection against 10s5 of innocent life as stated in PD 95-9. 11
468·0 In the week following the missionary shootdown, the
HPSCI and the SSeI asked DCI Tenet to brief them on the events that
led to the mistaken shootdown, as well as on the overall conduct of
the AB,DP. Agency records show thatL_.
~andl~__ . I
=~iirectly supported Tenet in these briefings, and that, in
_ m_ _

'N

=---r.=~--.JFlelone exception was its reporting of violations in the 17 August 1997

='

shootL1own.

?~--

~
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addi tion, they personally briefed the Intelligence Committees more
than ten times between 24 April and 1 August 2001.1
~nd
~managed the information provided to the Committees and
served as the primary briefers, presenting comprehensive reviews,
analysis, and conclusions regarding what transpired in the 20 April
missionary shootdown. In these communications, they repeatedly
claimed that, between 1995 and 2001, the program had operated
according to the requirements laid out in the PD and the MOJ.
469·DAgency and Congressional records indicate that, in
almpst a dozen Congressional briefings and hearings in 2001,!
I
an(~1
~mphasized that the missionary shootdown had been an
aberration and that the speed with which the intercept phases were
conducted had been unexpected. These claims remained unchanged
even after June 2001, when the PTP internal review had documented
the fact that procedures conducted in shootdowns dating back to
1995 had deviated from the requirements and that the phases of
previous intercepts had been conducted in even shorter periods of
time than in the missionary shootdown.
4 7 0 . 1 1 DCI's 24 April 2001 SSCI Testimony. DCI
Tenet app~ore the SSCI on 24 April 2001 to testify about the
conduct of the air interdiction program and the missionary
r :?boQLgowr1J_
. -----u

_

I
I

I

Tenet submitted'lwritten statement for the record
and made an oral presentation.s' [
!had reviewed the draft
written statement and several changes to its substance were made in
her handwriting. There were two key deletions, including:
• The statement that visual signaling was a required
procedure during Phase I of the intercept, according to the
standard operating procedures.
Dl\ccording to a member of the Peru Task Force, the PI'F probably provided information to
the Del's specchwriter who drafted the statement.
.
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• The statement that the videotape of the missionary
shootdown confirmed that the required procedural step of
hailing the aircraft with international recognition (visual)
signals had not been done.
The deletions eliminated any reference to visual signals as a required
· 1the intercept procedures. All of the proposed changes in
I
handwriting were incorporated into Tenet's formal testimony.
.s a consequence, Tenet provided. misleading testimony to Congress.
He did not provide a full, factual, and accurate accounting with
regard to either the intercept procedures required by the MOJ or the
procedures omitted in the missionar shootdown and in previous
shootdowns. Neither
orrected Tenet's statement
when he presented this testimony ora ly before the SSCI on 24 April
20m or at any other time.

c:

471.lItold OIG that she did not recall why she had
recommen~angesto the DCI's testimony. She explained
that she might have been confused about which phase of the
requirements included ICAO procedures for visual communications.
She maintained that she had not deleted visual signals from the DCI's
statement in order to imply that visual warnings were not required.w
In rcvie",;ing peTnent portions of this report in draft for factual
accuracy~
provided additional information. She described
herself as the notetaker at a coordination meeting held in Tenet's
office on 24 April 2001 when the changes were made to the DCI's
written statement.
aid that Moseman, Rizzo,I
and others were present.
denied that the changes in the DCI's
statement were made by or; rat er, the Chr:es ;efe in her
handwriting because she was the notetaker.
, aid that the draft
DCI statement set forth the procedures as out ine in the MOJ
accompanying the PD and contained the same language as used in

J

9(Uhll:ing her OIG interview, after acknowledging that she had edited Tenet's draft
testimony ~llld saying that she did not recall why she had done sor~toppedthe interview
Oil the advico of counsel.
.-.-
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the three previous days in preparing materials for press release,
responseS(Oi:Qn~re.ssionaloversight committee questions, and other
inquiries.
aid that at the coordination meeting in Tenet's
office, there was discussion that the information provided by the
aircrew on the 20. Arril 200~ shootdown differed from the procedures
in the MOJ and PD.
.tated that one of the participants
recommended that, in light of the differences between the procedures
outlined in the MOJ and the crew's statements, the language in the
testimony should reflect exactly what the crew said they understood
the procedures to be on the day of the shootdown.
472j

IVisual Signals. The issue of the requirement to

conduct\!i~ual signals surfaced during the

sseI hearing on 24 April,

whenll
lengaged in an exchange with Senator Fred Thompson
who was trying to pinpoint the exact procedural failings in the
missionary shootdown. After discussing the possibility that no
warning shots were fired, Senator Thompson observed that, even if
they had been fired:
... that still doesn't alleviate your concern, and that would mean
that the failure, if you're strictly looking at the procedure, the
failure would have been in failing to visually try to contact the
plane.

mU-I~'espondedl "At the very least, sir."

"------

473.
Later in the hearing, SSCI Chairman Richard
Shelby engage
in a meticulous accounting of the exact
events of the missionary plane shootdown. Immediately after
[I
Idescription of the attempted radio calls, the Chairman
asked, "Then what happened? Did he ever try to fly around him or
warn him?"r--Ianswered that the fighter plane had not done so.
Thus, altho~ of the CIA officers testifying at this hearing
listed visual signals among the required procedures, at least two
Senators understood that visual signals should have been performed.
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474·1
I Mid-way through the hearing, Chairman Shelby
asked whether, other than the missionary shootdown, the Peruvians
had ever failed to perform the iTercept procedures agreed to by the
Peruvian and US Governments.
responded that the
17 August 1997 shootdown was, "the only incident in which they
failed to follow phases one, two and three. II This response was
dearly misleading, asl
~new that visual signals had not been
performed throughout the life of the program.
I

475.1---

~issionary Shootdoum as an Aberration.

During the 24 April 2001 SSCI hearing,l
Iportrayed the
missionary shootdown as a deviation from the usual conduct of an
interception. In particular, he focused on how quickly Peruvian
personnel had moved through the phases of the intercept. He stated
that, "even having seen hundreds of intercept tapes and seeing [the
20 April 2001 videotape] four times," he was still surprised that the
shootdown "could have occurred so fast.'! This testimony also was
misleading. The elapsed time between Phases I and III of the
missionary shootdown was more than 10 minutes. The elapsed time
between Phases I and III in each of the five shootdowns that occurred
whik1
iwas less than six minutes'.

47~

Itold the SSCI that no more than three
minutes elapsed between the HNR's report of the target's tail number
and the order to shoot the plane down. He said that he did not believe
that proper identification of the tail number could be done in only
three minutes]
lalso testified that the missionary shootdown
happened so fast he was not sure if warning shots had been fired, and
that the short period of time between Phases II and III suggested that
warning shots would have had to happen very rapidly. He added
that he could not discern whether the shots he saw on the videotape
were warning shots or actual shooting at the plane.
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477. [u
In fact, records from previous shootdowns and
documented PTF findings confirm that, once the phases in an
interdiction began, the elapsed time between the start of the first
phase and the authorization to shoot down a target aircraft ranged
from less than 60 seconds to about six minutes. As discussed in Part I
of this report, the videotapes of the shootdowns on 4 August and
6 October 1997, whe~__~~.~~~~ . __ ~
Jshow that less
than two minutes elapsed between the FAP sighting the target to
begin the procedures and the authorization to shoot the target down.
478. r.~-] Del's 25 April 2001 Testimony to HPSeI. Tenet
testified before the HPSCI on 25 Apri12001, as he had the previous
day to the SSCI, concerning the shootdown of the US missionaries
and the overall conduct of the air interdiction program. OIG was
denied access to HPSCI records and was unable to review the formal
transcri t of this hearin 7.97 Agency records indicate, however, that
ccompanied Tenet and that Tenet
--;-;-:---J
su mitte the same written statement he had given the SSCI the
previous day.

L--~_-.--;-;----.--;-,-

479·1
I Legal Counsel to the DDOj
told OIG that he reviewed the written statement suh-bm~ltrrte-"---d::r-T:Cb=y--'-t"-::-he-=--
DCI to the SSCI and HPSCI on 24 and 25 April 2001. After being
shown a copy of this testimony during his OIG interview
I
agreed that there was a variance between the testimony and the
procedures set forth in the MOJ.I==a.:]said he had~~!J:>ic1~ed up
on this fact when he reviewed the testimony in 2001.[
~dded
that, if he had reviewed the testimony with a view toward the MOJ,

~7 D n a letter to the Inspector General of 28 i\pril2004, the Chairman of the HPSCI, Porter
Coss, denied OIG access to the Committee's documents concerning the ABDP. Goss stated that
the Committee had been informed fully about the conduct of the program and that any possible
inconsistencies were inconsequential. He further said that he was certain the Committee had
recoivod honest testimony and had not been "aggrieved." Therefore, he said, the HPSCI would
not providr: Ole; access to the documents.
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he would have corrected the omission of a reference to visual signals.
..... u.asserted that anyone who was aware that the testimony was
inaccurate had a responsibility to so advise the DCI.
I SSCI

Briefing, 10 May 2001. On 10 May 2001,
lshowed SSCI members and staff the videotape of the
missionary plane Shoot.down and briefed thfm on the transcr~' of
I
_
also
the incident and the Agency's analysis of it. L
attended the briefing. In explaining the shootdowrr _~__
highlighted particular elements, such as communications problems.
She noted:
480 I

There me a number of concerns expressed by US personnel about
whether or not the Peruvians had properly identified the aircraft
and were moving too fast through the phases.

At no time dic{IU-----------------!explain that the phases in this
shootdown actually had been executed more slowly than in previous
shootdowns,

481r··c- ..~~~...~
. . _··~--~stated that the target aircraft was:
... on a path and flying at an altitude and taking no evasive action
that makes it very clear there was not a lot of reason to expect or
conclude that this was a narcotics trafficking airplane, other than
the fact that no flight plan had been located for it.

Again, neithef
!told the SSCI that targets in earlier
shootdowns had been shot down without being identified, without
being described in intelligence, and without an attempt being made
to identify their flight plans.
482·1..

_

.J HPSCI Briefing, 26 July ~001. With press

coverage surrounding the issuance of the IRG s report on the ABDP
in late July 20tH, the HPSCI asked that CIA again brief the Committee
on the conduct of the ABDP. In preparation, on 21 July 2001,1
e-mailed to PTF members a draft statement he planned to preseiif'-to~240
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the 1 IPSCI on 26 July 2001. Againr--lfailed to describeanvof
the deviations from the procedur~~urredc
·1
ir that the PTF, by this time, had uncovered and
Ll~(-)C-·l-tm-('-n-C-t-e--.'. Instead, he focused on the fact that CIA had
"continuously" supported reviews by the SSCI, the IRG, the NSC, and
DoT, including "retrieving and reviewing official and unofficial
Agency correspondence dealing with the ABDP.1I 9S !
rid not
indicate that the support CIA had provided to these external groupS
did not inc1ud1nrnVidj:iliejindings ofthe PTF. Intact,1
I
Legal Adviser] _ _ __ ._._~ advised him not mention the PTF
review.

483.qon 23 July 20011
Iappended a revised version
o~
roposed testimony to an e-mail he sent to the officer
wl:o was coordinatin~
Ibriefing.1
rdvised the
officer that:
The comments below came from various clement]s] of OGe.
.1 has seen this revised document and gcn~rally has no
Issue, other than his continued (and correct) assertion that there
should be no reference to the internal CIA task force [the PTF].
[Emphasis added.]

I.. ....

I

_~roposed statement to HPSCI was revised as follows to

..

eliminate any reference to the PTF internal review:
... CIA participated in an interagency review of the incident [the
Beers IRC]. We find nothing inconsistent in the conclusions drawn

by the interagency commission [Beers] with our own
understanding of the facts surrounding the tragic shootdown on
20 April and the overall ABDP.

484·1
lalso prepared a statement on the
interdiction program for DDO Pavitt to present to the HP~CI on_ .1
25 July 2001. Again, in the final version of this statement,
.
~--c----

9HDIn reviewing this report in draft, the Acting General Counsel commented that this
sta ClIlcnt "arguably put Congress on notice of the fact of such a review."
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failed to include information regarding the repeated violations of
procedures that had occurred during the program. Instead,l
]
made the following point: "was there ever an intention to undermine
the program or not fully comply with the stated requirements-i-no."
ladded tha t there could have been better and more aggressive
training and oversight, but he said:
... In my view none of these factors, while all important, would
have avoided the tragedy that occurred that day, in the absence of
the Peruvians following long established, well known procedures.

n

485.
Following the HPSCI briefing~
~eported to
senior Agency management. In a 27 July 2001 e-mail to Executive
Director Krongard, Chief of Staff Moseman, DDO Pavitt, Ge~
COllllSP] McNamara Senior Denuty General Counsel Rizzo,~
~
fharacterized feedback from the
hearing as positive and stated, in part:
Rand Beers' presentation was balanced. Really, nothing new was
presented that had not been brought to the committee's attention in
the past through our various briefings of members and staffers. As
for progra 111 deficiencies: language problems, communication
architecture, the USC role in the decision making process, chain of
command and lack of complete adherence to ICAO procedures
were highlighted as areas where improvements were needed. It
appeared that the general sense of the committee was that while the
Peruvians acted in haste and incorrectly, there are several systemic
problems in which we share a level of responsibility. Again,
nothing particularly new in that as our earlier briefings to the
members and staffers had already highlighted areas where there
were potential deficiencies.

C05500526

~'-----EXTERNAL EXAMINATIONS OF CONDUCT OF AmBRIDGE DENIAL
Pl<OGRAM

THE INTERAGENCY REVIEW GROUP

486·0In his 21 May 2001 memorandum to DDO Pavitt,
~o serve as the
Executive Director Krongard had taskedl
Agency member to the NSC-directed IRG, which was headed by
Assistant Secretary of State Rand Beers. Beers told OIG that he
would have expected to be notified if the Agency had done an
internal review or if it had reviewed videotapes of shootdowns and
been unable to identify any examples of shootdowns in which
intercept procedures were followed. Beers said that, during his
investigation, he had dealt with botl1
land Senior Deputy
General Counsel John Rizzo. He said that he had never been told
about the Agency's internal review of the ABDP, however. Beers also
said that after the IRG asked the Agency for an example of a
videotape of a shootdown showing compliance with the procedures,
he was not aware of the PTF's unsuccessful effort to identify such a
shootdown videotape.
487.[ Beers told OIG that the 1994 MOJ governing
1
the ABDP was not open to interpretation. Noting that there was no
exception "built-In" to the visual contact requirement in the MOJ,
Beers said there was a requirement to report if no visual procedures
were done. Beers said a judgment would have had to be made as to
how high up the chain of command to report the problem, taking into
consideration the seriousness of the deviation. At a minimum, Beers
said, he expected the Agency ultimately would have reported
deviations to an official not directly involved in the program. He
emphasized that he had never been notified of any problems with the
shootdowns, either on a contemporaneous basis or as a result of the
PTF review.
_u
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488.[
. . ·1 The report released by the IRG in late July
2001 followed the basic story line as established by CIA and reflected
~nternal accountability
in the PTF draft" report and th~
review provided to the Executive Director. It indicated that, by the
late] 990s, references to the full range of required procedures had
become less detailed and explicit. It noted that the use of this
abbreviated set of procedures was the result of an increased focus on
safety resulting from the near collision of a Peruvian and a US plane
in February 1999. The IRG reached its conclusions without access to
all relevant information from CIA-such as the PTF videotape
review; PTP interviews with ABDP participants; and the PTF's
findings that the required intercept procedures and the reporting
requirements had not been met.1
las the Agency's sole
representative to the IRG, failed to provide the group with any of this
relevant information.
/I

THE SSeI INVESTIGATION

489.n The SSCI also conducted an investigation into the
conduct o~ ABDP. The Committee sent requests to CIA for
documents and information and heard testimony from CIA officials
regarding the conduct of the program. Committee staff members
visited Headquarters to review records of the program's operation as
well as material provided by the Peru Task Force. Staff members
int~x~jg~~_(t~BDPparticipants, including I
~~~~~_] and selected members of the US aircrews; they also
traveled to Peru to conduct interviews and gather inforrnation.??
I

D

On 26 April 2001, DCI Chief of Staff John Moseman
490.
and an officer from Congressional Affairs discussed the fact that the
Sse] team had been tasked to complete an "historical review" of the
~'JI

I

This Report focuses only on the representations CIA made to the SSCI
investigation team, The SSCI team collected information from a number of sources, including the
Departments of Stale and Defense, US Customs Service, DEA, Office of National Drug Control
l'olicy, Peruvian Government and Air Force personnel, and the Association of Baptists for World
Evangdism,

_____

2f=='4=-4

_
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~ABDP. In support of that investigation, Moseman recommended that
th: SS
. (.~I .t.e. :rr~. ~ Headauartc; to discuss the terms of reference
wlthl. __...
and other personnel deemed
appropria te b
In response to requests for
information, the Agency made two notebook binders of materials
available to the staff members. The binders, compiled by the PTF,
did not contain all relevant material, however. Specifically, the
records did not include the PTF's documented findings regarding
violations in procedures that had occurred throughout the entire
period the program had operated.
49] i
IThree SSCI staff members responsible for
conducting the investigation separately told OIG in April 2004 that
they had been unaware that the DCI had established a group
identified as the Peru Task Force. Recalling approximately 12 trips to
Agency Headquarters to review ABDP records, including some
shootdown videotapes, each staff member told OIG that he had not
been advised of the results of the Agency's review of shootdown
tapes. Nor were the SSCI staff members made aware of the fact that
the J\gency could not identify a single shootdown tape that showed
full compliance with the intercept procedures.
492.[0 In July 2001, shortly after the PTF's videotape review
was completed, SSCI staff members asked to view some shootdown
videos. rTF Chief
~old OIG that he did not recall if the PTF
provided SSCI the conclusions of its videotape review. I
Isaid
the SSCI staff members did not ask for the PTF's analysis, and he did
not recall meeting with them to discuss the Task Force's findings.
Agency records confirm that the PTF, by this time, had documented
the results of its videotape review, which had found procedural
deviations in previous shootdowns.
493. DIn late July 2001, the SSCI sent a draft of its report to
CIA for review. On 2 August 2001, the CIA Office of Congressional
Affairs (OCA) sent a fax to the SSCI outlining CIA's comments.
Specifically, the Agency asked that the SSeI replace its conclusion
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that ICAO procedures had been "abandoned" with the assessment
that implementation of ICAO intercept procedures had "eroded."
CIA also objected to the inclusion:
~ircrcws in the SSCI
conclusion that there was an "operational mindset'' in the interdiction
program that a target plane was a narcotics trafficker unless proven
otherwise.
494.1
On 9 August 2001, the SSCI sent its final draft
report to CIA for classification review only. On 14 August 2001,
II .. . . .. . .. ..... .....
~ach sent e-mails to OCA, again objecting to the
language in the-at-artl
Itook issue with the word "abandoned"
in reference to the ICAO procedures, because only part of the
procedures had been abandoned-the visual signals.1
iargued
that other parts of the ICAO procedures- identification, radio
contact, and so on -remained. In contrastj
pbjected that:
I

ICAO procedures were never abandoned, certainly there has been
some erosion over time and on that score I might add that the
erosion was not intentional. The word abandoned suggests a
conscious act, which was never the case.

OCA notified the SSCI of CINs objection to the word "abandoned."
The SSCI ultimately conceded the point, and the change is reflected
in its final report issued in October 2001. 100

D

495.
DCI Chief of Staff Moseman told Ole that he assumed
CIA had provided the SSCI investigation team and the IRG with all
relevant information, to include the results of the PTF findings and
the ,
linternal accountability review. He said he did not know if
this had occurred, however, and stated tha~
Jhad been the
Agency's focal point for these outside groups. With respect to
whether the Agency should have volunteered this information to the
Ill"

i,ll'he unclassified SSeI Report, A l\cview of United States Assistance to Peruvian Counter-

f)1'I~r uuculiction l:fJcJrts IlIIiI ihe Sttootdcum of a Civilian Aircraft on April 20, 2001, can

be found
online at hHEJ I illll'Ujgen.ce.sen'lte.gov /1PZl1'!.:p.£i.f, The report concluded that there was erosion
over lime or the USl' of lCI\O procedures. The committee said it could not determine why the
procedures (hallg~~d.
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SSCI or the IRG or waited for specific requests, Moseman said ,it
would have constituted a problem had the Agency withheld the
information. He stated that it was difficult for him to say if Agency
personnel should have just turned over the findings without waiting
for a request, although turning over the findings appeared to be the
right thing to do. Moseman emphasized, however, that the SSCI and
Beers commission were conducting their own reviews and had access
to the same material as the PTF. He added that he assumed the SSCI
and the IRG had come to the same conclusions as the PTF.
496·D Deputy Executive Director John Brennan told OIG
that he would have expected the PTF to report its findings to
someone in the chain of command. He also said that there should
have been a notification informing Congress and the NSC. Brennan
claimed that he did not recall being informed that the Peruvian Air
Force considered any of the intercept procedures to be discretionary
or optional under certain circumstances. Had the Peruvian Air Force,
in fact, considered an intercept procedure optional or discretionary,
Brennan said the PTF should have captured that information.
Brennan asserted that the PTP findings should have been reported to
as high a level as necessary to ensure that corrective action was taken.
These findings also should have been reported to the SSCI if the
findings rose to the level of being considered a significant intelligence
activity.
CIA REPORTING TO THE NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

497 ~ Agency records reflect several instances in the
aftermath~sionaryshootdown when Agency officials were
asked to inform the NSC about the conduct of the air interdiction
program in Peru. At no time did CIA officials provide full or
complete information on the operations of the program to the NSC.

Vice Presidential Briefing, 21 April 2001. On
r--=--=-"--"'-=-=--=-=-.::c.="L-.-_-----,----_ _----.--- and the Deputy Director of CNC,
I prepared a four-page memorandum for Deputy
~------L-----r----'----------
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National Security Adviser Steven Hadley, concerning the missionary
shootdown and the ABOP. The memorandum stated that, "Clear
rules on engagement were established at the onset of the program."
It described the phases of an interception as requiring visual signals
consistent with ICAO procedures. The memorandum was circulated
tq!
~ohn Moseman, and others in advance of its delivery
to Hadley. OIG found no record thaf
prMoseman suggested
any changes to the memorandum.

.. _-- Q

499.
Agency records indicate that Hadley provided
this mcmoranc urn to the Vice President on 21 April 2001. Tenet,
ODCI John McLaughlin, Krongard, Pavitt, and others were informed
that the Vice President had been briefed and that the key points of
the memorandum had been emphasized.

500.~Discussionwith National Security Advisor,
23 May 2Our---Tenei McLaughlin, and Moseman met with National
Security Advisor Condoleezza Rice on 23 May 2001 to discuss a
number of issues, including the ABDP. According to a memorandum
for the record written by Moseman the next day:
Peru Incident: Dr. Rice asked about the modifications of training
procedures, which may have contributed to the shooting down of
the missionary airplane in Peru. [Moseman] noted that training
issues (including revision of manuals that may have eliminated
details of the steps involved in air interceptions) are under review
at CIA.

501·1
I Questions from National Security Advisor,
Isaid he discussed the PTF's
30 July 2001. As noted aboveL_
videotape review findings with Moseman and Brennan in a brief
meeting on 30 July 2001. About 15 minutes after the m~eting Sited,
Moseman sent an e-mail to Brennan, McLaughlin, and,
regarding National Security Advisor Rice's reaction to the IRG report
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that had just been issued. Moseman related that the NSC Senior
Director for Intelligence Programs had contacted him and reported
that:
Dr. Rice was "angry" after being briefed by Rand Beers on the
Peruvian shoot down incident. She is asking who gave the
approval for CIA to "change the procedures" that were so clearly
required by the Presidential decision when the program was
initiated. She is also asking about the oversight of the program,
both at Headquarters and in the field. Dr. Rice also asked if the
CI A IG or General Counsel were examining these issues.lv'
[Emphasis added.]

502·1.
.. . ./ In the same e-mail, Moseman said he had
responded that Tenet had commissioned an internal review of the
program, its management and oversight. He included information
that he conveyed to the NSC Intelligence Programs Director, stating,
in part:
I also reminded [the NSC Senior Director for Intelligence Programs]
that the issues relating to procedures, and training (and what
actually happened during endgames) are complicated (and noted
the most recent training focused on safety between us and the
Peruvians after a near collision in 1999).

Moseman further noted that Deputy National Security Adviser
Hadley would be briefing the President on the IRG report the
following day and that Moseman would provide Hadley a copy of
the Del tasking memorandum and an estimate that the DCI's internal
review would likely be completed at the end of the following week.
In fact, the PTF's report, kept in draft status on the advice of OGC,
had been completed on 14 May. OIG found no evidence that
Moseman or any other Agency officer subsequently informed Hadley
of the PTF's findings concerning failures in the conduct of the
program.

lilll

I CIA Ole began its examination of the ABDP in late December 2001 at the
request of the Department of Justice.
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503·1
IOIG also found no evidence that senior Agency
officers specifically answered Rice's question about who had
authorized CIA to change the intercept procedures. PTF Chief
I
i[told OIG that he had briefed Moseman and Brennan on the
findings of the Task Force, an~l
~as well aware of those
findings. According td
these individuals were aware that
training had changed; that SOPs signed by two successive'
~id
not include all the required procedures; and that the conduct of the
program had violated presidential requirements. Moseman told OIG
that, upon receipt of the 30 July 2001 query from Rice, he did not ask
anyone in the Agency to explain who had changed the procedures.

J

504.
A ency records reveal that, by at least 1 August
2001, Brennan
and members of both the PSSG and the PTF
had reviewed t e gency's proposed responses to questions
regarding the IRG report. These records indicate that the Agency's
responses were to be passed to press offices at the NSC and
Department of State. One of the questions was almost identical to
that which National Security Advisor Rice had asked on 30 July
regarding who changed the procedures and who authorized the
changes.
I

505·1
I Agency records show that the initial response to
the questions concerning the IRG report was drafted and then revised
following concerns raised by Brennan in an e-mail he sent on
1 August 2001 to a PTF member; he copied Krongard, Pavitt, ADDO
I
..
.land numerous other senior officers on the
e-mail. The question and Brennan's revised response state:
mmn

n

Q: Is it true that operating and training procedures were changed
from those approved by the President? Who changed them and
with what authorization? Why wasn't Washington informed?
Did the U.S. Ambassador know?
Over time, references to the full range ofprocedures, there v,'as a
gradudl erosion of the procedures which formed the basis for the

~..,.,f~Q··
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Presidential decision to approve the airbridge denial program for
Peru in 1994, became less detailed and explicitin implementing
documents agreed to by representatives of both countries. Operating and
training procedures usedan abbreviated set of procedures and hadan
increased became focused on safety of flight between Peruvian
interceptors and u.s. tracking aircraft after a mid-air collision in
1999. There were no implementing procedures to ensure routine
interagency or bilateral review of the program, unless a problem
was identified. This is one of the areas we are investigating as we
take a broad look at the overall air interdiction program.102

At the time of this response, senior Agency officers were aware that
the procedures had not been fully implemented since 1995 and that
the NSC had not been informed.
506.nQuestion from National Security Advisor, March
2002. In MarcI12002, National Security Advisor Rice again asked
about the Agency's findings concerning the conduct of the Peru
program. 1m According to an 11 March 2002 e-mail written by GGC's
I
Chief of Litigation,l·
NSA Rice asked the DDCI if he could advise her exactly what it
was that was changed in the security procedures for the shootdown
program that has raised the issue of malfeasance.
I

\wrote that he did not recall the specifics of this issue and
asked his associates to pull the relevant language from the Beers and
SSeI reports. I
Iadded:
[ don't think, in light of the Do} inquiry, we want to create new
information or new analysis, but if there is already an "official"
view from Beers and/ or SSCC we need to provide it to....the
DDC!.

-1~D;\renllan's editing marked deletions by striking through the word.

He made additions to
the ,draft_t~xt llsing italics.
11l\ I
]At the time of Rice's query, the Department of Justice was finalizing a civil
settlement with the families of the missionaries who were shot. These negotiations resulted in a
US Covcrnmont payment of $8 million to the families, This topic is discussed further in the next
section of th is Report.
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I------~en t a copy of this 11 March e-mail to PTF Legal Adviser

_

:

and other aGC attorneys.

507.~

__ • Ten days

later~

~escribed his discussion with

NSC Legal Counsel John Bellinger in an e-mail message to Senior
Deputy General Counsel John Rizzo:
Mr. Bellinger pressed me on whether and when the CIA would
conduct its own internal review into why the shootdown
procedures changed from when the President approved the
program. 1 told him that CIA could not conduct any review until
the DoJ criminal inquiry was completed. Mr. Bellinger stated that
National Security Adviser Rice had asked him this question. It
became clear that Mr. Bellinger did not really know what in the
procedures is alleged to have "changed." So, I faxed him a copy of
the public SSCl report.

As previously discussed, Rizzo was knowledgeable of the results of
both the PTF review and the~
tccountability review, each of
which documented the fact that the procedures had changed and that
conduct of the ABDP had not complied with presidential
requirements.
ROLE OF THE On-ICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL IN CIA's EXAMINATIONS OF
THE AIR INTERDICTION PROGRAM

5081
[Attorneys in CIA's Office of General
Counsel (GGC) supported the internal and external investigations

into the conduct of the ABDP and led efforts to limit potential civil
and criminal action against the Agency and its officers. In advising
CIA's internal investigations, aGe became knowledgeable of the
findings of the Peru Task Force and the requests from the outside
investigatory agencies for pertinent information.

~r'T'?52
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Events following the
Missionary Shootdown, May 2001 - March 2002
May 2001

The US Government received notification that the survivors-of the
missionary shootdown, and the Association ofBaptists for World
Evangelism that owned the missionary plane, Intended.tbsue for civil
damages.

May 2001

Doj's Criminal Division initiated a preliminary review oftheprocedures
employed in the ABDP as a result of questions arising fromth~2.0April
2001 shootdown of the missionary aircraft; Dol's purpose wasto .
determine whether a criminal investigation was warranted.

[uno 200!

Two Do] attorneys from the Criminal Division came to CIA
Headquarters to review documents made available by
aGe
provided the same information that the PTF had compiledforthe DCI
<lilt! the SSCI investigation team. OIGreviewed this briefing material,
comprised of two binders of documents that were assembledfortheDCl
to prepare him for his 24-25 April 2001 testimony tothe SSCIandUPScr.
None of the information evaluated the conduct of the ABDP; it would
not have been possible to complete such an evaluation withinfourdays
of the missionary shootdown.

oc;c.

August 2001

DoJ asked the FBI to conduct a preliminary criminal inquiry of the A13DP
procedures used in Peru.

November 2001

A Do] Criminal Division attorney and an FBI agentvisited.OGC;they
were presented with material previously shared withDo] in Juue2001.
This information did not contain any reference to the results of the'
Agency's review that found that the program had never fully complied
with the required Presidential procedures from 1995 onward.

December 2001

Do] requested that CIA/OIG join with the FBI in conducting this
investigation.

March 2002

Congress passed an $8 million private relief bill to pay for the settlement
with the victims of the shootdown. OIGfound no evidencethalOGC
informed Do) of the Agency's findings concerning the non.~compliahce
with the ABDP procedures.
This box is classifie
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509. [ Iocc Participation in Peru Task Force, ray to
,Augq sl 2 Q.Ql . Latin America (LA) Division Legal Advise
II. . .... .. . }nvolvement with the Peru Task Force (PTF) is discussed
itiall eaillE'f section of this report, "Peru Task Force and Senior
Steering Croup." As noted therej
ladvised the PTF to keep
all documents in draft form in order to avoid creating formal
documentation that might influence other investigations or have an
impact on civil litigation. He instructed the PTP to be careful about
making judgments because the matter could become a legal issue.
I
lalso took the lead in reversing the PTP videotape review
team's tentative conclusion that US officers had instructed the
Peru vian fighter pilot to strafe a target aircraft after it crashed in July
-1995. By modifying the language regarding this incident~~~
_
enabled the Agency to avotci making a criminal referral to DoJ
concerning the actions of I
]aircrew in that shootdown.
,---_----==:5...o.1-"--0"c.

Counsel to the DOq
!who supervised
told OIC that he met wit~
~vweek so that
could share the PTF's findings with him.[
~told OIG
"n1-a-ot-'1-e-r-e--'membered someone, probabl)f
I telling him that
the review of shootdown videotapes had revealed violations of
He'( uired Presidential proceduresj
~also recalled that
told him that unspecified senior Agency managers had
'---,--~)r~le~_ed on the results of the PTF's videotape review.
511·1--------. --u~aid that, although he c.i!d not recall
specifically, he could have discussed wit~
~he fact that
visual procedures had not been implemented. He said he had
discussed witlf]
~Juch systemic failures in the program as
how the Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) had gotten "a little
off track" in theJ?98-9.2timeframe because they omitted the visual
signal phase. 1041
~old OIG that the PTP had conducted a
lO'IIOl\s noted in previous sections, the SOPs had dropped the requirement for visual signals
ciS

part of tlw intercept procedures at least as early as 1997.

C05500526
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thorough investigation of the air interdiction program and that he .
had relied o~._ _..... _._!andother PTF members to uncover any
deliberate actions that would have warran1 a criminal referral. He
emphasized that, at no point, didl
• ver say that the PTF had
discovered any potential criminal conduct or deliberate intent to
mislead.

n Chie~old
l~O~etermmthow

512.

deferred

PTF

aIG that the Peru Task Force

best to re orlllehde;i;lio1s

in intercept procedures it had discovered.
aid
had the legal responsibility to report deviatIons, ut that e i not
know i~
lhad done so. In regard to the videotape of the
14 July 1995 shootdown in which instructions to strafe ciV
fleeing the crashed plane are heard:
Irecalled tha ':
had discussed this ta e with other aGC officers, including
Accordinz to
'someone in aGe' (he did not know who)
told16defete from the PTPs findings the comment
regarding the apparent strafing on the videotape.

'
h

513.IISenior Deputy General Counsel John Rizzo also
participat~ffortto ensure that information documented by
the PTF did not become part of the official record. As discussed
earlier in this report, in responding to Del Tenet's request for "all the
facts" regarding aspects of the ABDP, Rizzo advised in an e-mail of
30 May 2001 that it was important to be careful about committing the

The rest of this page left intentionally blank.
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answers to paper because of possible legal scrutiny from outside the
Agency. Rizzo recommended that senior Agency management be
orally briefed to avoid producing written documents.l-"
5]4.1
IOGC Representations to DoJ Concerning
Civil Settlelnent, May 2001 to March 2002. The survivors of the
missionary shootdown - James Bowers, his son Cory, and pilot Kevin
Donaldson -joined with the Association of Baptists for World
Evangelism, which owned the missionary plane, in retaining a law
firm. In early May 2001, the law firm notified the US Government of
the survivors' intent to sue for civil damages arising from the
accident. The firm indicated its willingness to negotiate a settlement
and, on 8 June 2001, submitted the first proposal for compensation.

__ 515.J__

IDuring the summer of 2001
land
l_d.dd ..... d
d_dl then serving as Deputy Chief of OGe's Litigation
Division.t'v reviewed and edited language being used by Agency
officers in their statements about the shootdown. Their stated goal
was to avoid langua&e that might prove incriminating in future
litigation.L__~__ ).lso attended several meetings with attorneys
from Dol's Tort Branch, OGe's point of contact regarding a civil
settlement with the victims of the missionary shootdown. OIG found
no evidence that OGC ever informed DoJ of the findings of the PTFthat the PD IMoJ procedures had never been fully implemented since
1995.
1

1

--r====::;---1115

lAs the Acting General Counsel, John Rizzo commented, in reviewing this
report III tirall, that OGC's instruction to keep documents relating to the Agency's internal
reviews of the ABDP in draft form was not designed to obfuscate but to mitigate the Agency's
and the government's potential civil liability. He stated that marking documents in draft "does
not prevent access to relevant documents or information by our [Congressional] overseers or to
Do] in performing their criminal investigative responsibilities [because] ... Congress [has the
authority] to obtain those documents through [the] judicial process." OIG notes that the
information ace advised to keep in draft form discussed the findings by the Agency internal
reviews after the missionary shootdown that the presidentially-required intercept procedures
had never been fully implemented since 1995. This information was pertinent to both potential
civil and criminal liability and to Congressional and Executive Branch investigations that were
ongoing at tltl' tin~c. . __
10(, I,
m
m:
. Iliad s~rved as Legal Adviser to CNC from 1998 to early 2001 and was
knowledgeable of the ADDP and Its operations.
1

~
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516r·11n a January 2002 e-mail to Rizzo and others,
an OGC attorney reported the results of a meeting he attended with
three DoJ officials, the Chief of the Civil Torts Division, a Deputy
Associate Attorney General; and an Office of Legal Counsel attorney.
According to the OGC attorney's e-mail, the Chief of Civil Torts was
presented with,
... a couple of hypotheticals that shook his earlier view (which he
attributed to a degree to initial CC representations) that available
defenses were air-tight and that litigation risk was extremely low..
. .[The hypothcticals stemmed from scenarios] examined by various
investigating bodies (Beers, Busby, SSCI).... [and] under those
alleged fact patterns (that any competent plaintiff's attorney would
mise), the prospect of usc liability appeared far greater.

OIC again found no evidence that aGC officers informed DoJ of the
Agency's findings concerning the non-compliance with the ABDP
procedures. In March 2002, Congress passed an $8 million private
relief bill to pay for the settlement between the US and Peruvian
Governments and the victims of the shootdown.
517. I
IOGC Efforts Regarding Potential Criminal
Charges Against Agency Officers, 2002 to 2004. aGC led the
Agency efforts to head off a Do] criminal investigation and possible
indictments of Agency officers as well as to help defend those
officers. Senior Agency managers, particularly Deputy Director for
Central Intelligence (DDCI) John McLaughlin, General Counsel Scott
Muller, and Senior Deputy General Counsel John Rizzomade direct
representations to Dol, the NSC, and Congress. At the behest of
Muller, OGe prepared a legal defense of Agency officers. aGe
attorneys also assisted Agency officers in obtaining defense counsel
and hosted Agency meetings of defense lawyers to prepare the
defense case. IO?
107 [
1111 May 200"1, Do) initialed a preliminary review of the procedures employed in
the PeruvIan (\11' interdiction program. In August 2001, Do) asked the FBI to conduct a
preliminary criminal inquiry. In December 2001, Do) asked CIA OIG to join the investigation.

__
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518. [m
---] In an e-mail to DDO James Pavitt in early
Ju IY2002, Rizzo noted tha t:
For the past year, we have tried at various levels at Do] (led by the
DDCI continually raising it in meetings with Deputy AG [Attorney
General] Thompson) to focus on the corrosive implications a long,
drawn-out investigation has on the morale of the entire DO....
Furthermore, the DDCl raised this early on with Condi Rice, who
asked I1dlinger to follow Upl08.... Finally, within the past couple
of weeks a written notification was sent to the intelligence
committees laying out exactly, in a straightforward way, what Do]
has dune and is doing. We hope it will prompt one or both of the
committees to summon Do}for an explanation.

Rizzo went on to note that the DDCI had "pushed the envelope II with
DoJ Deputy Attorney General Larry Thompson. He said that
Thompson was dealing with a career staff that was "muttering" about
"outside pressure" on the investigation from CIA. Nonetheless, in the
fall of 2002, IvlcLaughlin resumed his representations to the Deputy
Attorney General that continued through at least the fall of 2004.

5"19·1

..

. . lIn representations to DoI, Rizzo expressed

concern to theA'ssTsfcfnt' Attorney General for the Criminal Division
about the length of time that Doj's investigation was taking; the fact
tha t three of the officers invol ved were in very senior positions; and
the negative impact the DoJ investigation was having on morale in
the Directorate of Operations.

520·1
I OGC's Internal Review of Conduct of Air
Interdiction Program, October 2002 to November 2003. After
becoming CIA General Counsel in October 2002, Scott Muller
immediately requested a briefing from his staff on the status of the
criminal investigation into the conduct of the ABDP. He made it
clear that he doubted a criminal investigation was warranted;
questioned whether DoJ had objectively considered all relevant
IOHLI

IJohn Bellinger served as Legal Adviser to the NSC.

~Tj
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information and surrounding factors; and indicated that he was
going to have an aGe attorney conduct an assessment of the case.
aGe attorneJ
Iconducted the
521.
assessment for Muller.
old ok; that Muller asked for a
"comprehensiv. e~eviewll of the Peru LrOgram~fr~m its inception
through the rnISSlOnary shootdown.
stimated that he spent
50 tol 00 hours, or more, over four to six weeks reviewing the Peru
air interdiction program, examining cables and other written
reporting, and watchin~ the videotapes.
[said he had spoken
with LA Legal Adviser:,--~n order to ensure that he
conducted a comprehensive review. HoweverJltold aIG that
he was not provided with the findings of the p~ Agency's
Internal Accountability Review nor was he familiar with their
I

conclusions,

C

1ail correspondence between Muller a n d l a s
well as
statements to OIG, indicate that Muller u~
that visua signals had not been performed as required and that this
was a key issue with respect to potential criminal charges against
Agency officers. In seeking to establish a rationale for this deviation,
Muller focused on the centrality of evasion as a possible defense
theory. Muller's theory was that suspect aircraft were usually
evading and that, if they were evading, there was no longer a
requirement La perform visual signals.j
idid not agree with
Muller's theory. He maintained that many suspect aircraft had not
been evading and that the MOJ did not provide for evasion as an
exception to the requirement to conduct visual signals.
523·C ln early February 2003, Muller postulated thatthe
planes that had been shot down had taken evasive action and that
CTA personnel in the field believed the rules no longer required the

C05500526
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use of visual signals when that occurred. 10
!countered,
arguing that visual signals had not been done regardless of whether
or not the target was evading. He said the Peruvians had been
trained not to do visual signals, even when the target was flying
straight and was not evading. Muller responded that:
It is not a question of whether the tapes of the shootdowns support
the cables. It is not a question of what procedures they followed
when planes were evading. It is a question of what procedures
thev were following when planes were not shot down and were not
evading.

524·1
~esponded that there were several Tatal flaws"
in Muller's thrrythat
planes that had been shot down had taken
evasive action
~rote that the requirement to conduct visual
signals had been dropped from the training and practice of the air
interdiction program before 1999. He added that:

ro

The shootdowns for 4 August 1997 and 6 October 1997 ... are
preceded not by visual signals from the target, nor by radio
communication between the target and the tracker/interceptor, nor
by conclusive evasion. [Emphasis in original.]

Moreoverllargued that the discussion of evasion was getting
off point, .isauthoiization for the prograr in the PD and MOJ did
not say anything about evasion.'
ater explained to OIG that,
if the earlier shootdowns that he had reviewed involved "evasion,"
then the missionary shootdown in 2001 also involved "evasion' and
thus could not be called a mistake.
525·1·· . ;
rlso challenged Muller's theory that CIA
personnel in the ield had "reasonably" interpreted theMOJ to permit
abbreviated steps when the target was "evading." I
]pointed

I

.

~'ecalled lha~MulIer

proposed that a plane heading for the Brazil border
chungll1g altitude was "evading"1
Iitoid orc he believed there could be other reasons
for a plane to fly toward the border or change altitude and contended that whether a plane was
evaLiing and how to respond was not for a person in the field to decide.
109

01'
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out that the missionary shootdown "had indications of 'evasion'
similar to the 4 August 1997 and 6 October 1997 events. II He added:
Evasion is a fuzzy concept. And on 20 April 2001 we learned what
happens when the Peruvian Air. Force does not guess correctly
about evasion, when the target does not demonstrate by visual
signals and! or radio communication that it is aware of the
interceptor.

526·1 ,_. ._ . . ~4 }eviewed the procedures for conducting a
shootdown as specified in the MOT. He described "fairly far
differences" between the requirer nrocedres and what CIA cables
old OIG he reported the
described and the tapes showed.
results of his analysis to Muller and showed him one of the
shootdown videotapes. In this shootdown, there was a problem with
the speed with which the phases proceeded. If the pilot of the target
plane was not already on the radio, there was no way he could have
received the radio call warning of interception before he was shot
down/ because the shootdown proceeded so quickly. What the
sl1~~otdown tape showed did not meet the requirements of the :NIOJ.
I
pointed out to Muller the speed of events and the lack of time
to respond. f__ .... Jtold OIG that/ while Muller did not agree with
him outright, he did express concern that his proposed defense-that

The rest of this page left intentionally blank.
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CIA officers had relied on a reasonable interpretation of the MOJ-

rWQ~lCLlJglW-'),k'I~~~:~a:~~~:o~~::~~;,~foeoPle,specifically
527 ~
~ound that deviations in the conduct of the
program were written into the 1999 Standard Operating Procedures.
He also noted that handwritten comments in the April 2001 briefing
DCI Tenet provided to the SSCl might have
to "llftlerns" with
the accuracy of his statements to Congress.t"
told Muller
that he concluded there were grounds for possible criminal
prosecution of ABDP managers for making false statements in
reports from the field to Headquarters and to Congress.112IF:,-=':==:~a._m'=TI
loki Muller that the most exposed individuals were officers who
knew the MOr s rules, knew of the reality on the ground, and had
made affirmative statements about the pro ram's com Hance. In
nd
E~E,~,i~~}9E~1
l.i.':i-5'!]tifie_d--Lt--L-_ _-----,

It

-..J

I

528:
provided Muller his assessment of the
responsibility of CIA personnel in the field:

:[m Fn cmumcnting

011 this Report in draft, Acting General Counsel Rizzo stated that, "Fonner
Gent'!'al Counsel Muller, and OCC attorneys operating at his direction, pursued a legally
permissible course of action in interpreting the facts as they relate to the criminal statutes at issue
in the J ustic« Department's review of this matter, By analyzing a possible defense theory, Muller
was playing dcvil's advocate by identifying for the Justice Department the potential weaknesses
in its criminal case. This is a traditional and permissible legal role for Agency counsel to take. , ..
The theorr::Jl>
)
y Mullet' and other occ attorneys has a basis in fact. That theory relies
upon t h e [ a b l e s that describe the target aircraft as taking evasive action, , , . .The
theorv is urt ier prenllsed on the practical consideration that when a target aircraft takes evasive
uctiou, it is a strong indicator that the pilot of the aircraft has identified the presence of a
pursuing aircraft. In such cases, even though rCAO procedures are silent on this point, evasive
action arguably eliminates the requirement for the use of signals by the pursuing aircraft to alert
the pilot of the t<lJ'gd aircraft. This undoubtedly is an argument that would have been advanced
by defense counsel should this matter have resulted in criminal charges against Agency officers,
and we believe that the Justice Department was entitled to the benefit of that argument as it
considered whether to roceed criminally, , , . "
111~onfinned to OIG that these edits were in her handwriting.
1.12
Iilspl'mg-2003, at the conclusion of his review of the ABDI1
Iwent on
lcave-wlt lout-pay status; following his return in fall 2003, he was not involved in aGC activities
concerning the ABDP,
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Many officers arc already protected [from criminal prosecution]
because Do} cannot prove that they knew the Program's practice
differed from the Memorandum of Justification. This protection
does not apply to those field officers who have admitted to having
read and understood the Memorandum of Justification before or at
a time when they knew the Program was being run without the
fallback of visllal sig~ls. Further, this protection probably does
not apply tel
because they had significant
experience with the Program in the field.

I..

529·1
lOGe Preparation of a Defense Strategy,
April to October 2003. In April 2003, OGe prepared a document
titled, "Peru Airbridge Denial Program, Department of Justice
Investigation," that included two pages of possible defense theories.
In spite of knowledge of the PTF findings and the conclusionj"
had presented to Mu lIer, OGe advanced the arguments used t-y- - Muller in conversations with Do] and in his e-mail exchanges with
l i l t was reasonable for CIA officers to believe they were
~lg with required procedures when visual signals were not
given to suspects who had taken evasive action. aGe based this
theory on assertions that, "Virtually every shootdown from 1995 to
April 2001 involved a case where the suspect took evasive action upon
the arrival of the interceptor. II The assertion was inconsistent with the
PI~fil.~.dings, the PTF s review of shootdown videotapes, and
II
[conclusions. In fact, most shootdowns had not involved
evasion.

n

In early October 2003, OGe circulated to senior
530.
Agency ofhcuils - including Tenet, McLaughlin, Krongard, and
Pavitt-s a background briefing book, entitled Peru Airhridge Denial
Program, 1995-2001: Department ofJustice Investigation, dated
30 September 2003. It induded the same two-page section,"Possible
Defense Theory," discussed above. The briefing book was produced
and circulated to senior Agency management in advance of a
meeting arranged by Muller and the Assistant Attorney General of
Dol's Criminal Division with senior Agency managers to discuss the
status of the criminal investigation into the conduct of the ABDP.
263
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531.
On 3 November 2003, the Assistant Attorney General
of Dol's Cnmmal Division and other Do} attorneys met with DCI
Tenet, McLaughlin, Muller, DCI Chief of Staff Moseman, the
Inspector General, and several others to discuss the findings of the
criminal investigation. In that discussion, Do} and OIG briefed senior
Agency officials on the findings of their investigation. They told
these senior managers tha t:

• CIA personnel knew from 1995 onward that not all the
intercept procedures required by the Presidential
Determination had been conducted.
• After every shootdown but one, CIA personnel
reported that all required procedures had been
conducted.
• CIA personnel may have made false statements,
representations, and material omissions to Congress
during the duration of the program and after the April
2001 missionary shootdown.
.
The Agency managers who attended the meeting listened to the
discussion and asked several questions. They did not inform Do} or
OIG, however, that other AgenC~ investigations of the ABDP
inciUdin'j,the PTF review, thq_ . ~ccountability review, and
~
.evicw for OGC had reached conclusions similar to those of
DoJ and OIG.
532j
Iocc» Support to the Criminal Defense.
By early 2003, Agency officers, concerned that they might become
subjects of a criminal investigation, consulted with OGC about
obtaining private counsel. OGC attorneys, including General
Counsel Muller and Senior Deputy Rizzo, served as intermediaries,
contacting outside lawyers. Rizzo discussed the issue of US
Government reimbursement of legal fees on behalf of the Agency

264
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employees with some defense counsels. One defense attorney has
stated that Rizzo asked his firm to represent two Agency employees
and instructed him to provide payment invoices to aGe so the
Agency could pay them. 113 The actions of Muller and Rizzo in early
..ad
2003 contrasted from written notification occ attorneJ11 ..~
provided to Agency employees in June 2002. At that ti~
.~
told certain Agency officers that DoJ wanted to interview them and
that the employee had a right to consult a lawyer, but aGC could not
represent the employee or advise the employee whether to consult a
lawyer.
533·1
.
lone aGC attorney also helped defense
lawyers collect and review clasSifie.d Agenc~ documents in Agency
Jtasked several offices in
offices. LA Division Legal Advise~
the DO and several overseas stations on behalf of defense lawyers to
provide documents covering a broad array of issues, including
cables, SOPs, training documents, briefings of Congress, and
documents related to the external inquiries undertaken following the
missionary shootdown. aGC attorneys facilitated defense counsel
access to Agency spaces and personnel.um

534.~ .

I

aGC attorneys undertook this support to

defense counsels wIthout the knowledge of Do], which was
.
conducting an ongoing criminal investigation. When DoJ became
aware that defense lawyers had been given access to Agency
information, these lawyers had been present in CIA offices for 187
hours. aGC attorneys had located a non-Agency witness for defense
counsel to interview without DoJ knowledge, leading one senior
oec attorney to comment on the unprecedented nature of such
III r-_-=-==~]Agencyregulation provides that any CIA employee "who, as a result of
activities carried out within the scope of his or her employment," may be indemnified under
Section Hof the CIA Act for the costs of legal representation by private counsel if, in the sole
unreviewable discretion of the General Counsel, he determines that the person "appears to have
been actin' in rood faith and within the scope of his or her employment."
11'1
Agency regulation states that for DIG-related business, DIG, in conjunction
wit 1 t ie i nncc of Security, will provide the specific authorization for access and will be
responsible for overseeing the activities and movements of the defense counsels.
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support to defense counsel during an ongoing Do] criminal
investigation. General Counsel Muller hosted at least one meeting of
four defense lawyers at CIA. following that meeting, one of the
defense counsels sent a six-page letter to Muller in October 2003 on
behalf of all [our defense counsels asking for 32 specific categories of
Agency docu ments.
535·1

lIn October 2003, General Counsel Muller told

OIG that subjects of the investigation had met with counsel on

numerous occasions, but that OGC personnel had not sponsored
those meetings. He said tha~
lhad sponsored lawyers
who were using LA Division spaces to review documents, watch
shootdown videos, and compare notes. Muller, however, noted that
Rizzo, and others had each approved giving private
counsel access to ABDP documents.

I

I

536·1
lOGe's Representations to Do} for Criminal
Declination. Following the 3 November 2003 briefing of senior
Agency managers, OGC continued urging Do] not to criminally
prosecu te Agency officers involved in the air interdiction program.
aGe promised/ argued that the Agency would/ could employ an
adequate administrative remedy. This discourse culminated in a
letter from DDCIMcLaughlin to the Assistant Attorney General for
the Criminal Division on 18 October 2004. In this letter, McLaughlin
promised that CIA would ensure vigorous administrative
accountability. McLaughlin stated that:
.. , regardless of what decision the Justice Department may reach in
a given case, there will be serious consequences for any CIA
employee determined to have lied or made knowingly misleading
statements, whether those statements were to Congress, DoJ, the
NSC or Office of Inspector General (GIG) investigators, or by an
employee to his or her superiors. If the facts demonstrate such
intentional deception, this Agency will take significant disciplinary
action to reinforce OUl" "zero tolerance" policy for such conduct by
Agt>ncy personnel,
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MeT .aughlin offered the following assurance with respect to the Peru
investigation:
Regardless of what action Do] ultimately decides to take with
respect to its investigation, CIA's Executive Director will be
directed at the appropriate time to convene an accountabi1!ty board

composed of experienced individuals from within or outsidethe
Agency, but which will in any case include people not serving in
the Directorate of Operations,

On 3 February 2005, Do} declined prosecution in favor of
administrative action by CIA.

CONCLUSIONS
537. [
·1 On 20 April 2001, a small floatplane owned
by the Association of Baptists for World Evangelism was
transporting an American family of four from Brazil to their home
base of operations in Iquitos, Peru. The plane, following the Amazon
River in its westward journey in daylight, was tracked byl
I
aircraft as a suspected narcotrafficker and was fired on by the
Peruvian Air Force. The mother and infant were killed; the American
pilot was seriously wounded. Within hours, CIA officers began to
characterize the shootdown as a one-time mistake in an otherwise
well run program. In fact, this was not the case.
538. !
Iviolations of procedures required under the
Airbridge Denial Program (ABDP) to intercept and shoot down drug
trafficking aircraft occurred in all If shootdowns in which CIA
participated, beginning in May 1995. CIA officers knew of and
condoned the violations, fostering an environment of negligence and
disregard for these procedures. The required intercept procedures,
specified in Presidential Determination (PD) 95-9 and its
accompanying Memorandum of Justification (MOJ) of December
1994, were not mere technical details. They were integral to the
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program - designed to ensure that an aircraft that was intercepted
"was reasonably suspect of being involved in narcotrafficking" and to
protect against the loss of innocent life. To achieve these objectives,
efforts to identify a suspect plane and, using a specific series of
internationally recognized procedures, give the plane an opportunity
to land were required before it could be shot down.

5390 CIA officers involved in the program violated
requirements related to reporting on the shootdowns in all cases
except one. Their statements inaccurately claimed that each
shootdown complied with the requirements of the I'D and MOJ.
'These statements originated on the ground in Peru, were endorsedn
I
pnd were then passed by responsible Headquarters
components to Congress and the NSC. The statements were
contradicted by clear evidence contained in some of the reporting
cables and in the Videotapes of the shootdowns. CIA officers charged
with legal and policy oversight of the program ignored the evidence.
Their failure to report violations averted the possibility of a policy
review that might have led to a change in course and prevented the
shootdown of April 2001.
540·1
IKey Agency participants in the ABDP - by
their own accolili.t=·understood the requirements of PD 95-9 and the
MOJ and knew that they were required to monitor the program and
report any deviation from required procedure. They also understood
that, if they reported violations of intercept procedures, the MOJ
required the US Government to "reevaluate whether Peru has
appropriate procedures to protect against the innocent loss of life." A
number of officers told OIG they believed such a reevaluation might
have ended the program. This perception fostered a climate in which
reporting any failure to comply with required procedures may have
been viewed as a threat to the program itself.
541.[
IThe routine disregard of the required
intercept procedures 111 the ABDP led to the rapid shooting down of
target aircraft without adequate safeguards to protect against the loss
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of innocent life. Key Peruvian and American participants in the
program told OIG that, in many cases, performing the required
procedures would have taken time and might have resulted in the
escape of the target aircraft. In addition, because the required
procedures to establish contact with a target aircraft were difficult to
conduct, it was easier to shoot the aircraft down than to force it
down. The result was that, in many cases, suspect aircraft were shot
down within two to three minutes of being sighted by the Peruvian
fighter-without being properly identified, without being given the
required warnings to land, and without being given time to respond
to such warnings as were given to land.
IUnauthorized modifications to the
Presidentially-mandated intercept procedures were implemented
from the resumption of the program in 1995. Agency officers and the
US and Peruvian pilots all explained that there were practical
limitations to conducting all the intercept procedures. Peruvian
pilots were interviewed, for example, and none said he had ever
conducted visual signals to warn a target aircraft that it had been
intercepted. This resulted in a de facto modification of the intercept
procedures from the start of the program in which visual signaling
was discretionary. In fact, visual signals were not even conducted in
the 11 shootdowns that occurred in daylight. No one involved in
making this change had the authority to do so.
542·1

543. i

I The violations of required intercept

procedures that occurred in the shootdown of the missionary plane
had occurred in many previous shootdowns. They included:
• Failure to identify the suspect aircraft as reasonably suspect
of being a narcotics trafficker by identifying its tail number
or determining if a flight plan existed. This failing occurred
in nine shootdowns.
• Failure to conduct visual signals, such as fly-bys, wing
waggling or lowering landing gear, to ensure that the
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suspect aircraft knew it had been targeted and could follow
instructions to land. This occurred in all 15 shootdowns.
• Failure to fire warning shots to ensure that the suspect
aircraft knew it had been targeted and could follow
instructions to land. This occurred in nine shootdowns.
• Failure of the Peruvian chain of command in executing the
stages of an interception and shootdown process before
authorizations were provided. This occurred in 14
shootdowns.
• Lack of reasonable amount of time to perform required
proccd u res and for target aircraft to respond. This occurred
in 10 shootdowns.
violations that had occurred in
previous shootdowns did not occur in the missionary shootdown.
For example, on at least four occasions, authorization to shoot down
the target aircraft was given before all intercept phases had been
completed. Improper interference on the part of the US crew had
occurred at least five times, for example. This usually involved US
personnel encouraging the Peruvians to accelerate the intercept
phases. In one instance, the US crew encouraged the Peruvians to
fire on those who were fleeing a plane that had already been shot
down, an action that potentially violated US and Peruvian law. In
interviews with aIG, Agency officers acknowledged that one or more
of the required procedures were not followed in shootdowns in
which they were directly involved.
544·1

I Some

545. D~naccurate reporting on the ABDP originated on the

ground in Peru with Agency officers stationed at the Pucallpa and
juanjui Air Base~I
,.~=~_,.~JThese officers drafted,
reviewed, and released cables they knew - based on their direct
involvement and review of the tapes-contained inaccurate
information. Agency officers in Latin America Division and the
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Crime and Narcotics Center, responsible for managing the program,
failed to provide adequate oversight. The cables and videotapes
contained information that contradicted claims of compliance and
revealed numerous and repeated violations of the Presidentiallymandated required intercept procedures. After failing to conduct
approprrate reviews, these officers forwarded inaccurate information
to senior management of the Agency and then on to Congress and
the NSC, stating that the program operated in strict adherence to the
laws and regulations governing it.

I
546. DIThe 17 August 1997 shootdown, which I
acknowledged was "bad," and the resulting investigation into its
violations of procedure and overall conduct of the program could
have been a positive watershed event for the program and those
involved in it. Instead, the lessons it provided were ignored. The
participants first sought to downplay the extent of the violations in
that shootdown, then denied the extent of chronic non-compliance in
the program, and finally reverted to the previous practice of
overlooking violations.
547·0 Violations of procedure in the 17 August 1997
,shootdown were noted by the officer-in-char e OlC at Pucallpa,
Y

ill'~Ogian1 ManageJp"properl

alertlvlCwe the vid:;:"e she

questioned the OIC's account. In an e-:ail t
__ lind''-;--ic-a-t-ed--'-.-------.,-------'
officers who reviewed the incident had reported that t ere mig at not
have been any violation. The OIC did not back down from his
assessment, however, and
~eported the violations.
Headquarters then also reported the violations in its Congressional
Notification,

I

548·DFollowing the 17 August 1997 incident, Headquarters
sen~_~_!<:a!!1to Peru to review the program. The OlC at [uanjui,
I
Itold OlG that the co-leader of the team] . •
______________]was told byl
!that the required visual signals
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were not always being performed. Nonetheless,Cissued a
report erroneously stating that the conduct of the intercept
procedures "more than exceeded II the Presidential requirements.
Furthermore, the requirement to perform visual signals as a part of
the interception procedures, as specified in the Mal, was omitted
from the SOPs, which had been adopted in February 1997. In spite of
this omission'
Igave the ABDP a clean bill of health in her
report, stating that the procedures in place in Peru were even more
stringent than those outlined in the Presidential Determination. She
also reported incorrectly that the 17 August 1997 shootdown was a
"unique exception to normal operations and is the sole deviation
known to have occurred in the history of the program. II
549. rcc~ccl Subsequent shootdowns, two as early as October 1997,
involved many of the same violations of procedure as those of
17 August 1997 and previous shootdowns. Program participants
maintained that they scrutinized subsequent shootdowns with
particular care because of the problems with the 17 August 1997 event.
In reality, these reviews either were not undertaken or were woefully
inadequate, as they continued to report incorrectly, or falsely, that all
required procedures had been fulfilled, when in fact they had not been.
The Agency forwarded this inaccurate reporting to Congress.

n
During the ABDP, Standard Operatin
SOPs we~sl1ed earl . In 1999 two
siv
550.

Procedures

IL-..-~~~~-----.-----!

igne t e SOPs. As
LW~lt-'-1-'-t-'-1-e--rT'<"""""-n7"",",s-,-;-'It-e--'1;;-;9'V9"'9"S'i";O"Vi"'O"P-s'd-:="id""'-n-o";'"'t=co=='ntain the Presidentiallymandated requirement to conduct visual signals as part of required
intercept procedures. This marked the start of a continuing omission
p
... r.. o
. cedure. required by the MOJ. In signing these SOPs,
I. __._fa..k_ ._. . e._ .v..__
. _.
Idocumented their recognition of the fact that
0.

Peruvian pilots were not required to perform visual signals.

551·1

IThere was effectively no legal oversight of the

ABDP dUrIng the years it was in operation. The Congressional grant
of immunity from criminal prosecution to CIA employees for their
272
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role in downing civilian aircraft through this lethal program was
predicated on the compliance of those activities with the procedures
established by the Presidential Determination and Memorandum of
Justification to protect against the loss of innocent life. Those
authorities unambiguously placed on the Agency and its officers
involved with the program a requirement to monitor actions taken in
its implementation and to report any deviations from approved
procedures. CIA line management failed to ensure that this was done.
For their part, the Office of General Counsel and the several attorneys
who served in the operating divisions that ran the program were
passive, believing to the present time that it was never their role or
obligation to undertake any affirmative action to monitor, ensure, or
document compliance. 115
552.l-------!CIA did not fulfill its legal obligation to keep
Congress and the NSC fully informed of significant activities
concerning the ABDP. Between 1995 and 2001, the Agency
incorrectly reported that the program complied with the laws and
policies governing it. In the aftermath of the missionary shootdown,
CIA conducted several internal examinations into the circumstances
of the shootdown and the broader conduct of the ABDP that
wLJn reviewing this report in draft, the Acting General Counsel stated that,
... the mere faclthat some of the incoming cables [concerning shootdowns] reported an
elapsed time of only a few minutes for the implementation of intercept procedures is
insufficient to trigger the requirements for further legal review. aGC attorneys are not
pilots, nor air traffic controllers; they arc not trained to evaluate whether or not intercept
procedures can or should be completed in a certain amount of time, particularly when
that information is coupled with an affirmative statement of procedural compliance.
In the view of the OlC, it is not accurate, however, to state that, because aGC attorneys lacked
as pilots or air traffic controllers, they therefore bore no responsibility when reading
cables that reported all intercept procedures were conducted in 90 seconds to a few minutes. By
their Own statements, each DCC legal advisor in LA Division knew the intercept procedures.
They knew a potential target plane had to be identified as reasonably suspect of being engaged in
narcotics trufficking' after which radio calls, visual warning signals such as flying in front of the
target, and warning shots all had to be executed before requesting and receiving permission to
shoot the target. Common sense, not specialized training, dictates the procedures cannot
physically be carried out in 90 seconds to a few minutes.
I raining
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documented sustained and significant violations of required intercept
procedures dating back to the first shootdown. Yet the Agency
denied Congress, the NSC, and the Department of Justice access to
these findings. Seeking to avoid both criminal charges against
Agency officers and civil liability, aGC advised Agency managers to
avoid written products lest they be subject to legal scrutiny.
553.11 ··-1 Statements by senior CIA officers in the immediate
aflermathWe missionary shootdown misrepresented the Agency's
performance in running the Peru air interdiction program and
advanced the fiction that the missionary shootdown had been an
aberration in an otherwise well run program. Within days of the
shootdown, the Agency told the Vice President, the Agency
population, and the public that clear rules of engagement had been
established at the beginning of the program requiring the Peruvian
Air Force to use a series of internationally recognized procedures
known to all pilots to make contact with a suspect aircraft and
instruct it to land. These detailed statements implied that the
required procedures had been implemented when, in fact, they had
never been fully implemented.
55t1·DLatin America Division
nd
Crime and Narcotics Center
ere responsible for
the content and accuracy of the Agency's statements in the
immediate aftermath of the missionary tragedy. Each officer knew
the information the Agency presented was incomplete and
. misleading, obscuring the actual conduct of the program. Their
efforts to suppress incriminating information led to manipulation of
DCI Tenet's testimony to the SSCI on 24 April 2001. In editing
Tenet's draft testimony!
~eleted references to the requirement
that visual signals be conducted. As a result, Tenet gave incomplete
and misleading testimony to Congress.
I

555.1:_·.~" ..:,_"m~. ·~:~",:=:Jsupported the DCI's briefings to

Congressional Intelligence Committees and briefed the Committees
themselves more than 10 times between 24 April and 1 August 2001.
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They claimed that the missionary shootdown had been an aberration
and that the rapidity with which the phases of that interception had
been conducted was unusual. These claims remained unchanged
even after the Agency's internal review group, the Peru Task Force
(PTF), had collected clear evidence, dating back to 1995, that the
program had deviated from requirements of the PO and MOJ and the
phases of most previous shootdowns had been conducted in shorter
periods of time than in the missionary shootdown.

L_J

The central roles played by [ . .
~~in the
556.
preparation of Congressional testimony and in the daily operation of
the PTF represented a conflict of interest. Their long and direct
involvement in the management, supervision, implementation, and
oversight of the ABOI' and their potential accountability should have
precluded them from any role other than that of providing input to
post-shootdown investigations. Instead, they were deeply involved
in the prepara tions of Congressional briefings and the PTF
deliberations and findings, thereby compromising that group's
objectivity and credibility. This involvement resulted in external
briefings and products that focused on selective and relatively benign
issues, such as inadequate training and language capability, and
diluted the gravity and weight of the evidence of persistent and
systemic violations. Senior Agency management was aware of the
participation o~
~nd sanctioned this conflict of
interest.
557·11
I The PTF's "draft" report of 14 May 2001 alluded
in only a general way to the serious and longstanding problems the
group had identified in the conduct of the ABDP. The Task Force
masked its findings, stating that intercept procedures had become
"abbreviated" in the late 1990s due to changes in equipment and an
increased focus on safety. In reality, the group had learned from the
testimony of US pilots and statementf
.
!officers
I
'that visual signaling always had
been considered optional and that many other required steps were
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often omitted. The PTF's review of the 1997 SOPs further confirmed
that the written requirement to conduct visual signals had been
dropped earlier than the "draft" implied.

5 5 8 . 1 1 Within a month of the missionary shootdown,
the PTF h~lated substantial evidence and documented its
findings that procedures required by the MOJ had never been fully
followed and that Agency officers in Peru had falsely claimed
otherwise in their reports to Headquarters. The PTF did not formally
report its findings, however, on advice from OGe. The PTF also did
not formally report that it had failed-in the NSC-directed IRG
tasking-to identify any shootdown videotape that showed all
procedures being followed.
559.1:
~he PTF failed to fulfill two of the primary
taskings articulated by the DCI: to ensure the "completeness and
accuracy of the documents already produced by various Agency
components" and to provide relevant material to external groups
investhrating; the shootdown. The PTF never reported that many of
II........ .. .
reporting cables and the Agency's resulting
, notificalions to Congress were inaccurate. Nor did the PTF fully
inform or provide its findings to the external review groups,
specifically the NSC-directed IRG, the SSCI investigation, or DoJ,
which was conducting a criminal investigation and civil settlement
negotiations with the Baptist missionaries.

~BDP

560j
II OGC's advice not to release a "final ! PTF report
'
was intended to insulate the Agency and its officers from any finding
of accountability or liability for their conduct of the program. By
telling outside investigatory groups, such as the IRG and the SSCI,
that there was no final report from the internal CIA investigation, the
Agency successfully denied them access to the PTF's findings. The
tactic also concealed the Agency's findings from the victims of the
shootdown who were engaged in civil settlement negotiations.
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561.
The Accountability Review conducted bi
failed to report the incriminating information he learne • about the
conduct of the ABDP. Despite having knowledge of the PTF's
findings and the results of the videotape review!
Ifailed to
report to the DCI and other senior managers in August 2001 that
required procedures had been omitted from the beginning of the
program and tha "
epeatedly had provided inaccurate
report echoed the PTF theme that
reporting. Rather
procedures had become a br~YJated in the late 1990s as the Peruvians
JQ~llB~ci on flight safety
~lso passed on without verification
I
I~naccurate conclusion of September 1997- that the program
was oDerating in full compliance with required procedures. Finally,
ImmmJears specific responsibility - as the Agency's sole
representative to the IRG - for failing to inform the IRG of the PTF's
findings and the documented results of its review of the videotapes.

r

re~uest

562·0Jo late 2..0..0.2...,.a....t. the
of newly arrived Cen..eral
~onducted another
Counsel Scott Muller, OGe:: attorne
review of the ABDP.I
Jreported to the General Counsel that
there were significant discrepancies between the procedures required
by the PD and MOJ and the procedures actually followed in the
ABDP·I
~ad not been informed of the findings of the Agency
internal reviews, but he reached similar conclusions. He told OIG
that he had shown Muller a videotape that demonstrated the
shootdown had not met the requirements of the MaJ. I
~aid
he informed Muller in early 2003 that there were grounds for possible
criminal prosecution of ABDP managers for making false statements
in reports from the field to Headquarters and to Congress. Those
most exposed, he said, were officers who knew the Mars
requirements, knew the reality on the ground, and had made
affirmative statements about compliance with the procedures.
563. DIn April 2003, aGe prepared a defense of the Agency's
performance In conducting the ABDP that was designed to protect
Agency officers from criminal prosecution. This defense theory
directly contradicted the documented findings of the PTF and OGC's
277
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own review. It relied on inaccurate assertions: first, that in virtually
every shootdown from 1995 to April 2001, the target plane had taken
evasive action, and second, that visual signals could be skipped if the
target plane took evasive action. In fact, most of the shootdowns had
not involved evasion on the part of the target aircraft, and the MOJ
did not stipulate that visual signals could be skipped in the event a
target did take evasive action.

n

564.
aGC attorneys briefed the defense theory to the DCI
and DDCI1nTa1l2003. They also contacted defense counsels to enlist
them to represent Agency employees. Senior aGC attorneys hosted
meetings of defense lawyers at CIA, tasked Agency components and
overseas locations for documents to provide to defense counsel,
facilitated defense counsel access to Agency spaces and personnel,
located a non-Agency witness for defense counsel to interview, and
according to one defense counsel, instructed him to submit his billing
invoices for his Agency-employed clients directly to aGe. OGC's
provision of this kind and level of support was a marked departure
from normal aGe practice and was undertaken without the
knowledge of the Department of Justice, which was conducting an
ongoing criminal investigation. In undertaking these actions, aGe
attorneys confused their mission of ensuring that Agency operations
are conducted in consonance with US law with one of advocacyseeking to limit civil and criminal action against individual Agency
officers.

565.1
ISenior Agency managers withheld
information from the NSC, failing to respond to direct questions
about the conduct of the program from National Security Adviser
Condoleeza Rice. On several occasions, Rice asked who had given
approval for eIA to "change the procedures" that were clearly
required in the program. OIG found no evidence that any Agency
officer ever responded to her request for information, despite the fact
that certain senior Agency managers were aware of the Agency's
own findings that the ABDP had not fully complied with Presidential
req 1I i rernen ts.
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566.
Several OGC lawyers were aware of the conclusions
reached byI e PTF. These lawyers also were aware of ongoing
settlement negotiations with attorneys representing the victims of the
missionary shootdown. The US Government paid $8 million to the
victims, working from an incorrect understanding, based on CIA's
assertions, that the missionary shootdown had been an aberration in
a program that otherwise had complied with Presidentiallymandated procedures.
567·DA number of Agency officers failed to appropriately
monitor ABDP activities and rovide accurate re ortin . These
individua Is included
'-------~------_---officers-in-charge and personnel L~
j'-'-'-::"::"'::":_~
ersonnel in LA Division, CNC an
Special Activities Division, including the
attorneys assigned to the DDO and these divisions.ue These officers
did little to proactively ensure the integrity of the program.
Following the missionary shootdown, a number of Agency managers
and attorneys misled senior US Government officials, including the
Vice President and National Security Advisor, the Congress, and
other government investigatory entities about the chronic violations
of required procedures in the ABDP and the failure to report those
violations.

-----J

D

In addressing issues of accountability, OIG has
568.
focused on those officers who understood the requirements of the
lit> e l n reviewing this report in draft, OGC commented that the best measure of the
effectIveness of DeC's lcgal guidance was the fact that Agency personnel understood the
program requirements as set forth in the PD and MOJ. "aGe, then, fulfilled its mission of
ensuring that National Clandestine Service officers knew their legal obligations," stated the
Acting General Counsel. OIG's investigation, however, did not establish that Agency personnel
were aware of the PD and MOJ requirements because they were briefed by OGC attorneys.
Rathel', outgoing officers-in-charge were informed of the PD/MOJ by Special Activities Division
program managers in IIeadquarters.l~~,"~::Jmaintained a "read folder" with the PO/Maj.
tor officers in the field implementing the program. Legal advisers to the program described their
role as reactive, as explained more fully in the text box, The Role of the Legal Adviser, following
paragraph H5.

~
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Presidential Determination and Memorandum of Justification; knew
the requ ircrnent to report deviations through their chain of
command; knew the ABDP had not complied with the requirements
of the PD and MOJ; failed in their oversight responsibilities; were
involved in multiple incidents of false reporting; and! or provided
misleading information or suppressed knowledge of available
evidence.

•

of the Counternarcotics Linear
andl
:LA Division,
was invo ve in one way or another with every shootdown
,~~l::f2PtOI~e. As one of the original architects of the ~Bl?P,
I
~new that the PD and MOJ allowed no deviation
from prescribed procedures. He was centrally involved in
the program while servin~he reviewed the tapes of
the shootdowns and relea~blesreporting on the
shootdowns to Headquarters]
knew the Peruvian
pilots considered visual signals to be optional from the start.
rEight S~ooldowns occurred whil~
!was
inear, and he was in the chain of review for all of
ffiem-'- here were violations of required procedures in each
of these shootdowns and inaccurate reporting to Congress.
I
rlfailed in his responsibility to provide adequate
oversight to the program.
1,-----,-c~~~~~~--1

rrom 1996-991
!told OIG that I
jwas
responsible for ensuring that required intercept procedures
were fa 11 0,wed
w:s resrnsible for the accuracy of
~reporting.
oversaw five shootdowns as
including that 0 17 August 1997.1
I
provided false reporting on four of them. After the
shootdown of 17 August 1997 that violated a number of
intercept procedures,l
!)nstituted corrective
procedures to ensure compliance. Yet, the violations that
had occurred on 17 August 1997 were inexplicably repeated
two months later in October 1997 and were not reported.
I

ani

iU

Sb----~
~bCllli1=_f{
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I

!subsequent signing of SOPs in 1999 that failed to
include visual signals as a requirement was fundamentally
inconsistent with the clear provisions of the PD and MOr

After the shootdown of the ~i_s._sionary plane, as,--I---c-_ _
Latin America Division,l
]provided misleading
information to the Peru Task Force, Congressional
committees, CIA employees, and the public. He was fully
aware that the ABDP had not complied with the
requirements of the PD and MOT, but he withheld that
information from Congress and the NSC.

./

Iserving in various positions in CNC and Latin
America Division, failed repeatedly in her responsibility to
ensure the ABDP was conducted in accordance with its
presidentially-directed requirements. Asl
I
LA Division in 1995-96, she reviewed ABDP
~and assisted in preparation of
cables [rani[
notifications to senior 6g~I1CY managers and Congress. As
I. _ . JLA Division's)
~from 1996-98,
I
~was responsible for Headquarters oversight of the
ABDP. Her investigation and report of the 17 August 1997
shootdown and the overall conduct and compliance of the
program were particularly flawed. Having learned first
hand in Peru that required procedures were not being
performed, she nonetheless labeled the August 1997
shootdown an anomaly in a well-run program. In spite of
being keenly aware of the violations in the August
shootdown, she failed to monitor the next two shootdowns
in October 1997 adequately and played a critical role in
passing false information to Congress and the NSC.
•

pi

m u

After servi~.1
as
:Jof Congressional Affairs in
1998-2000,IL
lof CNC, provided misleading
information to the Peru Task Force and Congressional
Committees in the wake of the missionary shootdown. She
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was aware that the ABOP had not complied with the
requirements of the PO and MO], and she concealed that
information from Congress and the NSC. She participated
in the editing of the DCI's draft testimony to the
Congressional oversight committees, removing the reference
to visual signals as a required procedure. This resulted in
the DCI's providing incomplete and misleading testimony to
Congress.
• [ _ ... _ __ ~
jwas involved with the ABDP from 1995
through 1998, including serving as I
/Program
Manage~
INine shootdowns occurred during
her tours in Peru. After each of these shootdowns, she
reviewed the incidents with US and Peruvian officers and
reviewed the tapes. She reported false information after all
of these shootdowns except the 17 August 1997 incident.
She knew first-hand what had occurred during that
shootdown, and she failed to provide adequate oversight to
the shootdowns that followed in October 1997j
I
first told OIG that only the 17 August 1997 shootdown had
involved violations of required procedure. When shown
videotapes of other shootdowns, however, she stated that
several showed obvious violations of intercept procedures,
including failure to identify the target and failure to_
implement all the required intercept phases. I
--I
continued to make false statements in the aftermath of the
missionary shootdown when she told the Peru Task Force in
e-mail that visual signals had always been performed in the
Al3DP.
Iserved as I
bfficer to the Peruvian
Air Force at [uanjui from 1995 to 1999; he understood his
responsibility was to make sure the ABDP operated
according to required procedures. He was at [uanjui for
numerous shootdowns, including those of 1997. He knew
that visual signals were not being performed, and failed to
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report this through his chain of command.Ctold OIG in
2002 that he had watched videotapes of all the shootdowns
while he was in Peru between 1995 and 1999/ and none
stood out for not having followed procedures. When he
viewed shootdown videotapes with aIG/ however!
I
stated that the tapes showed obvious violations of
procedures, including failure to identify the target/ failure to
do visual signals/ failure to give the target a reasonable
chance to respond, failure of the FAP chain of command/
and US aircrew interference in the authorization process.
Tn his role asl
/was involved in the formulation
of the 1997 and 1999 SOPs and was aware that visual signals
were not included in the description of the required
procedures'
~old the Peru Task Force after the
missionary shootdown that Peruvian pilots made the
decision about whether or not to conduct visual signals
during an interception. He misleadingly told the PTF,
however/ that this had not been an issue early in the
program because most interceptions were performed at
night and
tar let usually took harsh evasive action. In
those cases,
said that there was no requirement to
perform visual signals. In fact,l
~new that most of the
shootdowns that occurred between 1995 and 1999 had been
conducted in daylight and the targets had not all taken
evasive action.

tlr

• 1'~_~_n

Jserved as the Peru desk officer in LA Division
in 1997 to 1998 and monitored ABDP compliance with the
PD and MOJ. He conducted a detailed review of the reports
of the 17 August 1997 shootdown and clearly understood the
violations that had occurred. He nonetheless failed to
adequately review the subsequent shootdowns of October
program Manage~rom
1997. As I
1998 to 2001, he was involved in the formuIanonor-E,oth
1999 SOPs, each of which failed to include visual signals as a
n
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required procedure. As Program Manager at the time of the
July 2000 shootdown, he reported falsely that required
procedures had been conducted, specifically citing visual
'1
In the aftermath of the missio~rysh~otdow~,
!
Jtruthfully told the Peru Task Force In e-mail that visual
SIgna s had not been conducted in that shootdown. In his
Ole interview
~aid, IIWe were floundering" with
regard to visual signals. He said that no one was conspiring
to hide anything, but he did not know why the
iIll racticality of conducting visual signals was not raised.
. aid someone should have sent a "reality cable" that
'-;---"T""I
to l Headquarters that visual signals were impossible to
accomplish.

s:gnar,g·

f

•,

~as the I

IProgram
ManagelL_
Ifrom 1993 to 1996. He was
involved in reviewing and reporting on eight shootdowns
that occurred during his tour in Peru. Each of these
shootdowns involved violations of the required intercept
procedures.
Jrepeatedly failed in his oversight
and reporting responsibilities. He stated that he watched
most, if not all, of the shootdown videotapes to see if the
intercept steps had been followed.1
!asserted that
the good thing about the tapes was that wing waggling was
always visible and that visual signalinz could be confirmed.
~aid it was
In reviewing Videotapes with OIG,I
now clear to him that the intercept procedures had not been
followed precisely back then and that the ABDP had not
complied with the PD and MOJ from the beginning of the
program.
u.

l__ .

.
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and knew that the ABDP, as the only lethal program LA
Division was conducting, "had to be done right."
---knew he ras resJnsible to ensure that the rules were
followed.
was aware of the deviations in the
17 August 1997 shootdown and was part of the team review
to monitor subsequent
process established by
shootdowns. He failed to adequately oversee shootdown
activities and report violations in the two October 1997
shootdowns that followed. He also failed to adequately
review and supervise the development of the March 1999
SOPs that excluded visual signals as a required intercept
procedure.
•

1

Iserved as the sole Agency representative to
the Interagency Review Croup, and the chief of the Agency's
internal accountability reviewj
fvas fully aware of
the Peru Task Force's documented findings and videotape
review that revealed long-standing non-compliance of the
ABDP from the start of the program. He failed to report
these findings in his own report and provided misleading
information in that report. He also failed to provide the
PTF's findings to the IRG, despite having been charged with
providing relevant information to this NSC-directed
interagency investigatory group. This resulled in the IRG
producing a misleading and incomplete report.

.1.__of _llie.missionary
Jwas Latin America Legal Adviser at the time
shootdown. He also served as Legal
Adviser to the Peru Task Forcej
Iknew that the
PTF documented sustained and significant violations of
required intercept procedures dating back to the first
shootdown. He advised the Task Force not to issue a formal
written report. This prevented the PTF's findings from
being provided to outside institutions, including the SSCt
which was conducting its own investigation; the Interagency
Review Group; the NSC; and the Department of Justice,
285
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which was conducting a criminal investigation. I
also provided informal discovery to defense counsels in
violation of Agency regulations; this was contrary to his
obligations as a US Government attorney.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
I.,

.______n..

I For the Director, Central Intelligence Agency.

The Director, CIA should convene an Agency Accountability Board
(AAB) to review the performance of the officers identified in the
Conclusions of this Report, paragraph 568. The Accountability
Board, using the Agency's standards for employee accountability,'
should review the performance of these officers with regard to their
oversight, management, and implementation of the Airbridge Denial
Program in Peru and their role related to actions the Agency took, or
did not take, in response to' the shootdown of the missionary aircraft.
The Accountability Board should include a senior aviator drawn
from outside CIA. Because senior personnel from the Agency's
Office of General Counsel (OGC) were involved in these matters,
counsel not part of aGC should provide legal advice to the Board.
Notice of the establishment of this Board should be provided to the
Inspector Ceneral.? This Recommendation is considered to be
significant.

1

I ..

n......

}ertinent portions of Agency regulations concerning accountability and

dil"ii>lineb~;~'rmarized in Exhibit B.

The Acting General Counsel objects to provision of legal advice to the Agency
Accounta 1 ity Board from outside OGe. He states that this action "attempts to subvert the
statutory and regulatory role of the General Counsel in providing legal guidance to the DCIA
and to Agency management and programs.... Whenever the role of an OGC attorney in
providing guidance to a CIA intelligence activity has been reviewed for accountability purposes,
another OGC attorney has served as legal advisor to that AAB." In this case, because' of the
involvement of senior aGC personnel in the issues under review, OIG deems this
Recommendation to be prudent to avoid a conflict of interest. The Department of Justice should
be requested to provide appropriate legal guidance if there is any question whether the Office of
Inspector General's recommendation for external legal advice improperly encroaches on the'
statutory responsibilities of the General Counsel.

2
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I For the Associate Deputy Director, CIA.

The

ADDCI should create, document, and implement a policy and
standard operating procedure that ensures the integrity and
accessibility of substantive investigations, inquiries, assessments, or
reviews undertaken by the Agency of program failures. Such
reviews should be independent and result in published final reports.
Those reports and supporting documentation should be retained, and
the reports should be provided to internal components and external
bodies with a need and right to know. Agency personnel, and those
in their chain of command, who were involved in the implementation
of the programs being reviewed or investigated should not
participate, directly or indirectly, in the reviews. Documentation of
this process should be provided to the Inspector General. This
recommendation is considered to be significant.
3.!
I For the Deputy Director, CIA and the
General Counsel. The DDCIA, in his capacity as Chairman of the
I
Ishould review the command
and control responsibilities for all CIA covert action and other
programs involving lethal authorities to ensure clear chains of
command and accountability. The DDCIA ~ould direct the
implementation of a process that ensures th~is provided,
annually, with a signed certification attesting that each covert action
program-and any non-covert action lethal activity-.being carried
out by the Agency has been proactively reviewed by Agency
attorneys and that it has been affirmatively determined that actions
taken pursuant to those programs and operations were found to be
consistent with law and regulation, to the best of the attorneys'
knowledge and belief, based on their reviews and information
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s~l_

available to them.' The DDCIA should provide the Inspector General
copies of the directives implementing this recommendation. This
Recommendation is considered to be significant.

CONCUR:

j

s:

~i/t.yff Z- () o V

Date
Inspector General

.
IThe Acting General Counsel "objects to this Recommendation because it
misapprehends the nature of the rotational attorney's role and responsibilities." OIG
understands the traditional role and responsibilities of OGC attorneys in CIA; they are described
in this Report. That role failed to provide any useful, continuing oversight of the lethal program
described in this Report. Hence, OIG believes an annual certification process would assist in
ensuring CIA lethal activities are undertaken in a lawful manner. Additionally, the Acting
General Counsel, DINCS, and D/CNC, in comments on the draft report, all observed that the
original formulation used in this-recommendation would have had an attorney certifying that
"all"actions undertaken pursuant to the program had been reviewed, placing the attorney in a
management role where he or she was unrealistically responsible for awareness of every action,
significant or not. In response to these observations, the recommendation has been adjusted to
clarify that what is sought is active, reasonable, continuing awareness by, and counsel from, an
OGC attorney or attorneys, enabling the attorneys-without taking on the functions of
management-to certify annually that the actions they have reviewed have been found to be
consistent with law and regulation "to the best of the attorneys' knowledge and belief, based on
their reviews and information available to them."
.
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UNCI~FIED/

Exhibit B: Accountability Standards
According to Agency Regulation
Conduct, Accountability, and Discipline:
I

1

_

'---------,---~

• [
~tates that, Employees ... are expected to
perform their duties in a professional and satisfactory
manner. An employee who is responsible for a significant
failure to act in accordance with the level of professionalism
and diligence reasonably to be expected or who evidences a
pattern of conduct that demonstrates a failure to carry out
the functions of his position has not lived up to this
standard ....

• I
!addresses the responsibility of managers, noting
that, Managers ultimately are responsible for the actions or
inactions of their subordinates and should institute
reasonable measures to ensure compliance with Agency
standards of conduct.
•

]addresses discipline, stating that, All
employees, including managers, are expected to meet the
Agency's standards of conduct and perform Agency duties
in a satisfactory manner. Those who fail to do so may be
subject to disciplinary action, which may range from an oral
admonition to termination of employment....

I

• I

!indicatesthat, Any finding of
deficient performance must be specific and may include
omissions and failure to act in accordance with a reasonable
level of professionalism; skill, and diligence.
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•

~tates that, Determinations under

the above standard will be based in part on whether the facts
objectively indicate a certain action should have been taken
or not taken and whether the employee had the opportunity
and the responsibility to act or not act.
Inotes that, Managers may be held
accountable in addition for the action(s) or inaction of
subordinates even if the manager lacks knowledge of the
subordinates conduct. Such accountability depends on:
(1) Whether the manager reasonably should have been
aware of the matter and has taken reasonable measures to
ensure such awareness. (2) Whether the manager has taken
reasonable measures to ensure compliance with the law and
Agency policies and regulations.
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